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L’amica geniale (My Brilliant Friend) by Elena Ferrante (published in Italy in four volumes 
between 2011 and 2014 and translated into English between 2012 and 2015) has galvanized 
critics and readers worldwide to the extent that it is has been adapted for television by RAI and 
HBO. It has been deemed “ferocious,” “a death-defying linguistic tightrope act,” and a 
combination of “dark and spiky emotions” in reviews appearing in popular newspapers. Taking 
the considerable critical investment in the affective dimension of Ferrante’s work as a point of 
departure, my dissertation examines the representation of emotions in My Brilliant Friend and in 
two Italian novels written between the 1960s and the 1970s – La Storia (1974, History: A Novel) 
by Elsa Morante (1912-1985) and L’arte della gioia (The Art of Joy, 1998/2008) by Goliarda 
Sapienza (1924-1996). However, rather than remaining centered on these works’ emotive 
landscapes alone, I seek instead to trace the continuities that link these two “historical” novels of 
the past to Ferrante’s successful and more recent tetralogy.  
I look at the representation of emotions and at what I call “moments of intensity” – 
moments of disruption in the narrative sequence, along with stylistic and linguistic rupture, used 
to convey the characters’ modified perception, rather than the affective reaction of the reader – in 
order to illuminate these works’ multi-layered view on women and history, and to show how the 
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characters’ emotional responses and moments of narrative intensity are intrinsically connected to 
the authors’ visions of history and women. Thus, my research reflects on the sudden popularity 
of the contemporary Italian novel within the global literary scene while also looking beyond 
national borders to argue more broadly for the interconnectedness of emotional intensity, 
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The focus of this study is on emotional intensity as represented and conceptualized in the 
historical narratives written by three Italian women authors – Elsa Morante, Goliarda Sapienza, 
and Elena Ferrante. Morante and Sapienza belong to the same generation of writers active after 
the Second World War; Ferrante is currently the most popular Italian writer on the global stage. 
Her success is a “phenomenon” with huge repercussions on the production, translation and 
reception of literature produced by Italian women writers. As a result of the “Ferrante effect”1 a 
number of Italian novels have been recently translated into English. Notably, Ferrante’s 
translator Ann Goldstein has produced a new translation of Morante’s L’isola di Arturo (Arturo’s 
Island, 2019). These authors have had different lives, careers and receptions, but they have 
something in common: each of them produced one sprawling “historical” novel with female 
protagonists.  
Morante published La Storia in 1974 directly as a paperback at a low price. The book 
soon became a literary case, one of the few bestsellers by a living author in the 1970s. 
Conversely, L’arte della gioia, written in the same years and completed in 1976, was rejected by 
the major publishing houses and never published during the author’s life. It was published after 
Sapienza’s death, first partially (Stampa Alternativa, 1994) and later entirely but in few copies 
(Stampa Alternativa, 1998), before a reprint by the prestigious Einaudi in 2008. L’amica geniale 
appeared in four volumes, published in Italy between 2011 and 2014 and translated immediately 
into English between 2012 and 2015.  
 
1 See the recent article by Anna Momigliano in The New York Times, “The Ferrante Effect” (9 December 2019).  
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These three novels have very different publishing histories, but they all emphasize 
emotional intensity along with the effect of the flux of history on women’s lives. By putting 
them in dialogue with each other – and occasionally with other novels which feature women who 
confront historical and political events of the twentieth century – my study explores how women 
writers are affected by and represent key historical events such as the rise of Fascism, the Second 
World War, the “economic miracle” of the post-war years and the cultural and political 
upheavals of the 1970s. Their works focus on female characters and deploy female narrators, 
foregrounding issues related to motherhood, the female body, women’s agency and autonomy. 
These novels also depart from the model of neorealism, with its insistence on facts and on the 
masses, and articulate the intertwining of history and invention decried by Alessandro Manzoni 
in his writings on the historical novel, “Del romanzo storico e, in genere, de’ componimenti misti 
di storia e d’invenzione” (1850). They do so by means of narrative choices which combine forms 
of the historical account and social chronicle with more personal narrative forms typical of 
female writing. They include diaries, letters and autobiography, with the results that facts and 
fiction intermingle in unexpected ways. Moreover, these books foreground the inextricability of 
history, knowledge and emotions, each articulating such tangles in its own original style. 
Morante’s influence on Ferrante is well known. In a letter she wrote when L’amore 
Molesto was awarded the “Procida Prize, Arturo’s Island – Elsa Morante” (now in F 16-20), 
Ferrante quotes a long passage from Morante’s short story “Lo scialle andaluso” (1963), which 
exemplifies the “smaterializzazione del corpo della madre ad opera del maschio meridionale” (F 
14).2 Ferrante mentions Morante’s novel Menzogna e sortilegio (1948) as one of her constant 
companions (F 77; Frantumaglia 82). Although Ferrante never alludes to La Storia, L’amica 
 
2 “how the southern male dematerializes the body of the mother” (Frantumaglia 17). 
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geniale shares many of its themes, especially motherhood, the body and the history of women. 
Moreover, Ferrante sets the beginning of L’amica geniale where Morante had put an end to her 
story, that is, right after WWII. The war’s moral and economic consequences still haunt 
Ferrante’s tetralogy, especially the first volume, and because of this the history of Naples can be 
considered one of the protagonists of L’amica geniale. With this work, Ferrante recovers the 
long narrative structure and the passion for storytelling typical of Morante. “I am a storyteller,” 
she states in an interview with Rachel Donadio: 
Sono una narratrice. A me interessa da sempre raccontare. L’Italia ha tuttora una 
tradizione narrativa debole. Abbondano le belle magnifiche pagine molto lavorate, ma 
non il flusso del racconto che, malgrado la sua densità, ti trascina via. Un modello 
ammaliante è Elsa Morante. Cerco di imparare dai suoi libri, ma mi pare insuperabile. (F 
241, emphasis added)3 
Ferrante emphasizes the powerful narrative of Morante’s novels, with their compelling plots, but 
also their “density.” This quality can be understood on many different levels, ranging from the 
style (Morante is known for her long sentences, rich in subordination and parenthetical 
expressions), to the intensity of the emotions represented on the page. Because of its appeal to 
emotions, La Storia was heavily criticized by the intellectual elite of the time, despite (or maybe 
because of) its wide readership, while today it enjoys the status of a classic.  
Another storyteller is Goliarda Sapienza, along with all her autofictional characters and 
the protagonist of L’arte della gioia, Modesta. Sapienza’s oeuvre – ignored by critics until few 
 
3 “I am a storyteller. I’ve always been more interested in storytelling than in writing. Even today, Italy has a weak 
narrative tradition. Beautiful, magnificent, very carefully crafted pages abound, but not the flow of storytelling that 
despite its density manages to sweep you away. A bewitching example is Elsa Morante. I try to learn from her 




years ago – has rapidly gained academic recognition both in Italy and in the Anglo-Saxon world. 
This happened only after L’arte della gioia was translated and enthusiastically received in 
France and Germany. Sapienza’s novel, as we will see, might be considered a response to La 
Storia, as claimed by both Domenico Scarpa (see his postfazione included in the volume of 
L’arte della gioia) and Angelo Pellegrino, Sapienza’s husband and curator of her published 
works (see Bazzoni, “Agency and History” 148).  
If a comparative reading between Morante and Ferrante is justified by the latter’s explicit 
references to the previous author, it seems to me that the structure and the narrative of L’amica 
geniale encourage us to look at Sapienza’s L’arte della gioia as another possible term of 
comparison. In both novels, the narration is autodiegetic: in Genette’s terms, the narrator is not 
only part of the story (i.e., homodiegetic) but also the protagonist of the narrative (244-245). The 
two narrators organize their stories in a similar way: four parts for Modesta’s story, four volumes 
of L’amica geniale. However, the two voices are not of the same type: the distance between the 
time of the narration and the facts vary in different ways. In addition, L’amica geniale has a 
double protagonist, the duo made up of Lenù and Lila, and if Elena (the name I use to indicate 
the narrator, as opposed to Lenù the character) decides to narrate as a conscious deliberation 
(although driven by resentment), she does it against Lila’s will. Rather than writing a private 
diary, Elena gives her story the status of a written narrative with aesthetic value. Modesta, by 
contrast, sees art as a “trap,” similar to all ideologies and social norms. Lenù and Modesta are 
similar in that they turn the intensity they experience into a story of their own. But Lenù 
struggles to become a writer and to give her story a literary form. Ida, in Morante’s La Storia, is 
the only protagonist who does not talk. The architecture of this novel requires a narrating 
instance that can see present, past and future and can focalize on numerous characters. Ida, as we 
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will see, lacks self-knowledge, knowledge of history and awareness of her own emotions. 
Therefore, she can’t narrate. In this way, I argue for the interconnectedness of emotions and 
narrative forms that include the choice between first- and third-person narrator.  
All three novels at the center of this dissertation are generally perceived as “emotionally 
charged,” even though a study of these emotions and of how and why they are created at a 
narrative level is still missing. As a matter of fact, there is no single definition of “emotion” and 
terms such as emotion, affect, feelings and mood are sometimes used as synonyms and 
sometimes distinguished from each other (see next section). Although I find some approaches to 
emotions more convincing than others (Sara Ahmed’s and Barbara Rosenwein’s especially), my 
aim is not to determine what emotions are in general. My inquiry concerns the possibility of 
singling out “moments of intensity” in literature, in order to illuminate literature’s multi-layered 
view of women and history in the twentieth century and beyond. Moments of intensity are 
similar to what Virginia Woolf calls “exceptional moments” in “A Sketch of the Past”: moments 
of “sudden violent shock” in which she became aware of “something terrible [and of her own] 
powerlessness” (71), moments of “peculiar horror and a physical collapse” (71). In this 
dissertation I suggest that the characters’ emotional responses and the moments of narrative 
intensity are intrinsically connected with the authors’ visions of history. Indeed, the general 
perception that emotions are opposed to history and that politics is unemotional has been 
challenged by several scholars in various disciplines, and many historians now consider emotion 
as much a category of history as class, race or gender.4  
Moments of intensity punctuate the processes of becoming of the characters I deal with in 
my study – becoming being a term I use in lieu of formation or Bildung, for reasons I will clarify 
 
4 William Reddy, Barbara Rosenwein and Carol and Peter Stearns have made important contributions in this sense 
(see next section and my bibliography). 
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in my analysis. These moments are scenes of disruption of their lived experience that determine a 
change in the course of the narrative. Therefore, I focus on historical events that act upon 
women’s lives. Intensity – a term I borrow simultaneously from literary criticism, affect theory, 
theories of emotions and linguistics – is often determined by the violence of history at the level 
of the plot. The second meaning of intensity concerns the sphere of affect and emotions. The 
word intensity itself refers to definitions of emotion, feeling states, affect. Finally, intensity is 
conveyed by the style and language of each author.  
This study aims at contributing to the analysis of Italian literature through the lens of 
emotions and the tool of linguistic analysis. The study of emotions in Italian literary texts is still 
at its inception, with just a few studies now published. Remo Bodei has traced the history of 
anger taking examples from literature and philosophy (Ira: La passione furente, 2011). Gabriella 
Turnaturi has analyzed the history of shame from a sociological perspective often referring to 
literature (Vergogna: Metamorfosi di un’emozione, 2012). Graziella Parati’s Migrant Writers 
and Urban Space in Italy: Proximities and Affect in Literature and Film (2017) is to date one of 
the few volumes that investigates affect in Italian literature and films. Among them are also a 
volume of Moderna entitled Emozioni e letteratura. La teoria di Matte Blanco e la critica 
letteraria contemporanea, edited by Alessandra Ginzburg, Romano Luperini and Valentino 
Baldi in 2017, and the recent Righteous Anger in Contemporary Italian Literary and Cinematic 
Narratives by Stefania Lucamante (2020).5 As for the relationship between history and emotions, 
it is worth remembering the conference held at the University of London in 2009, Italy and the 
Emotions. Perspectives from the 18th century to the present, which resulted in the publication of 
 
5 Individual essays, of course, has appeared over the last few years (see, for instance, Milkova, “Mothers, Daughters, 
Dolls,” or Gervasi). It is also worth remembering the panel “Letteratura ed emozioni,” organized at the Italian 




the volume Politica ed emozioni nella storia d’Italia dal 1848 ad oggi, edited by Penelope 
Morris, Francesco Ricatti and Mark Seymour (2012). Moreover, the volume Love, Honour, and 
Jealousy: An Intimate History of the Italian Economic Miracle (2019), by Niamh Cullen, is a 
recent addition to Oxford series Emotions in History. 
Analyses of the counter-narrative of history offered by literature have been carried out on 
works by Elsa Morante, Natalia Ginzburg, Renata Viganò – for example in the volume 
Gendering Italian Fiction (edited by Maria Ornella Marotti and Gabriella Brook in 1999), by 
Stefania Lucamante and others. However, the discourse on the representation of emotions in 
literature has remained mostly separate from the discourse on history, with few exceptions (for 
example Gervasi). My work will contribute to filling this gap. 
As for the writers at the center of my dissertation, studies on Goliarda Sapienza and Elena 
Ferrante are in rapid growth. Ferrante’s tetralogy immediately attracted the critics’ attention and 
extensive studies have now been published or in the process of being published. Sapienza’s 
masterpiece L’arte della gioia has only started to attract critics’ interest in the last few years and 
the first book-length studies in English have just been published: Goliarda Sapienza in Context: 
Intertexual Relationships with Italian and European Culture, edited by Alberica Bazzoni, Emma 
Bond and Katrin Wehling-Giorgi (2016), and Alberica Bazzoni’s Writing for Freedom Body: 
Identity and Power in Goliarda Sapienza’s Narrative (2018). Comparative studies of Sapienza 
and Ferrante or Sapienza and Morante have appeared in the volume Goliarda Sapienza in 
Context, in the collection Dell’ambivalenza: Dinamiche della narrazione in Elena Ferrante, 
Julie Otsuka e Goliarda Sapienza, edited by Anna Maria Crispino and Marina Vitale (2016), and 
in Queer(ing) Gender in Italian Women’s Writing by Maria Morelli (2020).  
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Although many studies exist about the use of dialects and non-standard Italian in 
literature (see especially Haller, The Other Italy), such as Carlo Emilio Gadda’s expressionism, 
and despite the recent attention to Ferrante’s use of dialect, to my knowledge there exists no 
thorough investigation of the connection between dialect or non-standard language and emotion 
in novels mostly written in the standard language. With this research, I contribute to the ongoing 
discussion on how we understand emotions in literary works, while at the same time intertwining 
the analysis of the representation of history with a linguistic discourse on the relation between 
standard and non-standard language in Italian novels. Moreover, I hope to be able to trace a 
network of influence among a group of female writers who are, perhaps, indebted to each other.  
Following a chronological order, this study focuses first on La Storia, a complex novel 
that provoked a heated debate when it was published in 1974. The second chapter is dedicated to 
L’arte della gioia, written in the same years but published much later. My third chapter analyzes 
L’amica geniale, a novel in four parts. In each of the chapters, I analyze explicit references to 
emotional intensity, the function of narrative intensity in the plot, its connection to particularly 
significant historical moments, and how it is typically created at the narrative level. The fourth 
and last chapter provides some linguistic analysis of the three novels, emphasizing shared and 
different linguistic choices. In this introduction, I clarify what I mean by intensity on these three 
levels – history, emotion and language – thus accounting for the composite theoretical 
framework of my work. 
 
1. Women’s Historical Writing and Emotion 
Italy’s “first generation women writers” (Lazzaro-Weis 120) turned to historical narrative during 
and soon after WWII. In 1944, Anna Banti’s novel Artemisia, the story of seventeenth-century 
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painter Artemisia Gentileschi, was almost ready, when the writer’s house in Florence was 
bombed by the Germans, and the manuscript of the book was destroyed. In 1947, a revised 
version of the novel, entirely rewritten from Banti’s memory, was published by the Florentine 
publisher Sansoni. The two versions must have been very different from each other, given that 
the author, in an added note “To the Reader,” defined the published one as “nuove pagine,” in 
which “l’impegno del narrare non sosteneva che la forma commemorativa del frammento, e il 
dettato si legava, d’istinto, a una commozione6 personale troppo imperiosa per essere obliterata” 
(Banti, Artemisia 7).7 Those “new pages” have a different form, fragmentary and dialogic, 
because the narration is interrupted by the intrusion of the protagonist in the author’s life. “Non 
piangere,” a voice encourages the intradiegetic narrator, who mourns the destruction of an entire 
neighborhood (9). The fact that this narrator is the same A. B. (Anna Banti herself) that signs the 
note to the reader adds to the original lost narrative – supposedly a historical novel and a 
biography, defined in the same note as “una nuova misura di connivenza storico-letteraria” (7)8 – 
an autobiographical layer that also foregrounds the historical events of the Second World War: 
the author’s tears for her lost manuscript, her “perdita più dolorosa” (10); her visit to London in 
1939, when the illusion that curiosity and culture could bring people together in the name of art 
was still alive; finally, Banti’s account of the year 1945, when those same people interested in art 
have already become ghosts, and history was dead (“la storia è morta,” 180). 
Written between 1938 and 1939, Paola Masino’s Nascita e morte della massaia had an 
equally troubled story: censored by the Fascist regime (despite her relationship with the writer 
Massimo Bontempelli, who was a supporter of Fascism), its cut version was ready to be printed 
 
6 The word commozione is especially relevant in light of Morante’s tone in La Storia.  
7 “the aim of the narrative was to preserve only the commemorative form of the unfinished story and […] the writing 
of it became bound up, instinctively, with personal emotions too imperious to be ignored or betrayed” (Artemisia 2). 
8 “another instance of historical-literary symbiosis” (Artemisia 1). 
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but burned in the print shop damaged by German bombs. The censorship had found it cynical 
and defeatist, but Masino, working on the surviving proof copy, tried to bring the text back to its 
original version and published it in 1945. Nascita e morte della massaia is a surreal, yet highly 
autobiographical story (Feltrin-Morris 205), of a woman who succumbs to a (self)imposed role 
in the family and in society, but it is above all a fierce criticism of the image of women proposed 
by Fascist propaganda (whose rhetoric it sarcastically reproduces) – women involved in the war 
effort who never question the patriarchal structure of society. The dilemma of the protagonist, 
divided between her artistic ambition and her female destiny, is one that will emerge often in the 
Italian literature of the following decades, and also in the novels analyzed in this dissertation. 
Destiny is indeed a leitmotiv of the works analyzed here, a signifier of women’s oppression and 
of their lack of agency. 
Materially destroyed and formally restructured by the events of the Second World War, 
Artemisia and Nascita e morte della massaia are striking examples – at the same time material 
and literary – of how history shapes fiction around the middle of the twentieth century. Both 
works were later regarded as proto-feminist texts, especially in the 1970s, when Artemisia and 
other novels by women writers who had written in the first half of the century were republished. 
In those years a plethora of new books about the role of women in history appeared on the Italian 
literary scene. Between the publications of Artemisia and Banti’s later autobiographical work Un 
grido lacerante (1981), Alba De Cespedes published Dalla parte di lei (1949) and Il rimorso 
(1962), which respectively focus on the role of women during the Second World War and on the 
experience of the Resistance. To these years also belong Natalia Ginzburg’s Tutti i nostri ieri 
(1952) and her masterpiece Lessico famigliare (1963), the story of a family living in Turin in the 
period between the two wars and affected by the racial laws. Banti herself produced “the only 
Introduction 
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Risorgimento narrative penned by an Italian woman during this time period” (Bouchard 117), 
Noi credevamo (1967). Gianna Manzini wrote Ritratto in piedi (1971), an autobiographical novel 
about the author’s father and her feelings for him, an anarchist publisher who died after being 
attacked by a group of fascists. The novel, however, is also an analysis of remorse and shame, 
and of the difficult act of remembering one’s own complacency in exclusionary practices.  
This trend of the novel to confront history as entangled with emotion culminated with 
Elsa Morante’s La Storia (1974), whose title encapsulates the dominant position of history in the 
book, but also suggests the idea that literature cannot avoid engaging with the current historical 
and sociological conditions, including the changing conditions of women and their alienation 
from or inclusion in history. In the lecture “Pro o contro la bomba atomica,” which can be 
considered a “philosophical manifesto” preceding the novel (Lucamante, Quella difficile identità 
298), Morante declared that the role of the writer is to care for everything, except for literature.9 
Moreover, she rejected the view that considered the novel a dead genre, insisting on the power of 
the word in interpreting society: “Non si deve dimenticare che il romanziere, per sua natura, non 
è soltanto un termine sensibile nel rapporto fra l’uomo e il destino, ma è anche lo studioso e lo 
storico di questo rapporto sempre diverso” (Morante, PCBA, “Sul romanzo” 68).10 The novelist-
historian has the moral obligation to express the truth, to fight unreality and annihilation, to 
expose the fraud, as she puts it (PCBA, “Pro o contro la bomba atomica” 105). But reality is not 
realism, as Morante’s readers know. This author introduces utopian and mythical tones in her 
 
9 “lo scrittore è il contrario del letterato. Anzi, una delle possibili definizioni giuste di scrittore per me sarebbe 
addirittura la seguente: un uomo a cui sta a cuore tutto quanto accade, fuorché la letteratura” (Morante, PCBA, 
“Pro o contro la bomba atomica” 97; emphasis in the original). “the writer is the opposite of the intellectual. Indeed, 
one of the possible right definitions of writer for me would even be the following: a man who cares about 
everything that happens, except literature” (my translation). This statement acquires new meanings when we 
consider Elena Ferrante’s choice of anonymity.  
10 “one should never forget that the novelist is, by his own nature, not only a sensitive term in the relationship 
between man and destiny, but also the scholar and the historian of this ever-changing relationship” (my translation). 
Morante always refers to the artist/poet/novelist using the masculine forms. 
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narrative and uses strategies to make the readers identify or sympathize with her characters. Her 
style shows her passion for storytelling. The word storia in Italian means both “story” and 
“history,” which is a clear sign of the combination of history and narrative stance in La Storia. 
This relationship is difficult to tackle; while the two were considered mutually exclusive in the 
past, after the so-called “crisis of history,” history and historiography are now seen as “a form of 
writing that shares the same rhetorical figures and narrative structures with fiction” (Chartier 2). 
The epistemological debate about historiography became heated in the years Morante was 
working on La Storia, when the discussion led to the publication of Metahistory by Hayden 
White (1973) and The Writing of History by Michel de Certeau (L’écriture de l’histoire, 1975). 
Not only did such debate about the nature of historiography enter the realm of literature, but, 
starting from the 1960s, history was one of the first fields to begin to recover women’s cultural 
tradition and point of view. Historiography became open “to all its characters” (Pamato 375). 
Similarly, Morante programmatically chose to write about people living at the margins of society 
– women and lower classes: “Por el analfabeto a quien escribo” (La Storia 3).11  
While Morante was writing La Storia, Goliarda Sapienza gave up her career as an actress 
to work on L’arte della gioia (written between 1967 and 1976). The book presents the twentieth 
century from the point of view of a woman born on January 1, 1900, who laments that history is 
only a male narrative in search for new authors, so to speak. La Storia and L’arte della gioia 
share an anti-ideological attitude, the interest in women’s desire and in childhood, and have 
similar narrative structures and themes, while using a “fairly simple language” and addressing a 
popular readership (Bazzoni, “Agency and History” 149).  
 
11 Morante uses a line by Peruvian poet César Vallejo as a dedication for her book. 
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These two “historical” novels were born in the same milieu, the cultural environment of 
Rome following the turbulence of the 1960s carrying into the upheavals of 1968 and leading to 
the runaway instability of the 1970s. By historical novel, I do not mean “the classical form of the 
historical novel,” as defined by Georg Lukács.12 These novels do not express any sense of a 
rationality underlying historical development. Neither do they share the optimistic historicism of 
Lukács’s theory. I use the term in the broadest sense of the confrontation with the idea of history 
and the attention towards the impact of history on people’s lives. As pointed out by Margherita 
Ganeri and Cristina della Coletta in their studies on the critical debate around the historical 
novel, the investigation of the genre is often articulated on a theoretical and historiographical 
ground, oscillating between normative approaches aimed at defining an abstract model, 
functional approaches more attentive to the reception of the novels, and typological approaches, 
providing a set of thematic and formal recurrences abstracted from a body of texts  (Della Coletta 
3). Rejecting an analysis based solely on the content or solely on the form, Ganeri includes in the 
genre works that do not share the ideological framework of the classical historical novel as 
theorized by Lukács, but rather a narrative “mode,” a cognitive and epistemological horizon (Il 
romanzo storico in Italia 9). In other words, the historical novel should not be understood as a 
means of spreading patriotic ideologies, but analyzed in its literary specificity, for the centrality 
assumed by the representation of historical events, and for the strong narrative pact the historical 
form establishes between author and reader. This pact relies on the certainty of the truth – 
“certificazione della verità del narrato” (9). Thus, Ganeri supports the hypothesis of a continuity 
between nineteenth-century novel of the Risorgimento and the twentieth-century novels. 
According to Della Coletta, on the other hand, twentieth-century historical novels put to the test 
 
12 “The Classical Form of the Historical Novel” is the tile of the first chapter of Lukàcs’s The Historical Novel, first 
published in Russian in 1937, then in Hungarian in 1947. 
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the very possibilities of the genre. The inclusion of any novel in the genre doesn’t mean a strict 
adherence to generic norms but entails forms that “refute all normative philosophies of genres” 
(Della Coletta 2). This is true for the novels I have mentioned so far. Literary genres are rather 
fluid, never definite. For example, a true autobiographical novel such as Lessico famigliare is to 
be read as a novel, “come se fosse un romanzo” (xxi), novels are autobiographies (Ritratto in 
piedi), autobiographies are fictional (L’arte della gioia), historical novels (La Storia, Noi 
credevamo) rely on personal memory rather than on official documents or on the traditional 
device of the rediscovered manuscript. All these novels are examples of the soft borders between 
autobiography or historical writings and fiction. 
I consider La Storia and L’arte della Gioia historical narratives, because in these novels, 
history is not a narrative backdrop, but a modelling force that affects the personal and emotional 
life of the characters, while redefining their role in society. Moreover, as in the definition of the 
historical novel given by Ruth Glynn, in these works history “is not only indirectly omnipresent; 
it is also directly presented” (13). La Storia is labeled as “critical historical novel” by Cristina 
Della Coletta and as “romanzo neostorico” by Margherita Ganeri (see her “Elsa Morante: La 
Storia e il romanzo neostorico”). Giovanna Rosa also uses the latter term for La Storia 
(Cattedrali di carta 214).  
In La Storia, History (always capitalized by Morante) is a “scandal,” that is, an 
interminable story of oppression and destruction. For Goliarda Sapienza’s narrator, Modesta, it is 
the product of a patriarchal ideology. In L’amica geniale, history is a source of anxiety to say the 
least. It is the presence of an “underlying philosophy of history” as an “active agent in shaping 
the narration and propelling it forward” (Glynn 12) that puts these novels in dialogue with the 
genre of the historical novel. While Lukács, given Italy’s political fragmentation, had deemed 
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this unsuitable for the Italian literary landscape (cf. Lukács 78-79; Della Coletta 1) the genre 
instead proved to be very productive in the past and is still fruitful today. Besides challenging the 
normative approach to the historical novel, these “critical historical novels” engage with the very 
notion of history and propose an anti-historicist model. Morante, Sapienza and Ferrante embed 
history in their works while managing to “brush history against the grain,” to use Walter 
Benjamin’s well-known formula (“Theses on the Philosophy of History” 257). They do so by 
challenging official, political and historiographical accounts, which typically fail to consider the 
experience of people from the margins, as well as the emotions connected to their experience. 
Moreover, brushing History against the grain means exposing the patriarchal ideology that 
accompanies historicism, without forgetting, however, that women were often complicit in the 
dominant patriarchal ideology that associates men with power – a power that relegates women to 
subordinate and marginal roles.  
Thus, the critical historical novel is one that offers a gendered look at history. Although 
neither Morante nor Sapienza aligned with the movement, feminism exploded in Italy while they 
were writing their masterpieces. Generally considered an outcome of ’68, Italian feminism was a 
movement both connected with the so-called “second-wave” feminist groups in Europe and the 
US, and highly specific to the Italian situation, with its rejection of politics of equality and its 
emphasis on sexual difference. In 1970, one of the proponents of pensiero della differenza, Carla 
Lonzi, published the Manifesto di Rivolta femminile: Sputiamo su Hegel, and the following year 
La donna clitoridea e la donna vaginale. The two books appear in L’amica geniale, as some of 
the tools that bring the protagonist, Lenù, to question the patriarchal system in which she lives. 
The cultural landscape of the 1960s and 1970s, decades in which Morante and Sapienza were 
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producing their literary output, are depicted in Ferrante’s novel as the years in which Lenù 
“unlearns” a culture produced by men and starts thinking as a woman.  
La Storia, L’arte della gioia and L’amica geniale are long narratives that cover many 
decades of Italian history (with particular emphasis on the aftermath of the Second World War 
and the 1970s), recurring themes such as rape and motherhood, and the use of female 
protagonists and voices. Lucia Re has used the term “voce femminile” with regard to Elsa 
Morante’s oeuvre. For Re this “voce femminile” is not necessarily related to the gender of the 
writer or the characters, but is, rather, “a relational or strategic way of positioning the writer’s 
discourse to address the question of history, gender, and their narrative representation” (362). “In 
order to undermine the very order of this representation, and to expose its underlying logic,” Re 
continues, the female voice takes women as representative of “everything that is traditionally 
marginalized, forgotten or erased in the representation (and interpretation) of history” (362).13  
Together with the project of representing the conditions of women in history, Ferrante 
shares with Morante and Sapienza a poetics of truth. For Morante, realtà is what never decays 
and makes even death just a movement of life. Art is a portrait of reality in its integrity, and 
therefore the contrary of disintegration, which is instead represented by the atomic bomb (PCBA, 
“Pro o contro la bomba atomica” 102), the concentration camps (99),14 and “i gerghi obbligatorii 
[sic] dell’irreltà collettiva” (PCBA, “Il Beato propagandista del Paradiso” 123),15 that is, “il 
 
13 Re draws the definition from Italian philosopher Aldo Gargani: “La voce femminile si caratterizza per un tono che 
è fondamentalmente quello dell’interrogazione […] L’eticità della voce femminile risplende nella chiamata che essa 
rappresenta nei confronti di tutti i segni, tracce, voci che sono state dimenticate e disattese. La voce femminile è il 
sottotesto che accompagna la storia ufficiale condotta e combattuta dagli uomini armi in pugno” (Re, “Utopian 
Longing” 361). “The female voice is characterized by a tone that is fundamentally that of interrogation [...] The 
ethics of the female voice shines in calling for all the signs, traces, voices that have been forgotten and disregarded. 
The female voice is the subtext that accompanies official history conducted and fought by men with weapons in 
their hands” (my translation). 
14 On the equation between the camps and the atomic bomb, see Lucamante “The World Must Be the Writer’s 
Concern,” especially 93. 
15 “the mandatory jargon of collective irreality” (my translation). 
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discorso alienato dei media moderni,” as Giovanna Rosa puts it (“Contro i gerghi dell’irrealtà” 
257). Words have a special relationship with reality, “giacché le parole, essendo i nomi delle 
cose, sono le cose stesse” (Morante, PCBA, “Sul romanzo” 69).16 Art represents, therefore, the 
truth of this relationship, even though it operates through invention.17 For Morante, “Le verità 
scientifiche sono, senza dubbio, legittime: però le verità poetiche, di certo, non lo sono di meno” 
(54).18  
Goliarda Sapienza’s search for truth is equally carried out through imagination. Her 
relationship with truth and reality is especially exemplified by her autobiographical novels. In 
what she defined as “autobiography of contradiction,” facts of her life are presented as lies:  
Non mi fraintendete, non “verità”: ma solo un minimo di ordine in tutta questa “non 
verità” […] come potrei io, ora, sperare di parlarvi illudendomi di arrivare and un ordine-
verità? E no, credo proprio che questo mio sforzo per non morire soffocata nel disordine 
sarà una bella sfilza di bugie. (Lettera Aperta 4)19 
Literary truth is capable of putting the fragments of reality in order, as in L’amica geniale. In an 
interview for El Pais in which Elena Ferrante declared her faith in literary truth, she linked 
women’s writing with “la necessità di mettere ordine,” while admitting to the necessity for the 
writer to appropriate the experience of others:  
Scrivere – e non solo narrativa – è sempre un’appropriazione indebita. La nostra 
singolarità di autori è una piccola nota al margine. Tutto il resto lo prendiamo da quelli 
 
16 “since words, which name things, are things themselves” (my translation). 
17 Cf., for example, “Sul romanzo”: “Nella realtà poetica, propria del romanzo, un dialogo, per essere proprio vero, 
deve essere inventato” (PCBA 59). “Within the poetic truth of the novel, in order to be true a dialogue must be 
invented” (my translation). 
18 “Scientific truths are, without doubt, legitimate: but poetic truths are no less true” (my translation). 
19 “Don’t get me wrong, not ‘truth’: just a minimum of order in all this ‘non truth’ [...] how could I, now, hope to 
speak to you deceiving myself that I have arrived at an order-truth? No, I really believe that my effort not to die 
suffocated in disorder will be a beautiful string of lies” (my translation). 
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che hanno scritto prima di noi, dalle vite e dai sentimenti degli altri. Senza la minima 
autorizzazione. (F 335)20 
Writing, in other words, is never an isolated act but is always part of a tradition. “Any text is 
constructed as a mosaic of quotations,” wrote Julia Kristeva, “any text is the absorption and 
transformation of another” (Desire in Language 66). In her “Riflessioni sui corpi logici e illogici 
delle mie compaesane di sesso,” writer Dacia Maraini lists “le grandi madri” who taught her and 
other contemporary authors to write as women (xi). Among them are Anna Maria Ortese, Elsa 
Morante, Lalla Romano, Anna Banti, Fausta Cialente and Natalia Ginzburg. These same writers 
can also be considered Ferrante’s literary mothers.21 Elsa Morante, in particular, is probably 
Ferrante’s most direct influence. Such influence is not limited to the obvious and explicit 
resonance between the authors’ names, nor to Ferrante’s treatment of the maternal body 
mentioned above, and to the homage paid to Morante in some of the names Ferrante chooses for 
her characters. Even topics that have been considered novelty in Italian literature due to 
Ferrante’s originality, I would argue, can be traced back to Morante, or to other writers such as 
Dacia Maraini and Alba de Cespedes.22 I believe that Morante’s influence on Ferrante extends to 
the choice of not intervening into the public debates (Morante’s lecture “Pro o contro la bomba 
 
20 “Writing – and not only fiction – is always an illicit appropriation. Our singularity as authors is a small note in the 
margin. The rest we take from the repository of those who have written before us, from the lives, from the most 
intimate feelings of others. Without the authorization of anything or anyone” (Frantumaglia 345). 
21 With the addition of Fabrizia Ramondino, as suggested by Stefania Lucamante (“Undoing Feminism”). 
22 For example, the image of the doll, which has been saluted as an original trait of Ferrante, is prominent in novels 
by other female writers. When she was 13, Morante wrote Le straordinarie avventure di Caterina, published in 
1959, a fairy tale about a lost doll that recalls Ferrante’s La spiaggia di notte. The image of the doll is connected to 
pregnancy (as in Ferrante’s La figlia oscura) in Morante’s last novel, Aracoeli (1982), and in other writers of the 
1970s, especially Dacia Maraini. Consider, for example the ugly doll Marina and the doll Lilla in Lettere a Marina, 
in which the protagonist, Bianca, is a writer who isolates herself in a small town by the sea in order to finish her 
novel. Nobody familiar with Ferrante’s La figlia oscura can fail to notice the resonances of names and images 
between the latter and Maraini’s novel, which is also an account of the protagonist’s desire for the mother. 
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atomica” was an exception), the role of storytelling in their texts, and the profound, even 
disturbing reflection on history they both carry out.  
 
2. Intensity: Emotions and Affect 
In this dissertation I analyse “moments of intensity” understood as changes in the characters’ 
feeling state23 in scenes that are particularly relevant for the plot and for the development of the 
characters themselves. I use the word intensity for both the characters’ experience of their 
emotional states and for the narrative rendition of that experience, as well as for the language 
used to convey that experience. First, at the narrative level, this means looking at: moments in 
which the stories reach increased levels of dramatic tension, the characters’ awareness of their 
own emotional states, the explicit discourse on emotions – including emotion clues and emotion 
words, direct or metaphorical references to emotions such as fear, anger, and joy, and at narrative 
structures that create a sense of dramatic intensity and the effect of climax (digressions, 
suspensions, anticipation, repetition, etc.). Moreover, intensity often acts at the level of the body, 
since emotions involve biological processes. The body plays a central role in all the novels under 
investigation, both as an object of desire and/or abjection and for its capacity to participate “in 
crucial ways in thinking, feeling and the shaping of our personalities” (Hillman and Maude 1). 
Looking at the representation of the body can help understand different views of embodiment 
and how the novel can question the traditional body/mind dualism that is also at stake in theories 
of emotions and affect theories (more on this soon). Second, at the linguistic level, my research 
entails the analysis of stylistic choices such plurilingualism, neologisms and other linguistic 
intensifiers. Although the relationship between aesthetics and emotions has been traditionally 
 
23 By feeling state I mean the perception of one’s emotional state – the experience of emotion. A positive or negative 
perception depends on the person’s emotional history. Feeling states are also temporary. In this use I follow Kagan.  
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understood as the response to the encounter with the work of art, I explore the ways in which 
moments of intensity are created and conceptualized in the narratives of Morante, Sapienza and 
Ferrante. All three novels will be read through the dual lens of affect theory and theories of the 
emotions with an attention to formal aspects and non-standard linguistic and stylistic traits that 
help create what I call “moments of intensity.” In the next section, I introduce some linguistic 
studies that focus on the relationship between language and emotion and on intensity created by 
language. In the present one I discuss the notion of intensity as an emotional or affective 
upheaval.  
Emotion and affect are key terms of literary and cultural studies, and a flurry of recent 
publications and conferences have focused on the different implications and applications of these 
two concepts from a variety of perspectives.24 Many aspects of human interaction have been 
scrutinized through the lens of affect and emotions, from the political morale to the affective 
atmosphere in our classrooms. The discourse about emotions is dominated by several disciplines 
(Plamper 9). In these approaches there is no definitional consensus. Terms such as emotion, 
affect, feeling, passion are unstable and slippery. It is virtually impossible to count all the 
definitions that have been proposed.25 However, what is especially relevant for my research is 
that theories developed by cultural studies scholars, sociologist and psychologists have been used 
within the scopes of literary analysis, while at the same time literature has been the primary 
source for the study of emotions. For instance, Martha Nussbaum argues for the necessity of 
 
24 The issue of October 2015 of PMLA, for instance, entirely dedicated to emotions, includes essays on ancient and 
modern philosophy, medieval and romantic poetry, feminism, affect theory, theories of posthumanism, and the 
history of emotions. In 2014, Oxford inaugurated a series dedicated to the history of emotions, which includes 
introductory volumes to a field in rapid expansion (see Plamper, for example), or to the lexicon of emotions (see 
Frevert). See also the Australian Research Council Center of Excellence for the History of Emotions and their 
production (http://www.historyofemotions.org.au/). 
25 Plamper reports that only in English-language experimental psychology “ninety-two different definitions of 
emotions were counted between 1872 and 1980” (11). 
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making space for literature in moral philosophy, based on the assumption that emotions have “a 
complicated cognitive structure that is in part narrative in form” (Upheavals of Thought 2). In 
this way she connects ethics – since emotions are capable of directing our judgments and our 
choices – with aesthetics.  
Nussbaum emphasizes the cognitive component of emotion, as is evident from the 
quotation above. However, in the 1990s fields as diverse as sociology, psychoanalysis, cultural 
studies, and neuroscience brought about the so-called “affective turn” in theory (see Ticineto 
Clough and Halley), with its strong focus on the body and its autonomous responses to external 
stimuli. This is not the only dichotomy to which the study of emotions has given way. Emotions 
are universal and innate for some and socially constructed or historically determined for others.26 
Perhaps, the distinction between affect and emotions is one of the most controversial in the field. 
While some scholars question its validity, others find it essential and base their approaches on 
this very distinction, determining the split between affect theory and theory of emotions: 
The power of affect lies in the fact that it is unformed and unstructured (abstract). It is 
affect’s “abstractivity” that makes it transmittable in ways that feelings and emotions are 
not, and it is because affect is transmittable that it is potentially such a powerful social 
force. This is why it is important not to confuse affect with feelings and emotions. 
(Shouse, my emphasis)27 
Generally speaking, affect theory posit emotions as secondary to affect. However, the editors of 
The Affect Theory Reader mention at least eight approaches in affect theory (Greg and 
 
26 James R. Averill can be considered the founder of social constructivism. A proponent of the universal model is 
Paul Ekman, who has theorized the universal nature of emotions by analyzing facial expressions. For a critique, see 
Leys, “The Turn to Affect” 470. 
27 Shouse echoes Massumi: “It is crucial to theorize the difference between affect and emotion” (Massumi, “The 
Autonomy of Affect” 88). 
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Seigworth, eds. 6-9). One of the most popular is rooted in a non-Cartesian philosophical tradition 
that can be identified as Spinozism. Affect is a concept, re-elaborated by Henri Bergson, Gilles 
Deleuze and Félix Guattari, that places emphasis on bodily experience. These philosophers tend 
to distinguish more sharply than Spinoza between affect and emotions.28 In his note about the 
translation of Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus, Brian Massumi defines affect in this 
much quoted passage: 
AFFECT/AFFECTION. Neither word denotes a personal feeling. Affect (Spinoza’s affectus) 
is an ability to affect and be affected. It is a prepersonal intensity corresponding to the 
passage from one experiential state of the body to another and implying an augmentation 
or diminution in that body’s capacity to act. Affection (Spinoza affectio) is each such 
state considered as an encounter between the affected body and a second, affecting body. 
(“Notes” XVI) 
Along with William James, Silvan Tomkins and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Massumi is a key 
figure in affect theory. In “The Autonomy of Affect,” he pursues the distinction between affect 
and emotion even further,29 by defining affect as precognitive intensity: 
Intensity is beside that loop, a nonconscious, never-to-conscious30 autonomic remainder. 
It is outside expectation and adaptation, as disconnected from meaningful sequencing, 
from narration, as it is from vital function. It is narratively de-localized, spreading over 
the generalized body surface, like a lateral backwash from the function meaning 
 
28 It is worth noting that affectus derives from afficere, which in Latin means “to influence, to make an impression 
upon, to move spiritually” while emotion derives from Latin emotione(m), from the verb emòvere (to move, even 
phisycally). Cf. Cortellazzo and Zolli’s Dizionario etimologico. 
29 The essay, first published in 1995, was later included in Parable for the Virtual (23-45). I quote from the first 
version. 
30 In the reprint of the essay, this becomes “never-to-be-conscious” (Parables of the Virtual 25). 
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interloops traveling the vertical path between head and heart. (“The Autonomy of Affect” 
85) 
For Massumi the narrative sequence that can express emotion is separated from the intensity of 
affect. Emotion is the (cognitive) qualification of the affect or “qualified intensity,” occurring in 
time, therefore inscribed into a narrative level: 
An emotion is a subjective content, the socio-linguistic fixing of the quality of an 
experience which is from that point onward defined as personal. Emotion is qualified 
intensity, the conventional, consensual point of insertion of intensity into semantically 
and semiotically formed progressions, into narrativizable action reaction circuits, into 
function and meaning. It is intensity owned and recognized. (Massumi, “The Autonomy 
of Affect” 88) 
I consider Massumi’s theory useful as an analytical tool to look at passages in which the 
characters start “owning” their emotions and seem suspended between passivity and activity. For 
example, Massumi’s study seems a particularly stimulating theoretical framework in dealing 
with novels such as The Art of Joy, which hinges upon the body and its “autonomic response” (in 
Massumi’s terms) from cognitive perception, and the dynamics between the inside and the 
outside, both as isolation or exclusion, and as contamination. However, rather than lingering in 
the precognitive sphere of affects, in the protagonist Modesta the corporeal reaction is always 
processed cognitively and linguistically. She owns her emotions. 
Massumi and other scholars of affect emphasize the in-betweenness of affect, the 
suspension, that is, between non-action and action, non-awareness and awareness, in the 
“capacity to act and be acted upon” (Gregg and Seigworth, eds. 1). In this dissertation, I draw on 
this idea, without committing myself to the fundamental dichotomy proposed by Massumi and 
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his other disputable hypotheses.31 Indeed, his distinction between emotion and affect has been 
contested and criticized by many (see, for example Leys, “The Turn to Affect”), and the sharp 
terminological division refused: 
The term “emotion” covers a wide range of phenomena. To denote this range some 
writers have revived the terms “affect” and “affective,” which had been used in English 
in the early seventeenth century. More commonly nowadays, however, the terms 
“emotion” and “emotional” are used to denote this range. (Oatley 3)32 
In his The History of Emotions: An Introduction (2012), Jan Plamper uses emotion as a “meta-
concept” and feeling as a synonym of emotion. Similarly, I use affect when I believe the texts are 
somewhat intentionally pointing to a “purely physical, prelinguistic, unconscious emotion” 
(Plamper 12). Despite using emotions as my umbrella term, I tend to use affect for what appears 
as precognitive reactions (Ida’s running to save Useppe), and emotion when the texts suggest an 
awareness of the characters (Modesta’s analysis of her fear). Finally, I tend to use feeling state to 
indicate the experience of an emotion on the part of the characters. 
Among the scholars who have rejected the opposition affect/emotion are Barbara 
Rosenwein33 and Sara Ahmed. The latter seeks to investigate what emotions do, or how they 
“stick” (4), rather than pursuing the ontological question of what emotions are. She looks at the 
way emotions are rhetorically constructed (by repetitions) and attached to bodies (e.g., disgust in 
the case of racism) and at how in turn emotions shape the way bodies align in societies. Ahmed, 
 
31 For example, to the idea that conscious thought is always too late to actually determine a bodily reaction (“The 
Autonomy of Affect” 89-90). For a discussion, see also Leys, “The Turn to Affect” 452ff. 
32 For an opposite view, one could turn the position of Charles Altieri, who advocates for the use of “affect” as an 
umbrella term including feelings, moods, emotions and passions (2).  
33 “I do not play much attention to the careful differentiation many modern psychologists make between ‘emotion’ 
and ‘affect.’ In point of fact, there is no consensus on the difference between the two words today, nor was there in 
the past when, indeed, they were from time to time considered synonyms. Nor do I shy away from using words like 
feeling, emotion, and even passion interchangeably” (Rosenwein, Generation of Feeling 7). 
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therefore, also challenges the ideas that emotions are only personal, inherent to the object that 
arouse them, or that they move from the inside towards the outside, as in the so-called hydraulic 
model.34  
Although affect theory insists on the notion of intensity, emotion – even seen as a 
counterpart of affect – have degrees of intensity. Martha Nussbaum seems to confirm this when 
she follows Proust’s definition of emotions as “geological upheaval of thoughts” (The Upheaval 
of Thought 1): emotions are judgments that have the effect of projecting our mind outward rather 
than appeasing it. In addition, intensity is a literary term. In his Dictionary of Narratology, 
Gerald Prince defines climax as “The point of greatest tension; the culminating point in a 
progressive intensification” (14, my emphasis). Therefore, moments of intensity are climactic 
passages in the novels’ narrative, which are also emotionally charged passages. Both Massumi’s 
“suspension of time” and Nussbaum’s “upheaval of thoughts” are helpful in defining literary 
moments of intensity as those passages in which the character’s mind (Nussbaum) and body 
(Massumi), or both, are shaken in response to external and historical events and realign 
themselves in the community (Ahmed).  
The way these characters feel in the novels I analyse is often determined by their 
community’s social norm and “systems of feelings,” that is the values attached to specific 
emotions in a certain group. Barbara Rosenwein proposes the idea of “emotional communities” 
as an alternative to the grand narratives about emotions – namely the hydraulic model proposed 
by Darwin and Freud and the universalist model that the same emotions are recognizable in all 
culture: 
 
34 In this perspective, as explained by Barbara Rosenwein, “the emotions are like great liquids within each person, 
heaving and frothing, eager to be let out. The model in fact largely derives from medieval medical notions of the 
humors” (“Worrying about Emotions” 834). 
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Emotional communities are largely the same as social communities – families, 
neighborhoods, syndicates, academic institutions, monasteries, factories, platoons, 
princely courts. But the researcher looking at them seeks above all to uncover systems of 
feeling, to establish what these communities (and the individuals within them) define and 
assess as valuable or harmful to them (for it is about such things that people express 
emotions); the emotions that they value, devalue, or ignore; the nature of the affective 
bonds between people that they recognize; and the modes of emotional expression that 
they expect, encourage, tolerate, and deplore. (“Worrying about Emotions” 842; also in 
“Problems and Methods in the History of Emotions” 11) 
Against the presentist view that emotions are universal and therefore they do not change over 
time, Rosenwein emphasizes the historical quality of emotions and argues that different groups 
in different times have different expectations and ways of describing or expressing emotions. 
Rosenwein draws on the proposal made by Carol and Peter Stearns, but instead of 
“emotionology,”35 she suggests the idea of emotional community. As is clear from the history of 
Fascism, emotional communities may coalesce around a charismatic figure (Rosenwein, 
“Thinking Historically About Medieval Emotions” 12), or against someone, as it happens with 
some of Ferrante’s characters (consider, for example, how Don Achille becomes a mythical 
monster in the novel). In the works I discuss, society is emotionally shaped in different ways; 
moreover, every society contains several emotional communities. While Ida shares her mother’s 
set of emotions, Modesta ends up shaping a different and progressive emotional community 
 
35 The term ‘emotionology,’ coined by the Stearnses, denotes an approach that seeks to reconstruct how emotions 
were experienced and symbolized in a certain era: “Emotionology: the attitudes or standards that a society, or a 
definable group within a society, maintains toward basic emotions and their appropriate expression; ways that 
institutions reflect and encourage these attitudes in human conduct, e.g., courtship practices as expressing the 




when she forms her new family. In Ferrante, we can argue, different emotional communities are 
determined by the linguistic variety they use.  
My analysis of La Storia shows that the emotional reactions of the protagonist Ida 
Mancuso mostly occur at the level of the body, suggesting a pre-cognitive response that is rarely 
processed rationally. Morante’s narrator not only interprets her characters’ emotions, but also 
expresses her own sympathy for them. It is in the relationship of the narrating voice with her 
characters that Morante is able to create a bond of empathy. Modesta, the protagonist and 
narrator of L’arte della gioia, instead, learns to study her emotions starting from her physical 
response and later channeling her feelings into political action. I argue that her non-repressive 
rationalization of the emotions is precisely Modesta’s most effective ethical and political tool, 
through which she frees herself from patriarchal oppression, poverty, shame and fear, thereby 
entering history. Finally, L’amica geniale could be defined as a story of “sentimenti compressi 
ma sempre vicini a esplodere” (AG 27),36 which the narrator Lenù turns into art, immortalizing 
them in her novel-within-the-novel (which, in the end, is Ferrante’s novel).  
While it has been said that both the son and the mother in La Storia are marginalized 
“from the symbolic order of societal and linguistic norms” (Wehling-Giorgi 192-193), they 
equally lack the tools to linguistically process their emotional states, and this function is filled in 
by the narrator. Moreover, they are victims of history. On the contrary, both Ferrante’s and 
Sapienza’s protagonists challenge the idea that emotions are irrational and cannot be learned or 
redirected, and, to use Ferrante’s term, become vigilant, “esercitano una sorveglianza 
consapevole su sé stesse,  […] una sorveglianza che ha a che fare col bisogno di espandere la 
 
36 “feelings repressed but always close to exploding” (My Brilliant Friend 31). 
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loro vita” (F 98).37 But sorveglianza, rather than a completely rational attitude, becomes for 
Ferrante a state between passivity and activity – “not exactly passivity […] not yet activity” in 
Massumi’s terms. Being in-between means at the same time being suspended in an intermediate 
space, participating in two different states or, alternatively, wavering between opposites. Lenù 
and Lila, for example, vacillate between love and hatred, admiration and envy, compassion and 
competition, public and private, Italian and dialect. Sorveglianza also recalls the state of 
potentiality suggested by Spinoza as the capability of the body to affect and be affected by other 
bodies: “La sorveglianza […] se bene intesa è piuttosto una disposizione affettiva di tutto il 
corpo, un suo distendersi e germogliare sopra e intorno” (F 98).38 Elena, in this sense, is the 
ultimate vigilant woman, who manages to put order in the perturbations of her life and to give 
Lila “una forma che non si smargini” (SBP 444)39 through the writing process.  
In my trajectory through the three novels, not only is there an increasing awareness of 
their emotional states on the part of the characters, but the issue of emotions also becomes 
intrinsically inherent to the aesthetic form that can represent them. Talking about her writing 
process, Ferrante states: 
Lavoro per contrasto: nitidezza dei fatti e bassa reattività emotiva alternate a una sorta di 
tempesta del sangue, di scrittura convulsa. Cerco però di evitare demarcazioni tra due 
momenti. Tendo a farli scivolare l’uno nell’altro senza soluzioni di continuità. (F 82)40 
 
37 “They are women who practice a conscious surveillance over themselves […] a surveillance that has to do with 
the need to expand their lives” (Frantumaglia 104). 
38 “Surveillance is, if well understood, more an emotional tendency of the whole body, an expansion and an 
inflorescence on and around it” (Frantumaglia: A Writer’s Journey 103). 
39 “a form whose boundaries won’t dissolve” (The Story of the Lost Child 466). 
40 I work by contrast: clarity of facts and low emotional reaction alternating with a sort of storm of blood, of frenzied 
writing. However, I try to avoid dividing lines between the two moments, I tend to make them slide into one another 
without a break. (Frantumaglia: A Writer’s Journey 87) 
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Ferrante’s description again recalls Massumi’s definition of intensity, the “narrative noise,” the 
“state of suspense, potentially of disruption,” the “temporal sink, a hole in time, as we conceive 
of it and narrativize it” (“The Autonomy of Affect” 86).41 In this way, although intensity 
eschews the linearity of narration, it can be envisioned as a moment of suspension or disruption. 
In the novels I have selected, the major metaphors for this “narrative noise” or disruption are: 
Ida’s and Useppe’s epileptic seizures, Modesta’s sudden and long sleep and her shift between the 
first and the third person narration, and Lila’s sense of smarginatura, an almost untranslatable 
word originally referring to the printing process, to which Ferrante attaches a new sense with the 
strong emotional connotation of “dissolving of boundaries,” to use the term Ann Goldstein chose 
in her translation.42 
 The increasing interest in specific emotions and less typical emotions is an important 
development of the past decades. For example, Sianne Ngai’s Ugly Feelings (2007) focuses on 
“minor” emotions such as irritation and envy. Moreover, efforts have been made to rehabilitate 
“negative” emotions such as shame, for example in Elspeth Probyn’s book Blush: Faces of 
Shame.43 Probyn is one of the scholars that claims that different emotions require different 
research, but I believe that her own study shows that some emotions are connected and 
 
41 “Intensity is qualifiable as an emotional state, and that state is static-temporal and narrative noise. It is a state of 
suspense, potentially of disruption. It’s like a temporal sink, a hole in time, as we conceive of it and narrativize it. It 
is not exactly passivity, because it is filled with motion, vibratory motion, resonation. And it is not yet activity, 
because the motion is not of the kind that can be directed (if only symbolically) toward practical ends in a world of 
constituted objects and aims (if only on screen)” (“The Autonomy of Affect” 86). Hence, affect is a suspension of 
time, a noise rather than language. 
42 See Chapter Four, note 82 for a definition of smarginatura. 
43 Probyn’s book focuses on shame as a positive force in society. Shame is linked to interest (following Silvan 
Tomkins’s theory of affect) and therefore can trigger some change even in the habitus (in the sense Pierre Bourdieu 
gives to the word). Against Bourdieu, Probyn thinks that habitus is not merely a determining and deterministic force. 
“Through feeling shame, the body inaugurates an alternative way of being in the world. Shame, as the body’s 
reflection on itself, may reorder the composition of the habitus, which in turn may allow for quite different choices” 
(56). Shame is embodied but is also called into being by political and historical circumstances (governments around 
the world now apologize and express shame with regard to past practices of domination), as also Ahmed notices. 




intermingled. For example, shame and guilt are often experienced together. Probyn draws from 
Silvan Tomkins, the psychology that developed a theory of affects as biologically hardwired, 
who treats guilt and shame as the same class of affect: shame is an innate “auxiliary affect,” that 
means it occurs only after other affective responses have been activated and interrupted, namely 
interest and enjoyment. For Tomkins, shame and guilt are identical as affects, even though they 
have different causes and consequences. Shame is the response to not feeling good enough (in 
the sense of equal or superior to others), guilt is not being good in a moral sense (Tomkins 84-
85).  
Terms like shame and guilt are central to the novels I analyze. In each of them, however, 
they can mean slightly different feelings. While shame appears to be as an existential condition 
in Morante’s work, inherited from the mother, in L’arte della gioia every emotion has an object 
and a function, as well as a physical component. In my reading, Sapienza is the author who 
constructs a theory of emotions as rational and useful tools in the process of becoming of the 
character Modesta. Ferrante, on the contrary, seems to portray less definable feelings, petty 
feelings that are attached to people and places. This is the reason why, along with the notion of 
emotional community, I use that of affective landscape to look at the rione in L’amica geniale. 
In this dissertation I speak of emotion and I speak of individual emotions, relying on 
studies on anger, fear, and shame. Drawing from philosophy (Benjamin, Agamben, Nussbaum) 
and cultural studies (Ahmed, Probyn), I especially deal with the implications of negative 
emotions like anger, envy, disgust, and shame on one hand, and positive ones like joy and love 
on the other. And yet my reading shows that a superficial distinction between positive and 
negative feelings is not always valid. As long as it triggers her agency, hatred is a positive 
emotion for Modesta, for example.  
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I am also aware that “the way people interpret their own emotions depends, to some 
extent at least, on the lexical grid provided by their native language” (Wierzbicka 26). Therefore, 
whenever the translation of the primary sources does not convey the emotional aspect of the 
original, I signal it in my analysis or footnotes.  
 
3. The Language of Intensity 
Novels such as La Storia, L’arte della gioia and L’amica geniale expose the gap between 
historiography and aesthetic representations of history and emotions in marginal contexts and 
from peripheral perspectives. However, rather than simply focusing on the theme of emotions or 
on the emotional response created in the texts, I consider also the style and language of the 
novels under consideration to see whether the emotional element can be detected at the formal 
and linguistic level. In other words, I look for the language of intensity in novels where the main 
action is triggered by historical turmoil and political disruption. 
Although the study of the relationship between emotions and language “has not been 
central in linguistic studies in the past,” this topic “has not stayed out of the picture altogether” 
(Foolen 16). As early as the beginning of the twentieth century, Charles Bally (1865-1947), pupil 
of Ferdinand de Saussure, distinguished the “caractères intellectuels et caractères affectifs des 
faits de langage” (154). More recently, other linguists have distinguished “among referential, 
social, and affective meanings” (Besnier 419), somehow replicating the dichotomy 
cognition/affect discusses in the previous section. As David Crystal reminds us, today the word 
affect is often used in semantics  
as part of a classification of types of meaning: it refers to the attitudinal element in 
meaning, as in the differing emotional associations (or connotations) of lexical items (e.g. 
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a youth/youngster stood on the corner) or the expression of attitude (or affect) in 
intonation. (Crystal 15).  
Crystal concludes that “affective meaning is usually opposed to cognitive meaning” (Crystal 15).  
Niko Nesnier, author of a review essay on “Language and Affect” (1990) confirms that, 
indeed, a strict distinction between referential and affective meanings necessarily rests on the 
assumption that cognition and emotion are dichotomous (420). This might be the reason why, at 
least until the 1990s, affect was considered “too slippery an area of language for ‘scientific’ 
investigation” (420). Still, by 1990 Besnier could list 450 studies that touched upon the 
relationship between language and affect to some extent (439-451). It is impossible to account 
for all the approaches described by Besnier, but it seems worth noticing that he uses the word 
affect as a meta-concept, while others prefer the word emotion, especially scholars who deal with 
the conceptualization of emotions in specific cultures, and propose cognitive approaches, thus 
challenging the dichotomy emotion/cognition.44 
If we look now at intensity specifically, we can similarly say that “the notion of intensity 
has not been given much attention by researchers” (Bordet, Napoli and Ravetto). Despite being 
“at the heart of social and emotional expression,” as William Labov put it, intensity is 
nevertheless “a difficult feature to describe precisely” (43). Labov is the sociolinguist who paved 
the way for the study of intensity in language. He focused on quantifiers and “adverbs that code 
intensity directly” (43). Besides such quantifiers, “the expression of intensity seems to rely 
mostly on morphosyntactic devices, as morphosyntax has been the one area that has been most 
researched into,” as argued the editors of the 2017 issue of Lexis – Journal in English Lexicology 
(Bordet, Napoli and Ravetto). The purpose of this issue was to investigate those areas of the 
 
44 For example, the volumes The Language of Emotions (1997) and Speaking of Emotions (1998), both outcome of a 
symposium organized in Duisburg (Germany) in 1995.  
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expression of intensity that “have been long ignored by scholars,” for example the word-
formation processes used to express intensity. In this area the novelists I consider are certainly 
remarkable.  
Naturally, each language has its own intensifiers. For Italian, a few relevant studies exist: 
Anna Wierzbicka, “Italian Reduplication: Cross-Cultural Pragmatics and Illocutionary 
Semantics” (1986); Wolfgang Dressler and Lavinia Merlini Barbaresi, Morphopragmatics: 
Diminutives and Intensifiers in Italian, German and Other Languages, 1994); and the book 
edited by Barbara Gili Favela and Carla Bazzanella entitled Fenomeni di intensità nell’italiano 
parlato (2009). The introduction to this last volume defines intensity, following Labov, as the 
modification of the illocutory force of a linguistic act: mitigation or intensification can show the 
speaker’s attitude toward the proposition (14). The object of the analysis is the spoken language, 
but I believe we can use intensification and mitigation to describe the narrator’s way to tell a 
story. For the purpose of my analysis, I will consider lexicon, the expressive function of 
language, stylistic choices and specific linguistic intensifiers such as dialectal forms, word 
formations and repetitions which are all used as linguistic intensifiers. Such elements of course 
overlap in several ways. 
First, emotion words are the area of lexicon “in which affect is most salient” (Besnier 
422). This is not to say that if the emotion is not named it is missing from the scenes analyzed. I 
am also aware that the words paura, terrore, stupore, odio, might refer to different feelings in 
different novels. Moreover, the same word can have a mostly cognitive value or an affective 
meaning depending on use, context and style, as Bally already claimed: 
Voici la même opposition présentée par des mots français: quand on parle de la 
merveilleuse beauté d’une œuvre d’art, merveilleux, comme tout à l’heure 
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unvergleichich, sert uniquement à marquer l’intensité de l’idée fondamentale, et cette 
intensité est exprimée affectivement (nous verrons plus bas que la place de l’adjectif et 
son accent confirment cette interprétation); mais si l’on dit que «l’histoire s’alimente, à 
l’origine, de légendes merveilleuses plus que de fait réels», le même mot apparait avec 
une valeur essentiellement logique ou définitionnelle, comme le donne à penser déjà 
l’opposition entre réel et merveilleux. (161)45 
The expression affectively marked carries with it the sense of intensity. This intensity, however, 
is not inherent to the words, but to the usage: the association or opposition with other words, the 
position of the word in the sentence. This is of course also the object of stylistics.  
As for the stylistic analysis of certain types of language use, metaphors occupy a central 
role (together with repetitions and hyperboles). Metaphors, as George Lakoff and others have 
shown, help us understand the conceptualizing function of language. Therefore, by looking at 
metaphors we can see how texts conceptualize emotions. (This approach is particularly relevant 
in the case of the animal imagery punctuating La Storia.) 
Language also has an “expressive” function, that is the direct expression of emotion. 
Crystal defines “expressive” as  
A term sometimes used in semantics as part of a classification of types of meaning. The 
expressive meaning of an expression refers both to its emotional content and to any 
identity it might have in terms of the personality or individual creativity of the user (as in 
much poetic language). It is usually contrasted with descriptive and ‘social’ meaning. 
 
45 “Here is the same opposition presented by French words: when we speak of the marvelous beauty of a work of art, 
marvelous, just like unvergleichich, only serves to mark the intensity of the fundamental idea, and this intensity is 
expressed affectively (we will see below that the position of the adjective and its accent confirm this interpretation); 
but if one says that ‘history is nourished, at the origin, by marvelous legends more than actual facts,’ the same word 
appears with an essentially logical or definitional value, as already suggested by the opposition between real and 
wonderful” (my translation). 
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Other terms which overlap with ‘expressive’ include affective, connotative and emotive. 
The term is also used in the theory of speech acts to refer to a type of utterance where the 
speaker expresses his or her feelings, e.g. I apologize/sympathize/ regret. (180) 
In the novels analyzed some linguistic choices have an expressive value. When we talk about 
Italian literature, however, we should distinguish expressive from expressionist linguistic 
choices. For example, Carlo Emilio Gadda’s plurilingualism had been defined “expressionism” 
(Contini, “Espressionimo letterario” and “Introduzione alla Cognizione del dolore”). Italy has 
always had many linguistic varieties – a fact which still characterizes contemporary novels. The 
works I analyze are written mostly in the standard language and cannot be considered 
expressionist, but all have non-standard traits such as regionalisms or dialect, neologisms and the 
resemantization of existing words (as in the case of smarginatura). Linguistic disruptions can be 
seen as a way to translate the emotional content into form and style. Non-standard linguistic 
choices can create an emotional effect or convey an abnormal emotional state. For example, in 
Ferrante, Neapolitan dialect is often the language of violence, shame and the body.  
Although La Storia, L’arte della gioia and L’amica geniale present intensity at every 
level – actions, thoughts, feelings – it is ultimately in the language and through the language that 
intensity is created and communicated. Among them, L’amica geniale stands out because of the 
explicit reflection about the affective meaning of language, and L’arte della gioia as a reflection 
on the political power of affective language. By “affective meaning,” I refer not only to the 
power of narrative and rhetorical constructs to manipulate the addressee’s emotions, but also to 
“the encoding of the speaker’s emotions” (Besnier 420) in a certain speech act.  
The “storm of blood” of Ferrante’s narrative, yet another term for “intensity” or 
“upheaval,” metaphorically associates the act of writing with an intense bodily reaction. 
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Therefore, intensity is present not only in the description of a particularly vivid event, but also in 
its form, i.e., in its style and in narrative structure, as well as in the language of such a 
description. It also seems particularly relevant that Ferrante’s novels explicitly deal with the 
alternative between standard Italian and the Neapolitan dialect, and that dialect is usually 
deployed in connection with affective reaction (especially anger and hatred), or violence. It also 
functions as the marker of a specific socio-economic status and has a performative quality. And 
yet, the speech acts that occur in dialect are mostly translated into standard Italian, which turns 
dialect into a “silent presence” in the novels. Bally claims that in the mother tongue, ordinary 
words bring with them an affective meaning before conveying an intellectual meaning (159). As 
I will argue that the dialect of Modesta in L’arte della gioia is a way to maintain a connection 
with the body and with the land, while in La Storia, dialect is the expression of a vitalistic force 
(Nino), of familiar bond (Ida and Davide Segre) and of the poetic imagination (Useppe).  
Many existing studies deal with the emotional or affective response of readers and 
spectators and less with the content and the form of narrative. Conversely, I combine the 
discourse on emotions with close reading, textual analysis, linguistics and stylistics as the tools 
to answer the question as to how literature can give form to intensity, represent emotions and 
even point toward that unrepresentable space between pre-linguistic affective reaction and 
linguistic emotional qualification. The connection between the historical events represented and 
the characters’ perturbed emotional states shows how such perturbation is in turn reflected in the 
writers’ linguistic and stylistic choices.
Chapter One 
Knowing without Knowledge: La Storia 
We come now to Elsa Morante. I never met her; I’ve 
never been able to get to know people who provoked 
intense emotions in me. 
E. Ferrante, Frantumaglia. 
 
Elsa Morante’s La Storia (1974) was a literary phenomenon already before it came out. The 
advertising campaign for the book was so unrelenting and ubiquitous, and the reactions so 
copious and passionate, that La Storia stands out as “il caso letterario italiano più rilevante e 
politicamente connotato” (Borghesi 18).1 Soon after its publication, important critics such as 
Cesare Garboli and Carlo Bo saluted the novel as a masterpiece that would influence its 
readership for years (Bo 13). According to fellow writer Natalia Ginzburg, La Storia was “una 
esperienza nuova e meravigliosa” (“I personaggi di Elsa” 12), because it was written for the 
others rather than for the author herself in a moment in which novelists tended to be 
autoreferential.2 In a review published in Corriere della sera, Ginzburg emphasized the deep 
novelty of Morante’s book: when we think about Morante’s characters, she wrote, we think of 
both human beings and animals, and we receive their death “con eguale misura di dolore e 
amore.”3 Two elements are relevant in Ginzburg’s take on the novel: first, Morante’s characters 
 
1 “The most relevant and politically connoted Italian literary case” (my translation). Angela Borghesi has recently 
collected in one volume the reviews appeared in the first twelve months after the publication of the novel, making 
available over 350 articles. 
2 The reference here is to the so-called neoavanguardia, a literary movement active in the 1960s, which produced 
experimental prose and poetry, putting forth the idea of art as a pure game. The movement, however, had several 
different voices (among them were Umberto Eco, Renato Barilli and Nanni Balestrini) and it is hard to generalize 
about their outcomes.  
3 “Se ripensiamo ai personaggi della Storia, ripensiamo agli animali e agli uomini, alla cagna Bella, o a Davide 
Segre, o al cane Blitz, o a Eppetondo, o alla gatta Rossella, e alla loro sparizione o morte, con eguale misura di 
dolore e amore. Questo ci sembra del tutto naturale, e solo dopo un poco ci accorgiamo che in passato non ci era 
accaduto nulla di simile mai” (“I personaggi di Elsa” 12). “If we think of History’s characters, we think of animals 
and humans, the female dog Bella, or Davide Segre, or the dog Blitz, or Eppetondo, or the cat Rossella, and of their 
disappearance or death, with equal measure of pain and love. This seems completely natural, and only after a while 
we realize that in the past nothing like this had ever happened to us” (my translation). 
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inspire pain and love, that is, the reader cannot but empathize with them; second, such characters 
include a number of animals, which share the same status as the human characters. I will set 
aside for a moment the issue of animals and animal imagery in La Storia to focus on the 
controversial emotional impact of the novel. Indeed, the same power to appeal to the reader’s 
emotionality praised by Ginzburg was seen as a flaw by other critics, who accused Morante of 
“selling desperation” and, alternatively, of being unrealistic, utopic, or too consolatory.4 The 
representation of human suffering praised by Carlo Bo and Natalia Ginzburg triggered fierce 
reactions from other critics, mostly because Morante did not provide “a solution” to such 
suffering, but only inundated the reader with easy tears (for example, Barilli “Lacrime in 
superficie”). Moreover, Morante’s “linguaggio comune e accessibile a tutti,”5 full of detailed 
descriptions, was criticized for not leaving space to the readers’ imagination. Alberto Asor Rosa 
even compared it with the language of advertisement for the effect of “irresistibile reazione 
emotiva” it provokes. For Asor Rosa, the novel had the sole intention to move the reader deeply 
– commuoverlo (7). Again, tears. 
However, some readers proposed looking at the novel in a different way. It took a writer 
of the caliber of Italo Calvino to understand that “la commozione” (the deep feelings despised by 
Asor Rosa, pathetic or touching) is a necessary element of Morante’s project – that of a popular 
 
4 For example, Rossana Rossanda concluded her article “Una storia d’altri tempi” writing that selling potatoes is 
better than selling desperation (3). The four authors of the article entitled “Contro il ‘romanzone’ della Morante,” 
published in Il manifesto, wrote instead that the novel is consolatory: “In questo romanzo anche tutti gli altri 
meccanismi, linguistici e stilistici, ci sembrano perfettamente adeguati, nella loro gratificante falsità e maniera, al 
contenuto consolatorio e all’ostentata mistica della regressione che lo pervade. La Morante è oltre tutto una 
mediocre scrittrice, e la sua scrittura non riscatta per niente, anzi conferma pesantemente la sua ideologia” 
(Balestrini, Rasy, Paolozzi and Silva 3). “In this novel all the other mechanisms, linguistic and stylistic, also seem 
perfectly adequate, in their gratifying falseness and manner, to the consoling content and the ostentatious mysticism 
of the regression that pervades it. Besides, Morante is a mediocre writer, and her writing does not redeem at all, but 
rather confirms in full her ideology” (my translation). For a general account of the novel’s reception, see De Angelis 
and Sinibaldi, along with Borghesi. 
5 This description appeared in the blurb of the first edition, written by Morante herself. 
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novel read by everyone. Instead of fueling the polemic, Calvino advocated for the study of the 
techniques through which Morante evokes those feelings, what they are, what they mean, how 
they work and how they can stimulate the reader’s sense of familiarity and empathy.6 For 
Calvino, Morante’s popular novel responded to a pedagogical rather than populistic need 
(“pedagogia morale non mistificante” 38). Morante, in turn, had probably attempted at provoking 
in her readers what she called “un aumento di vitalità” (PCBA, “Sul romanzo” 72), something 
that only “true art” can achieve. Morante’s trust in the artist’s role in society, as a witness of 
his/her own time, even when the subject is not a realistic one, never diminished and she really 
believed in the transformative and ethical value of art and imagination against the irrealtà of 
Power and History (which Morante always capitalizes). The readers or viewers of a true work of 
art become more alive and therefore more active; hence the revolutionary power of art, which 
puts into motion – we could say moves – the reader.  
The fierce early criticism that the novel encountered did not come as a surprise for 
Morante, who knew that Italian critics – aligned with a Marxist ideology of history – would 
never approve of her novel.7 Indeed, Morante believed that true art is always “ahead of its time,” 
so to speak, and meant for future generations: 
 
6 “La vera riuscita sarebbe quella di chi sapesse affrontare l’insieme di procedimenti e di effetti di tecnica letteraria 
della commozione, e cercare di capire cosa sono, cosa significano, come funzionano, perché comunicano qualcosa 
che molti lettori credono di riconoscere” (Calvino 38). “A real achievement would be that of those who know how 
to deal with the set of strategies and effects of the literary technique of touching emotion, and try to understand what 
they are, what they mean, how they work, because they communicate something that many readers believe they 
recognize” (my translation). 
7 “[S]i capisce che questo libro potrà essere inteso da tutti, fuorché dai letterati. Anzi come si capisce dalla dedica, le 
persone più semplici saranno quelle che potranno capirlo meglio: al punto da intenderne forse l’ultimo significato, 
tuttora oscuro, forse, anche a chi l’ha scritto” (Morante’s notes held at the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale in Rome 
and quoted in Zanardo, Il poeta e la grazia 231). “Obviously the book can be understood by everyone, except by 
men of letters. Indeed, as one can see from the dedication, the simplest people will be the ones who will understand 
it better: to the point of perhaps understanding its ultimate sense, which remains still obscure, perhaps, even to the 
writer” (my translation). 
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Il vero romanziere non si preoccupa, né tantomeno si impone per programma, di apparire 
nuovo e moderno: eppure, lo è sempre, anche se da principio non lo appare ai volgari, e 
anche se, per ipotesi, tenta di non esserlo. E come potrebbe non esserlo, se vive, da uomo, 
nel suo tempo; e se, da artista, è anzi il centro sensibile (che lo voglia o no) del suo 
tempo, e dei fenomeni contemporanei, e delle “relazioni” reali! (PCBA, “Sul romanzo” 
60-61)8 
As a proof of La Storia’s modernity, the novel really started attracting critical, rather than 
ideological attention, decades after its publication. On the twentieth anniversary of the novel, 
Garboli’s statement that “nessuno ne scrive” (Il gioco segreto 163) actually sparked a new 
interest in the book. Currently, La Storia is considered one of the most relevant literary 
endeavors of the twentieth century, one that demands emotional commitment from the reader, 
“una forte adesione emozionale,” as Graziella Bernabò puts it (La fiaba estrema 8): 
È la Morante, come donna e come intellettuale, a conquistarsi uno spazio alternativo nella 
cultura italiana degli anni Settanta, apportandovi un nuovo tipo di logos, che non trascura 
le ragioni della fisicità, dei sentimenti e delle emozioni. (209)9 
Despite Bernabò’s claim that Morante found a space in her intellectual milieu as a female writer, 
the author herself never stressed her own gender and always used masculine forms for the role of 
the artist (see above: “il vero romanziere,” “da uomo,” etc…). She has been accused of misogyny 
or essentialism for creating female characters often psychologically unstable and reduced to their 
roles as mothers (Jeuland-Meynaud 311-312). I think, however, that reduced is misleading in the 
 
8 “The true novelist does not torment himself, nor does he impose it on himself, to appear new and modern. And yet, 
he always is, even when at first he does not appear so to the vulgar, and even when, hypothetically, he tries not to 
be. And how could he not be, if he lives, as a man, in his time; and if, as an artist, he is indeed the sensitive center 
(whether he wants it or not) of his time, and of contemporary phenomena, and of real ‘relationships’!” (my 
translation). 
9 “As a woman and as an intellectual, Morante conquered an alternative space in the Italian culture of the seventies, 
bringing a new type of logos, which does not neglect the reasons of body, feelings and emotions” (my translation). 
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case of Morante. Like her other novels, La Storia strongly proposes the notion of maternity as 
the ultimate bond between living beings, while emphasizing the experience of marginalization of 
women and other subaltern groups during the war.  
Although Morante never took part in the emancipatory movement of feminism, her 
“female voice” (Re 362) explains the potentially subversive and innovative impact of her 
writing, which gives space – as Bernabò notices – to emotion and body. Some scholars have 
claimed that Morante portrays institutionalized motherhood as self-sacrifice to expose “the male-
authored metaphor of motherhood” (Pickering-Iazzi, “Designing Mothers” 329). Expanding on 
Bernabò’s claim, I argue, that Ida’s marginalization can be further explored through the lens of 
emotions and intensity. 
The affective demands of the story also shape its form. Ida is typically not consciously 
aware of her emotional states. She seems to experience the world at a level that is less than 
precognitive, as we will see, which justifies the use of a third person narrator with a deeper 
knowledge of the events. Ida is not able to express her feelings linguistically, as the narration 
would require. Such a narrator is sometimes internal and sometimes external to the story, 
sometimes omniscient and sometimes oblivious to details, and sometimes focalized on the main 
characters. This third person narrator that could be identified with the author herself,10 this 
“strana figura di narratrice esterna” (Bernabò, Come leggere La Storia 46) sets La Storia apart 
from Morante’s other novels (Menzogna e sortilegio, 1948; L’isola di Arturo, 1957; Aracoeli, 
1982), and also from Goliarda Sapienza’s and Elena Ferrante’s narratives, whose protagonists, 
unlike Ida, possess the linguistic tools to tell their own story (even though they might be at times 
unreliable). In La Storia, not only does the narrator function as a witness and reporter of the 
 
10 Garboli identified the narrator with “Elsa Morante ipse” (Il gioco segreto 188). 
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facts, but she also shares the very nature of her characters and their destiny of sorrow – what 
Giovanna Rosa calls “compartecipazione creaturale alla legge del dolore” (Elsa Morante 122).11 
Morante’s narrator knows – and shares, according to Rosa – the characters’ dreams and 
obsessions, premonitions and hallucinations.12 
In this chapter I look at three moments of intensity, to show how the emotional landscape 
of the novel can shed light on the characters’ position vis-à-vis the collective history as it is 
portrayed in the novel, that is, as a sequence of scandals and murders, and as never-ending evil. I 
mostly focus on Ida and to a less extent on Useppe, arguing that their affective, rather than 
cognitive, understanding of History is part of a poetics of suffering that positions them at the 
margins of society, at the borders between the human and the animal, and finally excludes them 
from History. 
 
1. Patterns of Intensity 
The story is set in Rome in the years 1940-1947 and revolves around Ida, a widow and a mother, 
who is raped by a German soldier and becomes pregnant with her second son, Giuseppe/Useppe. 
Ida’s first son, Nino, turns from a convinced fascist to a partisan and later a contraband dealer. 
He eventually dies in a car accident. Ida and the little Useppe lose their apartment during the 
bombing of San Lorenzo, move to a shelter in the neighbor of Pietralata and witness the 
deportation of the Jews from the Tiburtina station in 1943. In this saga, all the characters 
 
11 “creatural participation in the law of suffering” (my translation). 
12 “Le zone di interferenza fra voce narrante e sensibilità ulcerate dei personaggi coprono lo sterminato repertorio di 
sogni e incubi, inquietudini sotterranee, vaneggiamenti ossessivi, presentimenti e sussulti premonitori, allucinazioni 
narcotiche, fino a varcare la zona delle pulsioni ancestrali” (Rosa, Elsa Morante 122). “The areas of interference 
between narrative voice and bruised sensibilities of the characters cover the endless repertoire of dreams and 
nightmares, underground worries, obsessive ravings, premonitions and premonitions, narcotic hallucinations, until 
they cross the area of the ancestral drives” (my translation). 
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somehow interact with the mother-son pair made up of Ida and Useppe. The most important 
character they meet is Davide Segre (alias Carlo Vivaldi), a Jew escaped from the Nazis. 
Morante programmatically chooses characters marginal to the power system, but not safe 
from its mechanisms of oppression. Ida, her central figure, is a childlike woman, inclined to 
madness (LS 21; History 21), who has no political consciousness and no self-awareness, but has 
a sort of archaic knowledge that resembles “foreknowledge,” or prophetic faculty.13 Her second 
son, born from the rape, suffers from epilepsy like his mother, but more severely. The two 
characters are often connoted emotionally: Ida’s typical emotions are fear, shame and subjection, 
together with animalesque resilience; Useppe is, instead, a happy child. When he interacts with 
Nino, when he meets many of the other characters in the story and when he goes on adventures 
with animals such as the dogs Blitz and Bella, the narrator can assure that “Non s’era mai vista 
una creatura più allegra di lui” (LS 120).14 Even his middle name, Felice (happy), suggests an 
extraordinary joy that makes him one of Morante’s “happy few.”15 However, Useppe’s natural 
happiness is tinged with the bewilderment and horror brought about by historical events, 
especially in the episode of the deportation of the Roman Jews and when two years later he sees 
the pictures of the concentration camps in the newspapers. These are among the episodes that I 
define as “moments of intensity” because of the great emotional impact they have on characters, 
narrator, and readers.  
In a long novel which features a large number of characters and events, spanning 
geographically from Rome to Calabria, from Africa to Russia, the plot, according to Giovanna 
 
13 The link prophetic faculty/epilepsy already existed in ancient cultures. For a reading of La Storia in the context of 
the myth of Cassandra, see Briziarelli.  
14 “A merrier baby than he had never been seen” (History 132). 
15 The F.P. (Felici Pochi) are beautiful and poor and usually die young, but they are happy, and Authority is 
suspicious of them. They are both famous and common people. Among the famous ones are Antonio Gramsci, 




Rosa, evolves with an alternation of tension and relaxation and the rhythm of these alternations 
varies throughout the chapters.16 It seems reasonable to believe that the moments of tension, or 
the passages, as Garboli called the narrative parts of great intensity that require the reader to 
pause and reflect (Il gioco segreto 169), attract the attention of the critics more often than the 
low-intensity sequences. Therefore the “moments of intensity” are also the episodes that have 
inspired more scholarship: along with the already mentioned initial rape that triggers the plot, the 
chapters about the bombing of San Lorenzo and the deportation of the Roman Jews, Ida’s visit to 
the deserted Ghetto, the death of the soldier Giovannino, the murder of the prostitute Santina, 
Davide Segre’s story, and the deaths of Nino and Useppe. For this chapter, I selected three 
episodes that involve the protagonists: Ida’s rape, Ida and Useppe at the Tiburtina station, and 
Useppe’s death. Besides shedding light on the particular configuration of Ida’s emotional 
landscape (in particular the origin of her affective reaction), this analysis emphasizes how Ida’s 
emotions: are embodied and inherited; are connected with both her family history and with 
collective history; are shared with animals; affect unconscious life (especially dreams); create a 
disruption in perception and conscience.  
The first scene featuring Ida – the rape scene – will be analyzed to show how a very 
dramatic moment, a moment of intensity, is created in the novel, that is: through a digression or 
excursus before the scene, repeated use of emotion words and emotion cues, prolepsis and 
animal imagery. Although all five aspects are present in the three episodes I analyze, the animal 
imagery will prove to be particularly relevant in discussing Ida’s and Useppe’s position vis-à-vis 
history, that of witnesses and victims or scapegoats, that will emerge in the second moment of 
 
16 “nel già sperimentato gioco di parallelismi e riprese, la trama si sviluppa con un andamento a onde larghe su un 
ritmo sinuoso che alterna arsi e tesi, tensione e pacatezza” (Rosa, Elsa Morante 112). “In the already experimented 
game of parallelisms and reprises, the plot develops with a pattern of broad waves and a sinuous rhythm that 
alternates arses and theses, tension and calmness” (my translation). 
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intensity examined here – the departure of the Jews from the Tiburtina station. Finally, a moment 
of intensity in La Storia is usually accompanied by bodily reactions and followed by some sort of 
loss of consciousness (sleep, hallucinations, dreams). The ultimate refusal of reason on the part 
of Ida occurs when Useppe dies. The three scenes echo each other by means of direct references, 
lexical reprises and common imagery. They occur at the beginning, almost halfway and at the 
very end of the novel respectively, suggesting that Morante might have intentionally arranged 
them in this particular way to create an overarching trajectory for the mother-son duo.  
 
2. A Moment of Intensity: Ida’s Rape 
In the first chapter of La Storia, the German soldier Gunther walks the streets of the 
neighborhood of San Lorenzo in Rome, torn between the nostalgia for his home with his mother 
in Dachau and the desire for the warm body of a woman – any woman – in which to find 
comfort. The year is 1941, Italy and Germany are still war allies; but, despite the desperate 
expression in his eyes and his palpable loneliness and sadness, the soldier is not welcome in the 
neighborhood. In Remo’s tavern, “mentre una rabbia lo tentava a buttare all’aria il banco e i 
tavoli, e a comportarsi non più da alleato, ma da invasore e da assassino” (LS 19),17 the owner’s 
hostility along with that of the waiter leads him to drink too much wine. Gunther leaves the 
tavern feeling both nostalgic and frustrated. And when he sees Ida at her front door, he decides to 
climb the stairs with her and enter her apartment. There, he rapes her twice, while the woman’s 
mind drifts away, probably due to an epileptic attack. Yet, between the moment of their 
encounter and the rape, Morante introduces an excursus which contributes to the intensity of the 
scene by presenting Ida’s past and present emotional life. In these pages, the narrator familiarizes 
 
17 “while his anger tempted him to knock over the counter and the tables and to behave not like an ally but like an 
invader and a murderer” (History 18). 
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the reader with the character and her vulnerability and interlace historical movements and 
ideologies with the intimate life of a family from Calabria, in Southern Italy. In the following 
pages I look at what emotions play a role in Ida’s life prior to the rape, at the rape as a moment 
of intensity in which historical violence erupts in the life of a marginal figure and at the changes 
in Ida’s feeling state after the rape. This sequence exemplifies Morante’s method in building 
narrative intensity. 
 
2.1 A History of Fear and Shame 
Ida first appears in the novel as she returns home with her shopping bags; she is described as a 
modest and shy woman. Gunther, who has just left Remo’s tavern, calls out to her with no 
apparent reason: “Colei però, al vedersi affrontata da lui, lo fissò con occhio assolutamente 
disumano, come davanti all’apparizione propria e riconoscibile dell’orrore” (LS 20).18 These first 
lines position Ida outside of the human realm (“occhio disumano”) and start a long series of 
similes that compare her mostly to female animals and contribute to the construction of the 
character as Other. Ida’s reaction at this point is barely understandable, but the following two 
sections of the first chapter of La Storia – about her childhood and her last years in Rome – 
explain the origin of that horror: she fears that her son, Nino, might not be considered Aryan 
enough. According to the recent racial laws, Ida herself is indeed a “half Jew,” because her 
mother Nora was a Jew, though one who decided to keep her origins and religion secret. Ida’s 
father, Giuseppe, instead, was an anarchist, which also had to be hidden in Fascist Italy. Apart 
from these family secrets, the epileptic attacks Ida suffered when she was a child were another 
“scandal” that had to hidden.  
 
18 “She, however, seeing him confront her, stared at him with an absolutely inhuman gaze, as if confronted by the 
true and recognizable face of horror” (History 19). 
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Ida, thirty-seven years old when the story begins, is also said to have remained a little girl 
“perché la sua precipua relazione col mondo era sempre stata e rimaneva (consapevole o no) una 
soggezione spaurita” (LS 21).19 As also suggested by the second epigraph of the book – “… hai 
nascosto queste cose ai dotti e ai savi e le hai rivelate ai piccoli (LS 1)20 – children are for 
Morante somewhat separate from the rest of the human species and more connected with God; 
for this reason, they are at the center of Morante’s narrative.21 Not only is Ida still a child, but she 
is also unaware of her own attitude toward the world (“consapevole o no”), from which she 
remains excluded and secluded. This sense of exclusion is inherited from her parents, and 
especially from her mother Nora:  
Nei riguardi del suo segreto ebraico, essa aveva spiegato alla figlia, fino da piccolina, che 
gli ebrei sono un popolo predestinato dall’eternità all’odio vendicativo di tutti gli altri 
popoli; e che la persecuzione si accanirà sempre su di loro, pure attraverso tregue 
apparenti, riproducendosi sempre in eterno, secondo il loro destino prescritto. (LS 24)22 
Nora is obsessed with and frightened by the destiny of oppression of the Jews and represent “the 
first victim of that obscure and negative entity incarnated by history that is always present 
throughout the novel” (Moretti, “Crises, Suffering and Breakdowns” 423). The racial laws 
confirm her obsession and condemn her “to a rapid consumption in physical and mental terms” 
(423). Indeed, after her husband’s death, nobody can reassure her in her terrors and “via via che 
passavano i giorni, la necessità e l’urgenza della fuga s’imponevano al suo cervello 
 
19 “Ida had remained basically a little girl, because her chief attitude toward the world had always been and still was 
(consciously or not) one of frightened awe” (History 21). 
20 “Thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and has revealed them unto babes” (History np). 
21 See, for example, L’isola di Arturo and Il mondo salvato dai ragazzini (1968). 
22 “As for her Jewish secret, she had explained to her daughter, from early childhood, that the Jews are a people 
destined, since time began, to suffer the indictive [sic] hatred of all other peoples; and that even during apparent 
periods of truce, persecution will always dog them, eternally recurring, as their prescribed destiny” (History 23). 
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febbricitante” (LS 49).23 This obsession eventually leads to her death, a suicide or an accident 
which occurs while she is trying to escape.24 
 Even before her mother’s death, Ida has already lost her sense of protection, starting to 
feel vulnerable when her father and her husband die: “Dopo la sparizione successiva di Giuseppe 
e di Alfio, essa si trovava esposta definitivamente alla paura, perché il suo era il caso di una 
rimasta sempre bambina, senza più nessun padre” (LS 43).25 As Adriana Cavarero makes clear, 
the vulnerable person is part of an asymmetrical relationships, in which the other can decide over 
her life or death, giving care or killing (23). While Cavarero attributes this role to the mother, 
Ida’s sense of protection seems to come from the two men who don’t scare her, which confirms 
the character’s dependence and men’s power over her. Ida’s relationship to the world remains 
one of inferiority throughout her life, because she never establishes – nor is she capable of – any 
reciprocal rapport with anybody, continuing to live in a condition of fear and awe.  
Since antiquity, fear has been understood as an emotion linked to time. In his account of 
the individual emotions and their objects, Aristotle defines fear as “a pain or disturbance due to a 
mental picture of some destructive or painful evil in the future” (Rhetoric 81). Similarly, Sara 
Ahmed’s study of fear highlights the temporal dimension of this emotion, “since fear is caused 
by an object that is approaching and involves an anticipation of pain in the future” (65). Ida’s 
fear, however, is both anticipation and repetition. Nora was afraid for herself and for her 
daughter, whom she wanted to be baptized as Catholic even before the racial laws were 
introduced. Ida has inherited from her mother the fear that her own son will be persecuted, as it is 
 
23 “As the days went by, the necessity, the urgency of escape were impressed on her feverish brain” (History 52) 
24 This death by water resemble Amelia’s death in Ferrante’s L’amore molesto. As in the case of Nora, it will be 
impossible to determine how Amalia dies. 
25 “After losing Giuseppe and Alfio one after the other, she found herself definitely exposed to fear; hers was the 
typical case of someone who had always remained a child, and was now fatherless” (History 45). 
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made clear in the scene, rich with anxiety, in which she traces Nino’s family tree in order to 
measure his Aryan part against the Jewish one (LS 62; History: 67). Ahmed also focuses on how 
emotions impress themselves on people’s bodies and connect the future to the present: “Fear 
presses us into that future as an intense bodily experience in the present” (65). The impression of 
fear on Ida’s body is in her hands, “un tremito impercettibile ma continuo delle sue mani” (LS 
43).26  
Ida especially fears authority, for example the authority represented by three pictures 
hanging in the classroom where she teaches: Christ, Mussolini, and the King. Although the 
narrator uses irony to describe them, all three figures inspire “soggezione” to Ida (LS 44; History 
46). The following tirade against Mussolini and Hitler, “due sventurati falsari” (LS 45),27 
expresses the narrator’s opinion and indignation and is totally external to Ida’s consciousness: 
the character, in fact, sees them as the symbol of absolute authority. This is an anticipation: she 
also sees an image of authority in Gunther’s uniform, as we will see. Although for the narrator 
Gunther is only a boy, his aspect is menacing enough to trigger in Ida the fear that is part of her 
emotional history. 
Fear is a force that sometimes involves “taking flight, and other times may involve 
paralysis” (Ahmed 65).28 Here is the difference between Ida and Nora: instead of attempting to 
hide or escape like Nora, Ida tends to comply with the law. For example, she reports herself for 
the census, donates her wedding ring to the homeland (unlike her mother, who didn’t want to 
 
26 “an imperceptible but constant trembling of her hands” (History: 45). 
27 “two ill-starred counterfeiters” (History 46). 
28 Adriana Cavarero, on the other hand, distinguishes fear from horror, specifying that horror brings paralysis rather 
than turmoil (8). 
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part from hers),29 and teaches her pupils according to the Fascist scholastic programs (LS 45 and 
87; History 46 and 95).  
Although baptized Catholic, which gives her the legal right to work, Ida feels guilty for 
being a Jew who teaches in a public school: “specie a scuola, nell’esercitare, lei, mezza ebrea 
clandestina, i diritti e le funzioni dovuti agli Ariani, si sentiva in colpa, come un’abusiva o una 
falsaria” (LS 58, emphasis in the original).30 It is worth noting that the word falsari has already 
appeared with reference to Mussolini and Hitler, but rather than reporting Ida’s thought, the first 
time it expressed the judgment of the narrative voice. Unlike the narrator, the character can only 
judge (and condemn) herself, while respecting and fearing authority, and never questioning it.31 
Although fear and guilt are different emotions, in Ida they coexist. Moreover, shame 
intertwines with guilt.32 When she has to report herself for the census, Ida goes to the city offices 
“vergognosa e tramortita come un’imputata al Palazzo di Giustizia” (LS 54).33 Besides being 
shameful, she is also bereft of consciousness (the adjective tramortita means “shocked” but also 
literally “stunned,” or “lifeless” from Latin intermortuus). She provides all the documents for her 
maternal and Jewish side and for her paternal and “Aryan” side: 
 
29 “E lei (diversamente dalla sua timida figlia Ida) nonostante il suo conformismo patriottico non aveva voluto 
separarsene neppure quando il governo aveva invitato la popolazione a ‘dare oro alla patria’ per aiutare l’impresa 
abissina” (LS 52). “In spite of her patriotic conformity (unlike her timid daughter Ida) she had not wanted to part with 
it when the government had invited the people to ‘give gold to the Fatherland’ to aid the Abyssinian conquest” (History 
54). 
30 “Particularly at school, where she, a clandestine half-Jew, enjoyed the rights and functions due Aryans, she felt 
guilty, a usurper, a counterfeiter” (History 62). 
31 “Iduzza, da parte sua, non osava nemmeno giudicare i decreti dei Poteri Pubblici, i quali a lei si mostravano come 
Enti arcani, al di là della sua ragione” (LS 32). “Iduzza, for her part, didn’t even dare judge the decrees of the 
Powers That Be, which to her appeared mysterious Beings, beyond her reason” (History 33). 
32 Martha Nussbaum, for instance, writes that “guilt is a negative emotion directed at oneself on the basis of a wrongful 
act or acts that one thinks one has caused, or at least wished to cause. It is to be distinguished from shame, a negative 
reaction to oneself that has a characteristic, or trait, as a focus” (Anger and Forgiveness, 128). Despite this distinction, 
these two emotions often appear connected, precisely because they are directed towards oneself. For a discussion of 
guilt and shame as similar affects, see Tomkins 84-85 and my introduction. 
33 “as timid and stunned as if she were on trial at the Palace of Justice” (History 58). 
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Non ci mancava proprio nulla. E in più (vergognandosi fino d’aprir bocca) insieme con 
questo incartamento essa presentò all’impiegato un foglio di quaderno, sul quale per una 
identificazione immediata e muta aveva trascritto di sua mano i propri dati anagrafici 
personali. Ma una specie di ripugnanza, che valeva quale un piccolo omaggio estremo, le 
aveva fatto tralasciare ogni segno di accentuazione sul cognome della madre. (LS 55, my 
emphasis)34 
While shame is generally considered the failure of a subject to keep up with expectations, it also 
brings “the fear of abandonment by society, of being left to starve outside the boundaries of 
humankind” (Probyn 3). This fear first leads Nora to omit the accent from her last name (a 
gesture that Ida repeats as a final tribute to the mother, “omaggio estremo”), then to escape (and 
maybe to commit suicide), precisely because she feels that “per lei, nell’intero globo, non c’era 
nessun posto” (LS 49).35 Ida, instead, is too passive to escape and doesn’t fail to admit to her 
Jewish heritage, when she is directly asked about it.  
However, the fact that Ida also feels “repugnance” (toward her mother’s Jewish last 
name) perhaps requires a different reflection on shame that also considers disgust or revulsion. In 
Remnants of Auschwitz, Giorgio Agamben analyzes the literature of the survivors of Auschwitz, 
and dedicates a chapter (“Shame, or On the Subject”) to the inseparability of shame and sense of 
guilt in those writers, touching upon the link between shame and repugnance: 
[S]hame does not derive, as the moral philosophers maintain, from the consciousness of 
an imperfection or a lack in our being from which we take distance. On the contrary, 
 
34 “Not a thing was lacking. And since she was ashamed even to open her mouth, along with this dossier, she also 
handed the clerk a page from a notebook where, in her own hand, she had written out her personal data. But a kind of 
repugnance, tantamount to a final little tribute, had made her omit any accent on her mother’s maiden name” (History 
58-59). 
35 “for her, in the entire globe, there was no place” (History 52). 
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shame is grounded in our being’s incapacity to move away and break from itself. If we 
experience shame in nudity, it is because we cannot hide what we would like to remove 
from the field of vision. (Remnants 105) 
The reference to nudity is relevant to my analysis, because in La Storia the problem of race 
intersects with the issues of the body and sexuality. As Katja Liimatta puts it: “Like her Jewish 
heritage, the protagonist keeps her body in secrecy, because similar to the maternal name it 
represents something shameful that has to be hidden” (222). This shameful attitude towards 
sexuality seems also to have been inherited from Ida’s parents:  
Iduzza era vergine non soltanto nel corpo, ma anche nei suoi pensieri. Non aveva mai 
veduto nessun adulto nudo perché i suoi genitori non si spogliavano mai in presenza sua; 
e perfino del proprio corpo sentiva un pudore estremo, anche sola con se stessa. Nora 
l’aveva avvertita soltanto che per generare bambini l’uomo deve entrare col suo corpo nel 
corpo della donna. È un’operazione necessaria, a cui bisogna sottoporsi docilmente, e che 
non fa troppo male. (LS 36)36 
While the body’s nudity is a shame never to be exposed, in this passage the sexual intercourse is 
presented as an obligation, thereby depicting women as victims of institutionalized rape and 
relegating them to their role as mothers.37 
Ida’s body “era cresciuto con lei come un estraneo” (LS 83).38 However, as Agamben 
argues, the impossibility of fully removing what is in oneself, this very intimacy with oneself, 
causes revulsion: “the predominant feeling in disgust is the fear of being recognized by what 
 
36 “Iduzza was a virgin not only in her body but also in her thoughts. She had never seen an adult naked, because her 
parents never undressed in her presence; and she was extremely modest also about her own body, even when she was 
alone. Nora had informed her only that to procreate babies the man’s body had to enter the woman’s. It’s a necessary 
operation, to which you had to submit dutifully, and it doesn’t hurt too much” (History 37). 
37 Consequently, “Because Ida’s reason for being exists exclusively in the maternal context,” writes Robin 
Pickering-Iazzi, “she survives the war, but not the deaths of Nino and Useppe” (“Designing Mothers” 333). 
38 “Her body had grown up with her like an outsider” (History 91). 
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repulses us” (Remnants of Auschwitz 106). In Ida, this feeling concerns her own body (for which 
she feels ashamed to the point that she never even looks at herself naked), as well as her 
mother’s name, in which an accent becomes a linguistic index pointing to her Jewish origin:  
“Almàgia o Almagià?” s’informò l’impiegato scrutandola con occhio inquisitorio, 
autorevole e minaccioso. 
Essa avvampò, peggio di una scolara sorpresa a copiare il tema. “Almagià,” 
mormorò affrettatamente, mia madre era ebrea!” (LS 55, emphasis in the original)39 
Therefore, the object of Ida’s revulsion – which will play a significant role in the rape scene – is 
her own Jewishness, which is as intimate as her own nudity. Shame, guilt and disgust – even 
abjection in Kristeva’s sense40 – are one thing for her, who feels more and more impure as she 
learns the word ariano: 
Ida imparava che gli ebrei erano diversi non solo perché ebrei, ma anche perché non 
ariani. […] [N]el suo concetto gli ebrei vennero a contrapporsi agli ariani, più o meno, 
come i plebei ai patrizi (essa aveva studiato la storia!) Però, evidentemente, i non ariani, 
per l’Autorità, erano i plebei dei plebei! Per esempio, il garzone del panettiere, plebeo di 
classe, di fronte a un ebreo valeva un patrizio, in quanto ariano! E se già i plebei 
nell’ordine sociale erano una rogna, i plebei dei plebei dovevano essere una lebbra! (LS 
57, emphasis in the original)41 
 
39 “‘Almàgia or Almagià?’ the clerk inquired, examining her with an inquisitorial eye, authoritative and threatening. 
She flushed, worse than a pupil caught copying an answer. ‘Almagià,’ she murmured hastily, ‘my mother was Jewish’” 
(History 59). 
40 Kristeva defines abjection as the feeling of the subject for something that is not totally other, that repulses but at the 
same time attracts: “Abject. It is something rejected from which one does not part, from which one does not protect 
oneself as from an object. […] It is thus not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what disturbs 
identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the ambiguous, the 
composite” (Powers of Horror 3). 
41 “Ida learned that the Jews were different not only because they were Jews, but also because they were non-
Aryans. […] in her concept the Jews were opposed to the Aryans much as the plebeians to the patricians (she had 
studied history!). However, obviously, the non-Aryans, for the Authorities, were the most plebeian of the plebeians! 
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In her attempt at understanding her own identity, Ida resembles Morante herself, who was the 
daughter of a Jewish mother, and who later wrote: “I should be grateful to Mussolini. In 1938, by 
introducing the German racist laws he made me realize that I myself was a Jew […] when the 
Germans took over Rome in 1943, I learned a great lesson, I learned terror” (quoted in Popoff 
25). Stefania Lucamante has argued that Morante wrote La Storia to give voice to the 
“intestimoniati,” but also “secondo un’ambizione parallela, e del tutto privata rispetto alla 
precedente: quella cioè di farvi confluire sentieri in precedenza percorsi in completo isolamento 
intellettuale, […] per un approccio finalmente più organico alla questione del proprio ebraismo” 
(Quella difficile identità 154).42 In order to do that, she creates a character who possesses the 
“idiozia misteriosa degli animali” (LS 21)43 excluded from any community.  
As the above quotation shows, it is only through the naïve and dichotomic language of 
elementary school pupils – also represented by the abundant use of exclamation marks – that Ida 
tries to make sense of the anti-Semitic laws approved by Hitler and Mussolini, establishing a 
hierarchy of valuable lives (Aryan, non-Aryan, Jews), in which the bottom positions are 
occupied by the most powerless and vulnerable (“the plebeians of the plebeians”). In addition, it 
is worth noting that in the same passage Morante temporarily abandons the animal metaphors 
which she uses to convey Ida’s Otherness and employs the metaphor of the disease (scabies, 
leprosy), and one that provokes revulsion, calling for the Jews’ exclusion from society.  
 
For example, the baker’s apprentice, plebeian by class, compared to a Jew was as good as a patrician, because he 
was Aryan! And if, in the social order, the plebeians were already like scabies, the plebeians of the plebeians must 
have been leprosy!” (History 61). 
42 “Morante’s purely ideological necessity to address the destiny of the disenfranchised was not the only motive that 
drove the creation of La Storia. An intensely private aim was tied to her general intentions: by bringing together 
literary paths she had previously followed in intellectual isolation, she sought to investigate the roots of her own 
Jewishness” (Forging Shoah Memories 154). 
43 “the mysterious idiocy of animals” (History 21). 
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These are the reasons – deriving from personal, emotional and collective history – why 
Ida’s fear turns into horror at the sight of Gunther. After Ida realizes that Jews are like diseases 
in the social order, the idea that Nora’s emotions can inhabit Ida’s body reappears, and the 
animal imagery with it: at this point, “Fu come se le ossessioni di Nora, sciamando in tumulto 
alla sua morte, fossero venute a nidificare dentro la figlia” (LS 57).44 Fear is not only inherited 
but also embodied, and intensified by the semantic choice of nidificare. The emotional intensity 
of the scene of Ida’s rape is accentuated by the excursus in Ida’s past, which is immediately after 
her eyes meet Gunther’s in the first chapter, leaving them frozen in that moment until the 
account is resumed in the fourth chapter of the same section (“19**”). In this digression, the 
story of Ida’s fearful and shameful existence and the story of her family are intertwined, as we 
have seen, with the political history of the first half of the twentieth century, and especially of the 
war, thus blurring any distance between inner feeling and external reality. Ida’s fear and disgust 
are linked to the historical events of the racial persecutions, besides being inherent to her 
personality, which resembles that of a child.  
 
2.2 Disgust and Anger in the Rape Scene  
Ida’s rape is not only one of the most powerful scenes in La Storia, but also the episode that 
triggers the plot. Ida and Gunther experience intense emotional states and provoke unwanted 
reactions in each other, which are intensified by their lack of a shared language, until the 
situation eventually escalates into sexual violence. This episode can be read as the point of 
intersection of asymmetrical and intertwined conflicts – social, sexual, and racial – that 
permeates not only the time span of the novel (1941-1947), but also the years before and after the 
 




story. In this encounter, Gunther – the man, the soldier, and the Nazi – although depicted as 
innocent and immature, is undoubtedly the stronger party, since Ida is a timid, sexually 
undeveloped woman – the elementary-school teacher afraid of all forms of authority, and a 
Jewish by matrilineal descent. For Morante, more strength implies victory over the weak; fragile 
actors never win against more powerful enemies. Gunther, indeed, changes from an ally into an 
oppressor, although of a different kind than that imagined by Ida. 
The flashbacks in Ida’s far and recent past create the effect of a freeze frame, to use a 
cinematic term. The prolonged image of Ida staring at the soldier Gunther is particularly relevant 
for the development of the events: in the entire episode, her vision appears flawed, as Ida fails to 
see not only the young nostalgic man in need of maternal comfort, but also the potential rapist 
who emerges when his emotional state changes. Throughout the scene, she only sees the soldier, 
metonymically represented by his uniform: “Le paure che la stringevano d’assedio non le 
lasciavano scorgere in colui nient’altro che una uniforme militare tedesca” (LS 63).45 Even the 
body of the young man seems to disappear from her sight, obscured by the uniform, “uniforme 
che pareva appostata là in sua attesa” (LS 63).46 Ida never really sees a person in Gunther, but 
only “una copia delle migliaia di figure conformi che moltiplicavano all’infinito l’unica figura 
incomprensibile della sua persecuzione” (LS 63),47 a symbol, in other words, of Germany, 
Nazism and the racial laws.  
One interpreter who has looked closely at the emotions at stake in this scene is Amoz Oz. 
In his book about literary beginnings, The Story Begins (1996), Oz includes an analysis of 
Morante’s novel and its “several beginnings.” Since a beginning is the establishment of a 
 
45 “The fears besieging her prevented her from seeing anything of him except a German army uniform” (History 68). 
46 “that uniform which seemed stationed there, waiting for her” (History 68). 
47 “a copy of the thousands of similar faces that multiplied to infinity the sole, incomprehensible face of her 
persecution” (History 68). 
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contract between writer and reader (Oz 7), the particularity of La Storia is that there seem to be 
several contracts, due to the paratextual elements that precede the proper narration. Oz, therefore, 
suggests that Morante proposes a multitude of contracts to her readers. In the first epigraph, 
WWII is identified as an attack of governments on people (“Non c’è parola, in nessun linguaggio 
umano, capace di consolare le cavie che non sanno il perché della loro morte,” LS 1).48 The 
second epigraph, as we have seen, establishes that children are closer to God than adults. In the 
chronicles that introduce each narrative segment, History is depicted as a struggle between 
oppressors and oppressed. However, when the narrative finally begins, the struggle concerns 
only the poor and the oppressed: the young soldier sent to die, described as a boy more than a 
soldier, becomes the oppressor of the elementary school teacher Ida. At this point, in Oz’s words, 
“The Manichean placard dissolves into a subtle and compelling picture of the birth of evil and 
savagery out of the spirit of innocence” (70). Oz’s analysis aims at understanding how hate and 
violence can spring out from the young man’s “thirst for love” (72). To answer this question, Oz 
outlines Gunther’s trajectory from melancholy to murderous anger in the first assault to a sort of 
childish tenderness in the second rape. It is the confusion of languages, emotions and gestures 
characterizing the scene, according to Oz, that leads to an outburst of violence and to the rape in 
this “tragedy of errors” (80), where evil is born from innocence. 
In the episode of the rape the characters don’t see each other for who or what they really 
are, but as the personification of their own fears or frustrations. However, I argue that gender and 
history play a significant role in what appears to be an asymmetrical encounter.49 Because of the 
metonymic significance for his uniform, Ida reacts to the sight of Gunther not simply with 
 
48 “There is no word in the human language capable of consoling the guinea pigs who do not know the reason for 
their death” (History np). 
49 I have discussed this issue in my essay “As if he wanted to murder her.” 
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diffidence (like Remo and the waiter in the tavern), but with ribrezzo (revulsion), a lexical 
variation for disgusto (disgust), which takes the soldier by surprise: 
Il soldato risentì come un’ingiustizia quel ribrezzo evidente e straordinario della 
sconosciuta signora. Non era abituato a suscitare ribrezzo nelle donne, e d’altra parte 
sapeva (a dispetto delle sue piccole delusioni precedenti) di trovarsi in un paese alleato, 
non nemico. (LS 63)50  
Disgust becomes a much worse offence than Remo’s aloofness and suspicion, especially because 
it comes from a woman, who must occupy a lower level in the social hierarchy for Gunther. This 
is emphasized by the following simile, which likens him and Ida respectively to a kid and a 
persecuted cat. Indeed, even before meeting Ida, Gunther desired the warm body not of a 
woman, but of “qualsiasi creatura femminile capitata per prima su quel portone (non diciamo una 
comune ragazza o puttanella di quartiere, ma qualsiasi animale femmina: una cavalla, una 
mucca, un’asina) che lo avrebbe guardato con occhio appena umano” (LS 20).51 This attitude is 
profoundly ambiguous, because the young man would be ready to call “mutter” – the German 
word for mother – any animal “con occhio appena umano” (LS 20). It is ironic that, although he 
meets a woman that will become the mother of his own son, she looks at him “con occhio 
assolutamente disumano” (LS 20). 
The inhumanity of Ida in this context is an inversion typical of Morante’s style and 
introduces again the animal imagery. It is significant that disgust has been linked with the 
corporal and animal part of human beings.52 To quote from Martha Nussbaum, disgust “concerns 
 
50 “The soldier was offended, feeling the unknown lady’s evident and extraordinary disgust was an injustice. He wasn’t 
accustomed to inspiring disgust in women, and furthermore he knew (despite his earlier little disappointments) he was 
in an allied, not an enemy country” (History 68). 
51 “the first female creature who happened to come into that doorway (we don’t mean just an ordinary girl or some 
little neighborhood whore, but any female animal: a mare, a cow, a she-ass!)” (History 18-19). 
52 There is an aphorism by Walter Benjamin which voices such an awareness. Agamben discusses it in the pages on 
shame and disgust to which I have referred: “In an aversion to animals the predominant feeling is fear of being 
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an idea of contamination.” On the other hand, the “primary objects” of disgust are all “animal 
reminders,” “which remind us of our commonality with nonhuman animals” (Political Emotions 
183). While disgust implies boundaries, and issues of exclusion and inclusion (what we decide to 
eat, for example), the image of leprosy summoned by Ida suggests fear of contamination brought 
about by her own Jewishness. It is no surprise, then, that “più che vedere lui, essa, sdoppiandosi, 
vedeva davanti a lui se stessa: come denudata di ogni travestimento, fino al suo cuore geloso di 
mezza ebrea” (LS 63).53 Again, shame connected to revulsion evokes an image of nudity and 
unbearable intimacy with herself (“denudata di ogni travestimento”): the more she sees Gunther 
as an empty, bodiless uniform, the more Ida feels her own body in its nakedness and impurity. 
Since she had interiorized her mother’s fear and shame, as we have seen, Ida’s revulsion 
presupposes the disgust for a part of herself, that she feels as impure when she looks at her 
Jewish identity from the perspective of the racial laws.54 
As theories of emotion and affect have shown, no object is inherently fearful or 
disgusting (especially Ahmed). It is Ida’s history of fear that justifies her inhuman first look at 
the soldier, who becomes metonymically the “face of horror” or a uniform that in its turn 
becomes a symbol of oppression: “the fear opens up past histories of associations (in the very 
rehearsal of childhood phantasies)” (Ahmed 63).  
Conversely, Gunther’s emotional history doesn’t involve shame and historical 
oppression, but a history of male sexual domination that can only turn into anger if interrupted. 
 
recognized by them through contact. The horror that stirs deep in man is an obscure awareness that in him 
something lives so akin to the animal that it might be recognized” (Benjamin, One-Way Street: 59; see also 
Agamben, Remnants: 106). Similarly, Martha Nussbaum emphasizes that “disgust is a strong aversion to aspects of 
the body that are seen as ‘animal reminders’ – that is, aspects of ourselves that remind us that we are mortal and 
animal” (Anger and Forgiveness 48). 
53 “She did not see him so much as, in splitting of her personality, she saw herself, stripped now of every disguise, 
down to her private, half-Jewish heart, there before him” (History: 69). 
54 This attitude is specific to this scene, as Ida also feels a deep attraction to and connection with the Jewish community 
in other sections of the book. 
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Anger has been studied since the beginning of Western culture and two approaches have 
emerged: it can be a rational and just emotion, as long as it does not become uncontrollable rage; 
or, anger is akin to madness and therefore a feeling to be suppressed (see Bodei, Ira 13). 
According to Aristotle, who insisted on the cognitive aspect of anger, this emotion derives from 
the perception of an offence or wrongdoing and is complemented by a desire for retaliation.55 
Gunther’s nostalgia for two women – his mother and his prostitute – turns into anger at Remo’s 
tavern, where he feels offended by the men’s “freddezza svogliata e diffidente” (LS 19).56 
However, he decides to leave without seeking revenge. When slighted by Ida, his reaction is 
totally different: “mortificato, invece di desistere si accanì” (LS 63)57. Moreover, Ida never feels 
anger: it would probably constitute an act of rebellion against authority which she would find 
impossible to envision. Therefore, the emotion of anger is an issue of both status and gender. 58 
Although we don’t think of anger today in terms of class and women are (re)claiming the right to 
be angry, for a long time anger did not belong to them or to those who were either deemed 
inferior by others or considered themselves to be inferior in the social ladder.59 
 
55 “Anger may be defined as an impulse, accompanied by pain, to a conspicuous revenge for a conspicuous slight 
directed without justification towards what concerns oneself or towards what concerns one’s friend” (Rhetoric 70-
71). 
56 “a distrustful, listless chill” (History 17). 
57 “in his mortification, instead of giving up, he insisted” (History 17). 
58 Aristotle also links the emotional reaction to the social hierarchy. Importantly, anger is directed at someone who 
was expected to pay respect to the offended person: “The ruler demands the respect of the ruled, and the man who 
thinks he ought to be a ruler demands the respect of the man whom he thinks he ought to be ruling. Hence it has 
been said Great is the wrath of kings […], their great resentment being due to their great superiority” (Rhetoric 62, 
emphasis in the original). Therefore, in antiquity more than today, “anger assumes asymmetrical power,” as Daniel 
Gross writes commenting these passages: “Some are perfectly entitled to belittle others and can expect no anger in 
return, while others, such as the slave, are entitled to none of the pride that would make them susceptible to anger. In 
other words, anger, according to Aristotle, is directed at those who have no right to belittle, and ‘inferiors have no 
right to belittle’” (Gross, Secret History 3).  
59 In antiquity, the idea that anger is just when it defends one’s status in society allowed for legitimate anger on the 
part of men, but “there was almost no legitimate place for women’s anger” (Harris, “The Rage of Women” 137). 
However, the stereotype that anger is not appropriate for women has long existed and is still reflected in the role of 
gender in the socialization of emotions. It has also been suggested that “the ideology of anger control” played a very 
important role in preserving male dominance over women (Harris, Restraining Rage 406). 
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Anger also concerns age. Gunther’s experience of Ida’s apartment, with all the signs of 
Nino’s energy, is a circus of emotions that range from thirst for love to surprise and envy: 
E nel frattempo, i ragionamenti sbronzi del tedesco non concernevano né le razze né le 
religioni, né le nazioni, ma soltanto le età. Era matto di invidia e dentro di sé discuteva 
tartagliando: “Mannaggia, la for-tu-na è di quelli che non han-no ancora l’età di le-va – e 
– e possono godersi a casa loro le pro- pro-pro-prietà con – con le madri! e il pallone! e 
scopare e tut-to quanto – tutto quanto! come se la guerra fosse nella lu-na o nel mondo 
Mar-te… La di-sgrazia è crescere! la disgrazia è cre-scere! Ma dove sto? Pper-ché sto 
qua, io? Come mi ci son trovato?...”  (LS 66)60 
Although Gunther tries to exclude History from the picture and to only think in terms of ages and 
mother-son relations, the war looms over this passage. Gunther’s very language and his 
hometown – together with his uniform – are the symbols of the Holocaust. Thus, the next intense 
affective reaction in Ida occurs when she hears the name “Dachau,” which she has never heard, 
but her body somehow recognizes anyway: “Però a quel nome innocuo e indifferente, il forastico 
migratore in transito, che ora s’identificava col suo cuore, senza spiegazione sobbalzò dentro di 
lei. E svolazzando atrocemente nello spazio snaturato della stanzetta prese a sbattere fra un 
tumulto vociferante contro le pareti senza uscita” (LS 68).61 The ornithological metaphor recalls 
Nora’s fear, which like a bird had made a nest in Ida’s chest (see above and LS 57; History 61).  
 
60 “And in the meanwhile, the German’s drunken thoughts did not concern races or religions or nations, but only ages. 
He was mad with envy and, to himself, he argued and silently stammered: ‘God-damn-it, the luck-y ones are still un-
der the draft age – and – and they can enjoy their belong-ings at home – with their mothers! and the football! and the 
screw-ing and every-thing – everything! as if the war was on the moon and the planet Mars… grow-ing up in the worst 
luck… where am I any-way? What am I doing here? How did I get here?...’” (History 72-73). 
61 “However, at that innocuous and indifferent name, that wild, transitory migrant, now identified with her heart, 
leaped inside her. And flattering horribly in the distorted space of her little room, it begun to slam, in chirping tumult, 
against the walls that had no exit” (History 73). 
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Although the animal imagery at times also refers to Gunther, who resembles “un gattino 
di tre mesi” as he shows Ida a family picture taken in Dachau (LS 68),62 this is not how the 
woman perceives him, but rather the narrator’s perspective. Ida’s reaction is again one of disgust, 
an affective response to the name of a place that will soon become inextricably associated with 
the Shoah. This is yet another element that reinforces the image of the soldier as the 
personification of the racial laws, hence Ida’s repulsion, “come davanti a un mostro” (LS 68).63 
In this moment, “Lo sguardo di lei parve a questi occhi, un insulto definitivo. E istantaneamente 
una bufera di rabbia li oscurò” (LS 68).64 As I said, neither gaze yields an accurate picture, but 
they are both tainted by the characters’ own beliefs. While Ida feels the inception of an epileptic 
attack similar to those she used to have as a child, her “No! No! No!” sounds as the ultimate 
rejection and offence to Gunther, who “senza neanche togliersi la cintura della divisa, incurante 
che costei fosse vecchia, si buttò sopra di lei, rovesciandola su quel divanoletto arruffato, e la 
violentò con tanta rabbia, come se volesse assassinarla” (LS 69).65 The word rabbia in this case 
is rightly translated by William Weaver with “rage.” Indeed, while anger could still be 
controlled, rage seems to be uncontainable. Gunther is indeed almost a murderer. 
Critics have grappled with the interpretation of La Storia’s rape scene because the 
narrator seems at times to sympathize with Gunther – defined as a nostalgic humble soldier 
(“soldatuccio,” LS 63), a beggar (“mendicante,” LS 64) and innocent (“innocenza quasi 
terribile,” LS 68). Moreover, Ida’s smile after the rape, which could simply be explained as a 
 
62 “three-month-old kitten” (History 73). 
63 “as if she were facing a monster” (History 73). 
64 “To those eyes her gaze seemed the definitive insult. And instantaneously a tempest of anger clouded them” (History 
73). 
65 “Without even taking off his uniform, caring nothing that she was old, he hurled himself on top of her, throwing her 
on that disheveled daybed, and raping her with rage as if he wanted to murder her” (History 74). 
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physical response of her body at the end of the epileptic attack, adds ambiguity to the scene.66 
Lydia Oram suggests that  
Morante, by portraying the rapist, Gunther, as a potentially sympathetic character, and by 
using visionary language to describe Ida’s experience of the rape, not only characterizes 
history as both subjective/individual and collective but also leaves room for a redemptive 
reading of the rape itself. (412)  
While I agree with Oram that Ida’s rape is very different from “a conventional reading of rape in 
the context of war” (412),67 the asymmetry of the characters’ emotions in the scene – which 
reflects their difference in gender, class and race – speaks against any possible redemption. In 
Oram’s reading, “Morante allows her female protagonist to transform the act and to become the 
dominant shaper of meaning” (412), but I believe that the inclusion of other episodes of sexual 
violence against women in the novel and the representation of both Nora’s and Ida’s sexuality I 
touched upon before testify to “Morante’s concern for male sexual dominance,” as Liimatta puts 
it as she also notices that “all of Morante’s female characters in this novel are subject to male 
power; […] all of them […] have all been subject to male violence in the form of rape” (220).  
Ida’s rape is gendered violence and historical violence. Despite her insistence on 
Gunther’s innocence, Oram rightly considers the rape as a way to represent history as “both 
subjective/individual and collective” (412). Oz, on the contrary, argues that the evil of the rape 
doesn’t depend on external, historical factors, but it comes instead from the inside: 
 
66 The fact that the rape marks the beginning of the narrative recalls, as it has been noted, the beginning of Sibilla 
Aleramo’s Una donna, but at the same time it is made more meaningful, given that the rape leaves Ida pregnant with 
Useppe, who will be the reason for Ida’s subsequent struggle for survival (Standen 51). 
67 We could compare it with the rape of the partisan Mariulina and her mother, perpetrated by German soldiers later 
in the novel as an act of retaliation against members of the resistance, and the rape of Rosetta in Alberto Moravia’s 




The horrors of history and the cruelty of establishment may be the remote cause for the 
characters’ suffering, but the root of evil is not “external,” it is not in the fat cigar-
smoking capitalists and their fascist warmongering lackeys. A deep, ahistorical level of 
evil is revealed in the scene of the rape. It is a scene with only two characters in the room, 
a man and a woman, both of them good and simple souls. But one good soul suddenly 
inflicts pain and humiliation on the other good soul. (Oz 74) 
I suggest that the complexity of this scene is the result of a combination of conflicts that are 
embedded in the emotional history of the two characters, especially Ida’s. However, I agree with 
Oram that this history can never be decoupled from History, the collective history, with a capital 
H, which is an endless spiral of oppression, whose victims are the weakest: children, animal, 
Jews, and women (along with men, but more than men).  
Precisely because of the imbalance between the two characters, their affective 
possibilities point in opposite directions: while Ida’s fear and disgust cause immobility and 
unconsciousness, Gunther’s need for love turns into violent anger and revenge that take the 
shape of sexual assault. Moreover, although he is unaware of Ida’s Jewish identity, Gunther is a 
Nazi68 that rapes a Jewish woman and Jewish women were vulnerable to rape and sexual 
exploitation during the Holocaust.69 Therefore, History cannot be considered only a “remote” 
 
68 Even though Gunther is immature and not sure about his political belief, he is serving the Nazi regime: “Un po’, si 
prometteva di compiere azioni ultraeroiche, da fare onore al suo Führer; e, un altro po’, sospettava che la guerra fosse 
un’algebra sconclusionata, combinata dagli Stati Maggiori, ma che a lui non lo riguardava per niente. Un po’, si sentiva 
pronto a qualsiasi brutalità sanguinosa; e un altro po’, durante il viaggio, ruminava continuamente un’amara 
compassione della sua prostituta di Monaco” (LS 17). “At times he vowed he would perform superheroic acts, in 
honor of his Führer; and at the same time, he suspected the war was a vague algebra, thought up by the General Staff, 
which had nothing to do with him. At times he felt ready for any bloodthirsty brutality; at other times, during the 
journey, he brooded constantly, in bitter compassion, about his prostitute in Munich” (History 16). 
69 See, for example, Hedgepeth and Saidel (eds.). On the abuse suffered by women in the camps, see also Lucamante, 
Quella difficile identità (95ss). 
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cause for this encounter. The rape illuminates precisely the power relations at the basis of the 
mechanism of collective History. 
The analysis of Ida’s fear, shame and subjection prior to the scene that I have proposed 
indicates that these emotions do not arise in the moments leading to the rape, but are initially 
inherited from her mother, obsessed with the racial laws. By looking at Ida’s emotional history, 
we have discovered that the power dynamics between her and Gunther pre-exist their encounter 
and are pre-determined by gender, class, and race. We can also conclude that the sets of emotions 
the two characters experience in the scene under scrutiny are also dependent on the social, racial, 
and sexual hierarchy depicted in the novel. Ida is petrified by fear and disgust, while Gunther 
wavers between desire for love and anger. Like the power relations between them, the characters’ 
emotional and affective reactions are also asymmetrical. 
 
2.3 Aftermath 
In La Storia, a moment of dramatic intensity is typically accompanied or followed by an 
alteration in the consciousness of the characters who experience it. It could be an augmentation 
of the perception or a loss of lucidness, clarity. Assaulted by Gunther, Ida’s body reacts with an 
epileptic attack that deprives her of her consciousness. As a matter of fact, she seems to be 
fighting more against the attack than against the rapist. After the first double assault (from 
Gunther and from the disease), a relaxed smile appears on Ida’s face: “la sua faccia piena di 
stupore si distendeva in un sorriso d’indicibile umiltà e dolcezza” (LS 69, emphasis added),70 
which changes the attitude of the man, who rapes her a second time, but this time “slowly,” with 
a sort of familiarity. After this second rape, Ida smiles again. “Il sorriso involontario della 
 
70 “her face, filled with amazement, relax[ed] in a smile of ineffable humility and sweetness” (History 75). 
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donna,” writes Giovanna Rosa, “sancisce la vittoria suprema della femminilità che, negata ogni 
pulsione sessuale nell’accoglimento materno, trasforma il desiderio del possesso virile in un 
abbandono inerme” (Elsa Morante 122).71 This smile, perhaps, is an unconscious recognition of 
the fact that Gunther is still a child, or maybe a foreshadowing of her future pregnancy, the “gift” 
Ida receives from Gunther “come l’unico regalo di un povero, o di un bambino” (LS 70).72 
However, if there is a “victory,” this happens in an unconscious way for Ida, who seems to retain 
no memory of the rape as the objects lose their contours: 
Lei s’era staccata dal continente affollato e vociferante della sua memoria, su una barca 
che in questo intervallo aveva fatto il giro del mondo; e adesso, risalendo allo stesso scalo 
della partenza, lo ritrovava silenzioso e quieto. Non c’erano più urla di folla, nessun 
linciaggio. Gli oggetti familiari, spogliati da ogni affetto, non erano più strumenti; ma 
creature vegetali o acquatiche, alghe coralli stelle marine, che respiravano nel riposo del 
mare, senza appartenere a nessuno. (LS 71)73 
As in a prototype of smarginatura (see Introduction and Chapter Three), the aquatic metaphor 
and liquid imagery of this passage point toward a subjectivity that has dissolved and departed 
from a monolithic self and a memory as stable as a continent, to become fluid and mobile but 
also calm. Until Gunther leaves the apartment, Ida remains in a state of amazement (stupore), 
while the man repairs a lamp in her apartment and leaves her a knife as a souvenir that she 
 
71 “The involuntary smile of the woman sanctions the supreme victory of femininity which, denying any sexual 
drive in maternal acceptance, transforms the desire for virile possession into a helpless abandonment” (my 
translation). 
72 “like the only gift of a poor man, or a child” (History 75).  
73 “She had set sail from the crowded and vociferating continent of her memory, on a boat that in this interval had 
gone around the world, and now, returning to its port of departure, found it silent and calm again. There were no 
more shouting crowds, no lynching. The familiar objects, stripped of all emotions, were no longer instruments, but 
creatures, vegetable or aquatic, algae, coral, starfish, which breathed in the sea’s repose, belonging to no one” 
(History 76).  
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carefully hides in a chest. This object will continue to produce in Ida “un urto nel sangue” (LS 
83)74 every time she is near the chest. Her body possesses the memory of the rape.  
Although Gunther soon joins the multitudes of history’s victims – which further 
complicates his representation as a violent rapist – Ida starts dreading his return and another rape. 
This fear adds to her previous terrors and leaves an impression on both her body and her 
subconscious. For example, she can feel Gunther’s presence beside her at night and her 
perception of her own body changes: “quella mattina, e le seguenti, tenne le sue lezioni con la 
sensazione accanita di avere intorno al corpo un alone visibile, quasi un altro suo corpo (ora di 
ghiaccio ora rovente) che lei doveva rimuovere di continuo” (LS 82).75 Besides feeling a sort of 
halo around her, she is more and more ashamed of her body, which her only pregnancy had 
deformed like an illness (LS 83) – a topic that will reappear in Ferrante’s fiction. The discovery 
of the “scandalo supremo impensato” (LS 85)76 of being pregnant again is accompanied by 
shame and by the return of her dreams. She dreams, for example, that a forest grows (her 
pregnancy) from a basket or shopping bag that she has stolen (sense of guilt); the forest is home 
to little animals with blue eyes (Gunther and her future son). Inserting dreams in the narration is 
another way Morante can narrate what the character cannot rationally think, but somehow 
knows.77 
 
74 “a thumb in her blood” (History 92). 
75 “that morning, and the following ones, she held her classes with the insistent sensation that she had a visible halo 
around her body, like a second body of hers (at times icy, at times searing), which she had constantly to shift” 
(History 93). 
76 “supreme and unthought-of scandal” (History 93). 
77 Dreams in Morante’s works are part of her narrative design and help explore the characters’ subconscious 
(Blelloch 61-62). Moreover, Ida’s dreams resemble some of Morante’s dreams that she recorded in her diary (now 
published as Diario 1938, but also known as Lettere ad Antonio), which present the same symbolic images, such as 
the menstrual blood and the lost doll (Bernabò, La fiaba estrema 212). It cannot be a coincidence that both images 
feature prominently in Ferrante’s fiction. 
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For Ida, dreams themselves become an object of fear: “essa temeva i sogni, i quali 
avevano preso a frequentarla con una profusione inusitata” (LS 127).78 They are also the point of 
intersection between the horror of History, so to speak, and the more private fear of being raped 
again, along the shame of being pregnant. For example, in her dreams, her mother, father and 
husband appear together with public figures such as Hitler or the Pope (LS 128; History 141). 
Finally, in a sort of continuity of fear between dream and reality, the nights begin to be inhabited 
by air raid alarms. Once again, History and emotions are not separable.   
The tripartite narrative structure of the episode includes a long excursus which prepares 
the moment of intensity and aftershock in what seems to be a return to normality. In this 
aftermath, the bodily perceptions and the consciousness of the character is altered by dreams, 
hallucinations and similar. This sequence – anticipation, intensity, relaxation (with dreams, etc.) 
– is repeated for other emotionally intense episodes. 
 
3. The Horror: The Deportation of the Roman Jews 
The departure of the Jews from Rome is narrated in chapter 7 of the section “1943,” in which Ida 
and Useppe see the trains full of prisoners ready to leave the Tiburtina station. There is a woman, 
Signora Di Segni, who tries to get in the cars; her husband, from inside the train, tries to 
convince her to leave. Ida and Useppe meet Signora Di Segni by chance and follow her to the 
trains. Different kinds of voices, with different intonations come out from the freight cars. Pieces 
of paper are dropped from the small windows; they contain messages for people left behind (but 
there aren’t many). Ida and Useppe listen to the voices coming from the cars. Ida even picks up 
one of the notes. 
 
78 “she feared the dreams which had taken to visiting her with an unwonted profusion” (History 140). 
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Being Morante’s poetic representation of the Shoah, the episode is central to the novel. 
Not only does it occur toward the middle of the narrative, but it is also proleptically announced 
since the beginning of the story. It creates a deep emotional impact and continues to affect the 
lives of many characters: the survivors of the camps, but also Useppe and Ida.79 In this section I 
emphasize the tripartite structure of the episode by looking at the foreshadowing of the 
deportation, the episode itself and its aftermath. 
 
3.1 Prophecies  
The references to the Holocaust are scattered throughout the novel, both in the chronicles that 
precede each segment and in the narrative parts, through allusions, names (as we have seen for 
example in the scene of the rape), rumors and prophecies (for example, by the mad woman from 
the Ghetto, Vilma).80 One episode, however, can be considered a proleptic foreshadowing of the 
deportation scene: the encounter and silent dialogue between Useppe and a calf that happens to 
be in the same place and in the same kind of cars that will transport the Jews to Auschwitz. The 
episode takes place in 1942, when Ida, Useppe and Nino still live in San Lorenzo. Nino takes 
Useppe for a walk by the station to show him the trains, which are empty except for the calf. In 
the eyes of the animal, Useppe is able to spot both foreknowledge and resignation: 
[L]’unico viaggiatore visibile, sui pochi carri là in sosta, era un vitello, affacciato da una 
piattaforma scoperta di un vagone. Stava là quieto, legato a un ferro, sporgendo appena la 
testa inerme (i due cornetti ancora teneri gliene erano stati estirpati); e dal collo, per una 
 
79 Not only them, but also Davide Segre – the anarchist escaped from one of the trains directed to the camps – who 
is the counterpart of both Ida (for his Jewish identity), and Useppe, with whom he shares the poetic attitude. 
Moreover, Davide, the only intellectual character, is usually considered Morante’s political spokesperson because of 
his anarchic ideas.   
80 On the prophetic characters of La Storia, see Briziarelli. 
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cordicella, gli pendeva una medagliuccia, all’apparenza di cartone, sulla quale forse era 
segnata l’ultima tappa del suo viaggio. Di questa, al viaggiatore non s’era data nessuna 
notizia; ma nei suoi occhi larghi e bagnati s’indovinava una prescienza oscura. (LS 125)81 
Like the Jews later arrested by the S.S., the calf doesn’t know its destination but senses its 
destiny, which it shares with the deportees. Morante’s mirroring mechanism – which we have 
already seen in the rape scene – is apparent here: in contrast with the silence of the calf, the 
Jewish prisoners will emit screams “di una fisicità bestiale” (LS 245).82 Moreover, the 
description of the animal has a prophetic tone and points to the impossibility to rebel against a 
gratuitous violence (the horns have been torn out). To emphasize the helplessness of the calf (“la 
testa inerme”, “i due cornetti ancora teneri”) and to suggest the innocence of the animal, the 
narrator insists on the use of diminutive suffixes or terms of endearment or hypocorisms 
(“cornetti,” “medagliuccia”),83 which are typical of the language of this novel.  
As Useppe can communicate and deeply empathize with animals, the narrator suggests 
that “forse fra gli occhi del bambino e quelli della bestia si svolse un qualche scambio inopinato, 
sotterraneo e impercettibile” (LS 125).84 The child’s connection with animals is part of 
Morante’s poetics that links humans and animals in the same oppressive mechanisms. The entire 
history is included in Morante’s condemnation, but in this case it is the mechanism of the 
deportation that creates a bond between the calf and the Jews through Useppe’s emotive 
participation and empathy. According to Concetta D’Angeli, the two episodes, mirroring each 
 
81 “the only visible traveler, on any of the few trains waiting there, was a calf, looking down from the open platform 
of a car. It stood there calmly, tied to an iron bar, barely sticking out its helpless head (its two little horns, still 
tender, had been torn out); and from its neck, on a string, hung a tiny medal, like a tag, on which the last stage of its 
journey perhaps was written. None of that information had been given the traveler, but in his broad, moist eyes you 
could sense a dark foreknowledge” (History 137-138). 
82 “of a bestial physicality” (History 270). 
83 The term derives from a Greek word meaning “to play the child” and refers to pet-names (Cuddon 406). 
84 “And perhaps between the child’s eyes and the animal’s there was some unforeseen exchange, subterranean and 
imperceptible” (History 138). 
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other, encompass the deeper sense of the entire novel: “mi pare che l’intero romanzo serva 
principalmente a dare forma linguistica e rappresentare questa duplice specchiante immagine – a 
scioglierne l’intensità emotiva, così violenta da sembrare indicibile” (“Visioni di sterminio” 
99).85 This is, in other words, the climax of the novel,86 its point of highest tension, a moment of 
emotional and poetic intensity conveyed through a poetic language, different form the language 
of historiography, news and political propaganda, which Morante calls the language of “irrealtà.” 
This “unreal” language, however, is not totally excluded from the novel, which sometimes 
mimics it (especially in the chronicles that precede the narrative chapters) and sometimes 
parodies it, while exposing its lies or omissions.87  
 
3.2 The Pain of Others: Amazement and Stupor 
The choice to represent the deportation of the Jews from Rome is one of the best examples of 
what Morante means by realism.88 In the final endnote of La Storia, Morante specifies that the 
 
85 “It seems to me that the whole novel serves mainly to give linguistic form and to represent this double mirroring 
image – to dissolve its emotional intensity, so violent as to seem unspeakable” (my translation). 
86 Cf. D’Angeli, who defines it “il nodo emotivo […] della Storia” (“La presenza di Simone Weil” 124). 
87 An example of this is the poster proclaiming that ten partisans have been executed: “La condanna era stata 
eseguita fin dal giorno dopo lo scontro, in un campo nei pressi di Pietralata, dove subito i cadaveri furono sotterrati 
in una fossa. Ma quando, in seguito, la fossa fu scoperta, di cadaveri invero, ce n’erano undici e non dieci. 
L’undicesimo era un ciclista innocuo, capitato là di passaggio, e fucilato con gli altri perché ci si trovava” (LS 252). 
“The sentence was carried out the day after the attack in a field near Pietralata, where the corpses were immediately 
buried in a ditch. But, later, when the ditch was discovered, there were actually eleven corpses, not ten. The eleventh 
was a harmless cyclist, who had happened by, and was shot along with the others, because he was there” (History 
278). 
88 Cf. “Sul romanzo”: “Un romanzo bello (e dunque, vero) è sempre il risultato di un supremo impegno morale; e 
[...] un romanzo falso (e, dunque, brutto) è sempre il risultato di una evasione dal primo e necessario impegno del 
romanziere, che è la verità. [...] Ma al romanziere (come a ogni altro artista) non basta l’esperienza contingente della 
propria avventura. La sua esplorazione deve tramutarsi in un valore per il mondo: la realtà corruttibile dev’essere 
tramutata, da lui, in una verità poetica incorruttibile. Questa è l’unica ragione dell’arte: e questo è il suo necessario 
realismo” (PCBA 49-50). “A beautiful (and therefore true) novel is always the result of a supreme moral 
commitment; and a [...] false (and therefore ugly) novel is always the result of an escape from the novelist's first and 
necessary commitment, which is the truth. [...] But for the novelist (like any other artist) the contingent experience 
of his adventure is not enough. His exploration must be transformed into a value for the world: the corruptible 
reality must be transformed, by him, into an incorruptible poetic truth. This is the only reason for art: and this is its 
necessary realism” (my translation). 
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extant bibliography concerning WWII provided her with “spunti (reali) per alcuni episodi 
(inventati) del romanzo” (LS 661).89 Invention, however, doesn’t mean untruth. Indeed, in both 
her critical writings and in the novel, Morante foregrounds the work of the poetical imagination 
as closer to the truth than historiographical representation and political propaganda.90  
In the episode under scrutiny, the narration shows the influence of Giacomo 
Debenedetti’s 16 ottobre 1943,91 the first account of the Holocaust in Italy. Published in 1944, it 
is an emotional text between reportage and literature, which tells the story of individual people 
and conveys the tragedy of the events by showing these people’s doubts, uncertainties, and – 
importantly – surprise, before and during the roundup, which took place on October 16, 1943. It 
is significant that Morante mentions this text as a true account: a truthful source, for her, includes 
the representation of the emotions of the victim and a personal involvement of the narrative 
stance (Debenedetti speaks for himself in the text), and treats the victims as singularities. 
The chronicle in this section of La Storia dedicates to the event a brief sentence with an 
objective tone: “Come negli altri territori occupati, anche in Italia i Nazisti procedono alla 
‘soluzione finale del problema ebraico’” (LS 142).92 To this arid sentence which dehumanized 
the victims (the Jews are a “problem”) is juxtaposed, in the narrative, a two-part account told by 
means of two different narrative strategies. The same event is recounted in two moments, 
occurring on the first and the second day after the roundup respectively. The first time, it 
occupies a whole paragraph in the description of a conversation among the so-called Mille (The 
Thousands), a family that takes shelter in the same room in Pietralata where Ida and Useppe live 
 
89 “(real) suggestions for some (invented) individual episodes in the novel” (History 738). 
90 In contrast with Manzoni’s view that invented facts are inferior to historical facts. I discussed this relation in my 
essay entitled “Lo scandalo della Storia.” 
91 This book is the first source mentioned by Morante and was certainly used by the writer for her construction of the 
episodes connected to the deportation: the character of Vilma was inspired by Debenedetti’s Celeste, for example.  




after their apartment in San Lorenzo is destroyed by an air raid. One of them, Tore, is reading the 
newspapers in the big common room. The passage is worth quoting at length: 
Quella domenica, fra gli altri commenti, [Tore] notò poi che sul “Messaggero” non c’era 
traccia di una notizia che pure circolava dentro Roma, e che era stata pure trasmessa, 
dicevano, dalla Radio-Bari: ieri, Sabato (16 ottobre) tutti i giudii di Roma erano stati 
razziati all’alba, casa per casa, dai Germani, e caricati su un camion verso destinazione 
ignota. Del quartiere del Ghetto, svuotato interamente di tutta la carne giudia, non c’era 
restato altro che lo scheletro; ma anche in tutti gli altri rioni o quartieri, tutti i giudii di 
Roma, singoli e famiglie, erano stati scovati dagli S.S. che erano venuti apposta con una 
compagnia speciale, fornita di un elenco esatto. Li avevano pigliati tutti: non soltanto i 
giovani e i sani, ma gli anziani, gli infermi pure gravi, le donne anche incinte, e fino le 
creature in fasciola. Si diceva che li portassero tutti a bruciare vivi nei forni; ma questo, a 
detta di Tore, forse era esagerato. (LS 237)93 
While the official media (the newspaper Il Messaggero) fail to report the news, the rumors have 
spread through unofficial channels.94 Instead of the abstract definition “soluzione finale del 
problema ebraico,” more concrete expressions are used, and the Jews are seen as bodies or even 
parts of bodies. The Ghetto is in fact a collective body deprived of its flesh. The Jews are called 
 
93 “That Sunday, among his other comments, [Tore] remarked that in Il Messaggero there was no trace of a piece of 
news that was, however, circulating inside Rome, and that had even been broadcast, they said, by Radio Bari: 
yesterday, Saturday (October 16th) the Germans had rounded up all the Jews of Rome at dawn, house by house, and 
loaded them into trucks for an unknown destination. The Ghetto had been totally stripped of all its Jewish flesh, and 
only its skeleton was left; but also in the other sections and neighborhoods, all of Rome’s Jews – individuals and 
families – had been rooted out by some SS who had come on purpose, a special company, supplied with an exact 
list. They had taken them all; not only the young and the healthy, but also the old, the seriously ill, even pregnant 
women, even babes in arms. It was said they were all being taken off to be burned alive in big ovens; but this, 
according to Tore, was maybe an exaggeration” (History 261-262). 
94 With the 1943 armistice and the occupation of southern Italy by the Allies, Radio-Bari was used for the 
psychological war against Nazifascism. 
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with the Roman dialect word “giudii,” for mimetic reasons, but I would suggest also with the 
language of affect.95 
The catalog of the deportees lists individuals who are more and more defenseless (“non 
soltanto i giovani e i sani, ma gli anziani, gli infermi pure gravi, le donne anche incinte, e fino le 
creature in fasciola”). Moreover, the reader knows that what seems a hyperbole (“Si diceva che li 
portassero tutti a bruciare vivi nei forni”) is not too far from the truth. Despite the appalling 
scenario, the news of the roundup remains almost unnoticed in the shelter, and the residents 
continue their daily activities. Only Ida is struck by the bulletin, “per via che lei da tempo se 
l’aspettava, anche senza dirselo” (LS 60).96 As the narrator explains when introducing the 
chararcter of Vilma, “in seguito, certe sue fantasie dovevano dimostrarsi molto al di sotto della 
verità” (LS 60, emphasis in the original).97 Nobody would believe Vilma’s prophesies of a 
coming persecution, except Ida: “La sola, forse, che la stava a sentire con terribile serietà, era 
Iduzza, perché ai suoi occhi Vilma, nell’aspetto e nelle maniere, rassomigliava a una sorta di 
profetessa” (LS 60).98 Ida herself is, after all, inclined to prophecy (LS 21; History 21).  
It is especially with characters such as Ida, Useppe, and Vilma, who are depicted as 
foolish or mad, that Morante emphasizes the contrast between mass information (radio, posters, 
propaganda) and a more archaic and intimate form of understanding, produced through 
mysterious channels, and resonating in the body:99  
 
95 See chapter 4 for a discussion of dialect and affect. 
96 “she had been expecting it for some time, even without admitting it to herself” (History 262). 
97 “later, certain fantasies of hers were to prove far less fantastic than the truth” (History 64). 
98 “The only one, perhaps, who did listen to her, with terrible seriousness, was Iduzza, because in her eyes Vilma, in 
her appearance and her behavior, resembled a kind of prophetess” (History 65). 
99 For Donatella Ravanello the language of madness (especially Ida’s and Useppe’s) is foregrounded as the only real 
form of knowledge in the novel, because it is the only language that can resist alienation. It is indeed, “the excluded 
language” (Foucault 456), along with the other prohibited language, that of animals (Ravanello 97, 135-136). 
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Dal momento che l’ebbe ascoltata, la paura non tralasciò di percuoterla, simile a un 
flagello di spini, tanto che fino i capelli, uno a uno, le dolevano alla radice. Essa non osò 
chiedere a Tore altri schiarimenti, del resto impossibili; né sapeva a chi rivolgersi per 
conoscere se pure i mezzo-sangue stavano scritti nell’elenco dei colpevoli (fu proprio 
questo il termine usato da lei nel pensiero). (LS 238, emphasis in the original)100 
As always with Ida, fear is represented as an embodied emotion, and compared to physical pain. 
A sense of guilt reemerges in the character as soon as the fears of the persecution appears, and 
both emotions cause a feverish state of mind and a number of dreams about bombed cities that 
are indistinguishable from each other, suggesting not only the continuity between unconscious 
and emotions, but also the existence of a collective memory: 
Le paure covate da anni, rompendosi nel terrore immediato di stanotte, le crescevano a 
una fantasia smaniosa e senza sfogo. Pensava di uscire a caso nelle strade, con Useppe 
addormentato in braccio, incurante del coprifuoco, poiché tanto i vagabondi notturni, a un 
certo grado dell’orrore terrestre, diventano invisibili... […] Ma più di tutto le dava riposo 
l’idea di andarsene con Useppe dentro il Ghetto, a dormire in uno di quegli appartamenti 
vuoti. (LS 238)101 
Despite this profound attraction toward the Ghetto, which conveys a sense of familiarity and 
comfort, Ida decides to avoid it. The following morning, she takes Useppe to the neighborhood 
 
100 “From the moment she heard it, fear never stopped thrashing her, like a spiked scourge, until every hair on her 
head ached at the root. She didn’t dare ask Tore for further clarification, impossible at any rate; nor did she know to 
whom to turn, to find out if half-breeds were also written down in the list of the guilty (this was the very term she 
used in her thoughts)” (History 262). 
101 “The terrors brooded over for years, erupting in the immediate fear of this night, grew in her to a raving fantasy, 
without release. She thought of going out into the streets at random, with the sleeping Useppe in her arms, heedless 
of the curfew, since night wanderers, when terrestrial horror reaches a certain degree, become invisible…  […] But 
most of all she was soothed by the thought of going off with Useppe into the Ghetto, to sleep in one of the empty 
apartments” (History 263). 
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Tiburtino to buy him new shoes. But her instinct leads her precisely where the Jews are, and Ida 
and Useppe become involuntary spectators of the deportation.  
While Morante took inspiration from some specific characters and episodes told by 
Debenedetti, her choice of the point of view for her narration goes a step further. Debenedetti’s 
narrator is fictionally present on the scene of the event and could be the writer’s avatar. Morante, 
instead, is not only looking at the scene through the eyes of her narrator/witness but also through 
those of her two humble (and foolish) characters, the childlike mother and her little child. 
Debenedetti’s narrator seems to follow a few individuals and expresses his ethical judgments on 
their destiny. Ida, instead, meets Signora Di Segni by chance and follows her without any 
conscious decision to do so.  
At the station starts the third account of the deportation, after the lapidary sentence in the 
chronicle, and the news heard at the radio but missing from the newspaper, of the deportation of 
the Roman Jews. Represented through the eyes of Ida and Useppe, the event acquires an 
emotional intensity that makes it a vivid and shocking representation of the deportation: 
L’interno dei carri, scottati dal sole ancora estivo, rintronava sempre di quel vocio 
incessante. Nel suo disordine, s’accalcavano dei vagiti, degli alterchi, delle salmodie da 
processione, dei parlottii senza senso, delle voci senili che chiamavano la madre; delle 
altre che conversavano appartate, quasi cerimoniose, e delle altre che perfino 
ridacchiavano. E a tratti su tutto questo si levavano dei gridi sterili agghiaccianti; oppure 
altri, di una fisicità bestiale, esclamanti parole elementari come “bere!” “aria!” Da uno 
dei vagoni estremi, sorpassando tutte le altre voci, una donna giovane rompeva a tratti in 
certe urla convulse e laceranti, tipiche delle doglie del parto. (LS 244-245)102 
 
102 “The interior of the cars, scorched by the lingering summer sun, continued to reecho with that incessant sound. In 
its disorder, babies’ cries overlapped with quarrels, ritual chanting, meaningless mumbles, senile voices calling for 
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By means of another catalog, in this passage Morante seems to list all the possible human voices 
and intonations. Despite the lack of verbs of perception, it soon becomes clear that who is 
listening to these voices is Ida. They sound familiar to her, and also resonate with other voices 
from her memory, including Gunther’s. The description suddenly becomes subjective: 
E Ida riconosceva questo coro confuso. Non meno che le strida quasi indecenti della 
signora, e che gli accenti sentenziosi del vecchio Di Segni, tutto questo misero vocio dei 
carri la adescava con una dolcezza struggente, per una memoria continua che non le 
tornava dai tempi, ma da un altro canale: di là stesso dove la ninnavano le canzoncine 
calabre di suo padre; o la poesia anonima della notte avanti, o i bacetti che le 
bisbigliavano carina carina. Era un punto di riposo che la tirava in basso, nella tana 
promiscua di un’unica famiglia sterminata. (LS 245)103 
Ida’s memory and tenderness come from a mysterious channel that conflates past and present 
and even prefigures a moment in the future in which she will hear again the voices of those 
people who are now on the freight cars. This memory extends to her childhood and includes all 
history’s victims, not only the Jews, although this is the only community Ida feels she belongs. 
Importantly, in the scene for the first time Ida says “io pure sono ebrea” (LS 242)104 to Signora 
Di Segni. The latter, however, only wants to reach the train with her family and doesn’t pay any 
attention to Ida. Whether by uttering these words Ida really enters a community of any kind 
 
mother; others that conversed, aside, almost ceremonious, and others that were even giggling. And at times, over all 
this, sterile, bloodcurdling screams rose; or others, of a bestial physicality, exclaiming elementary words like ‘water’ 
‘air!’ From one of the last cars, dominating all the other voices, a young woman would burst out, at intervals, with 
convulsive, piercing shrieks, typical of labor pains” (History 270). 
103 “And Ida recognized this confused chorus. No less than the Signora’s almost indecent screams and old Di Segni’s 
sententious tones, all these wretched human sound from the cars caught her in a heartrending sweetness, because of 
a constant memory that didn’t return to her from known time, but from some other channel: from the same place as 
her father’s little Calabrian songs that had lulled her, or the anonymous poem of the previous night, or the little 
kisses that whispered carina carina to her. It was a place of repose that drew her down, into the promiscuous den of 
a single, endless family” (History 270). 
104 “I’m Jewish, too” (History 267). 
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(moral, political, religious) is not sure, since her utterance is not understood by Signora Di Segni 
and the community in fact disappears before she can start acting like one of its members.105 This 
family, moreover, is one excluded from humanity and assimilated into the world of animals, as 
the word “tana” (den) suggests.  
After giving account of Ida’s perception, the narrator acknowledges another point of 
view, which has been ignored so far, that of Useppe. But she doesn’t focalize on him, preferring 
to look at him through Ida’s eyes, thus creating a series of mirroring gazes: 
Il bambino stava tranquillo, rannicchiato sul suo braccio, col fianco sinistro contro il suo 
petto; ma teneva la testa girata a guardare il treno. In realtà, non s’era più mosso da quella 
posizione fino dal primo istante. E nello sporgersi a scrutarlo, lei lo vide che seguitava a 
fissare il treno con la faccina immobile, la bocca semiaperta, e gli occhi spalancati in uno 
sguardo indescrivibile di orrore. (LS 246)106 
Ida “smemorata di se stessa” (LS 246)107 while listening to the voices from her memory, returns 
to her body when she feels Useppe’s augmented heartbeat and can see his emotional reaction to 
the scene: 
Useppe si rigirò al suo richiamo, però gli rimaneva negli occhi lo stesso sguardo fisso, 
che, pure all’incontrarsi col suo, non la interrogava. C’era, nell’orrore sterminato del suo 
 
105 For a discussion of moral communities in La Storia, cf. Moretti “Decoding Intimate Suffering in Elsa Morante’s 
La Storia.” 
106 “The child was quiet, huddled into her arms, his left side against her breast; but he held his head turned to look at 
the train. In reality, he hadn’t moved from that position since the first moment. And as she peered around to examine 
him, she saw him still staring at the train, his face motionless, his mouth half-open, his eyes wide in an indescribable 
gaze of horror” (History 272). 
107 “She had almost forgotten about herself” (History 271). 
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sguardo, anche una paura, o piuttosto uno stupore attonito; ma era uno stupore che non 
domandava nessuna spiegazione. (LS 246-247, emphasis added)108 
Useppe’s horror as perceived by Ida is the core of this scene. This is one of those representations 
that according to D’Angeli “servendosi di altre modalità e altre forme, di suggerimenti laterali, 
d’immagini offerte di sguincio, attivano il coinvolgimento emotivo” (“Visioni di sterminio” 95). 
The narrator doesn’t linger on the victims’ pain but on the effect of that pain on the spectator. A 
previous example of this affective reaction is when the calf’s suffering impresses itself upon 
Useppe’s eyes: 
D’un tratto, lo sguardo di Giuseppe subì un mutamento strano e mai prima veduto, del 
quale, tuttavia, nessuno si accorse. Una specie di tristezza o di sospetto lo attraversò, 
come se una piccola tenda buia gli calasse davanti; e si tenne rivoltato indietro verso il 
vagone, di sopra le spalle di Ninnuzzu che ormai, con Blitz, marciava verso l’uscita. (LS 
125)109 
This is the first occasion in which Useppe feels, although without understanding, the effect of the 
pain inflicted on others – which we might call empathy. The narrator, however, doesn’t want to 
attach a definition to this feeling: human language is not capable of consoling the victims of 
History’s atrocities, therefore Useppe’s pain will never be precisely defined through the language 
of reason. Since the narrator is often capable of “reading” the minds of the characters (including 
animals) this hesitation must be considered a voluntary act of delicacy toward Useppe.  
 
108 “Useppe turned, at her summons; the same stare, however, remained in his eyes, which, even as they encountered 
hers, asked her no question. There was, in the endless horror of his gaze, also a fear, or rather a dazed stupor; but it 
was a stupor that demanded no explanation” (History 272).  
109 “All of a sudden, Giuseppe’s gaze underwent a curious change, never seen before, which, however, nobody 
noticed. A kind of sadness or suspicion crossed his eyes, as if a little dark curtain had been drawn down; and he kept 
looking back toward the freight car, above his brother’s shoulders, as Ninnuzzu now, with Blitz, was striding toward 
the exit” (History 138). 
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The indefinite sadness that Useppe feels for the calf yields to another unspecified 
emotion in the scene of the deportation. It is not precisely fear, and not precisely amazement. 
The Italian stupore is a polysemic word, which in the common use of the term means surprise or 
amazement, but can mean stupefaction or, in the medical use, a cognitive torpor and detachment 
from reality, closer to the English stupor – which is the lexical choice of the English translator of 
the novel.110  
The emotion that Morante calls “stupore” has a special place in Useppe’s experience, 
because the term is repeated twice in the same line and reinforced by the adjective attonito 
(“dazed”), which is almost redundant, since it means “confused” or “surprised,” therefore 
“astonished.” Commenting on Useppe’s amazement, Concetta D’Angeli quotes a passage from 
Simone Weil’s notebooks, which in the English translation reads as follows: 
When, our astonishment at being ill-treated eliciting no response, we feel ourselves to be 
mysteriously made for receiving ill-treatment. When astonishment outweighs suffering – 
Indians in the xvith century. When astonishment making us lose the sense of a co-
ordination in time, past and future, even when close to us, really disappear. We then 
become resigned like matter. (Weil 158) 
In the Italian version of this passage quoted by D’Angeli, the word “astonishment” is translated 
with stupore, the same word Morante uses to describe Useppe’s affective reaction at the station. 
The author uses stupore throughout the novel, but not as often as other emotion words, for 
 
110 The GRADIT defines stupore as follows: “1) meraviglia grande e improvvisa, 2) med., complesso 
sintomatologico caratterizzato dall’arresto completo di ogni attività psicomotoria, da espressione attonita del volto, 
mutacismo, incapacità a deglutire, bradipnea, caratteristico di alcuni stati tossici e di determinate malattie 
psichiatriche, 3) stato di stordimento | condizione di ottusità | torpore fisico DER. stuporoso.” A synonym is 
meraviglia, sorpresa. It can be found in expressions such as “stupore epilettico,” “stupore confusionale,” “stupore 
isterico,” and “stupore melanconico” (vol. 6, 454). 
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example paura.111 Astonishment, or amazement, is typical of children who experience something 
for the first time, like Useppe when he learns his first words112 or, importantly, the first time he is 
ill-treated by his moody brother Nino: 
E, per quanto Blitz, subito mosso a salutarlo, si adoperasse, frattanto, a fargli cuore con le 
sue raspose leccatine e sventolii di coda, lui, dallo stupore, rimase quasi insensibile, 
senza fiato e inchiodato sul posto. Con sulla faccia una serietà amara, e tutta compresa di 
una strana solennità: come dinanzi a un decreto assoluto e indecifrabile del destino. (LS 
157, emphasis added)113 
According to Weil’s passage, which Morante knew because she possessed a copy of all three 
volumes the Cahiers that she kept annotating (cf. D’Angeli “La presenza di Simone Weil”; 
Garboli, Il gioco segreto 210-211, Bernabò, La fiaba estrema 310), astonishment can replace 
pain when the aggression received doesn’t have a rational explanation. Therefore, disbelief and 
astonishment often recur in the literature of the Shoah. For example, in his account of his journey 
to Auschwitz, Primo Levi specifies that the first physical violence he suffered from was so 
senseless, that more than pain he felt amazement: “e la cosa fu così nuova e insensata che non 
provammo dolore, nel corpo né nell’anima. Soltanto uno stupore profondo: come si può 
percuotere un uomo senza collera?” (Levi 14).114 While Levi emphasizes the collective 
 
111 A quick search through any electronic version of the novel reveals that the word stupore is used 19 times, the 
adjective stuporoso/a is used 4 times. By contrast, the word paura/e occurs 90 times. 
112 “Il colore d’uno straccio, d’una cartaccia, suscitando innanzi a lui, per risonanza, i prismi e le scale delle luci, 
bastava a rapirlo in un riso di stupore” (LS 120). “The color of a rag, of a scrap of paper, suggesting to him the 
resonance of all prisms and scales of light, was enough to transport him to awed laughter” (History 132). 
113 “And though Blitz, moving at once to greet him, did his best to cheer him with rasping licks and fanning tail, 
Useppe remained numb in his amazement, breathless, glued to the spot. With a bitter gravity on his face, and all 
filled with a strange solemnity; as if confronted by an absolute and indecipherable decree of fate” (History 171). 
114 “And it was so new and senseless that we felt no pain, neither in body nor in spirit. A profound amazement: how 
can one hit a man without anger?” (Levi, Survival in Auschwitz 16). 
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experience of the amazement, Useppe seems to sense (in an unconscious way) what others feel. 
Hence, his stupore.115  
Stupore, however, is also Ida’s reaction after the rape, and it is also on Davide 
Segre/Carlo Vivaldi’s face when he first arrives at the shelter in Pietralata: 
La sua fisionomia era segnata da qualcosa di corrotto, che ne pervertiva i lineamenti 
dall’interno. E questi segni, ancora intrisi di uno stupore terribile, parevano prodotti non 
da una maturazione graduale; ma da una violenza fulminea, simile a uno stupro. (LS 
199)116 
While the parallelism between Ida and Davide is reinforced by the word stupro (rape) with 
reference to Davide, Useppe should be included among those who undergo an unexpected 
violence, even though he is not its direct, intended victim, but, rather, the one who participates in 
the pain of others. His stupore is a deadly sensation that unites him both with the deported Jews, 




115 That the Shoah is even more atrocious for being the result of single little tasks rather than the spontaneous and 
uncontrollable outcome of anger or evil is best summarized by Hannah Arendt’s concept of “the fearsome, word-
and-thought-defying banality of evil” (Eichmann 252). Useppe seems to be the opposiste of Eichmann, who 
committed horrible crimes due to his “inability to think, namely, to think from the standpoint of somebody else” 
(Arendt, Eichmann 48). 
116 “Now instead his features were marked by something corrupt, which perverted them from within. And these 
marks, filled with a terrible stupor, seemed to have been produced not by a gradual development, but by a lightning 
violence, like a rape” (History 219). 
117 Davide’s face will be full of stupore when he dies, and so will Nino’s and Santina’s face. All these deaths are 
violent and unexpected: Davide dies from an overdose, Nino is surprised that death has caught him, while he 
considered himself to be immortal; the prostitute Santina is killed by her pimp, Nello. The only other person that feel 





The scene at the Tiburtina station is followed by an alteration of consciousness in both Ida and 
Useppe, resulting in the impairment of their capacity to remain oriented and to respond to the 
stimuli from the environment. In a previous section of this chapter, I have discussed Ida’s 
temporary loss of memory after she is raped. Similarly, when she connects herself with the 
confused chorus of the prisoners’ voices, Ida appears “smemorata di se stessa” (LS 246). Coming 
back to her body recalled by Useppe’s beating heart, she picks up a piece of paper from the 
ground, which has been dropped by one of the occupants of the train, before hurrying home with 
the child.  
Since in La Storia the effect of a traumatic experience is always visible in the characters’ 
dreams, after an emotionally intense scene the narrator is always very precise in describing Ida’s 
and Useppe’s sleep as well as their oneiric activity. It is after seeing the trains that Useppe starts 
to be “attacked” by a piercing anguish in his dreams (LS 249; History 274), a condition that 
worsens over time, as he witnesses other episodes of violence and death, even though every time 
he seems to forget about those painful visions. For example, right before his “grande male” 
manifests itself in the form of epilepsy, Useppe’s sleep is haunted by an indefinite anxiety:  
Difatti, dopo la parentesi della buona stagione, le sue notti erano di nuovo inquiete; anzi 
attualmente, fra le sue turbe notturne, ce n’era una in particolare che resisteva anche 
all’effetto della medicina. Era una convulsione di poca durata, ma di una certa violenza, 
che lo sorprendeva di regola non appena addormentato: quasi che l’oggetto indefinito 
della sua ambascia lo aspettasse immediatamente di là dalla barriera del sonno. Anche i 
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suoi tratti manifestavano lo stupore, e il rifiuto, di chi si ritrova a un incontro pauroso: 
durante il quale tuttavia lui seguitava a dormire senza poi serbarne ricordo. (LS 453)118  
Useppe’s surprise is defined, once again, as “stupore.” As in the scene at the Stazione Tiburtina, 
the child is not aware of his experience, but he is observed by Ida: “E Ida ogni sera, all’erta 
accanto a lui, lo vegliava a quella sorta di appuntamento, che lo attendeva all’insaputa di lui 
stesso, con una puntualità fissa e meccanica” (LS 453).119 The verb vegliare, which means “to 
stay awake,” and encompasses the sense of “watching” and “taking care,” alludes also to the 
visitation that precedes a funeral (to hold a wake over a corpse).   
In a reversal of the natural wake/sleep cycle, during the days after the event Ida is awake 
at night and in a dreamlike state during the day. She lives in a “trasognamento quasi distratto” 
(LS 249).120 While she hunts for food in this condition of disorientation, she experiences a 
“moment of intensity” connected to the previous one. Her confusion translates in the sense of 
displacement in a city that she is supposed to know very well. While headed to via Garibaldi, she 
suddenly realizes that she is actually directed to the Ghetto (LS 337; History 376). There, she 
tries to make sense of the note she picked up at the station. Arrived in the house in which she is 
attracted by a primitive instinct, she hears voices that do not belong “né allo spazio esterno, né ai 
suoi ricordi” (LS 340):121 
 
118 “In fact, after the parenthesis of the good season, his nights were again uneasy; indeed, at present, among his 
nocturnal disturbances there was one in particular which defied even the medicine’s effects. It was a short-lived but 
fairly violent convulsion which caught him, usually, when he had just dozed off: as if the undefined object of his 
anxiety were waiting for him just on the other side of the barrier of sleep. Even his features displayed the 
amazement, and the repulsion, of someone at a sudden, frightening encounter, during which he nevertheless went on 
sleeping, retaining no memory of it” (History 509). 
119 “And every evening, alert beside him, Ida kept watch over that sort of rendezvous, which awaited him, unknown 
to himself, with a fixed, mechanical punctuality” (History 509). 
120 “an almost absent dreaminess” (History 274). 
121 “no longer belonged to exterior space, or to her memories” (History 379). 
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Questo fenomeno delle voci è abbastanza comune, e a volte lo sperimentano anche i sani, 
più di frequente sul punto d’addormentarsi e dopo una giornata di fatica. Per Ida, non era 
un’esperienza nuova; ma nella sua presente fragilità emotiva lei ne fu coinvolta come da 
un’invasione. Le voci nei suoi orecchi, prima di spegnersi, presero a riecheggiarsi a 
vicenda, accavallandosi in un ritmo tumultuante. E in questa loro fretta pareva di 
avvertire un senso orribile, come se i loro poveri pettegolezzi si esumassero da una 
eternità confusa. Senza sapere quel che diceva, né perché, Ida si trovò a mormorare da 
sola, col mento che le tremava come ai bambinelli sul punto di piangere: “Sono tutti 
morti”. (LS 340, emphasis added)122 
While the narrator tries to provide a logical explanation for this hallucination, due to her 
“fragilità emotiva,” Ida’s emotional intensity assumes here the form of an epiphany, that is, of 
the experience of a sudden and striking realization: they are all dead. The sources of Ida’s 
understanding are instinctual, ancestral and affective. This knowledge is, as Gabriella Bernabò 
puts it, “affidata alle crepe che nel logos tradizionale si aprono grazie a una più libera fantasia, 
alle risorse conoscitive della cosiddetta ‘follia’” (La fiaba estrema 194). But Ida cannot turn this 
into agency, not unlike Morante’s other female characters.123 
 
122 “This phenomenon of hearing voices is fairly common, and at times even the healthy experience it, more 
frequently when they are about to fall asleep and after a hard day’s work. For Ida, it wasn’t new; but in her present 
emotional fragility it seized her like an invasion. The voices in her ears, before dying away, started reechoing one 
after the other, overlapping at a turbulent rhythm. And in this haste of theirs she seemed to sense a horrible meaning, 
as if their poor gossip were exhumed from one confused eternity into another confused eternity. Without knowing 
what she was saying, or why, Ida found herself murmuring, to herself, her chin trembling like that of a child about to 
cry: ‘They’re all dead’” (History 379-380). 
123 Maryse Jeuland-Meynauld, in a well-known essay, argues for the recurrence of the same type of feminine 
characters in Morante’s oeuvres, despite the wide sociological and age range they cover. They are economical and 
affectively dependent, condemned to suffer “per disposizione interiore” (305), solitary, instinctive and devoted to 
their only children (usually male), estranged from their bodies, lacking agency: “l’unica femmina attiva in tutti 
questi romanza è la cagnetta Bella alias Pelosozzo, madre suppletiva di Useppe che combatte fino all’ultimo sangue 
la sua strenua battaglia a difesa del bambino” (310).   
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The only way Ida is active is as a mother. After her hallucination, she soon goes back to 
looking for food for Useppe, and symbolically buys goat meat at the black market. (Useppe, 
however, because of his deep connection with animals and his sense of participation in their 
suffering is reluctant to eat meat.) Following a narrative structure that I have already noticed 
(intense emotion-disruption of consciousness-epiphany-return to motherly activities-dreams), 
that night, Ida has a dream with no plot, in which she is looking for a little shoe. The dream is in 
black and white – like a photograph – and is revelatory in two ways, a thematic one and a 
“mediatic” one. Thematically, Ida’s foreknowledge is reaffirmed, as images of heaps of shoes 
became one of the symbols of Holocaust remembrance after the war. (The signifier “Dachau” 
had the same function in the rape scene.) On the mediatic level, photographs soon became one of 
the ways the news about the Holocaust were later spread. Moreover, they are the other way 
through which Useppe will have new and powerful “visioni di sterminio” that will affect him 
dramatically, as we will see in the next section. 
 
4. Interminable Murder: Useppe’s Death 
As other moments of intensity, Useppe’s death is anticipated, or alluded to, throughout the novel. 
Several characters comment on his incompatibility with the world: mostly minor characters, such 
as the old anonymous lady early in the novel (“È troppo vivo, per essere troppo piccirillo. Ci 
camperà poco a questo mondo,” LS 132)124 and one of the sheltered in Pietralata (“Pòro uccelleto 
de mamma, me sa che tu nun ce la fai a crésce, che campi poco. Questa guerra è la strage delle 
 
124 “He’s too much alive, small as he is. He won’t stay long in this world” (History 145). 
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creature” LS 289);125 but also more central characters, for example Davide (“Tu sei troppo carino 
per questo mondo, non sei di qua,” LS 520).126 
The character of Useppe has been understood as a Christological figure. Useppe is 
assaulted by the evil of History and neither demands explanation, nor loses his innocence 
because of this offensive. He is also the innocent victim of all the evil suffered by the others. 
Concetta D’Angeli has studied extensively the influence of Simone Weil on Morante and 
theorized that Useppe’s suffering – deriving from history and accumulating in his body – 
corresponds to the mechanism of scapegoat: Useppe takes upon himself evil without losing his 
own innocence (“Visioni di sterminio” 97; “La presenza di Simone Weil” 127). His body will 
indeed “absorb” more pain every time he witnesses violence.  
Useppe is the character who can feel “compassione per identificazione” a phrase coined 
by Morante as a comment to Simone Weil’s Cahiers (D’Angeli, “La presenza di Simone Weil” 
117), even though he cannot exactly decipher what he sees. In the spring of 1945, for example, 
his attention is attracted by some magazines attached to a kiosk. One of the photographs shows 
the hanged bodies of a group of young partisans. A second one portrays the body of Mussolini 
hanging by his feet. As in the scene at the station, the narrator uses impersonal verbs of 
perception: “Nella seconda fotografia dello stesso foglio, si vedeva un uomo vecchio, dalla testa 
grassa e calva, appiccato per i piedi con le braccia spalancate, sopra una folla fitta e imprecisa” 
(LS 370, emphasis added).127 Along with these photographs, other images depict the victims of 
the concentration camps, pictures “senza impiccati né morti, però misteriosamente atroc[i]” (LS 
 
125 “Poor little bird, I have a feeling you won’t make it, you won’t grow up. You’re not long for this world. The war 
slaughters kids” (History 320).  
126 “You are too pretty for this world. You don’t belong here” (History 585). 
127 “In the second photograph on the same page, an old man was seen, with a fat, bald head, hanging by his feet, his 
arms wide, over a large, blurred crowd” (History 414). 
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370).128 Being totally illiterate, Useppe cannot understand the captions in the magazines; neither 
can he recognize the picture of Mussolini. Confronted with senseless images, his reaction is 
again one of bewilderment and surprise: 
Useppe, con la testa in su, stava lì a scrutare queste scene, in uno stupore titubante, e 
ancora confuso. Pareva interrogasse un enigma, di natura ambigua e deforme, eppure 
oscuramente familiare. (LS 370, emphasis added)129  
If the picture is atrocious and mysterious, both enigmatic and familiar to Useppe, in turn 
Useppe’s emotional state is mysterious for the narrator (“pareva”), who seems to have lost the 
clear sense of time she has elsewhere: “Ricordo che quel giorno era domenica; e il mese, mi pare 
fosse giugno” (LS 371).130 Indeed the narrator declares that she has also seen the photographs, so 
it is understandable that her perception of time and space is also altered by that experience.  
Useppe doesn’t seem immediately affected by these images, but a few days later, he 
comes across photographs depicting the victims of experiments in the concentration camp. The 
photographs are described with an objective style at first (as a list with six items) and then as 
“un’astrusità senza risposta” (LS 372)131 for an ignorant like Useppe. This use of photography, 
according to Sarah Carey, finds its appropriate place in a novel that proposes a “dual 
interpretation of history (both objective and subjective at the same time)” and posits photographs 
as texts to be interpreted (67-68), besides proposing them as an alternative to the 
historiographical discourse. What Useppe sees in those photographs is not necessarily their 
actual referent, but nonetheless he can capture the truth behind them. For example, in a pile of 
 
128 “without hangings or dead people, but still mysteriously horrible” (History 414). 
129 “Useppe, his head upraised, was there studying these scenes in a hesitant awe, still bewildered. He seemed to be 
confronting an enigma, deformed and ambiguous by nature, and yet obscurely familiar” (History 414-415). 
130 “I remember that day was a Sunday; and the month, I believe, was June” (History 416). 
131 “an insoluble riddle” (History 417).  
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shoes he sees dead bodies. This “very meaningful synecdoche” (Carey 72) continues to insist on 
an image that is a symbol of the Holocaust remembrance but used to be an emblem of the 
success of the final solution inside the individual camps – hence, their display in the camps.132 
The last group of photographs seen by Useppe is a series of four pictures with the same 
subject, a “human guinea pig” on whom the S.S. are performing deadly experiments. The face of 
the man is the emotional focus of the entire series, which Useppe peruses and questions as they 
were a single picture (LS 373; History 418), suggesting that History is one, even though it carries 
multiple “scandals”: “Da una viltà stuporosa, la faccia ebete trapassa a un’ambascia orrenda; poi, 
a una gratitudine estatica; e poi di nuovo alla viltà stuporosa” (LS 373).133 The man is both afraid 
and stupefied, then relieved for a moment and again afraid and stupefied, in an perpetual circle 
that will end only with his death. As in previous instances, the narrator is hesitant to intrude in 
Useppe’s mind: “Resterà per sempre impossibile sapere che cosa il povero analfabeta Useppe 
avrà potuto capire in quelle fotografie senza senso” (LS 373).134 Once again, she reports Ida’s 
perception of her son’s reaction: “Ida […] credette di riconoscergli nelle pupille lo stesso orrore 
che gli aveva visto in quel mezzogiorno alla Stazione Tiburtina, circa venti mesi innanzi” (LS 
373).135 It is Ida, as at the Station, that has the burden of looking in his eyes, which are not blue 
anymore, but colorless:136 
 
132 See “Holocaust Shoe Piles as Oppressive Media” at http://dh.blogs.wm.edu/2017/10/01/holocaustshoes/ for a 
reflection on the multiple affective meaning of the piles of shoes both in the concentration camps and in museums. 
Jeffrey Feldman’s essay, “The Holocaust Shoe” explores the different roles of shoes in Holocaust memorials and 
discourses – as evidence, commemoration, and metaphor – and their emotional evocations and entanglements. 
133 “From a stupefied cowardice, the dull face passes to a horrid suffering, then to an ecstatic gratitude, and then 
again to stupefied cowardice” (History 418). 
134 “It will be forever impossible to know what poor illiterate Useppe may have understood of those meaningless 
photographs” (History 418). 
135 “Ida […] thought she recognized in his pupils the same horror she had seen there that noon at the Tiburtina 
station, about twenty months earlier” (History 418). 
136 On the changes in Useppe’s eyes and in general on the relevance of the eye in La Storia, cf. Elena Fumi’s 
analysis in “La Storia negli occhi.”  
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All’accostarsi della madre, i suoi occhi si levarono a lei, vuoti e scolorati, come quelli di 
un ciecolino.137 E Ida ne risentì un tremito per il corpo, quasi che una grossa mano la 
scuotesse. Ma con una voce sottile e dolce per non inquietarlo, gli disse, al modo che si 
usa coi pupi ancora più piccoli di lui: “Gettala via, quella cartaccia. È brutta!” (LS 373)138 
Thus, in Morante’s architecture, the photographs are a sequel of the scene witnessed at the 
Stazione Tiburtina and have the same impression on Useppe’s eyes. Ida is capable of making the 
connection between the primary episode of horror and this secondary one, mediated through the 
pictures. Again, she does so not with her mind, but with her body (“un tremito per il corpo”). 
 
4.1 No Consolation 
The influence of Simone Weil on Morante is visible in many aspects of Morante’s work.139 It is 
also clear in the passage about the deportation of the Jews: to explain that pain would mean to 
find a consolation (D’Angeli, “Visioni di sterminio” 97). Instead, there is consolation neither for 
the victim of the atomic bomb (as in the epigraph), nor for the deported Jews of the Ghetto or the 
calf on its way to the slaughterhouse. There is no consolation for Useppe either, who does not 
ask the reason of his pain, or, if he does it is not really to receive an answer: 
Quella domanda: pecché? era diventata in Useppe una sorta di ritornello, che gli tornava 
alle labbra fuori tempo e fuori luogo, forse per un movimento involontario (se no, si 
 
137 The word ciecolino, translated with the standard “blind child” is a word of tender commiseration in Italian. Cf. Il 
vocabolario della lingua Italiana Treccani, which reports the term as a variation of ciechino, “cieco che va 
elemosinando,” that is, a blind beggar (vol. 1, 758). 
138 “At his mother’s approach, he raised his eyes to her, drained and discolored, like a little blind child’s. And Ida 
felt a shudder run through her whole body, as if a huge hand were shaking her. But with a soft, gentle voice, so as 
not to upset him, she said, as you would have spoken to kids much younger than he: ‘Throw away that nasty paper. 
It’s ugly!’” (History 418). 
139 See D’Angeli, Leggere Elsa Morante, for an analysis of the relationship between Morante and Weil. 
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sarebbe preoccupato di pronunciarla bene con la erre). Lo si sentiva a volte ripeterla fra 
sé in una sequela monotona: “pecché? pecché pecché pecché pecché?” (LS 500)140 
Fabrizia Ramondino argued that the question that Useppe asks resembles Job’s questions to God 
in the old Testament, more than the question of a child that knows the truth better than the wise, 
as in the second epigraph of the novel (197). It’s the question asked by those who suffer and 
receive no answer, like the Hiroshima survivor of the first epigraph. Thus, Useppe’s suffering 
and death have no reason. They resemble the “stupro” suffered by Davide and the senseless 
massacre of the Jews.  
Useppe’s disease, as the narrator explains in a scientific tone, was called “grand mal” 
(History 520), which was also one of the possible titles of the novel. The first of its violent 
“attacks” occurs around the day of Nino’s death.141 Every attack brings Useppe closer to a fatal 
one. While the child doesn’t understand what happens to him, Ida watches him, enacting a 
watchfulness that allows her to have a premonition about Useppe’s last attack:  
Ma era passata poco più di un’ora (dovevano essere circa le nove e mezza) quando le 
sopravvenne una sorta di malessere insostenibile. […] D’un tratto ebbe la sensazione 
cruda che, dall’interno, delle dita graffianti le si aggrappassero alla laringe per soffocarla, 
e, in un enorme isolamento, ascoltò un piccolo urlo lontano. (LS 664)142 
 
140 “That question: wy? had become, with Useppe, a kind of refrain, which returned to his lips from beyond time and 
place, perhaps involuntarily (otherwise, he would have taken care to pronounce it properly, with the h). He could be 
heard at times repeating it to himself in a monotonous sequence: “Wy? wy wy wy wy??” (History 560-561). 
141 Although this episode is not preceded by any proleptic foreshadowing (in fact, Nino seems to be immortal), 
Nino’s death is another dramatically intense episode, which Ida lives as an intensity in the body, followed by a sense 
of displacement and by numerous dreams full of anxiety.  
142 “But little more than an hour had gone by (it must have been about half-past nine) when she was overcome by a 
kind of unbearable sickness. […] Suddenly she had the cruel sensation that, from inside, scratching fingers were 




Ida feels the pain in her body and hears voices in her head while she is at school. After a few 
minutes, the same premonition “le lasciava un segno di offesa fisica, pari a una mutilazione” (LS 
664).143 This reminds us of the feeling Ida has when Nino dies: “All’atto di riconoscerlo, la 
sensazione immediata di Ida fu una feroce lacerazione della vagina, come se di nuovo glielo 
strappassero di là” (LS 565).144 When she tries to call him and Useppe doesn’t pick up the phone, 
Ida runs home in a state of semi-consciousness: 
Ida era stata esclusa, in realtà, dai suoni esterni, perché andava ascoltando un altro suono, 
del quale non aveva udito più il simile dopo l’ultima sua passeggiata al Ghetto. Era, di 
nuovo, una specie di nenia ritmata che chiamava dal basso, e riesumava, nella sua 
dolcezza tentante, qualcosa di sanguinoso e di terribile, come si diffondesse verso punti 
dispersi di miseria e di fatica, a raccogliere nel chiuso le mandrie per la sera. (LS 645)145  
These passages link the upcoming scene of Useppe’s death with the other episodes, such as the 
one in the Ghetto and the image of families of animals at night previously associated with the 
Jews. It is a poetic description that defies rationality (“E cercava ancora di sfuggire alla certezza 
che invece la finestra oggi era vuota,” LS 645).146 Ida perceives Useppe’s death only through her 
senses: 
Nell’ingressetto buio, il corpo di Useppe giaceva disteso, con le braccia spalancate, come 
sempre nelle sue cadute. Era tutto vestito, salvo i sandaletti che, non affibbiati, gli erano 
cascati via dai piedi. Forse, vedendo la bella mattinata di sole, aveva preteso di andarsene 
 
143 “In passing, it left in her a mark of physical offense, like a mutilation” (History 721). 
144 “On recognizing him, Ida immediately had a fierce lacerating sensation in the vagina, as if they were tearing him 
again from there” (History 523). 
145 “Ida had been excluded, really, from external sounds, because she was listening to another sound, like something 
she hadn’t heard since her last walk in the Ghetto. It was, again, a kind of cadenced dirge which called from below, 
and summed up, in its tempting sweetness, something bloody and terrible, as if it were calling toward scattered 
points of misery and toil, summoning the flocks inside for the evening.” (History 722).  
146 “And she was also trying to elude the certainty that, instead, today the window was empty” (History 722).  
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pure oggi con Bella alla loro foresta? Era ancora tiepido, e cominciava appena a 
irrigidirsi; però Ida non volle assolutamente capire la verità. (LS 646)147  
While the description starts in an objective tone, it becomes soon clear that the observer is Ida, 
who makes hypotheses about Useppe’s intention and the reasons for his fall. Only parenthetically 
does the narrator provide the actual facts, because Ida, who is the focus of this narration, doesn’t 
want to know them: 
Contro i presagi ricevuti prima dai suoi sensi, adesso, davanti all’impossibile, la sua 
volontà si tirò indietro, col farglielo credere soltanto caduto (durante quest’ultima ora 
della propria lotta inaudita col Grande Male, in realtà Useppe, là nell’ingresso, era caduto 
e ricaduto da un attacco a un altro e a un altro, quasi senza sosta...) (LS 646)148 
Only the dog Bella has witnessed Useppe’s continue attacks. While Ida’s mind withdraws from 
the scene, Bella has the knowledge and the emotions connected to loss:  
La cagna difatti era lì che stava a guardarla con una malinconia luttuosa, piena di 
compassione animalesca e anche di commiserazione sovrumana: la quale diceva alla 
donna: “Ma che aspetti, disgraziata? Non te ne accorgi che non abbiamo più niente, da 
aspettare?” (LS 646).149  
In La Storia, indeed, animals feel, think and talk. 
 
 
147 “In the dark little entrance hall, Useppe’s body was lying, arms flung out, as always in his falls. He was fully 
dressed, except for his sandals, which, unfastened, had dropped from his feet. Had he perhaps, seeing the fine sunny 
morning, insisted on going again today with Bella to their forest? He was still warm, and just beginning to grow 
rigid; Ida, however, absolutely refused to comprehend the truth” (History 723). 
148 “Denying the earlier premonitions received by her senses, now, in the face of the impossible, her will withdrew, 
making her believe he had only fallen (during this last hour of his incredible battle with the grand mal, there in the 
hall, Useppe had really fallen again and again, in one attack after the other, almost without respite …)” (History 
723.) 
149 “The dog, in fact, was there looking at her with a mourning melancholy, filled with animal compassion and also 
with superhuman commiseration: saying to the woman: ‘What are you waiting for, you wretched creature? Don’t 
you realize we have nothing now to wait for?’” (History 723). 
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5. Knowledge, Motherhood and Animals  
The three moments of intensity analyzed in this chapter foreground Ida’s and Useppe’s corporeal 
and affective, rather than cognitive, understanding of the world. This is, as I anticipated, part of a 
poetics of suffering that positions them not only at the margin of society but also at the borders 
between the human and the animal. In this section, I focus especially on how the imagery 
concerning Ida and to a lesser extent Useppe conveys a sense of exclusion from the realm of the 
human, and increasingly connects them to the world of animals. If, on the one hand, Ida is not 
consciously aware of most of the historical context in which she lives and of her own role in it, 
on the other, she knows and feels as animals do – with a special “sense” in her body. Moreover, 
while animals in La Storia have traditionally been associated with the innocence and 
vulnerability of children, I suggest that Morante’s animal imagery contributes to the novel’s 
representation of both motherhood and of the very idea of sapere senza conoscere, knowing 
without knowledge. Moreover, La Storia challenges not only the alleged superiority and power 
of human over nonhuman animals but also the very dichotomy human/animal through a system 
of imagery that continuously cross-contaminates the two realms, thus anticipating more recent 
ecocritical and posthumanist approaches. I will focus on Ida’s exclusion from human society and 
rational knowledge giving some examples of how the animal imagery characterizes Ida’s 
experience of her motherhood, while Useppe is capable of communicate with animals.  
As we have seen, Ida’s position in society is one of exclusion and she is often described 
as Other. This is true since the very first description of the character, which pushes her toward 
the limits of what can be defined human:  
[N]ei suoi grandi occhi a mandorla scuri c’era una dolcezza passiva, di una 
barbarie profondissima e incurabile, che somigliava a una precognizione. 
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Precognizione, invero, non è la parola più adatta perché la conoscenza ne era 
esclusa. Piuttosto, la stranezza di quegli occhi ricordava l’idiozia misteriosa degli 
animali, i quali non con la mente, ma con un senso dei loro corpi vulnerabili, “sanno” il 
passato e il futuro di ogni destino. Chiamerei quel senso – che in loro è comune, e 
confuso negli altri sensi corporei – il senso del sacro: intendendosi, da loro, per sacro, il 
potere universale che può mangiarli e annientarli, per la sola colpa di essere nati. (LS 21, 
emphasis in the original)150 
If Ida doesn’t know with her mind (conoscere is the Italian verb here, which shares the same 
origin as cognizione and cognitivo), she knows with her body.151 The verb is sapere, having a 
knowledge that doesn’t come from the intellect, from the Latin sàpere, meaning “to taste like” 
and “understand,” two meanings that Calvino fuses together in the short story “Sapore sapere” 
(1982).152  
The passage I quoted above, elaborating on Ida’s “animal nature,” so to speak, is very 
dense with philosophical implications, mentioning concepts such as guilt, the sacred, the 
vulnerability of the body, the boundaries between the human and the animal. It is not surprising 
that Giorgio Agamben wrote about “Elsa’s tenacious philosophical convictions” (The End of the 
Poem 102). Ida’s sensations connect her – in the same way as they connect animals – to a 
superior power that has given her her life and can take it back in any moment, as if she were 
guilty and in debt, as per Agamben’s equation “being-in-debt: in culpa esse” (Homo Sacer 28). 
 
150 “[I]n her great dark almond eyes there was the passive sweetness of a very profound and incurable barbarism, 
which resembled foreknowledge. Foreknowledge, actually, is not the best word, because knowledge had nothing to 
do with it. Rather, the strangeness of those eyes recalled the mysterious idiocy of animals, who, not with their mind, 
but with a sense in their vulnerable bodies, ‘know’ the past and the future of every destiny. I would call that sense – 
which is common in them, a part of the other bodily senses – the sense of the sacred: meaning by sacred, in their 
case, the universal power that can devour them and annihilate them, for their guilt in being born” (History 21). 
151 Interestingly, “un’ignoranza infinita e […] una consapevolezza totale” (LS 73) coexist also in the aggressor 
Gunther, another child-figure, which testifies to the decoupling of intellect and understanding in the novel. 
152 The short story was later renamed “Sotto il sole giaguaro” and collected in the eponymous book. 
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Agamben’s essay “The Celebration of the Hidden Treasure” considers an annotation in a copy of 
Spinoza’s Ethics which had belonged to Morante. It shows the author’s disagreement with 
Spinoza on a specific paragraph of Ethics about animals and emotions. Agamben quotes the 
passage at length: 
From this it is clear that the requirement to refrain from slaughtering beasts is founded on 
groundless superstition and womanish compassion rather than on sound reason. […] 
Indeed, since every individual’s right is defined by his virtue or power, man’s power over 
beasts is far greater than their rights over man. (quoted in Agamben, The End of the Poem 
104)   
It might be worth noting that Spinoza assimilates compassion with the feminine and contrasts it 
with reason, a dichotomy that the novel solves in favor of an affective understanding. This 
paragraph quoted by Agamben concludes with the concession that animals do feel, but “their 
emotions are different in nature from human emotions” (104). It is in margin of these lines that 
Morante wrote: “Oh Baruch! I feel very sorry for you, but here you did not UNDERSTAND” 
(103). In his comments, Agamben argues – against the most obvious interpretation that Morante 
doesn’t see animals and human beings as different in nature – that for Morante animals had 
remained in Eden after humans were banished by God: a separation even deeper than that 
theorized by Spinoza and that divides “pure animal life […] and human life, Edenic existence 
and the knowledge of good and evil, nature and language” (106, my emphasis). According to this 
view, therefore, animals have remained in a state of blessed ignorance.153 In other words, they 
have not been contaminated by judgment, which is for Morante the root of evil.  
 
153 And yet, Morante’s annotation at the margin of Spinoza’s remark on animals’ emotions, suggests that animals 
and humans share the same emotional spectrum. This is the reason why, I would like to suggest, similes between 
humans, or we should say women, and animals are predominant in the novel, to the point that the processes of 
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Being close to both children and animals, Ida lacks rational judgment too, and is attracted 
toward people that will not judge her. The night before Ida and Useppe see the trains at the 
station she feels, as we have seen, drawn toward the Ghetto, metaphorically define “una stalla 
materna, calda di respiri animali e di grandi occhi non giudicanti, solo pietosi” (LS 238).154 
Morante theorized that animals have “grace” because they are immune from judgment. Children 
resemble them, “ma su questi, purtroppo, ad ogni giorno che passa, sempre più l’albero della 
scienza del bene e del male stende la sua ombra” (PCBA, “Il paradiso terrestre” 19).155 Children 
and animals represent some of the “idiots” celebrated by Morante as “gli stessi a cui Cristo 
spiegava la luce in parabole” (134). Let’s remember that the novel is dedicated to the illiterate 
(“por el analfabeto a quien escribo” is the dedication of the book). Ida never stops being the 
idiotic figure described at the beginning of the novel and she is closer to children than she is to 
the adults (again the second epigraph of the novel comes to mind: “… hai nascosto queste cose ai 
dotti e ai savi e le hai rivelate ai piccolo” LS 1).156  
And yet, Morante’s narrator claims that animals “know” (sanno) albeit in a different way 
than humans do, that is, through their bodies instead of their minds. Morante’s sapere without 
conoscere point to an affective understanding located at a prelinguistic level, somewhat in line 
with Massumi’s definition of affect in his notes to the translation of Deleuze and Guattari’s A 
Thousand Plateous (cf. Introduction). This very definition is interestingly handed down from 
Spinoza, who is one of Morante’s favorite philosophers and one of her “Felici Pochi” (cf. Il 
mondo salvato dai ragazzini 122). It is through a prepersonal “intensity” running through her 
 
becoming woman and becoming animal have been said to be related. These two processes, it is necessary to specify, 
are not limited to women or humans (cf. Mecchia 131). 
154 “a maternal stable, warm with animals’ breath, and with their big eyes, not judging, but only pitying” (History 
263). 
155 “but unfortunately, with each passing day, more and more the tree of the knowledge of good and evil extends its 
shadow upon them” (my translation). 
156 “Thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and has revealed them unto babes” (History np). 
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body that Ida knows: for example, she senses that all the Jews of the Ghetto are dead because of a 
voice in her head, and she feels both Nino’s and Useppe’s death in her body. Such moments of 
intensity are also accompanied – as we have seen – by an alteration in her consciousness, some 
sort of smemoratezza, or smarginatura, if we intend with this term used by Ferrante the blurring 
of the borders between subject and object, or between reality and dream. The unnamed disease 
afflicting Ida as a child, for example, causes what we could define with Massumi a “diminution 
in [her] body’s capacity to act”: 
Verso il Quinto anno di età, Iduzza fu soggetta per tutta una estate agli insulti di un male 
innominato […]. Nel mezzo dei suoi giochi e delle sue chiacchiere infantili, le capitava 
all’improvviso di ammutolire impallidendo, con l’impressione che il mondo le si 
dissolvesse intorno in una vertigine. (LS 28)157 
The intensity of the moment is here represented by an electricity that hits her body: “Pareva che 
da una qualche sorgente sottoterra un brutale flusso elettrico investiste la sua piccolo persona” 
(LS 29).158 At the inception of these episodes of vertigo, Ida would only emit “un lamento di 
bestiola,” (LS 28; “a little animal lament,” History 29), but soon after them she would enjoy “un 
riposo dolce e composto” (LS 29; “sweet, seemly repose,” History 29), while her parents, 
Giuseppe and Nora, bent their heads over her, resembling two symbolic animals: a sheepdog and 
a goat. The first prefigures the sheepdog Bella, Useppe’s friend and second mother that doesn’t 
let people go close to the boy’s dead body at the end of the novel. The second, with its religious 
symbolism of scapegoat (prefiguring the character of Useppe, the ultimate victim of History) 
represents the oppressed man in the Old Testament, for example in Ezekiel 13:17 (“As for you, 
 
157 “Toward the age of five, for a whole summer Iduzza was subject to attacks of an unnamed disease […]. In the 
midst of her games and her childish prattle, she would suddenly fall silent, turn pale, with the impression that the 
world was spinning and dissolving around her” (History 29). 
158 “From some subterranean source, a brutal electric current seemed to assail her little body” (History 29). 
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my flock, this is what the Sovereign LORD says: I will judge between one sheep and another, 
and between rams and goats”). The association here seems particularly relevant, since the Bible 
is one the most important intertexts of Morante’s works. For example, the midwife that helps Ida 
deliver Useppe is called Ezechiele by the narrator because of her resemblance to an engraving of 
the prophet (LS 93; History 102). 
If the association animal/mother starts already with Nora, at the end of the novel, the 
mother, one of Useppe’s mothers will be a real animal:  
Useppe ebbe due madri. Bella difatti – a differenza di Blitz – fino dal primo giorno s’era 
presa, per Useppe, d’un amore diverso che per Nino. Verso il grande Nino, essa si 
portava come una compagna schiava; e verso il piccolo Useppe, invece, come una 
protettrice e una sorvegliante. (LS 474)159  
As a mother, Nora was “brava come una leonessa e provvida come una formica” (LS 33).160 Ida, 
in her turn, is described “come un cucciolo orfano e randagio” at the beginning of the novel and 
before being raped (LS 58),161 but, after giving birth to Useppe, she becomes like “una cagna 
randagia che s’è sgravata in un angolo di strada” (LS 95),162 thus turning from the puppy to the 
mother-dog. From this moment onward, animal similes punctuate the narrative of Ida’s 
motherhood. For example, the emotions of fear and shame brought about by experience of this 
motherhood are conveyed through animal imagery: “Difatti, chiunque fosse a conoscenza dei 
suoi segreti, per lei diventava una figura inquietante; e lei badava a sfuggirla, come gli animali 
 
159 “Useppe had two mothers. Bella, in fact – unlike Blitz – from the first meeting, had felt for Useppe a love 
different from her love of Nino. With the big Nino, she behaved like a slave companion; and with the little Useppe, 
on the contrary, like a protectress and a guard” (History 533). 
160 “brave as a lioness and frugal as an ant” (History 34). 
161 “like an orphaned stray puppy” (History 62). 
162 “a stray bitch who had whelped at a street corner” (History 104). 
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del deserto quando cercano di coprire le proprie tracce al fiuto nemico” (LS 97).163 What Ida 
wants to hide is indeed “lo scandalo della sua maternità” (LS 126).164 When Useppe starts going 
out with his brother Nino, “Più di prima, nell’uscire di casa, essa si affrettava, come una gatta di 
strada a orecchi bassi, svicolando per evitare i vicini, e le loro domande indiscrete” (LS 126, 
emphasis added).165 Finally, the dog Blitz, defined “bastardo” by Nino, particularly resonates 
with Ida’s shame: the bastard Useppe is the results of the scandal of the rape (LS 105; History 
114).  
Later, when her only desire is to help Useppe survive, Ida overcomes her sense of shame 
and starts stealing for him, something that would have been impossible for her to envision 
before. Here is the description of Ida looking for food during the war: 
A lei stessa niente faceva gola, perfino la secrezione della saliva le si era prosciugata: 
tutti i suoi stimoli vitali si erano trasferiti su Useppe. Si racconta di una tigre che, in una 
solitudine gelata, si sostenne assieme ai propri nati leccando, per parte sua, la neve; e 
distribuendo ai piccoli dei brandelli di carne che lei stessa si strappava dal proprio corpo 
coi denti. (LS 330)166 
This image has inspired a volume on the figure of the mother in literature by Laura Benedetti, 
entitled The Tigress in the Snow, in which this scene is interpreted as the representation of Ida’s 
maternal abnegation and strength: “the comparison elevates her to a majestic status: maternal 
 
163 “On the fourth day, she decided to go home; Ezekiel offered to accompany her, but Ida wouldn’t hear of it, 
already aghast at the thought the woman might turn up sometime in her neighborhood. In fact, anyone who knew her 
secrets became, for her, a disturbing figure, whom she was careful to avoid, like desert animals when they try to 
cover their trail against the enemy’s scent” (History 106). 
164 “the scandal of her maternity” (History 139). 
165 “Even more than before, when she went out of the house, she would hurry, like a street cat with its hears down, 
cutting corners to avoid the neighbors and their indiscreet questions” (History 139). 
166 “nothing made her mouth water, even her secretion of saliva had dried up; all her vital stimuli had been 
transferred to Useppe. There is a story of a tigress who, in a chill solitude, kept herself and her cubs alive by licking 




love turns Ida into a tigress, self-regenerating in her sacrifice” (Benedetti 79). Ida inherits not 
only Nora’s fears but also the strength of maternal love and instinct; however, substituting the 
lion with the tiger, the narrator adds a religious undertone to this picture, being the tiger a 
Christological figure (79).167 
As a Christ figure, the tiger/Ida offers her own body for the survival of her son, who is in 
turn another Christ figure and will be sacrificed. If the previous imagery had conveyed Ida’s 
shame, the tiger becomes a figure of courage, care and compassion. Discussing the emotions of 
animals, Martha Nussbaum writes: 
Nonhuman animals care and grieve; they experience compassion and loss. They perform 
acts of altruism that appear to be motivated by powerful emotions. By now we know a lot 
about these areas of animal behavior, and we can make solidly grounded conjectures 
about the emotions that sustain them. (Nussbaum, Political Emotions 128) 
Nussbaum defines emotions as thoughts but argues that, instead of linguistic thoughts, animals 
have a nonlinguistic way of thinking:  
Throughout, I shall speak of “thoughts” rather than “judgments,” in order to mark the fact 
that most animal emotions and many human emotions involve combination or predication 
(of an object or situation with the idea of good or bad), without involving linguistically 
formulable propositions. (142) 
In La Storia, instead, animals possess their own language that is translatable into human 
language making interspecies communication possible, at least for Useppe (see Ziolkowski), 
who can communicate, among others, with the dogs Blitz and Bella:  
 
167 In the Christian iconography several animals represent Christ: in Medieval bestiaries and in Renaissance 
emblems, for example, the she-pelican who wounds her breast to feed her little ones is an allusion to Christ. 
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Siccome col passare del tempo Giuseppe e lui si capivano sempre meglio, dialogando e 
giocando insieme sul pavimento con immenso spasso, gli accadde di trovarsi innamorato 
cotto anche di Giuseppe, oltre che di Nino. (LS 109)168  
Blitz is in love and also capable of dreaming about the two objects of his love. It is with Blitz 
that, before even learning to speak “Useppe imparò il linguaggio dei cani. Il quale, insieme con 
altri idiomi di animali, doveva restargli un acquisto valido finché fu vivo” (LS 110).169 Indeed, 
Blitz is another prefiguration of Bella, Useppe’s “other mother.” By blurring “the line between 
human and animal characters,” Saskia Ziolkowski has written, Morante anticipates Animal 
Studies and Posthumanist Studies (60).170 The interspecial communication in La Storia is now 
the object of a few posthumanist readings of La Storia (see Cavallo, Vani, along with 
Ziolkowski). In line with my argument about stupore, it is also important to notice that animals 
share this emotion with Useppe:  
Al guardare in su verso di lei, subitaneamente proruppe in singhiozzi asciutti. E 
con lo stupore di una bestiola, disse in una voce disperata: 
“A’ mà... pecché?” […] pecché? pecché pecché pecché pecché? Ma per quanto 
sapesse d’automatismo, questa piccola domanda aveva un suono testardo e lacerante, 
piuttosto animalesco che umano. Ricordava difatti le voci dei gattini buttati via, degli 
asini bendati alla macina, dei caprettini caricati sul carro per la festa di Pasqua. (LS 
500, emphasis added)171 
 
168 “As time passed, he and Giuseppe understood each other better and better, conversing and playing together on the 
floor with immense amusement, and so he found himself madly in love also with Giuseppe” (History 120). 
169 “he learned the language of dogs. A knowledge that, with his understanding of other animals’ languages, was to 
remain a valid attainment of his for a long life” (History 121). 
170 A famous example of this is when Davide Segre confuses himself not only with the child but also with the dog. 
171 “Looking up toward her, he immediately burst into dry sobs. And with a little animal’s bewilderment, he said in a 
desperate voice: ‘Mà … wy?’ […] Wy? Wy wy wy wy wy?’ But though it seemed automatic, this little question had 
a stubborn and heartrending sound, more bestial than human. It recalled, in fact, the voices of abandoned kittens, of 
donkeys blindfolded at the mill, of lambs loaded on a wagon for the Easter festivities” (History 560-561). 
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In this passage, animals appear as victims of human violence, and Useppe is one of them. 
However, given the imagery that Morante uses to describe Ida’s condition after the death of 
Useppe, we have to conclude that her trajectory takes her further and further away from human 
society: “prese a lagnarsi con una voce bassissima, bestiale: non voleva più appartenere alla 
specie umana” (LS 647).172  
 
6. Conclusions 
One could ask whether leaving the human realm, letting go of her reason, Ida really gains or 
loses the little knowledge or the words that she possessed. Indeed, her last visions before she 
goes crazy is about history: “Ora nella mente stolida e malcresciuta di quella donnetta […] 
ruotarono anche le scene della storia umana (la Storia) che essa percepì come le spire multiple di 
un assassinio interminabile” (LS 647).173 In this final epiphany, Ida’s final loss of rationality and 
capability to communicate is yet another proof of the exclusion from History of the poor and the 
simple. Instead of a temporary alteration in conscience, Ida’s reason “had finally let go” (LS 646; 
History 724). She is not able to hear voices any longer, or to understand words. She has no 
dreams although at times “ripeteva fra sé delle sillabe incerte, che parevano raccolte da qualche 
idioma onirico o dimenticato” (LS 648).174 
In this chapter, I also analyzed the various way in which Morante emphasizes the 
senselessness of historical violence, and how its victims’ principal emotion is often called 
stupore by the narrator, as confirmed in one of the last pages of the novel:    
 
172 “[Ida] began moaning in a very low, bestial voice: she no longer wanted to belong to the human race” (History 
724). 
173 “Now in the dull and immature mind of that little woman […] the scenes of the human story (History) also 
revolved, which she perceived as the multiple coils of an interminable murder” (History 723-724). 
174 “she would repeat some vague syllabus to herself, which seemed to belong to a forgotten language, or the 
language of a dream” (History 725). 
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Dalle notizie che ne ho potuto raccogliere, essa, dal primo all’ultimo giorno, nel corso di 
quei nove e più anni, si mantenne sempre fissa in un’identica attitudine: la stessa in cui 
l’avevano trovata quando, sfondato l’ingresso, erano venuti a sorprenderla quel giorno di 
fine giugno, a Via Bodoni. Stava seduta, con in grembo le mani raccolte, che ogni tanto 
muoveva intrecciandole come per giocare, e in volto lo stupore luminoso e sperduto di 
chi si sveglia appena e non riconosce ancora le cose che vede. (LS 648)175 
At the end of her life, Ida is – again – like a child who sees things for the first time. But she is 
also like all the other characters who can’t make sense of their destiny. In the course of the novel 
Ida – who has already a history of shame and fear – endures intensity in the form of the violence 
of History on her own body and on the body of her son. In particular, the fear of the oppression 
of the Jewish people nests in her chest. The trajectory of the two protagonists brings them closer 
and closer to animals. Like for the legendary Lesser Panda, for them time (History?) doesn’t 
exist anymore, even though “la Storia continua…”.
 
175 “From the information I have been able to gather, it seems she remained frozen in the same attitude from the first 
day to the last of those nine and more years: the same pose in which they had found her when, breaking down the 
door, they had taken her by surprise that late June day in Via Bodoni. She was seated, her hands clasped in her lap, 
moving them every now and then, entwining her fingers as if to play; and in her face there was the luminous and 
bewildered stupor of someone who has just waked and doesn’t yet recognize the things he is seeing” (History 725). 
Chapter Two 
Becoming Active: L’arte della gioia 
 
If we don’t invent a language, if we don’t find our 
body’s language, it will have too few gestures to 
accompany our story. We shall tire of the same ones, and 
leave our desires unexpressed, unrealized. Asleep again, 
unsatisfied, we shall fall back upon the words of men – 
who, for their part, have “known” for a long time. But 
not our body. Seduced, attracted, fascinated, ecstatic 
with our becoming, we shall remain paralyzed. Deprived 
of our movements. Rigid, whereas we are made for 
endless change.  
 
L. Irigaray, The Sex Which Is Not One. 
 
In this chapter, I analyze L’arte della gioia,1 a novel now considered Goliarda Sapienza’s 
masterpiece, which was written between 1967 and 1976 (AdG 511),2 in the same years when 
Elsa Morante was writing La Storia.3 Sapienza might have conceived her novel as a response to 
Morante’s book.4 Undoubtedly, trying to produce a “romanzo popolare” (Sapienza, Cronistoria 
21) accessible to the mass of readers,5 Sapienza had in mind the editorial model of La Storia, as 
her correspondence with several publishers confirms.6 Even the epithet “romanzone” employed 
 
1 The novel was partially published in 1994 and – posthumously – in 1998 and in 2003 by Stampa Alternativa. It 
was finally issued by Einaudi in 2008 in its final version. For the novel’s editorial history, see Pellegrino, “Lunga 
marcia dell’Arte della gioia” (2014). 
2 Giovanna Providenti, unlike Pellegrino, dates the production of the novel between 1969 and 1977 (La porta è 
aperta 49 and 164). 
3 Morante claimed that she began working on La Storia in 1970, but its project can be traced back to the unfinished 
novel Senza i conforti della religione, drafted in 1962 (see Bernabò, La fiaba estrema 195; for a genealogy of La 
Storia from Senza i conforti della religione, see also Zanardo, Il poeta e la grazia). 
4 This is the claim of both Domenico Scarpa in an essay included in the volume of L’arte della gioia published by 
Einaudi, “Senza alterare niente,” and Alberica Bazzoni, in her 2016 essay “Agency and History in Sapienza’s L’arte 
della gioia and Elsa Morante’s La Storia.” Bazzoni also quotes an unpublished dossier by the critic Angelo 
Pellegrino (husband and heir of Sapienza’s archive), in which Pellegrino states that with L’arte della gioia Sapienza 
“meant precisely to reply to Morante’s La Storia” (Bazzoni, “Agency and History” 148).   
5 Often used to indicate feuilleton, topical and not historical works, the term romanzo popolare indicates here a novel 
writer for the wider readership possible.  
6 “Intendevo riferirmi […] alla possibilità di un’operazione di diffusione di un ‘romanzo popolare’ sul genere di 
quella di Elsa Morante per La Storia” (Sapienza, Cronistoria 21). “I meant to refer […] to the possibility of 
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by critic Enzo Siciliano to describe the book (Sapienza, Cronistoria 15) recalls one of the labels 
used for La Storia.7  
However, although Morante and Sapienza wrote in the same years, lived in the same city 
and in the same cultural environment, they produced two novels which, despite some similarities, 
tell two different stories of oppression and assign their characters different levels of agency and 
understanding. A comparative analysis of the two novels has been carried out by Alberica 
Bazzoni,8 who has singled out the overlapping areas of the texts (for example, the initial rape) 
and contrasted the notions of time emerging from them – “punctiform and mystical” in La Storia, 
and “a combination of circular and linear time, ultimately with a positive tension” in L’arte della 
gioia (“Agency and History” 147). Bazzoni argues that both authors confront the Marxist 
ideology dominant among intellectuals in the 1970s by foregrounding, instead, an anarchist point 
of view. The scholar aptly concludes that both novels question the role of rationality in the 
development of history, although in different ways (157), emphasizing the agency of Sapienza’s 
character, Modesta, in contrast with Ida’s passivity (Writing for Freedom 106).  
In this chapter, I analyze the treatment of emotions and the literary strategies used to 
create or express narrative intensity in Sapienza’s historical saga. It is my contention that 
different emotional landscapes suggest that different philosophies of history underpin the two 
novels, which allow the authors to envision different roles for women in society. I argue that the 
characters of Ida and Modesta respond to similar feeling states in opposite ways. While La Storia 
 
spreading ‘a popular novel’ similar to the operation attempted by Elsa Morante with La Storia” (my translation). See 
also Scarpa 525. 
7 See, for example, the article quoted in Chapter One, “Contro il ‘romanzone’ della Morante,” published in Il 
manifesto (Balestrini, Rasy, Paolozzi, and Silva). 
8 Bazzoni is so far the scholar that has published most extensively on Sapienza in English. She is the coeditor of the 
first volume in English completely dedicated to Sapienza, and author of the first monograph on Sapienza in English 




constructs the character of Ida as a victim of fear and shame, who is passive and progressively 
excluded from history, L’arte della gioia explicitly presents emotions (even negative ones such 
as fear and hatred) as a positive force for change and emancipation. Modesta finds her agency 
precisely through the analysis and acceptance of her desires and emotions, as well as trying to 
overcome the division between men and women, which is also a split in the self, as my analysis 
will show. Given the similarity with passages of Sapienza’s diaries, called Taccuini,9 we can 
assume that the narrative voice – that of Modesta herself – is the spokesperson for the author. 
Although emotions might be unstable and difficult to extricate from each other, she advocates for 
the need to study and understand emotions as one studies grammar or music, thereby situating 
the realm of emotions among the aspects of human life that can be learned, rather than 
considering them as mysterious forces or simple drives. Critics and readers have noticed that 
Modesta sometimes controls her emotions and sometimes is carried away by them.10 However, I 
suggest that in this incessantly changing and evolving character, there is a consistency in her 
scrutiny of emotions, which are connected to her bodily reactions. By means of this 
watchfulness, she is able to turn the prelinguist affect understood as “passages of intensity” 
(Seigworth and Gregg 3) into cognition. The latter, however, is never fully disjointed from the 
body’s potentiality. Starting from the knowledge thus attained, Modesta can transform that 
potentiality into agency. 
Like my reading of La Storia in the previous chapter, my analysis of the affective 
landscape of L’arte della gioia starts with a reflection on the form of the novel, the perspective 
 
9 Two volumes have been published with selections from the notebooks/diaries that Sapienza kept from 1976 until 
she died in 1996: Il vizio di parlare a me stessa: Taccuini 1976-1989 (2011) and La mia parte di gioia: Taccuini: 
1989-1992 (2013).  
10 Imberty, for example, claims that Modesta as an adult looks quite different from the youndg Modesta. See 
Bazzoni, Writing for Freedom, 99-100. 
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of the narrative voice and the narrative strategies used to convey particularly intense episodes. 
As with Morante, I consider the recurrent use of emotion words as important indications of 
intensity. This is not to say that emotional intensity cannot be conveyed without overtly referring 
to emotional states (the episode of the rape demonstrates this).11 However, L’arte della gioia 
constantly deconstructs emotions and their role in keeping the status quo – especially the 
division between men and women, the aggressiveness inculcated in men and the complicity of 
women in  perpetuating misogyny. This makes this text extremely relevant for a discourse on 
women’s emotions and agency, especially if considered in the context of Italian literature of the 
Seventies. Although both Morante and Sapienza rejected the dogmatism of some aspects of 
feminism, reading L’arte della gioia against La Storia, will emphasize Sapienza’s more direct 
engagement with feminist and gender issues, resulting in the hope for an alternative history.   
 
1. A Composite Novel  
The first words of L’arte della gioia – “Ed eccovi me” (AdG 5)12 – clearly position the narrator’s 
memory and perspective as the focus of the narration, and the reader as part of a community of 
spectators. L’arte della gioia could be called a fictional autobiography13 that revolves around 
 
11 A recent philosophical study by Wendy Anne Lee entitled Failures of Feelings (2018) claims that “nothing incites 
the passion like dispassion.” 
12 The English translation (“I am four of five years old,” The Art of Joy 5) normalizes the language of the original 
(literally: “here I am at four or five”). 
13 Sapienza’s entire production mixes autobiography and fiction. She considered her novels Lettera aperta (1967), 
Filo di Mezzogiorno (1969), and Io, Jean Gabin (posthumous, 2010) “un’autobiografia costantemente in fieri” 
which she called “autobiografia delle contraddizioni” (Pellegrino, “Prefazione” to Il filo di mezzogiorno 7). Her 
writing has been defined “autofiction” by many (e.g., Sgavicchia 16). Autofiction is defined by The Oxford 
Dictionary of Literary Terms as a “kind of novel or story that is written as a first‐person narrative and that 
commonly presents itself fictionally as an autobiography of the narrator or as an episode within such an 
autobiographical account.” Philippe Vilain, however, distinguishes autofiction from autobiographical novels in that 
autofiction requires a first-person narrative by a protagonist who has the same name as the author. But some scholars 
that are less purist “see autofiction as a simple resurgence of the autobiographical novel” (5-6). Reviewing the 
English translation of L’arte della gioia, Rosalind Delmer uses the term “autobiografiction,” which was coined by 
Stephen Reynolds. “Where the three converging lines – autobiography, fiction, and the essay – meet, at that point 
lies autobiografiction” Reynolds wrote as early as in 1906 (28). 
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Modesta’s life and Italy’s history of the twentieth century. However, while narrating, Modesta 
struggles to adhere to her experience of the events she describes, as she makes clear in one of her 
metanarrative addresses to the readers: “Il fatto è che voi leggete questa storia, e mi anticipate, 
mentre io la vivo, la vivo ancora” (AdG 99).14 The temporal distance between the narrator and 
the character typical of autobiography is reduced in this novel, as if Modesta were still living her 
adventures. The “unstable” position of the voice (Bazzoni, “The Performative Power of 
Narrative” 80), sometimes situated after the events and sometimes closer to them, determines 
frequent shifts between past and present tense, which is one of the inconsistencies or 
“interruptions” (see Ross) of L’arte della gioia’s narrative structure that helps convey what I 
identify as “moments of intensity.” “Ranging back and forth in time,” Charlotte Ross claims, in 
all her works “Sapienza dis-locates herself from the (contested) moment of composition” (Ross 
7). The same can be said for Modesta, whose narration points at the multiple layers that 
constitute the character and her memory.   
A second type of irregularity in L’arte della gioia is the turn from the first person to the 
third, and even to the second, which echoes other contemporary novels centered on the 
intersection of a woman’s life and the history of the twentieth century.15 Modesta’s narrating 
voice disappears in the sections of L’arte della gioia written in the form of Beatrice’s diary and 
in the chapters written in the dialogical form typical of plays and filmic scripts, which becomes 
more pervasive in the second half of the novel. Sapienza was an actress and a playwright;16 her 
 
14 “The fact is that you are reading this story, and you are ahead of me, whereas I’m living it. I am still living it” 
(The Art of Joy 140). 
15 See, for example, the narrator’s addresses to her characters in La Storia; and Christa Wolf’s impossibility to 
narrate in the first person in another novel that stages its own making, Patterns of Childhood (1976). Right at the 
beginning of the novel is this reflection: “A renewed attempt to barricade yourself. Gradually, as months went by, 
the dilemma crystallized: to remain speechless, or else to live in the third person. The first is impossible, the second 
strange” (Wolf 3). 
16 On Sapienza’s career as an actress, see Cardone. 
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theatrical and cinematographic practice configures the text as a “performative speech in which 
the narrator, like an actor, performs her own story” (Bazzoni, “The Performative Power of 
Narrative” 79).17  
Although inconsistent and evoking “the disconnected layers that constitute the self” 
(Ross 6), this first-person narration grants the character the power to organize the story, select 
the episodes to narrate, and comment on the events of her own life. While Ida has no authority 
over the narration of her story and becomes incapable of speech at the end of La Storia, Modesta 
possesses a voice, and therefore the power to give an interpretation of her own story. At the 
diegetic level, while Ida doesn’t undergo any process of Bildung and remains a child, Modesta 
evolves while investigating herself and pursuing both intellectual and sexual gratification.  
In L’arte della gioia, Modesta builds her own identity by borrowing traits from the 
several characters she meets and by absorbing knowledge from her body, other people and 
books. As a narrator, Modesta relates the formation of her identity and subjectivity, insisting 
more on her process of becoming – based on self-questioning and doubt18 – than on the 
attainment of a final identity. This is in keeping with the “novel of becoming” (a term originally 
used by Mikhail Bakhtin):19 in the “romanzo del divenire”, the formation is a “costruzione di sé” 
rather than a trajectory ending in the happiness of marriage (Chemello 17). Modesta’s marriage 
is, indeed, only a way to gain economic independence, rather than the final goal of her 
development. Modesta gets married at the end of the first part of the novel, but this does not 
 
17 Bazzoni refers here especially to Sapienza’s autobiography Lettera aperta, but the same applies to L’arte della 
gioia.  
18 Doubt is a keyword for Sapienza. La certezza del dubbio – the title of one of her autobiographical volumes – is the 
hermeneutical paradigm in her writings.  
19 The novel has been defined Bildungsroman (Scarparo-Di Rollo 91), but some scholars, for example Laura Fortini 
and Paola Bono, reject this label for novels centered on the formation of a female character and prefer the term 
“romanzo del divenire.” See Bono and Fortini, eds., especially the introduction “Il romanzo del divenire. 
Introduzione” (7-13); and Fortini “Beyond the Canon”. 
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mark the completion of her growth. Her development continues through three more stages, until 
the protagonist is over fifty and finally starts a mature sexual and sentimental relationship.20 
Despite the centrality of this subjectivity, many forms of “interruption” wimple the surface of the 
narrative discourse. According to Ross, such interruptions work against the construction of “a 
sovereign subject,” thereby destabilizing the genre historically recognized as “autobiography” 
(Ross 2).21  
It is indeed difficult to place L’arte della gioia in a specific literary genre, given its 
multiple narrative modes and the intersections between autobiographical and fictional, historical 
and personal. In her investigation of the novel against the traditional literary genres, Claude 
Imberty rightly concludes that L’arte della gioia mixes Buildungsroman, gothic novel, and 
historical novel; each of these genres, she claims, is modified so that the female protagonist can 
gain autonomy.22 However, Modesta’s date of birth, January 1, 1900 (AdG 106) forces us to 
consider the importance of history in the novel, because it makes the protagonist exactly as old 
as the twentieth century.23 Sapienza’s mother, Maria Giudice, journalist, feminist and activist of 
the Italian Socialist Party, provided a model for the protagonist Modesta (Providenti, La porta è 
aperta), and appears in the text as Maria Giudice herself along with historical figures such as 
 
20 The four parts of the novel recalls the division in four volumes of Ferrante’s L’amica geniale. 
21 As I also suggest in note 12 above, the issue of autobiography, fictional or not, would require a long discussion. 
As for Sapienza, see at least Bazzoni’s “The Performative Power of Narrative” and Ross’s “Goliarda Sapienza’s 
Eccentric Interruptions.” However, I am convinced that the autobiographical form is another challenge to the 
Catholic ideology contested in L’arte della gioia: instead of reading hagiographies, Modesta dares to speak about 
herself and her body. It is interesting that the first edition of the book by Stampa Alternativa had the subtitle 
“romanzo anticlericale,” that is “anticlerical novel.” 
22 “L’odio di Goliarda Sapienza è diretto contro alcuni secoli di letteratura che insegnano che il posto della donna è 
fra le mura di un convento o le pareti che invisibili che limitano la sua libertà e la sua facoltà di agire” (Imberty 60). 
“Goliarda Sapienza’s hatred is directed against a few centuries of literature teaching that the place of a woman is 
within the walls of a convent or the invisible walls which limit her freedom and her ability to act” (my translation). 




Antonio Gramsci, Filippo Turati, Angelica Balabanoff and the semi-historical character of Carlo 
Civardi.  
Because of the prominence of history and the Sicilian setting, L’arte della gioia has been 
compared to Il Gattopardo (Scarparo-Di Rollo, 91). Yet, the message of L’arte della gioia seems 
to be the opposite of Il Gattopardo’s leitmotif: everything needs to change, so everything can 
stay the same.24 Modesta kills, studies, lies, gives birth, loves both women and men, has an 
abortion, participates in the resistance, goes to prison, leaves and comes back to her island. From 
her poor and abused childhood, she turns into a principessa and head of her own household, 
forms an extended and unconventional family, and enters the political arena, which she then 
abandons to open a bookstore. At the end of the novel, everything has changed for her. Not only 
for her: everything has changed for women in general. Modesta is the first Sicilian woman asked 
to be a member of Parliament. One of her adopted daughters can dream of becoming a pilot. 
Women couldn’t even study when Modesta was a child and the division of gender roles was 
much stricter.  
Precisely in attempting to foreground the importance of history,25 Bazzoni identifies two 
threads in the novel: the history of women, and the history of a revolutionary political minority 
(Bazzoni, “Gli anni e le stagioni” 33). The oppression of women in both the private and public 
space, the relationship between the sexes and the role of women in perpetuating the divisions are 
also the cause of Modesta’s most violent emotion – hatred. Yet, from the recognition of hatred, 
 
24 Alessandro Aiello and Giuseppe Di Maio’s documentary about Goliarda Sapienza is indeed called L’Anti-
Gattopardo. 
25 History meant as “dimensione sociale che si sviluppa lungo un asse temporale lineare, ma anche come relazione 
fra la sfera individuale e quella collettiva, come banco di prova delle ideologie di volta in volta usate come chiavi 
interpretative e di intervento sul reale, e come spazio narrativo in cui si accompagnano eventi, personaggi e idee” 
(Bazzoni, “Gli anni e le stagioni” 33), “a social dimension that develops along a linear temporal axis, but also as a 
relation between individual and collective spheres, as a testbed for ideologies used as interpretive tools and as means 
of intervention in the real, and as a narrative space linking events, characters and ideas” (my translation). 
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Modesta derives joy. I extend Bazzoni’s notion of the history of women to include the 
representation of motherhood as the continuation of the division of the sexes metaphorically 
referred to as “mutilation.” I also add a third thread: Fascism seen not only as a critical historical 
moment, but also as a trans-historical ideology (as in La Storia, in which all power is Fascist), 
and as internalized oppression and misogyny, whose typical emotion is shame. Therefore, while 
for the character of Ida I consider Agamben’s notion of shame as part the subject’s inner 
structure, in this chapter shame emerges as the result of gender division. In both cases, however, 
shame (like other emotions) is transmissible and inherited.  
The moments of dramatic intensity represented in the novel are in my view linked to the 
three main areas mentioned above, which intertwine and echo each other in various ways. The 
intensity of emotions experienced through the sexed body and through political passion opens up 
two particularly productive lines of investigation in Part One and Part Two. The first part covers 
Modesta’s childhood with her mother and her sister Tina in a poor home, followed by her years 
in a convent, her adolescence with Beatrice in the villa Brandiforti, her marriage to Prince 
Ippolito, and the birth of her son Prando, conceived with Carmine, the gabellotto (a sort of estate 
manager or administrator) of the family’s estate. In the second part, the principessa meets Carlo, 
a Communist doctor from Milan, and from him she learns about politics and ethics. After a brief 
affair with Carlo, Modesta resumes her relationship with Carmine and, when the latter dies, has a 
troubled liaison with Carmine’s son, Mattia. When Carlo is murdered, Modesta suspects Mattia 
and their fight ends with the two characters shooting each other. They both survive and Modesta 
sees this fight as yet another birth: her “self” is finally whole. This seems to contradict what I 
said about the lack of a final identity. But the “healing” of Modesta’s self is not to be understood 
as overcoming the contradictions; it is, rather, the acceptance of contradictions and doubts. As I 
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will argue later, the end of the second part, halfway through the book, marks the switch from the 
analysis of her own emotion to the exploration of the sociality of emotion. 
In what follows, I will first focus on the deconstruction of gender roles in the first two 
parts of the novel by analyzing Modesta’s rape and her subsequent seclusion in the convent, 
which clearly testify to patriarchal oppression. Intensity for Modesta starts in the body and is a 
physical experience, which occurs in the form of tremors, blushing, or physical battles in which 
the stakes are her life and freedom. Her rape and the birth of her son Eriprando are exemplary of 
these battles. Each time Modesta prevails and “gives birth to herself.” After analyzing the initial 
rape scene as an example of intensity in the book (whose imagery returns in the scene of 
childbirth), I will point out how Modesta develops a theory of emotion in order to: deconstruct 
her fear and hatred (negative emotions), put them into a narrative sequence and make them 
productive (that is using them to initiate action).  
I will then turn to history and politics as a source of intensity for Modesta. Real and 
imaginary conversations about history and politics trigger the character’s political passion, which 
ignites her joy and agency. To cultivate this passion Modesta learns how to read books, comes 
into contact with great political thinkers (often via other characters that come from continental 
Italy) and envisions progressive ideas of history.  
In the third and fourth parts of the novel, in which Modesta is thirty to fifty years old, 
history becomes more prominent but Modesta is less affected by it, at least emotionally. She 
meets Joyce in Part Three and then Nina in Part Four. They represent two opposite ways of 
living sexuality and womanhood. I consider the two characters as embodiments of two opposing 
emotions: shame and joy. The first is the enforcement of patriarchy, and the second is a 
liberating intensity, which through joy and laughter subverts the discourse of patriarchal 
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hierarchies and power. Ultimately, this chapter makes the argument that while questioning the 
production of History as a male construction, L’arte della gioia advocates for a “grammar of 
emotions” necessary to debunk internalized fascism for both women and men that places the 
body at the center of human experience and not in opposition to the mind.  
L’arte della gioia is, indeed, a challenge to some Manichean approaches to emotions, 
which duplicates the body/mind dichotomy that has often characterized Western culture, with a 
few exceptions.26 Therefore, discussing how Modesta turns her bodily experience into thought 
and action, my theoretical framework combines Nussbaum’s neo-Stoic notion of emotions as 
judgments with the notion of affect as intense bodily reactions (as in Massumi’s “The Autonomy 
of Affect.” “Becoming active” indicates, therefore, at the same time the distinctiveness of the 
female experience (as in “the novel of becoming”), the centrality of the body, and the possible 
acquisition of political agency from a marginal position. The body with its affects and drives is 
crucial to this development; yet emotions as cognitive processes remain central in this work. In 
Upheavals of Thought, Martha Nussbaum defines emotions as personal, eudemonistic 
evaluations (that is, they tend toward what we see as our happiness), “as judgments in which 
people acknowledge the great importance, for their own flourishing, of things that they do not 
fully control” (90). This acceptance is part of Modesta’s process of becoming. 
A multiple approach to emotions is necessary for additional reasons. First, in the novel 
emotions are embodied but also shared and “transmitted.” Second, the notion that emotions are 
personal (Nussbaum) also needs to be reevaluated as the novel assumes a collective dimension. 
One example of how emotions assume political value is Modesta’s attempt to build a new family 
 
26 This dichotomy exists also in the extant scholarship on Sapienza, which has insisted on the double nature of 




model that replaces the traditional family held together by biological and patriarchal 
relationships with an emotional community in which the bonds are built through shared ethical 
attitudes. Modesta defends the freedom of all “her” children, while raising citizens aware of their 
privileges and therefore of their responsibilities in society.  
 
2. Intensity and the Female Body 
2.1 The Rape as Paradigmatic Scene 
When her story begins, Modesta is a child who has just discovered erotic pleasure with the help 
of her friend Tuzzu and has started practicing autoeroticism. Nine-year-old Modesta experiences 
what Ida never enjoys in La Storia, that is, the joy and pleasure of her body. Like Ida, however, 
Modesta is raped at the beginning of the narration; the rape triggers the plot, although in a less 
compelling way than in La Storia, because it does not seem to have consequences for Modesta’s 
interior life. While I consider Ida’s rape as an effect of emotional imbalance under the influence 
of history, the initial chapters of L’arte della gioia are not “historical”: they lack any temporal 
framework, and appear like “una specie di incubo, un racconto fantasmatico” from which the 
historical novel emerges later (Imberty 60-61).27  
If the rape scene is not a “historical” one, it could be considered a paradigmatic one on 
three levels. By this, I mean first that it is representative of a common phenomenon – child 
sexual abuse at the hands of family members – which in Italy was diffuse across space and social 
classes, though still neglected in public discourse when Sapienza wrote the novel, and probably 
 
27 The different pace of the first part compared with the rest of the novel has been noted by many readers and critics, 
but it is still unclear whether they depend on the posthumous editing of the manuscript or are intentional (Bazzoni, 
Writing for Freedom 92).  
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still remains underestimated.28 Second, it is paradigmatic within Sapienza’s overall production, 
and represents one of the aspects of her life which are relevant to her novels: Lettera aperta 
resonates with the fear of the father as a possible rapist of his stepdaughters, and with the 
mother’s cry “Non la stuprare!” (“don’t rape her” 17, 121); Destino coatto (posthumous, 2011) 
contains various short stories which directly or indirectly allude to sexual violence inflicted on 
girls. Finally, the scene is paradigmatic in that it sets the model for other dramatic moments in 
L’arte della gioia in which Modesta must fight for her life, or in which she is presented with an 
opportunity to be reborn. On a narrative level, the scene is characterized by a continuous shift 
between the first and the third person and between past and present, thus establishing the stylistic 
trait of Sapienza’s depiction of moments of intensity in this book. 
Giving the recurrence of the image of the violent father in previous works, it is not 
surprising that Modesta’s rapist is a mysterious man that claims to be her father. The child is 
initially pleased by his attention, in part because her mother never shows any affection for her: 
“quando mi sollevò fra le braccia, le mie carezze e le carezze di Tuzzu svanivano in confronto al 
piacere che sentivo fra le gambe per quelle mani pesanti e leggere piene di peli morbidi e biondi” 
(AdG 12).29 When the man undresses her, however, the narrator abruptly switches to the third 
person: “Doveva scappare, ma la roccia lentamente si era arrovesciata su di lei e la schiacciava 
alle tavole del letto grande e il fuoco saliva” (AdG 14).30 What follows is a disturbing scene, in 
 
28 See the first part of Luciano Parisi’s essay on Comencini’s La bestia nel cuore for a first recognition of the 
phenomenon in Italy (674-676) and for the narratives of sexual abuse in writers such as Grazia Deledda, Alberto 
Moravia and Dacia Maraini (676-679). Alberica Bazzoni emphasizes the anticipatory aspect of Sapienza’s work, 
especially Lettera aperta, in unveiling the reality of sexual abuse on young girls, noting the similarities with later 
works by Fabrizia Ramondino (Althénopolis, 1981), Lala Cardella (Volevo i pantaloni, 1989), Dacia Maraini 
(Bagheria, 1993), Elena Ferrante (L’amore molesto, 1995) among others (Writing for Freedom, 35-36). 
29 “When he lifted me into his arms, my own stroking and Tuzzu’s caresses faded in comparison to the pleasure I 
felt between my legs, held by those hands, so heavy yet so gentle, covered with soft, blond hair” (The Art of Joy 14). 
30 “She had to get away, but the rock had slowly rolled over on her, crushing her against the wooden planks of the 
big bed, and the flames were arising” (The Art of Joy 14). 
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which Modesta is horrified and helpless; she cannot even move. Adriana Cavarero aptly 
describes the state of unresponsiveness in which the victim of “unilateral violence” is caught: 
“Defenseless and in the power of the other, the helpless person finds [herself] substantially in a 
condition of passivity, undergoing violence [she] can neither flee from nor defend against” 
(Horrorism 30). Like the child of Cavarero’s example, who is potentially exposed to the pleasure 
of care or to the horror of violence, Modesta expects care and pleasure from her “father,”31 but 
she is in fact wounded: 
Quell’uomo non la teneva sotto l’ascella, non l’accarezzava come Tuzzu, ma le tirava le 
gambe e le infilava, nel buco da dove esce la pipì, qualcosa di duro che tagliava. Doveva 
aver preso il coltello di cucina e la voleva squartare come a Pasqua la mamma squartava 
con l’aiuto di Tuzzu l’agnello. Entrava la lama fra le cosce tremanti dell’agnello – la 
mano grande affondava nel sangue per dividere, separare – e lei sarebbe rimasta lì sulle 
tavole del letto, a pezzi. (AdG 14)32 
This is the graphic description of one of the most shocking moments in the novel, which is 
intensified not only by its referent, but also by the narrative techniques, including the use of a 
child’s perspective and language, similes and metaphors (“dove esce la pipì,” “come a Pasqua la 
mamma”), as well as the already mentioned turn to the third person. Finally, the analogy with the 
lamb further stresses Modesta’s helplessness, while recalling the biblical symbol of innocence.  
 
31 The reader will never know whether this man is actually Modesta’s father, who is said to be a sailor. At the end of 
the novel, Modesta says that she once met a man who said he was her father, implying she doesn’t necessarily 
believe that.   
32 “That man wasn’t holding her under his arm, wasn’t caressing her like Tuzzu did. Instead, he roughly sprang her 
legs and stuck something hard and cutting in the hole where pee-pee comes out. He must have taken the kitchen 
knife and wanted to cut her up like Mama quartered the lamb with Tuzzu’s help at Easter. The blade was entering 
the lamb’s quivering thighs – the big hand sank into the blood to divide, split apart – and she would be left there on 
the planks of the bed, torn to pieces” (The Art of Joy 17). 
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Soon after this passage, the narration pauses for a moment; a blank space appears on the 
page and the reader must pause as well. Thus, the manner in which words are arranged on the 
page signifies a suspension. Modesta, the protagonist, might have lost consciousness for a 
moment, like Ida during her sexual assault, but no account of Modesta’s forgetfulness (Ida’s 
smemoratezza) is provided. This blank space is certainly representative of Modesta’s paralysis. 
“In horror,” says Cavarero, “there is no instinctive movement of flight in order to survive, much 
less the contagious turmoil of panic. Rather, movement is blocked in total paralysis, and each 
victim is affected on its own” (8). Modesta is both vulnerable and defenseless or inerme, to use 
Cavarero’s original word, both in the moment she lies still like a butchered piece of meat and 
later, when she cannot narrate the rape in the first person (or even name it), despite the temporal 
distance between the event and the account. 
When the story resumes, the child Modesta is puzzled by the pain she is suffering and at 
the realization of still being alive. Modesta the narrator, in turn, wavers between the impersonal, 
first and third person, while describing how her nine-year-old self comes back to her body:  
Non si vedeva niente. Il sole era calato? O lei era già morta, tagliata a pezzi come 
l’agnello? Il dolore del coltello era ancora lì e saliva su per l’ombelico dentro lo stomaco, 
su fino al petto che si spaccava. Eppure le braccia si muovevano. Con le dita cercai il 
coltello, era lì attaccato alle spalle. Anche il petto era intatto e anche la pancia, intatta. 
Sotto la pancia la carne tagliata bruciava e qualcosa di denso e liscio, un liquido strano, 
colava, non è pipì, è sangue. Non aveva bisogno di guardare: lo conosceva da sempre. 
(AdG 14)33 
 
33 “You couldn’t see anything. Had the sun gone down? Or was she already dead, quartered like the lamb? The 
knife’s pain was still there, rising up past her belly button into her stomach, then further up, shattering her chest. Yes 
she was able to move her arms. She searched for the knife with her fingers, there it was, shoved in from behind. Her 
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Not only does the focalization continually shift between the inside and the outside, but it also 
lingers in-between, an ambivalence created by the lack of possessive adjectives, which is 
allowed in Italian for the parts of one’s body (il petto instead of il mio/suo petto), but still creates 
an ambiguity and a sense of detachment between sense of self and sense of one’s body.34 The 
temporal distance also rapidly changes from the past to the present and back to the past, not only 
in this paragraph (“colava, non è pipì, è sangue. Non aveva”), but also in the following one: “Era 
meglio restare ferma con gli occhi chiusi e dormire, ma il sole mi spacca la testa e devo aprire gli 
occhi” (AdG 15, my emphasis).35 As later in the novel, Modesta feels the need to sleep. 
However, if later she will allow herself to withdraw from her life (and storytelling), in this 
moment a loss of consciousness would put her in danger again: 
Il dolore ora non c’era più e suo padre sembrava felice nel sonno. Presto si sarebbe 
svegliato e sicuramente avrebbe voluto rifare quello che l’aveva reso così felice. La 
mamma lo diceva sempre: “È una disgrazia nascere femmine, ti viene il sangue e addio 
salute e pace! Quelli non cercano che il loro piacere, ti squartano da cima a fondo e non si 
saziano mai.” (AdG 15)36 
The verb squartare, with its violent metaphorical and onomatopoetic intensity, repeatedly used 
by her mother strongly affects the way Modesta conceptualizes her experience of the rape, for 
which she uses the same verb, together with tagliare, dividere, separare, and the phrase a 
 
chest was intact and her belly too, intact. Only the torn flesh below her belly burned and something thick and slimy, 
a strange fluid, oozed: not pee, blood. She didn’t need to look: she had known it for ever” (The Art of Joy 17-18). 
34 This ambiguity is lost in the English translation. See note above. 
35 “Better to lie still with my eyes closed and sleep, but the sun is splitting my head and I have to open my eyes” 
(The Art of Joy 18). 
36 “The pain was gone now and her father seemed happy in his sleep. Soon he would wake up and would certainly 
want to do again the thing that had made him so happy. Mama always said: ‘It’s a misfortune to be born a woman; 
once the blood comes, goodbye peace and contentment! All they want is their own pleasure, they quarter you from 
top to bottom, never satisfied’” (The Art of Joy 18, emphasis mine). 
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pezzi.37 Yet, it is worth noting that the mother’s words directly connect the semantic field of 
separation and disconnection with the condition of being a woman, which is a misfortune 
(“disgrazia”). Indeed, at the beginning of her story, Modesta appears as a young Sicilian girl 
bound to dwell at the margin of society both because of the status of her family (“si mangiava 
pane e olive, pane e cipolla. Si cucinava solo la domenica,” AdG 5)38 and because she is 
femmina. As a child, her only expectation is to become like her mother, who never laughs, 
“perché era femmina, sicuramente” (AdG 6),39 or her sister, who has Down syndrome: “Se lei 
aveva vent’anni ed era femmina, tutte le femmine dovevano sicuramente diventare come lei o 
come la mamma; per i maschi era diverso” (AdG 6).40 The separation between the sexes, which 
wasn’t real for Modesta until the moments before the rape, has now started. The man described 
as “her father” is now designated with the demonstrative pronoun used for distant object: “quello 
già si muove. Devo scappare. Ma dove?” (AdG 15, my emphasis).41  
In this scene, a new identity is imposed on Modesta by the violence and her menstrual 
bleeding alike:42 “Io prima ero una bambina, ma ora sono diventata femmina e devo stare 
attenta” (AdG 15).43 Modesta relies on the knowledge transmitted to her by her mother, the 
certainty, that is, of an unavoidable subalternity of women to men, which becomes internalized 
especially because it is passed on from women to other women. “La profondità di questo 
 
37 Quarter, cut up, divide, split apart, torn to pieces. See note 32 above. 
38 “We ate bread and olives, bread and onions. We cooked only on Sundays” (The Art of Joy 5). 
39 “And this too must have been because she was a female” (The Art of Joy 6). 
40 “Since she was twenty years old and female, all females at twenty must surely become like her, or like my mother. 
For males it was different” (The Art of Joy 6). 
41 “he’s already moving. I have to get away. But where?” (The Art of Joy 18). Only at the end of the novel this 
distance will be bridged. 
42 This association is pervasive in a novel published in 1967 (when Sapienza started working on the novel), In 
contumacia, by Giacoma Limentani, where the 12-year-old protagonist, raped by four fascists, is convinced that the 
men planted a ribbon of blood in her belly, until her mother (who doesn’t know about the rape) explains her that she 
is menstruating. 
43 “Before I was a child, but now I am a woman and I have to be careful” (The Art of Joy 18). 
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insegnamento da madre a figlia di disprezzare il proprio sesso è così forte e tenace che a volte si 
perde la speranza,”44 Sapienza wrote in her diary in April 1979 (Il vizio di parlare a me stessa 
90).  
L’arte della gioia is a deconstruction of this transmitted belief and the “certainties” of 
Modesta’s mother. Despite the insistence on the adverb sicuramente (surely) that is repeated 
throughout the first chapters of the novel, or maybe as an act of resistance against it, Modesta 
decides to set fire to the house where her mother and sister have been locked in the bathroom by 
her “father.” She has probably the intention of killing the very symbols of female subalternity in 
her family. A “climax di rancore e rabbia” (Cagnolati 64) precedes the act: 
bastava girare la chiave e rifugiarsi fra le braccia della mamma. Ma nessun rumore 
veniva da quella porta e poi la mamma non mi aveva mai abbracciata, solo Tina 
abbracciava. E anche ora, poggiando l’orecchio al legno, si sentiva che dormivano 
abbracciate. Si sentiva il respiro pesante di Tina e quello leggero della mamma, come 
ogni sera nel letto grande: io ai piedi e loro abbracciate nel verso giusto. No, non avrebbe 
aperto, voleva solo sapere se anche lì in terra erano abbracciate. (AdG 15)45 
What follows seems to be an instinctive act: Modesta sets the house on fire perhaps because of 
the abjection of (in the double sense of toward and from) her sister and her mother.46 The latter 
has no name and is described as “un vestito vuoto” and “un mucchio di stracci” (AdG 12).47 Still, 
 
44 “The depth of this teaching from mother to daughter to despise their own sex is so strong and tenacious that 
sometimes hope is lost” (my translation). 
45 “All I had to do was turn the key and take refuge in Mama’s arms. But no sound came from that door, plus Mama 
had never hugged me; she only hugged Tina. Even now, pressing an ear to the wood, I could hear them sleeping in 
each other’s arms. I could hear Tina’s heavy breathing and Mama’s lighter breath, just like every night in the big 
bed: me at the foot of the bed and those two clasped together up there. No, she wouldn’t open the door; she just 
wanted to know if even there on the floor they were hugging” (The Art of Joy 18).  
46 They are rendered abject by Modesta and Modesta is rendered abject by them. They make her sleep at their feet 
and reject her affection, because supposedly she doesn’t need it. In this sense, she is rendered abject by being 
healthy when usually it is the sickly body that is rendered abject and rejected. 
47 “an empty dress […] a heap of rags” (The Art of Joy 14). 
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Modesta might be jealous of her mother, who devotes all of her attention to the other daughter, 
Tina, while Modesta has to sleep far from her body and is disregarded because she is healthy.48  
Prendendo il lume forse dalle fessure si poteva vedere. Niente, non si vedeva niente… Le 
devo svegliare, con la luce della lampada le devo svegliare… Basta posare la lampada 
vicino alla porta e togliere il vetro che protegge la fiamma che quella, come il sole, già mi 
spacca la fronte se non arretro, e subito sguscia rapida sul legno secco d’arsura. (AdG 
15)49 
This passage resonates with Modesta’s trepidation, conveyed through the shift from the 
impersonal in the imperfetto tense (“si poteva”) to the first person acting in the present (“devo”). 
Modesta describes the scene as if she were living it, with the pauses (the ellipses) and the focus 
on her ongoing thinking process (“le devo svegliare”) which is different from her action (“basta 
posare la lampada”). Therefore, in this first homicide the level of Modesta’s consciousness is 
unclear and the ambiguity is strong. One can assume that it represents a symbolic act of 
purification on her part, as well as a spontaneous, irrational act. In the first two parts of the novel, 
more murders will occur, which however result from premeditation. Only this first double 
homicide seems to arise from a situation independent from Modesta’s will. 
 
 
48 Sapienza here foregrounds the desire for the mother mixed with anger and abjection that will play a fundamental 
role in Ferrante, who, however, never portrays the killing of a mother. See, for instance, Delia’s dream of biting off 
her mother’s finger in Ferrante’s L’amore molesto. 
49 “Maybe she could see through the cracks with the lamp. Nothing, you couldn’t see anything… I have to wake 
them up, I have to wake them with the lamplight… All I do is set the lamp down near the door and remove the glass 
that protects the flame: like the sun, the flame blazes up and scorches my forehead, making me step back. Almost 
immediately it creeps swiftly along the parched wood. It hasn’t rained for months” (The Art of Joy 18). 
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2.2 Healthy Hatred 
The desire of a little girl, the unexpected violence and the description of her pain make the 
beginning of L’arte della gioia dramatic, intense, and a compelling inquiry into socially 
constructed gender roles (a topic which will become explicit in the rest of the novel). Moreover, 
it provides part of the emotional groundwork for the rest of the novel: Modesta hates and 
disposes of all things (and people) that present obstacles to her freedom. However, this is a 
conclusion one can only reach later in the novel. In the “primary” scene of the rape, Modesta’s 
explicit reflection on her own emotions is missing. It will restart in the convent where she is sent 
after the rape and the fire. There, Modesta pretends to be too traumatized to tell the facts and 
even fakes epileptic attacks (a reference to Ida, according to Bazzoni, “Agency and History” 
156): “è la voce di madre Leonora che mi suggeriva di svenire. Era facile” (AdG 16).50 In fact, 
she is enthusiastic about the warm and reassuring body of Mother Leonora (whereas her mother 
never showed signs of affection for her), and by the new, refined language that suddenly 
becomes available to her (whereas she was used to ugly words and swearing).  
The convent holds many books and the nuns use words with aesthetic and affective 
qualities: “tante parole nuove e belle che nei primi tempi, a furia di stare attenta per acchiapparle, 
mi girava la testa e mi mancava il fiato” (AdG 20).51 The possibility of an education is, however, 
connoted as an almost illicit act on the part of Modesta: when she exclaims “Diventerò anche io 
una dotta!,” Mother Leonora, who runs the convent and has “adopted” her, replies: “Pazzerella 
che sei! E a che ti serve se sei donna? La donna non può arrivare mai alla sapienza dell’uomo” 
 
50 “is the voice of Mother Leonora suggesting that I faint. It was easy” (The Art of Joy 20). 
51 “I learned so many beautiful new words that at first, listening closely so I could catch them all, my head would 
spin and I felt breathless” (The Art of Joy 26). 
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(AdG 20).52 As when describing the rape, the narrating voice abruptly switches from the first to 
the third person:  
Il male! Il male! Certo quando faceva così era proprio noiosa e anche il viso le si 
alterava: si rinsecchiva e si storceva. Era per questo che Modesta volgeva lo sguardo, era 
per non vederla così: solo bella la voleva vedere. (AdG 21)53  
The “separation of others into bodies that can be loved or hated is part of the work of emotions,” 
according to Sara Ahmed, who clarifies that “emotions, which respond to the proximity of 
others, do not respond the way they do because of the inherent characteristics of others.” In fact, 
Ahmed continues, “it is through affective encounters that objects and others are perceived as 
having attributes” (52). This is particularly true in L’arte della gioia, where people can appear 
beautiful or ugly, tall or short, according to Modesta’s particular emotional state. Therefore, 
Mother Leonora – beautiful and comforting before – appears to be unpleasant and threatening. In 
Ahmed’s theory, emotions modify the alignment of bodies, how they come together or separate 
in space. In this case, Modesta (the character) turns away her gaze, while Modesta (the voice) 
gives up the first person. The first detaches herself from the hated face, the latter from the 
memory of Mother Leonora.  
In L’arte della gioia, women’s exclusion from culture and their experience of sexual 
violence are represented by means of the same stylistic disruptions – the shift, that is, from first 
to third person, from past to present tense. However, it is when she thinks that culture will be 
precluded to her that Modesta speaks of hatred, a word that doesn’t appear in the rape scene. 
 
52 “‘I am going to become a scholar too!’ ‘What a silly creature you are! What good would it do to you, being a 
female? A woman can never attain the wisdom of a man’” (The Art of Joy 26). 
53 “Sinfulness! The Devil! She was truly tiresome when she acted like that and even her face changed: it got 
withered and twisted. That was why Modesta looked away, not to see her that way. She only wanted to see her 
beautiful” (The Art of Joy 27). 
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One could argue that the rape, despite the intensity of the trauma, doesn’t recur as a memory in 
the narration because the physical violence is a result of the cultural construction of men’s 
strength as opposed to women’s weakness. It is by debunking this cultural separation that the 
physical violence can perhaps be eliminated. 
After the rape, there is not much physical violence against women in the novel, and by 
the end of the story Modesta seems to have forgotten both her mother and her father. But the 
oppression of women is a recurrent topic throughout the novel. The association femmina-
disgrazia, for instance, is resumed when Beatrice, Modesta’s friend and ex-lover, gives birth to a 
girl and is therefore disappointed and frustrated.54 Modesta’s body shakes at Beatrice’s words, 
and she feels a blind hatred at the realization that “la donna è nemica della donna come e quanto 
l’uomo” (AdG 247).55 Her body is the first organ to feel this hatred and to resonate with it. But at 
this point Modesta knows very well what this emotion is, that it can be productive, and that there 
is no need to suppress it. She learns it in the convent, experiencing her hatred for Mother 
Leonora.  
In the convent, Modesta keeps learning words and musical notes – or better stealing 
them, as women do, according to Claudine Herrmann and Hélène Cixous56 – until Mother 
Leonora decides to send her away: “Dove andrai non avrai possibilità di studiare, ma in 
 
54 In line with the vision of History of the novel, which allows progress despite a somewhat cyclical time, Mattia can 
later say that “Per fortuna almeno questo è cambiato, avere due femmine non è più una preoccupazione come prima” 
(AdG 478). “Fortunately, this at least has changed: having two daughters is no longer as worrisome as it was before” 
(The Art of Joy 628). Modesta is also able to have a safe and painless abortion, when she decides that she doesn’t 
want a child from Carlo, thanks to a science that she thinks will benefit women especially (AdG 209). 
55 “women are women’s enemy, just as men are” (The Art of Joy 330). 
56 Both Hélène Cixous and Claudine Herrmann, author of The Tongue Snatchers, insist on the double meaning, in 
French, of the verb voler (to fly and to steal). See for instance “The Laugh of the Medusa”: “Flying [or stealing] is 
woman’s gesture […]; for centuries we’ve been able to possess only by flying; we’ve lived in flight, stealing away, 
finding, when desired, narrow passageways, hidden crossovers” (Cixous 887).  
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compenso avrai il privilegio di imparare un mestiere” (AdG 38);57 she will be able to choose 
only among skills suitable to a woman. It is on this occasion that Modesta learns to embrace 
hatred in a moment of emotional intensity that leads her to become active:  
Ormai la odiavo. Impensatamente quell’emozione di odio – che loro dicevano peccato – 
mi diede una sferzata di gioia così forte che dovetti stringere i pugni e le labbra per non 
mettermi a cantare e a correre. (AdG 41)58 
As it often happens, Modesta’s awareness of her own emotions gives her a secondary emotion, 
which is joy, an emotion-name that often comes in combination with the word corpo or with 
other emotion words, and which will appear as a mutable emotion in the rest of the novel.  
In Modesta’s subverted notion of good and evil, positive emotions can derive from 
negative ones: hatred is “esercizio di salute” (AdG 42).59 This hatred, similar to anger but more 
absolute, is directed at the person rather than at the acts that the person might have committed. 
According to Martha Nussbaum, 
Hatred is [a] negative emotion that focuses on the entirety of the person, rather than a 
single act. Although anger is directed at a person, its focus is an act, and when the act is 
disposed of somehow, anger could be expected to go away. Hatred, by contrast, is global, 
and if acts are involved it is simply because everything about the person is seen in a 
negative light. (Anger and Forgiveness 50) 
Modesta hates Mother Leonora as a person at this point, instead of just being angry at her 
decision to send her away and not let her study. As a matter of fact, this hatred is not directed at a 
 
57 “You will not have the opportunity to study where you are going, but in return you will have the privilege of 
learning a skill” (The Art of Joy 52). 
58 “By now I hated her. Unexpectedly, that feeling of hate – which they say was a sin – gave me a burst of joy so 
intense that I had to clench my fists and clamp my mouth shut to keep from singing and jumping up and down” (The 
Art of Joy 57). 
59 “physical exercise” (The Art of Joy 58). 
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specific act, but at everything Mother Leonora represents, that is, humility and abnegation 
inflicted by the Church. Quoting Aristotle, Nussbaum adds that unlike with anger, which “is 
fully compatible with liking or even loving the person”, “the only thing that will really satisfy 
hatred is that the person cease to exist” (50). And indeed, Modesta devises a plan to kill Mother 
Leonora. Monica Farnetti calls Modesta’s homicides “amorous misogyny”: Modesta hates those 
women who do not comply with her own idea of womanhood, and who provoke her abjection. In 
other words, she hates, since she cannot see herself reflected in them in the way she wants her 
womanhood to be manifested, which forecloses her possibility of identifying herself as “qualcosa 
di grande” (Farnetti 94).   
 
2.3 A Grammar of Emotions 
The joy Modesta experiences at being able to decode her emotion and repeating that forbidden 
word odio is not the joy expressed through laughter – which has a social function (Bergson 8 and 
passim) – but is rather the deactivation of a negative sensation,60 via the deconstruction of the 
negative emotion. For example, in the convent, after realizing and analyzing her hatred for 
Mother Leonora, Modesta cuts the tight strips that hide her breasts and, finally naked, she says, 
using the present tense: “ritrovo la mia carne” (AdG 41).61 A long time has passed, Modesta 
adds, since she last felt pleasure. Luce Irigaray writes that “In order for woman to reach the place 
where she takes pleasure, an analysis of the various systems of oppression brought to bear on her 
is assuredly necessary” (31). Modesta, in only a few chapters of her long story, has already 
 
60 It might be useful to recall Silvan Tompkins’s theory of affects here: while certain affects, like surprise, are 
marked by a slight increase in brain activity, and others by a rapid increase, like fear, when the brain activity 
decreases the person feel enjoyment or joy. After the intensity of fear or hatred, Modesta enjoys her own ability to 
recognize the emotion.  
61 “I rediscover my flesh” (The Art of Joy 57). 
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started to unmask the patriarchal system of power that expresses itself through sexual violence, 
the oppression represented by religion, and how both systems deny women access to pleasure 
and education. She has also started to redirect her emotions instead of repressing them, and to 
liberate her body from the burden of shame linked with sexuality, represented by the tight strips: 
Avevo ritrovato il mio corpo. In quei mesi d’esilio, chiusa in quella corazza di dolore, 
non mi ero più accarezzata. Accecata dal terrore avevo dimenticato di avere il seno, il 
ventre, le gambe. Allora il dolore, l’umiliazione, la paura, non erano come dicevano, una 
fonte di purificazione e beatitudine. Erano ladri viscidi che di notte, approfittando del 
sonno, scivolavano al capezzale per rubarti la gioia di essere viva. Quelle donne non 
facevano nessun rumore quando ti passavano accanto o entravano e uscivano dalle loro 
celle: non avevano corpo. (AdG 42, emphasis added)62 
Fighting against the separation from the body imposed on women by patriarchy and religion, 
Modesta turns her own body into a sounding board for both positive and negative emotions: “E 
ora che avevo trovato l’intensità del mio piacere, mai più mi sarei abbandonata alla rinuncia e 
all’umiliazione che loro tanto predicavano” (AdG 42).63 It is difficult to say whether the 
metaphors “corazza di dolore” and “accecata dal terrore” are to be taken seriously or ironically. 
Indeed, Modesta only superficially adheres to the rules of contrition imposed in the convent, and 
later she will use the same rhetoric of penitence to reinforce the saintly image that some people 
attach to her – especially in prison, to obtain favors from the nuns that work there. In fact, the 
 
62 “I had rediscovered my body. During those months of exile, locked up in that armour of despair, I had stopped 
stroking myself. Blinded by terror, I had forgotten that I had breasts, a belly, legs. So sorrow, humiliation and fear 
were not, as they said, a source of purification and beatitude. They were slimy thieves that took advantage of sleep 
to creep to your bedside in the night and rob you of the joy of being alive. Those women didn’t make a sound when 
they passed you or went in and out of their cells: they had no body. I didn’t want to become insubstantial like them” 
(The Art of Joy 58). 
63 “And now that I had rediscovered the intensity of my pleasure, I would never again surrender to the renunciation 
and humiliation that they preached so much” (The Art of Joy 58). 
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terms “corazza di dolore” and “accecata dal terrore” could be hyperboles that signify the type of 
emotion that the Church wants to impose, but also an exaggeration that creates a comic effect 
(see Bergson 125), reinforced by the parodic reference to Dante of a few lines before: “E senza 
poterci fare niente cominciai a piangere e singhiozzare. Ma veramente, con vere lagrime, come 
dice il poeta” (AdG 40).64 Yet, Modesta’s emotions are never aligned with the expectations of 
the other characters and their interpretation of Modesta’s pain. Modesta reassures the readers that 
she is just pretending to cry, or that in fact she is laughing. 
Modesta’s practice of “prudenza” suggests that she has never fully embraced the idea of 
sorrow as necessary to beatitude, which – in the passage quoted above – is not a transcendent 
state, but a material one: “la gioia di vivere.” This is more than a momentary emotion, but an 
attitude and a state that can be attained with practice and with detachment. André Bella compares 
Modesta’s “detachment” with the classical parrhesia: “For Modesta, practicing detachment 
means working on her capability to watch herself from outside in order to discover the ties that 
constrain her” (52). In this courageous practice of “telling the truth” (this is the meaning of the 
word parrhesia), lies the “capability of deconditioning oneself from the conventions of society” 
(48). Besides telling the truth in front of others, sometimes even inadvertently, Modesta forces 
herself to see the truth: 
Altro che pentirmi, dovevo studiare me stessa e gli altri come si studia la grammatica, la 
musica, e smetterla di abbandonarmi così alle emozioni, che bella parola, emozioni! Ma 
ormai non avevo più tempo per le parole, dovevo solo pensare cosa era quella nostalgia. 
(AdG 30)65 
 
64 “Unable to help it, I started crying and sobbing. But for real, with real tears, as the Poet says” (The Art of Joy 56). 
65 “Never mind repenting. What I had to do was study myself and others like you study grammar and music, and 
stop indulging in my emotions. Such a beautiful word, ‘emotions’! But I had no time for words now. I had to think 
about what that longing was” (The Art of Joy 41). 
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Initially, while she is in the convent, Modesta separates emotion from cognition, while she 
practices self-control and prudence. For example, her reflection on her longing for Mother 
Leonora brings Modesta a sudden revelation:  
Dopo giorni e giorni di meditazione, capii. Non era madre Leonora che rimpiangevo, ma 
tutti i privilegi e le attenzioni che quelle donne mi avevano concesso solo per paura di 
madre Leonora. Infatti lei era la padrona. Quei pianti e sospiri non erano che la rabbia di 
non essere più la pupilla della padrona di tutte quelle serve. Capito questo non piansi più. 
Perché l’affetto quando passa non torna. (AdG 30)66 
Practicing vigilance over her emotions, Modesta can dispose of those feelings that are not 
productive or don’t increase her privileges (“il favore si poteva riconquistare,” AdG 30),67 
especially humiliation and pain. Modesta, therefore, has to pretend and observe (Ferrante names 
this sorveglianza). Modesty and humility are in fact against Modesta’s nature. Like many 
characters in the novel, she has a name which is antithetical to her personality: “non un nome che 
somigli a chi lo porti. Stridono sempre” (AdG 57).68 By gaining Mother Leonora’s favor and 
deciding not to forget any detail of both her education and her life experience, Modesta shows 
her “Machiavellian” nature: she knows that “sapere è potere” (Rodigari 96).  
Thanks to her “prudence,” and knowing that Mother Leonora has included her in her will, 
Modesta finds a way to avoid going to the orphanage where the nun wants to send her. When 
Mother Leonora dies (killed by Modesta), Modesta begins a journey that leads her outside the 
 
66 “After days and days of meditation, I understood. It wasn’t Mother Leonora I missed, but all the privileges and 
attention those women had heaped on me solely for fear of Mother Leonora. Indeed, she gave the orders. Those tears 
and sighs were nothing but anger over no longer being the darling of the mistress of those handmaidens. Once I 
realized this, I stopped crying. Because affection, once it’s gone, doesn’t return” (The Art of Joy 41). 
67 “You could win back favour” (The Art of Joy 41). 
68 “there’s not a name that resembles the person who bears it. The two always clash” (The Art of Joy 80). 
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convent, first to live in the villa of the princess Gaia Brandiforti, Mother Leonora’s mother, then 
to Catania and eventually to travel outside Sicily.  
As the physical space she inhabits expands, Modesta’s view on emotions changes and her 
perspective becomes more open. The “detachment” from emotions yields to an adherence to 
them, which renders the character coherent with herself. She must confront and recognize her 
emotions, especially joy and hatred; that hatred is related to fear but that it can also bring joy. 
She has to learn how to distinguish between true and false emotions.69  
While living in villa Brandiforti, Modesta falls in love with the farmer Carmine, who 
teaches her how to enjoy sex, how to avoid pregnancies, and “the wisdom of losing.” “La 
sapienza di perdere” (AdG 210), a wordplay with the writer’s last name, is perhaps a way to be 
vulnerable and open without being defenseless, that is, inerme: 
Che cosa mi aveva sconvolto così? La sua forza? La facilità con la quale mi aveva 
sollevata come se fossi una sedia? Se era così, allora quello che provavo non era odio 
sano, come mi ero immaginata. Quell’odio mascherava la paura che provavo per lui. Era 
duro riconoscere di sentirsi deboli e vili, ma dovevo affrontare quella realtà. (AdG 105)70  
Here is a typical reflection on her own emotions, under the pressure of self-questioning, and the 
(for now partial) unmasking of the real emotion under a superficial one through a logical 
argument (“Se era così, allora”). At the Villa, indeed, Modesta understands the connection 
between emotion and thought, and she also explicitly proposes the study of emotions as a key to 
emancipation: 
 
69 According to Nussbaum, since they depend on personal evaluations, emotions can be true or false: “The fact of 
having an emotion depends on what the person’s beliefs are” (Upheavals of Thought, 46). At the same time, since 
emotions are similar to thoughts, they are typically conscious experiences for Nussbaum (62). 
70 “What was it that had disturbed me so? His strength? The ease with which he has lifted me up as if I were a 
feather? If so, then what I was feeling was not a healthy hatred, as I had imagined. No, that hatred masked my fear 
of him. It was hard to acknowledge feeling weak and cowardly, but I had to face that reality” (The Art of Joy 147). 
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Anche Carmine mi aveva fatto paura, ma non allo stesso modo di madre Leonora. E la 
principessa, che tipo di paura mi faceva? Ecco la strada giusta: bisognava, così come si 
studia la grammatica, la musica, studiare le emozioni che gli altri suscitano in noi. (AdG 
105)71 
After the usual self-questioning, Modesta reaches one of her conclusions, which are often 
announced by “ecco,” as if she was offering a gift to her readers or showing them the way to 
follow (ecco has a strong deictic function in Italian). By comparing emotions to music and 
grammar, Modesta implies that emotional intelligence takes practice and reason.   
Yet emotions and thoughts are never disembodied: “Il senso di calore e di liberazione che 
mi invase a questi pensieri mi confermò che avevo scoperto qualcosa di sensato” (AdG 105).72 
Not only do emotions start in her body, but reflection on her emotions in its turn triggers 
corporeal pleasure. This passage occurs the first time Modesta secretly leaves the villa of 
princess Gaia, whom Modesta has manipulated into deciding that she, now 18 years old, has to 
marry Prince Ippolito (whom everybody in the house call “the thing” because he has Down 
syndrome), thus becoming a princess herself. The old princess, however, must die before finding 
out that Modesta is pregnant by Carmine. As Giovanna Providenti has argued, the three 
“mothers” that Modesta kills in the first part of the novel represent three female stereotypes: the 
victim, the mystic and the masculine woman.73 Modesta has already killed the symbols of 
 
71 “Carmine too scared me, but not Like Mother Leonora had. And the Princess, what kind of fear did she arouse? 
There, I was on the right track: it was necessary to study the emotions that others awaken in us, just as we study 
grammar or music” (The Art of Joy 147). 
72 “The feeling of warmth and release that filled me as a result of these thoughts confirmed that I had discovered 
something meaningful” (The Art of Joy 147). 
73 “Nella prima parte del romanzo muoiono ben tre personaggi femminili, tutt’e tre figure materne per la 
protagonista e simboli di un femminile da cui l’autrice vuole prendere le distanze: la vittima, la mistica, la donna 
mascolinizzata. Modesta, uccidendole, stabilisce con chi legge una sorta di patto iniziatico: se il lettore e la lettrice 
vogliono davvero conoscere il seguito del romanzo, debbono accettare di lasciar morire quelle tre donne dentro di sé 
e accogliere l’irrompere di un modo di essere donna non previsto dalla tradizione culturale e letteraria del passato” 
(Providenti, La porta è aperta 49). 
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patriarchal and religious oppression, and she now “facilitates” the death of another stereotypical 
woman who is authoritative only because she acts like a man. All three are mother figures for 
Modesta. Although hatred seems to be her primary emotion for them, she admits (after they are 
all dead) that she was also afraid: 
Aveva paura. Una paura nuova, sconosciuta. Nella chiana aveva temuto le ire della 
madre, l’indifferenza di Tuzzu. In convento aveva temuto di restare prigioniera e dopo, in 
quell’altro convento di seta, aveva avuto paura di Gaia, Argentovivo, di Beatrice stessa. 
(Adg 193)74 
Contrary to what she is told in the convent – that forgetting her past she will be able to live on – 
the memory of past emotions helps Modesta decode her affective responses to new sources of 
fear: 
Ecco cos’era quella paura che per poco non aveva scambiato per nostalgia di Beatrice e 
perfino di Argentovivo. No, non le rimpiangeva, rimpiangeva solo un modo di vita così 
impresso nelle sue emozioni, che non poteva mutare da un’ora all’altra. Doveva accettare 
quella paura, e pian piano abituarsi a quella solitudine che ormai, era chiaro, portava con 
sé la parola libertà. (AdG 193)75 
If independence and freedom entail a constant confrontation with fear, it is not surprising that 
this passage is in the third person. Once the fear has been unveiled, however, the first person is 
back in control of the narrative: “Non avevo paura” (AdG 193).76  
 
74 “She was afraid. A new, unfamiliar fear. In the chiana, the lava plain, she had feared her mother’s rages, Tuzzu’s 
indifference. In the convent, she had been afraid of being imprisoned there and later, in that other, silken convent, 
she had been afraid of Gaia, Argentovivo, of Beatrice herself” (The Art of Joy 261-262). 
75 “That’s what that fear was: she had almost mistaken it, thinking she missed Beatrice and even Argentovivo. No, 
she didn’t miss them; she only missed a way of life that had been impressed on her emotions for so long, that 
couldn’t be expected to change overnight. She had to accept that fear, and slowly get used to the solitude which 
now, she saw clearly, carried with it the word ‘freedom’” (The Art of Joy 262). 
76 “I wasn’t afraid” (The Art of Joy 262). 
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Like hatred, fear can be productive for Modesta, even later in the novel,77 when 
interrogated and investigated. Modesta’s story is full of questions and rethinking: “Mai avrei 
potuto immaginare che la vecchiaia portasse con sé timore verso i giovani. Quel timore che 
sentivo dentro di me era forse un segno di vecchiaia? Quando cominciava?” (AdG 412);78 “Farla 
entrare? o come Gaia cedere al timore e con parole dure cacciarla lontano?” (AdG 414).79 Even 
when she is older, as shown by these quotations, Modesta allows doubts to arise. It is in the first 
part of the novel, which covers Modesta’s first eighteen years of life, that she learns to decode 
her own affective states and insert them into a meaningful narrative sequence. But we see her in 
the act of thinking and studying throughout the novel. By questioning herself and remembering 
all her past emotions, Modesta points toward the articulation of a theory of emotions as cognitive 
and rational, although never detached from the body.  
 
3. The Emotions of History  
3.1 From Feeling to Acting 
It is with reference to the condition of women that Modesta first articulates her “theory of 
emotions,” and positions herself as an active subject, despite her initial marginal position. She 
also aspires to enter the public space of history.  
In the first of the four parts of the book, Modesta never sees the world outside her poor 
house, the convent or the villa. This part of the novel is full of closed spaces, as is common in the 
 
77 “Anche la paura può servire” (AdG 414). “Even fear can be useful” (The Art of Joy 543). 
78 “I would never have imagined that growing old brought with it a fear of young people. Was the anxiety I felt 
inside a sign of old age perhaps? When did it begin?” (The Art of Joy 540). 
79 “Let her come in? Or, like Gaia, give in to fear and chase her away with harsh words? No, you took the coward’s 
way, Gaia! I won’t follow you any further” (The Art of Joy 543). 
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female coming of age novel.80 As a child Modesta has never seen the sea. It is Tuzzu who 
provides her the information about the external world, including the description of both nature 
and people. Similarly, the gardener Mimmo is the only man that inhabits the universe 
surrounding the convent. As Tuzzu taught Modesta sexual pleasure (a process continued by 
Carmine later), Mimmo introduces her to history and politics, before she can access any book on 
these subjects. It is the time of World War I (the first reference to a historical event) and Mimmo 
is the first to talk about defiant people that envision a possible political change and even 
rebellion against both aristocracy and the Church. Mimmo has been informed by his son, 
Giovanni (who travels to “the continent,” e.g. Italy) that the rebels, don’t believe in God, in fact 
they hate him as they hate oppression. Modesta’s reaction to his words starts in her body, or 
better on her skin: “Che c’è ca mi diventi tutta rossa? È il pensiero di tutti questi senzadio?” 
(AdG 36),81 asks Mimmo. A heat flash almost makes Modesta scream with an emotion that 
Mimmo misinterprets, assuming that Modesta is very devoted. Her state shakes her body in a 
way that resembles Massumi’s definition of affect as “a state of suspense, potentially of 
disruption”: 
It’s not exactly passivity, because it is filled with motion, vibratory motion, resonation. 
And it is not yet activity, because the motion is not of the kind that can be directed (if 
only symbolically) toward practical ends in a world of constituted objects and aims. 
(“The Autonomy of Affect” 86) 
 
80 See, for instance, Chemello: “La Buildung femminile, anziché perfezionarsi e mettersi alla prova nello spazio 
sociale e nell’itinerario geografico del Grand Tour, si compie nell’intus, nell’acquisire consapevolezza di sé, della 
propria forza e della propria volontà” (21). “Rather than being completed and tested in the social space and in the 
geographic itinerary of the Grand Tour, female Buildung is accomplished in the intus, in acquiring awareness of 
oneself, of one’s strength and will” (my translation). 
81 “You’re all flushed. What is it? Is it the thought of all these godless people?” (The Art of Joy 49). 
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Massumi, as already mentioned, insists on the body and its independent affective response and 
distinguishes affect from emotion by defining affect as intensity measurable on the skin. 
However, he also provides a definition of emotion as the qualification of that affect, occurring at 
a deeper level and in time, therefore inscribed into a narrative sequence (whereas affect is a 
suspension of time and is pre-linguistic).82 According to Massumi: 
Intensity is embodied in purely autonomic reactions most directly manifested in the 
skin – at the surface of the body, at its interface with things. Depth reactions belong 
more to the form/content (qualification) level, even though they also involve 
autonomic functions such as heartbeat and breathing. The reason may be that they are 
associated with expectation, which depends on consciously positioning oneself in a 
line of narrative continuity. (85) 
In Sapienza’s narrative the affective reaction itself, or intensity, shows on Modesta’s face and 
skin, and is necessary. Yet, such reaction is not enough for her to become active. She needs the 
conscious and linguistic elaboration of the emotion, forging a vision of her future which is 
different from the expectations created by a patriarchal order in which girls can be “quartered” 
and cannot study. According to Massumi it is not affect, but the emotion as qualification to be “a 
narrative element that moves the action ahead, taking its place in socially recognized lines of 
action and reaction” (86). In other words, only the emotional qualification, that is the insertion of 
intensity into a semantically meaningful sequence, can lead Modesta to act on the one hand and 
to narrate on the other: “An emotion is a subjective content, the sociolinguistic fixing of the 
quality of an experience […] It is owned and recognized” (Massumi, “The Autonomy of Affect” 
88). I believe that Goliarda Sapienza is fully aware of the necessity, especially for women, to 
 
82 “[Intensity] is outside expectation and adaptation, as disconnected from meaningful sequencing, from narration, as 
it is from vital function” (Massumi, “The Autonomy of Affect” 85). 
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“own and recognize” emotions, in order to become active, that is to channel them into acquiring 
personal and political agency and by changing her own and others’ expectations. Moreover, 
emotions are inscribed in a linguistic progression and, very importantly, move the action 
forward. Therefore, the chapter of the conversation with Mimmo closes with the words “era 
tempo di agire” (AdG 37).83 
The emotion that overwhelms Modesta at Mimmo’s words is not fear but joy. Modesta 
has a positive reaction when she understands that other people, like her, hate God. She is not 
alone, in other words. She has to find a way to meet those other people. Her fake vocation grants 
her the favor of Mother Leonora and the possibility to experience life outside of the convent 
before deciding to become a nun (which was never her plan, although she let other people think 
that).  
 
3.2 Against Dogmatism 
Once in the villa Brandiforti – another secluded, albeit more enlightened, space – Modesta finds 
new ways to get in touch with the external world and with history. The first one is through 
Beatrice, an almost ethereal being of an indefinite age who guides Modesta through the many 
rooms of the villa and introduces her to the members of the family that used to live there. They 
are all dead because of the ongoing war: among them, the “heretic” Zio Jacopo, who will be 
another guide to Modesta. Like Dante’s Beatrice, the girl shows Modesta the pictures of those 
men and tells their stories. She resembles the character of the Divine Comedy reproduced in 
Dorè’s illustrations held in the villa, but – subverting the traditional image of perfection depicted 
by Dante – Sapienza’s Beatrice is not perfect: she limps. This is one example of Sapienza’s 
 
83 “It was time to act” (The Art of Joy 50). 
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appropriation and parody of elements of the literary tradition. Modesta has a love story and a 
sexual relationship with this imperfect Beatrice. The words “fui amata amando” (AdG 79)84 
recall Violetta’s aria in La traviata but are recontextualized in a homosexual love. The same 
happens to another of Dante’s images: “Che fosse quello il paradiso, l’amore? Non sapevo cosa 
significasse quella parola: ‘Amor che muove il sole e l’altre stelle’” (AdG 80).85 In the same way 
as she interrogates and deconstructs fear, Modesta analyzes love: “Non era come con Tuzzu o 
con madre Leonora. Una tenerezza mai conosciuta mi faceva essere tranquilla fra quegli alberi 
che giravano intorno al sole, sicura di non sprofondare” (AdG 80).86 And yet, despite the many 
relationships that Modesta has in her life, she treats love mostly as a “literary emotion”: 
Ma era amore quello che provavo per Beatrice? Tutti quei libri spaventosi che parlavano 
d’amore! Erano belli a leggersi, ma le passioni che trattavano erano fanatiche, avrebbe 
detto Voltaire, come la passione per la religione. Eppoi, chissà perché, erano sempre le 
donne che ci rimettevano… Jacopo diceva che il motivo era che le donne vengono 
educate soltanto all’amore. (AdG 94)87   
Therefore, Modesta is always suspicious of the word love, especially when love is considered an 
absolute:   
Non preoccupatevi. Non starò a raccontarvi passo passo la lotta che ognuno conosce per 
dimenticare. Soffrii esattamente come tutti. Ma l’amore non è assoluto e nemmeno 
eterno, e non c’è solo amore fra uomo e donna, possibilmente consacrato. Si poteva 
 
84 “I loved and was loved in return” (The Art of Joy 113). 
85 “Was that what paradise was: love? I didn’t know what that word meant: ‘the Love that moves the sun and the 
other stars’” (The Art of Joy 114). 
86  “It wasn’t like with Tuzzu or with Mother Leonora. A tenderness I had never known before made me feel serene 
among the trees that revolved around the sun, confident that I would not fall” (The Art of Joy 114). 
87 “But was what I felt for Beatrice love? All those daunting books that spoke of love! They were delightful to read, 
but the passions they described were as fanatical, Voltaire would have said, as religious passion. Not to mention that 
for some reason, it was always the women who had to submit … Jacopo said the reason for it was that women are 
brought up only to love … She had to be wary of Beatrice and think about her own life” (The Art of Joy 134). 
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amare un uomo, una donna, un albero e forse anche un asino, come dice Shakespeare. 
(AdG 134)88   
The idea of love as a contingent emotion, that evolves and disappears, and which cannot live 
without the involvement of the body comes back often in the novel. Modesta fights against the 
image of the perfect and pure donna angelo of the tradition, by both embodying another model 
of woman and by reading different books. Modesta will reject Carlo referring exactly to the 
literary tradition: “ti eri fatta una tua santa un po’ dantesca da amare. O preferisci Petrarca, come 
credo? [...]. Poveri ragazzi! A noi Madame Bovary, a voi Laura!” (AdG 165).89 Even though 
Laura is more corporeal than Dante’s purely spiritual Beatrice, nonetheless Petrarca’s literary 
creation is the projection of the poet’s interior conflicts more than an independent character – 
hence Modesta’s irritation. 
Modesta also attacks the book Cuore, by Edmondo De Amicis (1886). Its characters are 
stereotypical and lack psychological depth; they always act according to their social class and 
their prevailing moral trait, and therefore they are either good or bad characters. Modesta, on the 
contrary, agrees with Jacopo that “il brutto e il bello sono una cosa sola che non si può separare” 
(AdG 63).90 The attack on tradition is also an attack against a stereotyped and absolute language:  
Il male sta nelle parole che la tradizione ha voluto assolute, nei significati snaturati che le 
parole continuano a rivestire. Mentiva la parola amore, esattamente come la parola morte. 
Mentivano molte parole, mentivano quasi tutte. Ecco che cosa dovevo fare: studiare le 
 
88 “Don’t worry. I won’t give you a blow-by-blow description of the struggle that everyone comes to know and tries 
to forget. I suffered just like everyone else. But love is neither absolute nor eternal, and love doesn’t only exist 
between a man and woman, possibly consecrated. You could love a man, a woman, a tree and maybe even a jackass, 
as Shakespeare tells us” (The Art of Joy186). 
89 “you had created for yourself a Dantesque saint to love. Or would you prefer Petrarch, as I imagine you do? So 
then, you’ve made me your pure, saintly Laura. You poor men! For us, Madame Bovary, and for you, Laura” (The 
Art of Joy 225-226). 
90 “ugliness and beauty are one and the same thing, and cannot be separated” (The Art of Joy 91). 
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parole esattamente come si studiano le piante, gli animali… E poi, ripulirle dalla muffa, 
liberarle dalle incrostazioni di secoli di tradizione, inventarne delle nuove, e soprattutto 
scartare per non servirsi più di quelle che l’uso quotidiano adopera con maggiore 
frequenza, le più marce, come: sublime, dovere, tradizione, abnegazione, umiltà, anima, 
pudore, cuore, eroismo, sentimento, pietà, sacrificio, rassegnazione. (AdG 134-135)91 
After the realization, expressed with the formulaic “ecco cosa dovevo fare” Modesta becomes 
active and starts reinventing words and with them, subverting the emotional expectation: “il mio 
odio crebbe giorno per giorno” (AdG 135).92 Hatred, not love, is Modesta’s more productive 
emotion. It helps her steal, decontextualize and recontextualize words: “Imparai a leggere in un 
altro modo” (AdG 135).93 
Jacopo’s books are Modesta’s connection with the world outside while she is at villa 
Brandiforti. Jacopo, brother of princess Gaia, is also a liminal figure and another heretic like 
Modesta. After Tuzzu and Mimmo, he is another teacher for Modesta. He is dead, a victim of the 
WWI, yet he can still speak to Modesta via his library and the annotations on the margins of his 
books. Her education has started – or better, is stolen – in the convent with musical notes, 
numbers, words and stars (AdG 24). It takes a new trajectory in the villa, where Modesta 
prepares to meet the same socialists Mimmo refers to:  
 
91 “The harm lies in the words which tradition presents as absolute, in the distorted meanings those words continue 
to hold. The word ‘love’ is a lie, just like the word ‘death’. Many words lied, almost all of them lied. That was what 
I had to do: study words exactly as one studies plants, animals … And then, wipe away the mould, free them from 
the deposits of centuries of tradition, invent new ones, and above all discard and no longer use those that common 
practice most often adopts, the most corrupt ones, such as ‘sublime’, ‘duty’, ‘tradition’, ‘self-denial’, ‘humility’, 
‘soul’, ‘modesty’, ‘heart’, ‘heroism’, ‘feeling’, ‘compassion’, ‘sacrifice’, ‘resignation’” (The Art of Joy 186-187). 
92 “And my hatred grew, day by day” (The Art of Joy 186-187). 
93 “I learned to read books in a different way” (The Art of Joy 187). 
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Dovevo studiare, prepararmi per quando li avrei incontrati, quei socialisti. Dicevano 
anche che le donne erano pari agli uomini. In margine a una pagina di Augusto Bebel la 
calligrafia chiara di Jacopo diceva: 
“21 ottobre 1913. Quando ho cercato di inculcare almeno qualcuna di queste idee a 
Beatrice! Ma è difficile staccarla da questo contesto barbarico che la circonda. Ci 
vorranno cento anni perché la donna possa ascoltare la tua voce, vecchio Augusto!” (AdG 
91)94  
In this passage, the history of women intertwines with the history of the new political 
movements, in its turn filtered through the personal experience of Jacopo. Through Jacopo’s 
annotations in the margin of his books (again a space that is in-between), Modesta becomes 
familiar with figures banned from the convent’s library, like “il nome di un certo Marx” (AdG 
91).95 The encounter with Jacopo brings with it a new kind of experience for Modesta. He comes 
and goes like a ghost (“Mi parla e poi si allontana,” AdG 132).96 He talks about the specter that 
haunts Europe – a clear reference to the Communist Manifesto – and of a world dominated by 
reason and gender equality. These discoveries initiate an intense emotional reaction. Because of 
this intensity, Modesta falls in a restorative sleep that lasts for two days.97  
Given Modesta’s and Sicily’s isolation from the rest of Italy, the characters often need to 
be informed about the political situation of the continent by people arriving from the North, as 
Giovanni informed his father Mimmo. Modesta’s most direct encounter with history is facilitated 
 
94 “I had to study, to prepare myself for when I met them, those socialists. They also said that women were equal to 
men. In the margin of a book by Augusto Bebel, Jacopo’s clear handwriting read: ‘October 21, 1913. How have I 
tried to instil at least some of these ideas in Beatrice! But it’s difficult to uproot her from this barbaric setting that 
surrounds her. It will take a century before women can hear your voice!’” (The Art of Joy 129). 
95 “the name of a certain Marx” (The Art of Joy 130). 
96 “He speaks to me and then he goes away” (The Art of Joy 182). 
97 It is difficult to assess the meaning of Modesta’s long sleeps, which occur after important discoveries and intense 




by the character of Carlo Civardi, whose task in Sicily is to spread communist ideas. This 
mission resembles Maria Giudice’s assignment in Sicily (cf. Providenti, La porta è aperta 25). 
Carlo, indeed, has the name of Giudice’s first partner and father of her children, who died during 
WWI, and is a figure between history and fiction – which may be the reason why he is the person 
that teaches Modesta about history, politics and free thinking. Carlo is the political counterpart of 
Carmine but is not as sexually free.98 Yet Carlo has the gift of intellectual freedom and 
cheerfulness, which he is able to transmit to other people. It is not by chance that with Carlo, 
new words enter Modesta’s vocabulary, which she “steals” from him (AdG 140; Art of Joy 194). 
Moreover, Carlo teaches Modesta how to swim, which is another symbol of her freedom in the 
book.  
Through Carlo, Modesta learns about “un’azione politica che ha il fine di dare a tutti case 
salubri, vivibili, ospedali veramente efficienti” and that “[p]er fare questo bisogna agire, agire in 
profondità” (AdG 142).99 He talks about Garibaldi, Montessori, Turati. As Fortini puts it:  
Così come la letteratura, anche la Storia, quella con la S maiuscola, è tutta riattraversata e 
rimembrata attraverso le persone che vivono in essa senza separazione tra macro e micro-
storia: dalla guerra di Libia, causa della morte di Ignazio, fino ai campi di 
concentramento da cui torna ’Ntoni. ( “L’arte della gioia e il genio dell’omicidio 
mancato” 122).100  
 
98 This is the reason why Modesta cannot have a relationship with him and complains that mothers don’t teach boys 
anything about sex (AdG 163), echoing Carmine’s words about mothers not teaching sex to their daughters (AdG 
109). 
99 “[…] political action that aims to provide everyone with healthful, liveable homes and genuinely efficient 
hospitals. To do this it is necessary to act” (The Art of Joy 196). 
100 “Just as literature, also History, with capital H, is rethought and remembered all over again through the people 
living in it without separation between macro and micro-history: from the Libyan war, the cause of Ignatius’s death, 
to the concentration camps Ntoni returns from” (my translation). 
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In this way, Sapienza rejects Morante’s (seeming) separation between historical accounts and 
private stories. Sapienza’s historical figures are not distant from the protagonists of her novel. 
They appear in the narrative and are “humanized”. Turati, for example, is depicted as a coward 
because of his attempt to resist Fascism passively, while Gramsci is described as both a midget 
and a great man (AdG 151-155, Art of Joy 210-213), that is, with the contradictions of every 
human being. 
Carlo, the strongest connection between Sicily and the ideas spread across Europe, is one 
of the founders of the Communist Party. This event is also narrated in the novel, not directly by 
Modesta but by Beatrice. In the section called “Dal diario di Beatrice trovato dopo molti anni da 
Modesta,” which reinvents the literary strategy of the rediscovered manuscript, the narrative 
offers a different perspective on history, that of Beatrice:  
è un mese che è partito per Livorno per organizzare la nascita di questo nuovo partito. 
Chissà perché hanno bisogno di tanto tempo! E poi tutto dovrebbe essere già finito a stare 
a quanto aveva detto lui. E se questo partito comunista che mi fa tanta paura e quel nano 
hanno ancora bisogno di lui e non lo fanno tornare più? (AdG 155-156).101 
If the turn to the third person is “uno spostamento oggettivante,” in Fortini’s interpretation, 
which puts a distance between the narrator and the events (“L’arte della gioia e il genio 
dell’omicidio mancato,” 107),102 using a different narrative form, the diary of another character, 
the narrating voice distances herself even more from the narrated object. Indeed, Modesta, 
initially attracted by the socialists, soon refuses to be labeled as one of them and will become 
 
101 “From Beatrice’s diary, found many years later by Modesta”, “it’s been a month since he left for Livorno to 
organize the birth of this new party. Who knows why it’s taking such a long time! Besides, everything should 
already be done according to what he said. What if that midget and the communist party that frightens me so still 
need him, and won’t ever let him back?” (The Art of Joy 214-215). 
102 “An objectifying move, which puts distance between one’s self and the events” (my translation). 
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very critical of the Communist Party as well. “Lei da ieri non va più da quei socialisti,” Beatrice 
writes on March 25, 1921 (AdG 158).103 Among the socialists, Modesta sees the same demand 
for abnegation she had condemned in the Church, and the same fear: 
fra i tuoi compagni ho trovato soltanto malcelata aspirazione alla santità e vocazione al 
martirio. O la ferocia del dogma per nascondere la paura della ricerca, della 
sperimentazione, della scoperta, della fluidità della vita. Se lo vuoi sapere, non ho trovato 
nulla che assomigliasse alla libertà del materialismo. (AdG 168)104  
Modesta, like Sapienza, is wary of all ideologies, even when their premises are good. For 
example, Sapienza writes about feminism: “queste donne sono tutte o quasi solo bramose di 
vendetta verso l’altro e di Potere. Bene: tutte le ideologie falliscono, Modesta lo sa” (La mia 
parte di gioia 137).105 In her first book, Lettera aperta, Sapienza even denounces her own 
parents, who fought against Fascism their entire lives, but were somewhat similar to fascists in 
their austerity and inflexibility: 
Per mio padre e mia madre – una delle poche cose su cui andavano d’accordo – il sale 
della vita era l’odio e la ribellione. Peccato che di ironia non ne sapessero niente. Certo, 
quando sono vissuti e hanno lottato, l’ironia era un lusso troppo grande, ma è un peccato 
lo stesso, perché si sono trovati a lottare il fascismo con la stessa ottusità e rettorica (sic) 
del fascismo. (Lettera aperta 24)106  
 
103 “Starting yesterday, she’s stopped going to those socialists” (The Art of Joy 217). 
104 “All I found among your comrades was a barely concealed aspiration for sainthood and a vocation for 
martyrdom. Or else a ferocity of dogma hiding a fear of investigation, of experimentation, of discovery, of life’s 
fluidity. If you want to know, I didn’t find anything resembling the freedom of materialism” (The Art of Joy 230). 
105 “these women are all or almost all only eager for revenge on the other and for Power. Well: all ideologies fail, 
Modesta knows it” (my translation). 
106 “For my father and mother – one of the few things they agreed on – the salt of life were hatred and rebellion. Too 
bad they did not know anything about irony. Of course, when they lived and fought, irony was too great a luxury, 
but it’s a shame anyway, because they found themselves fighting fascism with the same obtuseness and rhetoric of 
fascism” (my translation). 
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It is significant that Goliarda (the autofictional narrator of Lettera aperta) highlights the 
importance of jokes and irony: “Lo scherzo è il sale della mente” (Lettera aperta 24).107 Jokes 
and laughter are omnipresent in L’arte della gioia, whose tone, despite the violence and the 
tragedy of some moments, is overall characterized by levity. 
 
3.3 History as Men’s Business 
As the reaction against ideology shows, Modesta is able to spot fascism even when it’s hidden 
behind other forms.108 In the interwar years, although Sicily seems to be a safer place than 
continental Italy, violence and silent complicity have begun everywhere: 
Ogni voce solitaria cade senza tonfo nel lago d’indifferenza che, lento ma tenace, invade 
ogni strada, ogni cantone a ogni passo della storia: delitto Matteotti, Leggi speciali, Patti 
lateranensi… 
 Storia di maschi principessa, la fanno e la disfano a loro piacimento. Certo Stella. 
La fisso ma non ha più incanto per me quella dolcezza e rassegnazione che prima 
scambiavo per saggezza. (AdG 265, emphasis added)109 
Exposing history as manufactured and censored, Modesta brings together history’s crimes and 
gender division. She continues: 
 
107 Moreover, in the book she recalls being slapped by her mother her for an episode of homoeroticism she had with 
her friend Nica, who was later recognized as her half-sister. Therefore, her mother’s ardent feminism appears as 
ambivalent. 
108 For example, exactly in the moment of the foundation of the Communist party, when everyone thinks that 
Mussolini is just a ridiculous buffoon, Modesta understands that he might well be ridiculous, but the consequences 
of his actions are not hilarious (AdG 160; The Art of Joy 220). 
109 “Every solitary voice of rebellion falls into the lake of indifference, without a ripple. An indifference that slowly 
but steadily permeates every street, every corner, at each step of history’s way: the murder of Matteotti, the Special 
Laws, the Lateran Treaty… Men’s business, Princess, they make and unmake history as they please. Of course 
Stella. I watch her, but that gentleness and resignation I had earlier mistaken for wisdom no longer enthrals me…” 
(The Art of Joy 353). 
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Ecco come comincia la divisione. Secondo loro Bambolina, a soli cinque anni, dovrebbe 
già muoversi diversamente, stare composta, gli occhi bassi, per coltivare in sé la 
signorina di domani. Come in convento, leggi, prigioni, storia edificata dagli uomini. Ma 
è la donna che ha accettato di tenere le chiavi, guardiana inflessibile del verbo dell’uomo. 
In convento Modesta odiò le sue carceriere con odio di schiava, odio umiliante ma 
necessario. Oggi è con distacco e sicurezza che difende Bambolina dai maschi e dalle 
femmine, in lei difende se stessa, il suo passato, una figlia che potrebbe nascerle… Ti 
ricordi Carlo, ti ricordi quando ti dissi che solo la donna può aiutare la donna, e tu nel tuo 
orgoglio di uomo non capivi? (AdG 265, emphasis added)110 
This long passage is representative of Sapienza’s narrative strategies in L’arte della gioia, as I 
have described them so far. On the one hand, the idea of history and of fascist oppression soon 
call into question the position of women in history – a condition of silenced oppression, while on 
the other, Modesta uses the third person when she talks about hatred and her own enslavement in 
the convent (“in convento Modesta odiò…”). But it’s worth noting how the first-person narration 
comes back in the imaginary dialogue with Carlo, who is now dead (“ti ricordi quando ti 
dissi…”). However, I would like to emphasize once again that Modesta doesn’t see history as a 
binary construction in which women have no responsibility for the gender division (“è la donna 
che ha accettato”). In particular, women have accepted men’s words as if they were Truth (verbo, 
in the original, alludes to the divine word). Modesta, once free from direct oppression, fights for 
women’s freedom of expression.   
 
110 “That’s how the rift begins. According to them, Bambolina, only five years old, should already act differently, 
remain composed, eyes lowered, to cultivate the young lady of tomorrow. Like in the convent: laws, prisons, history 
erected by men. But it’s women who have agreed to be the keepers of the keys, uncompromising guardians of men’s 
words. In the convent, Modesta hated her jailers with a slave’s hatred, a humiliating but necessary hate. Today she 
defends Bambolina from both men and women, impartially and confidently; by defending her she’s defending 
herself, her past, a daughter she might someday give birth to… Remember Carlo? Remember when I told you that 
only women can help women, and you, with your masculine pride, didn’t understand?” (The Art of Joy 354). 
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This fight for further emancipation doesn’t allow for compromises. After the war 
Modesta refuses a seat in the Parliament of the new democratic State. “All’opposizione si deve 
stare, ci ho pensato” (AdG 450).111 However, this opposition cannot be carried out in the same 
system that after WWII includes people who have sided with the Fascist party. Modesta’s action 
can only be extraparliamentary. Modesta’s resistance, for which she is arrested during the war, 
does not stop after the war, when everybody else is convinced that the risk of Fascism is dead. 
Precisely in this moment, her insistence on freedom of speech becomes stronger, and so does her 
criticism of the Communist Party: 
– Allora, mamma, ti decidi o no? Ti porti sì o no deputato? Saresti la prima nella lista 
 […] una comunista siciliana deputato a Roma […]. 
– No, Prando, anche Joyce m’ha scritto, no! Anche se abbiamo pochi soldi e uno 
stipendio non guasterebbe. Se ti pagano però, e a quello che ho visto non pagano poco, ti 
diventano padroni e ti legano le mani. No, Prando, io voglio essere libera di parlare. 
(AdG 463)112 
Modesta’s agency, started in the materiality of a desiring body, fully expresses itself in the 
collective arena, but she can never align herself with power. Her way to enter politics is at the 
grassroots level, with the crowds, in line with the idea that it is necessary, especially for women, 
to always be part of a real, uncompromisable opposition.  
 
 
111 “We have to side with the opposition. I have thought about it” (The Art of Joy 591). 
112 “‘So, Mama, […] Are you going to run for deputy, yes or no? You’d be at the top of the list […]: a communist 
deputy, a Sicilian woman, in Rome. […]’ ‘No, Prando. Joyce wrote to me as well: no! Despite the fact that we have 
only a little money, and a salary wouldn’t hurt. But if they pay you – and from what I’ve seen, the pay isn’t paltry – 
they become your masters and tie your hands. No, Prando, I want to be free to speak’” (The Art of Joy 607-608).  
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4. Shame and Joy: The World Upside Down 
L’arte della gioia can be considered a composite novel. The first two parts represent Modesta’s 
quest for her own independence at various levels, which she cannot attain without understanding 
her emotions, especially hatred and fear. The third and fourth part have a different tone. The 
protagonist is, in these later sections, a respected principessa. As an independent woman, 
Modesta starts building an unconventional family by welcoming orphans into her home, as well 
as people persecuted by the Fascist regime. The second half of the novel is, therefore, less about 
Modesta’s development as a woman and more about her relational life, as a mother, a lover and a 
friend. However, the investigation of emotions continues in this relational dimension until 
Modesta has full mastery of emotion, “il pieno possesso delle emozioni e la conoscenza suprema 
di ogni attimo prezioso che la vita ti concede in premio se hai polso fermo e coraggio” (AdG 
494).113 If in the first half of the novel Modesta’s intensity is directly connected with the bodily 
experience of her desire for freedom and knowledge, the moments of intensity occurring in the 
second half result from her interaction with friends, lovers and  children (especially her son 
Prando). 
In this section I will consider two female characters, Joyce and Nina, who represent two 
opposite emotions: shame and joy. Modesta has a sexual and romantic relationship with both 
women. Thus, Modesta can explore emotions that don’t belong to her: for example, she has 
experienced embarrassment but not deep shame like Joyce, who takes refuge in Modesta’s house 
while escaping from the Fascists. Simultaneously, Modesta can experience the social dimension 
of emotions: so far, her joy has been mostly experienced as a secondary emotion, resulting from 
understanding hatred and the necessity of action, but with Nina – whom she meets in jail – 
 
113 “the complete mastery of emotion and a supreme awareness of each precious moment that life rewards you with 
if you have courage and a steady hand” (The Art of Joy 650). 
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laughter acquires a new, social function, similar to that theorized by Bergson in his treatise on 
the subject. If so far I have connected Modesta’s joy to the sense of enlightenment about anger or 
other negative emotions, it is worth now noticing the collective dimension of laughter and joy: 
“Laughter appears to stand in need of an echo” (Bergson 5). In the novel, it reverberates from 
one character to another. 
 
4.1 Shame 
As we have seen in chapter one, shame is linked to the expectations of society. Some 
philosophers have treated it as an existential condition (Agamben, among others). Affect theory 
scholars, instead, tend to see a positive force in shame. The subject that feels shame is interested 
in other people (that’s the positive side), 114 and only an interruption or reduction (but not a total 
reduction) of that interest causes shame. Elspeth Probyn and Sara Ahmed consider shame 
productive, because “the shame of being out-of-place can ignite a desire for connection” (Probyn 
xvi). In L’arte della gioia, however, shame comes from the split between desire and society’s 
expectations and as such cannot be positive. The expectations in question concern the separation 
of the sexes and normative approaches to sexuality, both of which Modesta overcomes very 
early. As we have seen, Modesta has to confront, withstand and debunk fear during her life, but 
she never feels that she has to comply with the expectations of the society in which she lives. 
Therefore, she has never experienced shame other than in the mild form of embarrassment.115 
Her social world does not contemplate liberated female sexuality and queer sexuality, but 
 
114 For Silvan S. Tomkins, who is considered the founder of Affect Theory for theorizing affect as a biological 
response to a stimulus: “shame […] is an affect auxiliary to the affect of interest-excitement” (85). Elspeth Probyn 
and Sara Ahmed take their cues from Tomkins (cf. Introduction). 
115 See, for instance, when she falls in love with Joyce and doesn’t want to be seen with dirty nails and after her two-
day long sleep (chapter 60), or when she has to be seen by Marco, the doctor with whom she falls in love at the end 
of the book (chapter 95). 
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Modesta never seems to absorb this and feels no shame for her transgressive sexuality. Modesta, 
in fact, seems capable of embodying multiple sexualities without suffering any form of shame.116  
One could argue that shame in L’arte della gioia is deadly. For example, Stella, the 
nanny of Modesta’s younger children, dies after giving birth to Prando’s child. Modesta thinks 
that “solo la vergogna l’aveva uccisa” (AdG 412).117 In this case, the shame comes from Stella at 
the time of this pregnancy. At forty-two, women were not supposed to have a sexuality. Joyce – 
the partisan who seeks refuge from persecution at Modesta’s villa – embodies instead the shame 
deriving from heteronormativity. She is a mysterious character, torn by anxiety and shame for 
her homosexuality and her hatred for all men, whom she imitates nonetheless (she even wears 
trousers, which was very transgressive for a woman at the time). Joyce is trapped in a discourse 
based on the dichotomy between norm and exception. She knows that “anche da noi stessi a 
volte si è divisi, déchirés” (AdG 303).118 Her conflict concerns mostly her sexual identity and the 
split between communist ideals and psychoanalysis. Joyce and Modesta have a tormented love 
affair: 
E allora se io sono come un uomo, un’eccezione, anche tu lo sei, mi pare di capire. 
Un’eccezione vada ma due non confermano più la regola. […] Carlo mi disse un tempo 
“Non ci imitare mai, Modesta.” Ti dice niente questo? (AdG 349)119 
In line with an anarchist’s opposition to all power, Modesta refuses every norm imposed on 
people’s sexuality (Joyce’s “regole sane della natura” AdG 349)120 and proposes an idea of love 
 
116 Even Beatrice, who is still disappointed when she gives birth to a girl, is not troubled by her early relationship 
with Modesta.  
117 “shame alone […] killed her” (The Art of Joy 541). 
118 “At times we are torn apart, déchirés” (The Art of Joy 403). 
119 “So if I’m like a man – an exception – you are too, it seems to me. One may count as an exception, but two no 
longer confirm the rule. Two in this house, two more in another house, and who knows in how many others? Carlo 
once told me: ‘Don’t ever imitate us, Modesta.’ Doesn’t this tell you something?” (The Art of Joy 461). 
120 “the sound rules of nature” (The Art of Joy 461). 
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where guilt doesn’t exist, because there is no sense of transgressing the rules, no fault to amend, 
and no debt to repay. Joyce, instead, feels like “un essere deviato,” a deviant being, an 
incomplete woman whose integrity needs to be restored. She has tried to cure her homosexuality 
with psychoanalysis, of course without success.121 Modesta, however, is willing to challenge 
Freud as she challenged Mother Leonora’s God. She uses Freud against Freud to argue for the 
necessity to correct and deny his findings: “e poi il tuo Freud ricercava, si smentiva, chiedeva di 
essere col tempo corretto. Non fa che ripetere: ‘Io apro una strada ancora imperfetta per gli altri 
che verranno’” (AdG 349).122 
Both in Il filo di mezzogiorno and in L’arte della gioia, Sapienza firmly criticizes the 
normalizing purpose of psychoanalysis as a form of Fascism against which nobody is immune, 
especially Joyce, who seeks power as a way to compensate her sense of loss. The path that 
Modesta follows, instead, is one that goes from the desire to be strong and powerful, “like a 
man,” to that of being strong and powerful as a woman. This was also Sapienza’s ambition as a 
writer: to become successful without giving up writing as a woman. She repeats this idea in her 
notebooks: 
Rileggo l’Orlando123 di Virginia Woolf, con il piacere di avere la conferma di quanto 
giovinetta avevo capito: è un capolavoro assoluto e anche pieno di gioia giovanile; come 
 
121 Although she has the name of Joyce Salvadori Lussu, a writer and an antifascist partisan that traveled to Turkey 
with Sapienza, Joyce’s story has some points of contact with the life of Goliarda Sapienza herself. The character 
tries to commit suicide twice and undergoes a therapy that fails to cure her. Sapienza also tried to take her own life 
on two occasions. Her depression was treated with an electroshock therapy that damaged her memory. She started 
psychoanalysis to restore it, but her encounter with psychoanalysis was problematic (the therapist himself 
abandoned psychoanalysis and declared himself insane after the therapeutic experience with Sapienza). The story of 
this therapy is told in Sapienza’s second semiautobiographical novel, Il filo di mezzogiorno (1969), in which the 
author objects on several occasions to the psychoanalytical interpretation of her neurosis, as I will argue later in this 
chapter. 
122 “your Freud later conducted studies, proved himself wrong, insisted on being corrected over time. He keeps 
saying that he has only pointed out one path, as yet imperfect, for those to come after him” (The Art of Joy 461). 
123 Orlando is the name of Carmine’s horse in L’arte della gioia. On the influence of Virginia Wool on Sapienza, see 
Hernández González’s essay “Orlando and Modesta.”  
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se Virginia, nella maturità, si fosse liberata di tutte le angosce-insicurezze-fragilità che 
l’essere donna porta con sé anche oggi (figuriamoci allora). Lo ha scritto sette-otto anni 
prima del suicidio… […] Ha pagato il suo osare entrare tra i grandi senza tradire il suo 
essere donna. (Il vizio di parlare a me stessa 86)124   
Sapienza recalls that another successful woman was her mother, Maria Giudice. Like Woolf, 
Giudice had to pay the price of mental illness, which seems to derive from the sense of guilt for 
trespassing the limits imposed on women (87). Sapienza, by contrast, claims that she will never 
pay that price, even though she is a “disertrice,” a female deserter (87), like Woolf or Giudice. 
With Woolf she shares the creation of a joyful character, Modesta, who won’t pay any price for 
her transgressions, not even for her crimes, which are “necessary” in the development of the 
character. Therefore, she can get away with them: 
Fino a che individui come te andranno al macello per placare i loro sensi di colpa, la 
causa sarà persa in partenza. Non ho più nessuna fiducia in te, né in alcun eroe futuro 
come te. Non piangere Joyce, era prevedibile. Non siamo che due assassine come tutti, 
forse. Solo che io ho ucciso per necessità mia e il delitto, se è necessario, non si scopre, tu 
invece come madre Leonora o Gaia, per conto terzi facendovi armare il braccio dai 
sentimenti eterni e dai doveri. (AdG 386)125 
 
124 “Re-reading Virginia Woolf's Orlando, I am pleased to have the confirmation of how much, as a young girl, I 
understood: it is an absolute masterpiece and also full of youthful joy; as if Virginia, in her maturity, had freed 
herself of all the angst-insecurities-fragility that being a woman brings with it even today (let alone then). She wrote 
it seven or eight years before committing suicide... [...] She paid for daring to join the great without betraying her 
being a woman” (my translation). 
125 “As long as people like you go to the slaughterhouse to appease their sense of guilt, the cause will be lost from 
the start. I no longer have any confidence in you, or in any future hero like you. Don’t cry, Joyce, it was predictable. 
We’re probably nothing but a pair of murderers like all the others. Except that I killed for my own needs, and the 
crime, if you can call it that, will not be discovered, whereas you, like Mother Leonora or Gaia, did so for others, 
arming yourselves with eternal sentiments and duty” (The Art of Joy 507-508). 
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There is a distinction, in L’arte della gioia, between emotions (productive, linked to reasoning, 
and leading to action) and “sentimenti,” supposedly eternal and imposed according to the gender: 
“le donne vengono educate soltanto all’amore” (AdG 94).126  
For Modesta there is only one form of love worth experiencing: love that is aware of 
being contingent and transitory: “Io ti amo, non in eterno, ma ancora ti amo” (AdG 386).127 
Indeed love ends when Joyce reveals her jealousy and envy, “gelosia di padrone” (AdG 401),128 
which makes her ugly, and “ira e invidia verso qualcuno che ti fissa con gioia e non accetta di 
soffrire con te” (AdG 402):129 
Come posso farle capire che l’ho amata finché donna mi sembrava, finché le mie mani 
trovavano quella pelle delicata, quei seni pieni, quel ventre dolce. Ma ora che la vedi 
rinchiusa in quella durezza sorda di uomo impotente, m’è finita ogni fantasia. (AdG 
402)130 
After rejecting the self-victimization of her ignorant mother, the sacrifices and abnegation 
preached by Mother Leonora, and the masculine attitude of Gaia, Modesta recognizes that all 
these attitudes can coexist even in an educated and beautiful woman who attracted her and with 
whom she was in love: “c’ero quasi scivolata anch’io in quella via crucis laica di purificazione” 
(AdG 402).131 Throughout the novel, Modesta has opposed the rhetoric of heroism and 
sentimentalism.132 Modesta is especially suspicious, as we have seen, of the words “love” and 
 
126 “women are brought up only to love” (The Art of Joy 134). 
127 “I love you. Not eternally, but I still love you” (The Art of Joy 508). 
128 “jealousy of a possessive master” (The Art of Joy 528). 
129 “anger and jealousy toward someone who looks at you joyfully and refuses to suffer with you” (The Art of Joy 
528). 
130 “How can I make her see that I loved her as long as she seemed like a woman to me, as long as my hands found 
that skin delicate, those breasts full, that abdomen soft. But now that I see her locked in the impervious armour of an 
impotent male, my illusions are over and I run to Mattia” (The Art of Joy 528). 
131 “And I myself almost slipped into that secular via crucis of purification” (The Art of Joy 528). 




“heart.” The narrator uses irony in describing the moment in which she feels abandoned by 
Carmine, parodying the sentimental novel: 
Era mia intenzione fino a qualche minuto fa, di fronte al ricordo di una delle tappe 
d’obbligo che la vita ci impone: quella di essere abbandonati o di abbandonare, di tacere 
l’episodio dell’abbandono di Carmine. Ma le sue parole si sono impadronite del diritto di 
vivere senza il permesso della mia intelligenza, come è sempre nelle “vicende del cuore”. 
Ma non preoccupatevi, non starò a raccontarvi passo per passo la lotta che ognuno 
conosce per dimenticare. Soffrii esattamente come tutti. (AdG 134)133 
She doesn’t want her story to sound like one of those romance novels that revolve only around a 
romantic love. For a start, sentimentalism in literature demands that the novel conclude in 
marriage: however, as Modesta already knows from the convent, men don’t marry women who 
have lost their virginity (chapter 16), so it is another kind of story that she is going to tell. 
However, the irony of the passage lies in the fact that the narrator actually tells what she means 
to evade, and even includes in the narration some of the love poems she writes on that occasion, 
indicating that sentimentality is a slippery path that can attract even the most vigilant person. But 
she soon reassures her readers, “non abbiate timore, non starò a ridirvi tutte le poesie che come 
una fiumana in piena m’invasero la mente” (AdG 135).134  
 
 
133 “Until a few minutes ago I had meant to skip over the episode of Carmine’s desertion, recalling that being 
abandoned or abandoning is one of the obligatory phases that life imposes on us. But as always happens in ‘affairs 
of the heart’, his words assumed the right to live without my intellect’s permission. Don’t worry. I won’t give you a 
blow-by-blow description of the struggle that everyone comes to know and tries to forget. I suffered just like 
everyone else” (The Art of Joy 186).  
134 “Don’t be afraid. I won’t recite all the poems that flooded my mind like a swollen torrent” (The Art of Joy 188). 
The addresses to the readers show the influence of Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, a novel that Sapienza admired and 




Since her first discovery of masturbation as a child at the very beginning of the book, Modesta 
embraces joy and pleasure instead of the sense of abnegation required of women under 
patriarchy, and she rejects the ensuing sense of guilt and shame for those who don’t comply. 
Modesta’s battle against authority, Fascism and patriarchy, runs parallel to her battle against fear 
on a personal level and shame on a social one. However, despite the dramatic events in the book, 
its general tone is one of joy and irony, especially in Part Four. This entire part of the novel is 
occupied by Nina, who replaces Joyce in Modesta’s life and represents an alternative to Joyce’s 
death drives, envy and shame. Nina is an anarchist from Rome whom Modesta meets in prison 
when she is arrested for helping members of the Communist Party, which was then illegal. Nina 
is full of energy, and a motherly figure for Modesta, but also a lover who doesn’t want to possess 
her and doesn’t feel any jealousy (unlike Joyce). Very importantly, Nina is never caught in any 
binary opposition between men and women and knows the art of joy: “non ho mai sentito che in 
prigione si possa trovare tanta gioia” (AdG 429) is Modesta’s comment.135 Such joy appears as 
an antidote not only to Joyce’s shame, but also to power: 
Per trattenere il riso devo infilarmi le unghie nella fronte. È proprio gioia perché quando 
la porta sbatte e finalmente posso abbandonarmi al riso non esistono più i muri marci, le 
misere brande, il bugliolo, ma solo il viso rosso di Nina. (AdG 429)136 
Although they cannot subvert power, Modesta and Nina are at least able to subtract themselves 
from it through laughter, which suggests a Bakhtinian reading of the scenes in the prison. As a 
 
135 “I never heard that you could find so much joy in prison” (The Art of Joy 562). 
136 “I have to dig my nails into my forehead to keep from laughing. It must truly be joy, because when the door 
slams shut and I can finally give in to laughter, the putrid walls, the wretched cots, the bucket no longer exist, just 
Nina’s flushed face” (The Art of Joy 563). 
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world upside down, the prison cancels the class difference between Modesta and Nina. Nina can 
teach Modesta how to survive in that place because she is used to it.  
An element of grotesque realism is introduced in the scenes with Nina. For example, 
when the latter helps Modesta defecate: 
Ti va così? No? Fatti ’na ragione! – Come ti chiami? Porco cane! – non mi va ’sto 
principessa… Modesta? Mannaggia che nome! E chi te l’ha messo? È peggio di 
principessa. Tu guarda se si può chiamare Modesta una così bella signora che per giunta 
piange perché non vuole fare la cacca… Ti posso chiamare Mody, dici? E sì, è più 
carino… (AdG 425)137 
The dialogue is interesting, because Modesta’s words are not recorded, while Nina is full of 
words, but not like Mother Leonora, Carlo, or Joyce. Unlike them, she uses abusive words, 
colloquialisms, and concrete terms, which at first surprise Modesta:  
– Cazzi mia! 
Non ho mai sentito quella parola detta da labbra femminili, e forse perché 
impensatamente sorrido, o per via di quel dialetto che smorza le parole in pause dolci, 
esitanti, resto basita dalla sorpresa. (AdG 423)138  
Nina’s words, however, make Modesta comfortable with her own body functions: “No, no, è che 
forse ridendo o il massaggio che m’hai fatto… Oh, Nina, che vergogna, mi scappa!, non posso 
muovermi, mi scappa! (AdG 425)139 “Che vergogna!” or “mi vergogno” are expressions that 
 
137 “Okay? No? Get over it now – what’s your name, anyway? Goddamn it! – this princess stuff isn’t for 
me … Modesta? Hell, what a name! Who named you that? It’s worse than Princess. Imagine calling such a beautiful 
lady Modesta, especially one who’s crying because she doesn’t want to poop … I can call you Mody, you say? Oh 
yes, that’s better…” (The Art of Joy 557). 
138 “‘Cazzi mia! My fucking business!’I had never heard that word on a woman’s lips, and maybe because I 
instinctively smile, or because of the dialect that breaks the words into gentle, hesitant pauses, I’m left 
flabbergasted” (The Art of Joy 554). 
139 “No, no, it’s just that maybe from laughing or because of the massage you gave me … Oh, Nina, I’m so ashamed, 
I can’t hold it! I can’t move, I can’t hold it in!” (The Art of Joy 558). 
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Joyce uses very often (AdG 298, 306), often coupled with the sentence “sono indegna” (AdG 
297, 299). But in contrast with Joyce’s shame for her body, Modesta finds new pleasure in the 
full acceptance of her corporeal dimension: 
E, cosa che non avrei mai potuto immaginare, nel lasciarmi andare un godimento più 
dolce del rosolio e della lingua di Tuzzu mi fa ora piangere e sospirare non di vergogna 
ma di piacere, ripetendo: – Nina, Nina non mi lasciare… (AdG 426)140 
The scene has a comic overtone, and Nina understands the irony of it: “Non mi lasciare, dice. In 
galera! Giuro che se esco la racconto. Oh, che ridere, sembra ’na barzelletta!” (AdG 426).141 But 
the act of liberating oneself also encompasses the idea of a rebirth. For Bakhtin, “The images of 
feces and urine are ambivalent, as are all the images of the material bodily lower stratum; they 
debase, destroy, regenerate, and renew simultaneously.” Bakhtin continues: “these images are 
closely linked to laughter” (151). In prison, Modesta has to learn to laugh at herself. 
Carnivalesque laughter, for Bakhtin, “is festive; it is universal in scope; it is directed at all and 
everyone, including the carnival’s participants” (Bakhtin 11). Nina’s irrepressible linguistic 
vitality of oaths and curses – different from other characters’ because marked as Roman dialect – 
points toward a Bakhtinian figure whose function is the celebration of life, and the speaking of 
the truth, “il parlare schietto” (AdG 424):142 “This laughing truth, expressed in curses and 
abusive words, degrade[s] power” (92-93), besides expanding the practice of parrhesia from 
Modesta to Nina. 
 
140 “And, something I would never have imagined: as I let myself go, a pleasure sweeter than rosolio or Tuzzu’s 
tongue now makes me sigh and weep, not from shame, but from joy, as I say over and over again: ‘Nina, Nina, don’t 
leave me…” (The Art of Joy 558). 
141 “‘Don’t leave me,’ she says. In jail! I swear, if I get out I’ll have to tell about it. Oh, how funny, a real joke” (The 
Art of Joy 559). 
142 “to be plain-spoken” (The Art of Joy 555). 
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In her anarchic spirit, Nina also questions and challenges the literary canon: Nina’s poet 
is not Dante – whose poetry Sapienza has already parodied with the “imperfect” Beatrice – but 
the blasphemous Belli, who wrote about whores instead of perfect and pure angel-women. 
Besides the constant attack against the romance novel, Sapienza has already parodied and 
dismissed canonical works such as Cuore and I promessi sposi.143 She also includes farcical 
scenes in the novel, and a real play-within-the-novel: the theatre of Giufà, the Sicilian fool 
impersonated by ’Ntoni, Stella’s first son, who grows up in Modesta’s household as part of the 
family. ’Ntoni also satirizes Mussolini, with Joyce’s great surprise: “Non reggo, tutta questa 
pace, questa gioia, questo scherzare su Mussolini” (AdG 327).144 To Modesta, ridiculing 
Mussolini is “un modo per sfaldare un mito per loro così giovani, un esorcismo per non 
assorbirlo e prepararsi a calpestarlo un giorno” (AdG 327).145 In other words, Modesta attaches a 
political power to laughter. In Bakhtin’s words, 
Laughter liberates not only from external censorship but first of all from the great interior 
censor; it liberates from the fear that developed in man during thousands of years: fear of 
the sacred, of prohibitions, of the past, of power. (Bakhtin 94) 
Henry Bergson has emphasized the social meaning of laughter, which ridicules the rigidity of 
certain behavior, language or character, in order to correct it. L’arte della gioia attacks not only 
Mussolini’s rigidity, but also various religious and political dogmatisms, along with the rigidity 
of Mother Leonora and that of Gaia. It also rejects emotional immobility, as exemplified by 
Joyce. Even emotions, in fact, can lie, because they can be imposed or transmitted: “Impara a 
 
143 Manzoni’s canonical novel, the first historical novel is mentioned in Sapienza’s book but left without a comment.   
144 “I can’t stand it! All this peace, this joy, this making jokes about Mussolini” (The Art of Joy 433). 
145 “a way of toppling a myth for those young people, an exorcism so they won’t soak it up and so they can be 
prepared to trample it someday” (The Art of Joy 433). 
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dubitare delle tue emozioni” (AdG 379),146 Modesta warns her son Prando. For example, the 
desire for war is certainly transmitted by the Fascist propaganda, but even the search for joy at 
any cost is to be considered as a form of rigidity: “non mi diventare fanatico della gioia, per 
carità” (AdG 487).147 On a extradiegetic level, given the title of the novel, Sapienza is inviting 
her readers to even reject her own work, should the invitation of the novel become a rigid 
imposition, in fact another dogma. In the appeal: “Lasciamo essere gli altri come sono, o come 
vogliono essere” lies the message of L’arte della gioia: people should be free to choose how they 
want to live their lives, according to their own desires and emotions, and not imposed upon from 
the outside,  
Comprati la macchina che volevi e torna a gareggiare con i maschi come te, o parti per 
l’America, ruba, insomma, fa quello che vuoi! ma che tutto nasca da te e non da un 
ordine del re, del Duce, o del Führer! Desiderare la guerra è già piegare il futuro, e non 
solo il tuo, verso la sventura (AdG 379)148 
or even from the inside by “questo fascismo dentro di noi” (AdG 398).149 The effort to demolish 
this internalized Fascism is predominant in Modesta’s story and also invests the ultimate social 
form of despotism: traditional family.  
 
5. Alternative Motherhood  
In the course of this sprawling novel the conditions of women change: suffice it to say that 
having a girl is not a disgrazia anymore for Mattia and Ida/Bambolina/Bambù, the daughter of 
 
146 “Learn to question your feelings” (The Art of Joy 499). 
147 “Don’t become fanatical about joy” (The Art of Joy 639). 
148 “Buy the car you wanted and go back to competing with males like you, or leave for America … Steal … in 
short, do whatever you want! As long as it comes from you and is not by order of the King, the Duce or the Führer! 
To want war is certainly to lead the future toward disaster, and not just your own future” (The Art of Joy 499). 
149 “This Fascism inside us” (The Art of Joy 523). 
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Carlo and Beatrice (who bears the same name as Morante’s protagonist). Modesta foresees the 
possibility of a job for her children, of choices, of better living condition for women. She also 
has an abortion, anticipating the legalization of the practice, which was under discussion in the 
years Sapienza was writing the novel and was eventually approved in 1978. She envisions a 
world in which women are in control of their bodies and of their reproductive rights. The second 
part of L’arte della gioia is so crowded with children that it is almost impossible to remember 
that not all of them are Modesta’s. This is intentional, given Sapienza’s attempt to decouple 
motherhood and biology, and to put forth motherhood as a choice and as potentiality. To do so, 
Modesta has to question every assumption about family and motherhood. These topics have been 
the focus of a few studies. Susanna Scarparo and Aureliana Di Rollo have focused on the 
mother-daughter relationship arguing that Modesta challenges the traditional notion of kinship 
based on blood relation. Fortini and Farnetti have focused on Modesta’s killing of her mother 
figures, therefore on the hatred for women who represent the oppression that Modesta fights 
(Fortini, “L’arte della gioia e il genio dell’omicidio mancato”; Farnetti, “L’arte della gioia e il 
genio dell’omicidio”).   
In this section, I consider first Sapienza’s representation of the physical dimension of 
childbirth linked to the institution of motherhood: the image of a split, a mutilation in the body 
during childbirth, appears to characterize the future relationship between mother and child. 
Second, I will analyze how Modesta challenges and demolishes the hierarchy son-mother (which 
is a mirror of the hierarchy young-old), as the last romantic drama and form of 
oppression/possession from which she struggles to liberate herself – in fact, the most difficult to 




5.1 Giving Birth: The Fight for Life 
When Modesta narrates the moment in which she gives birth to Prando, she conveys the same 
imagery of separation created in the rape scene. The rape, we have seen, configures itself as a 
battle for life, in which the notions of a separation and laceration of the self are introduced, along 
with the physical pain and the amazement at the intensity of it: 
Quando il momento si annunciò con un colpo rovente che dallo stomaco spingeva verso il 
basso, lacerando i fianchi, i reni, l’intestino, capì che doveva svegliarsi da 
quell’imbambolamento e lottare. Non era soltanto una fatica, come aveva pensato. Era 
una lotta a morte che si scatenava dentro come se il corpo, prima integro, si fosse diviso 
in due, e una parte lottasse per mangiarsi l’altra. (AdG 121)150 
Giving the intensity of the pain, the narrator uses the third person (capì, aveva pensato), while 
the delivery is represented through the metaphor of a battle, therefore conceptualized as a battle 
(Lakoff and Johnson 4), between a mother’s body and a cannibal enemy that fights from within 
to tear and split that body: 
Il suo corpo lottava con l’altro corpo che, come un masso di ferro, batteva al muro della 
pancia per uscire. Era lì il nemico, in quel masso che batteva per uscire dalla prigione, e 
viveva a costo di lacerare, distruggere il suo corpo che, anche se preparato, non ce la 
faceva a espellere quel nemico per non soccombere. (AdG 122)151 
 
150 “When the moment announced itself with a fierce spasm that slashed down from the stomach, tearing hips, 
kidneys and intestines she knew she had to awaken from that torpor and fight. It wasn’t just labour, as she had 
thought. It was a battle to the death that raged inside her as if her body, whole at first, had split in two, and one part 
was struggling to eat the other” (The Art of Joy 169). 
151 “Her body was fighting the other body that, like an iron ram, kept battering the wall of her belly to get out. The 
enemy. The enemy was there, in that ram that kept pounding to get out of its prison and live at the cost of tearing, 




Resuming the metaphor of the knife (“fino a tagliare con un colpo secco il bassoventre” AdG 
122),152 the description recalls the main imagery of the scene of the rape. The question as to why 
these two moments are linked via the shared imagery of the blade can be raised. Is the child 
unwittingly duplicating the relation of patriarchal oppression over the woman’s body? From one 
point of view this imagery seems to deliberately couple the biological aspect of motherhood with 
the social oppression of women, inserting it among the misfortunes (disgrazie) contemplated by 
Modesta’s mother for all women of reproductive age.153   
The centrality of labor as both a natural and a symbolic moment in women’s lives is 
confirmed by the recurrence of the birth/fight metaphor dominant in Sapienza’s writing, be it 
fictional or personal. In the Taccuini, Sapienza describes the generational conflicts between 
mothers and children as the continuation of the “mutilation” experienced in labor: 
In questa lotta corpo a corpo fra genitori e figli la madre è sempre protagonista assoluta 
(molte volte inconscia), dolente ancora della battaglia del travaglio che ha subito nel 
parto con questi altri da sé, o altri con molto di sé, che lottando carnalmente per uscire da 
lei, anche a costo di ucciderla, l’hanno poi abbandonata, mutilandola per sempre di quel 
pezzo di carne che col tempo divenne fatto simbolico anche nella mente e che, nella nota 
“coazione a ripetere,” la madre teme di riprovare talmente da desiderarlo. (Il vizio di 
parlare a me stessa 207)154 
 
152 “which from her shoulder ripped through her, sending a sharp spasm to her lower abdomen” (The Art of Joy 169). 
153 In Lettera aperta, Sapienza shows that this view was shared in her family, for example by her aunt (44), and that 
therefore the freedom of girls entering the reproductive age were extremely limited. The same practice of limiting 
the girls’ freedom when they start menstruating is clearly depicted in the TV series of L’amica geniale. 
154 “In this close fight between parents and children, the mother is always the absolute protagonist (often 
unconscious), still grieving the battle of labor that she suffered in childbirth with these others by herself, or others 
with much of herself, who fighting carnally for getting out of her, even at the cost of killing her, have later 
abandoned her, mutilating her forever of that piece of meat that in time became a symbolic fact also in the mind and 




 “Coazione a ripere” (repetition compulsion) is the psychoanalytical term155 Sapienza also 
alludes to in the title of her collection of short stories Destino coatto (compulsory or unavoidable 
destiny), in which the characters are trapped in their neurosis and are doomed to immobility or 
death (if they are not dead already).  
The phrase “destino coatto” also occurs in L’arte della gioia (AdG 315), along with 
numerous intertextual references to Sapienza’s other works. The notion of destiny is indeed 
central to the novel – one of those notions to be questioned (“C’era il destino?” AdG 60).156 For 
example, destiny was one of the favorite words of Modesta’s mother. One of the aspects of 
repetitive behavior analyzed by Freud in Beyond the Pleasure Principle is precisely called 
“destiny neurosis” and manifests itself as “an essential character-trait which remains always the 
same and which is compelled to find expression in a repetition of the same experiences” (Freud 
16). In the diary entry I have quoted, the reference to Freud is made explicit in a remark that 
involves a declaration of poetics: 
Ed è proprio essere divenuta cosciente (grazie a Freud) di almeno un piano di lettura di 
questo sottotesto [la vita] che mi impedisce di essere una romanziera verista o libera o di 
fantasia, insomma una di quelle che spensieratamente possono raccontare i fatti così 
come si sono svolti, credendoci. (Il vizio di parlare a me stessa 208)157 
Sapienza was well acquainted with Freud’s theories, and the influence of psychanalysis on her 
writing is clear, but it is also true that the writer rejected psychanalysis at various stages of her 
 
155 Freud explored the notion of repetition compulsion in his 1920 essay Beyond the Pleasure Principle, describing 
four aspects of repetitive behavior, all of which seemed odd to him from the point of view of the mind’s quest for 
pleasure/avoidance of unpleasure. 
156 “Was there such a thing as destiny?” (The Art of Joy 23). 
157 “And it is precisely my being aware (thanks to Freud) of at least one interpretation of this subtext [life] that 
prevents me from being a realist or free novelist or a novelist of fantasy, in short one of those who can thoughtlessly 
tell the facts as they happened, believing in them” (my translation). 
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life. Il filo di mezzogiorno, Sapienza’s second autobiographical novel, for example, is the story of 
a failed therapy:  
quel medico, nello smontarmi pezzo per pezzo, aveva portato alla luce vecchie piaghe 
cicatrizzate da compensi, come lui avrebbe detto e le aveva riaperte frugandoci dentro 
con bisturi e pinze e che non aveva saputo guarire. (Il filo di mezzogiorno 178)158  
The scalpel, or surgical knife, is yet another instrument of separation at odds with the idea of 
cura (“care” or “cure”).159 Therefore, Goliarda (Sapienza’s avatar in the book) abandons the 
therapy in favor of a “curative narrative” (Bond 1, 9), that is, of writing as a healing tool. In Il 
filo di mezzogiorno, the narrator Goliarda objects to the psychoanalytical interpretation of her 
neurosis, repeatedly asserting the role of history in her childhood and even in her relationship 
with her mother: “mi scusi, dottore, ma oltre i traumi infantili, il padre e la madre, c’è anche la 
storia…” (Il filo 91).160  
In L’arte della gioia, the admiration for Freud eventually becomes a critique. Initially, 
Modesta shows great interest for Freud’s theories, which she learns from Joyce, especially the 
notion of fluidity of the human mind: 
Freud ha scoperto che l’anima non è una stella fissa eterna e immutabile dentro di noi, ma 
una luce che rotea seguendo le pulsazioni delle vene e dei nervi, che si oscura e 
 
158 “that doctor, in dismantling me piece by piece, had unearthed old wounds healed by compensation, as he would 
have said, and had reopened them, rummaging in them with scalpels and pincers and he had not been able to heal 
them” (my translation). 
159 On the image of the blade as a connecting the rape scene in L’arte della gioia with Lettera aperta and Il filo di 
mezzogiorno, see Bazzoni (Writing for Freedom 32) 
160 “I beg your pardon, doctor, but I think, besides childhood’s traumas, the father and the mother, history counts 
too” (my translation). 
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s’accende, e come il cuore, la vista, il fegato, è passibile di malattie guaribili o mortali. 
(AdG 311)161  
It is easy to understand how Modesta can embrace the deeply revolutionary aspect of 
psychoanalysis: “La sua scoperta è una sferzata paurosa alla sicurezza dell’uomo passato” (AdG 
311).162 She is fascinated by a method that resembles her own: “un mondo impensato di parole 
rinnovate, di miti rivisitati, emozioni, fatti, passioni radicalmente strappati dalla vecchia cultura e 
fatti scivolare contro il limpido vetro scientifico dell’analisi freudiana” (AdG 312).163 However, 
it should also be clear that Modesta rejects psychanalysis when it becomes a normative model, 
when it reduces everything to the relationship with the mother, and especially for using the 
image of women as mutilated beings, envious of men: “non è solo la donna a invidiare il pene, a 
sentirsi mutilata. Anche l’uomo ha una mutilazione. […] Non può creare carnalmente una vita” 
(AdG 353).164 Here is how Modesta overthrows the association femmina-disgrazia, 
acknowledging the transformative power of childbirth.165 This doesn’t mean, however, that 
Sapienza proposes an essentialist view of women. Parenting, like sexuality, is very much a 
performance166 and Modesta performs both the role of the mother and the father, besides 
mothering non-biological children (cf. Scarparo and Di Rollo 101). As a whole, L’arte della 
gioia can be considered, among other things, the story of a woman who struggles not to reenact 
 
161 “Freud discovered that the mind isn’t a fixed star, eternal and immutable, within us, but a whirling light that 
follows the pulsations of the veins and nerves, a light that dims and brightens, and that, like the heart, the eyes or the 
liver, is subject to curable or mortal illnesses” (The Art of Joy 412-413). 
162 “His discovery is a dreadful blow to man’s past security” (The Art of Joy 413). 
163 “an unimagined world of renewed words, retold myths, emotions, events and passions radically uprooted from 
the old culture, and slid under the clear scientific glass of Freudian analysis (The Art of Joy 414). 
164 “Because it’s not just women who have penis envy, who feel mutilated. Men also feel mutilated”  
165 The theme of birth, as is well known, is central in Hannah Arendt’s work, where it enjoys privileged status, above 
all in respect to the theories of action and politics. However, I am not sure whether Sapienza was familiar with the 
philosopher. 
166 Butler’s insistence of performativity is now a given, on which I will not linger. For a reading of AdG through the 
lense of Butler’s feminism, see Scarparo and Di Rollo.  
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the mutilation process represented by labor and childbirth, and also by the rigid gender binary 
imposed on people since childhood.  
 
5.2 To Rebel Against a Son 
In creating a character that pursues freedom from all normative models, Sapienza not only 
disentangles motherhood from its physical aspects, but also articulates the difficult relationship 
between Modesta and her only biological son, which starts with the representation of childbirth 
as a struggle for life (contrary to any romanticized representation of childbirth and motherhood). 
However, turning that relationship into a free rapport is not easy: although she has deconstructed 
gender roles and patriarchal norms for her entire life, Modesta still has to confront her own 
attachment to her biological son and his sense of possession:  
Ribellarsi a un figlio… questo lei non lo sapeva, ribellarsi a un figlio dà un dolore 
incontenibile, vero Modesta? e perché? Pensa bene, Modesta, non ti fare intrappolare. Se 
ci pensi bene e non perdi la testa – proprio come sotto i bombardamenti – troverai la 
risposta. (AdG 480)167 
As Modesta is both living and telling her story, the narrator-Modesta can occasionally speak 
directly to the character-Modesta, thus using the pronoun “you.” She does so in a scene in which 
the narrator encourages her own character to resist the temptation of a very sweet surrender: 
Se hai resistito in quel palmo di roccia sferzato dal vento a tutte le ore, se hai resistito 
allora, non puoi ora annullare quell’azione con una resa totale verso Prando (o verso la 
paura della morte?), o verso la paura della vecchiaia che t’hanno inculcato per non 
 
167 “To rebel against a son… This was something she hadn’t known: that rebelling against a son produces 
unbounded sadness, doesn’t it, Modesta? Why? Think hard, Modesta; don’t fall into a trap. If you think hard and 
don’t lose your head – just like during the bombings – you’ll find the answer” (The Art of Joy 631). 
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portare disordine nella società, per non intaccare quella fortezza di prima linea che, 
fascismo o no, è sempre la famiglia, palestra di futuri soldati, madri-soldato, nonne-
regine. (AdG 481)168 
In this passage, not only does Modesta the narrator express the necessity for Modesta the 
character to overcome fear in order to resist patriarchy and rebel against the status quo, thus 
continuing to acquire agency in her own life, but she also shows the complicity between the 
institution of family and the (fascist) order of society.  
Drawing on the distinction between authority and power, auctoritas and potestas, 
Susanna Scarparo and Aureliana Di Rollo have demonstrated that L’arte della gioia articulates a 
deconstruction and a reconstruction of the Italian family and of the role of both mother and 
daughters. The new family that Modesta wants to create is based not on patriarchal potestas, but 
on authority, which is given and received “through a voluntary act of recognition, since this type 
of authority does not belong to one person as such but exists within the relationship between 
people” (97). In other words, Modesta creates a family as an “affective community” rather than 
as a rigid system of rules. In this community, people are drawn together by choice, instead of 
blood:  
– Non l’addolora, principessa, se Prando mamma mi chiama? 
– E perché Stella, mi dovrebbe addolorare? Lascialo fare. Se t’ha scelta per madre che c’è 
di male? Allora Prando, quante mamme hai tu? (AdG 239)169 
 
168 “If you held out on that windswept scrap of rock … if you held out then, you cannot nullify that action now by 
totally surrendering to Prando (or the fear of death?) or to the fear of old age that has been instilled in you to 
preserve order in society, just to safeguard that first line of defence which – Fascism or not – is still the family, the 
training ground for future soldiers, soldier-mothers, grandmother-queens” (The Art of Joy 632). 
169 “‘It doesn’t upset you, Princess, if Prando calls me Mama? […]’ ‘Why should I be upset, Stella? Let him call you 
that. If he’s chosen you for a mother, what’s wrong with that? So then, Prando, how many mothers do you have?’” 
(The Art of Joy 319-320). 
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Lo sai che ’Ntoni dice sempre che sente matematicamente di essere figlio tuo e non di 
Stella? (AdG 335)170 
Se non fossi nato da me ti avrei scelto fra mille. (AdG 336)171 
This affective community is built on the ethics of choice: “Tu non appartieni né allo Stato, né a 
me, e non ti illudere che io dia ordini” (AdG 379).172 This choice, however, does not necessarily 
mean exclusion:  
Tu mi chiedi adesso […] di scegliere fra te e Joyce, e io rigetto il tuo ricatto 
rispondendoti che non sono né di tua proprietà né di proprietà sua, come tu stesso non sei 
proprietà assoluta di Modesta. (AdG 371)173 
Prando is a possessive son that would like to limit his mother’s access to sexuality. Adrienne 
Rich distinguishes between two meanings of motherhood: 
the potential relationship of any woman to her powers of reproduction and to children; 
and the institution, which aims at ensuring that that potential – and all women – shall 
remain under male control. (Rich 13) 
“Potential” is a key word that connects with the idea of becoming and affect and distinguishes 
motherhood from mothering, to use Gill Rye’s terminological distinction.174 By male control, 
one should intend not only that of the fathers but also the control exerted by male children over 
 
170 “Do you know that ’Ntoni always says he feels, with mathematical certainty, that he’s your son and not Stella’s?” 
(The Art of Joy 443). 
171 “if I hadn’t given birth to you I would have chosen you among thousands” (The Art of Joy 443). 
172 “You don’t belong either to the State or to me and don’t kid yourself that I’m giving orders” (The Art of Joy 499). 
173 “You’re asking me to choose between you and Joyce, and I reject your intimidation. I’m telling you that I am 
neither your property nor hers, just as you yourself are not the absolute property of Modesta” (The Art of Joy 489). 
174 Gill Rye differentiates between “motherhood” and “mothering” in her study Narratives of Mothering: Women’s 
Writing in Contemporary France (2009): while the former is employed to designate the ideological and discursive 




their mothers, who are expected first to give order and then to become their possession. Because 
Modesta loves Prando, she has to send him away: 
Se possiamo amarci spassionatamente amiamoci, ma se questa tensione da proprietari 
terrieri si continua ad acutizzare io ti consiglio di allontanarti per qualche tempo e 
pensarci. (AdG 371-372)175  
In her upside-down world, love is not, in fact, a positive feeling, and Prando, among others, acts 
like a padre-padrone or a controlling father. But this reversal of roles is not a tragic one. It adds 
a laughter aimed at correcting Prando’s rigidity: he is called “vecchio” and Modesta becomes his 
“mamma-bambina” (AdG 452; Art of Joy 593).176  
 
6. Conclusions 
In this chapter, I claimed that Modesta becomes active and powerful while remaining open to her 
emotions, which she embraces and rationalizes instead of suppressing. Exposed to poverty and 
sexual abuse as a child, Modesta succeeds in understanding her body, managing her emotions, 
and in liberating herself from patriarchal oppression, poverty, and fear. The moments of intensity 
in L’arte della gioia serve the purpose of teaching Modesta how to read her own emotions 
(especially hatred and fear) and to reclaim her body.  
 
175 “If we can love each other dispassionately, let’s love each other, but if this tension – more typical of property 
owners – continues to worsen, I advise you to go away for a while and think about it” (The Art of Joy 489). 
176 The idea that children will become parents of their parents is not new in Sapienza and recurs in other writers as 
well. For example, in Lettera aperta, Goliarda takes care of her mother during her mental illness until her death: 
“Non so se sono riuscita ad essere per lei la sua ‘Mamma’ e non so ancora cosa questa parola significhi” (29, “I do 
not know if I managed to be her ‘Mom’ and I do not know what this word means,” my translation). In La ragazza 
del secolo scorso, Rossana Rossanda uses the same inversion: “Ora che ogni strazio è spento, vorrei ritrovarla come 
l’ho lasciata prima che perdesse coscienza. Ci sederemmo vicine, saremmo stanche tutte e due e avremmo molte 
domande da farci. Una madre e una figlia sanno poco una dell’altra, per difesa e affetto e pena. Ora sarei più grande, 
potrei prenderla in braccio, come se l’avessi partorita” (230, “Now that every torment is gone, I would like to find 
her again as I left her before she lost consciousness. We would sit close together, we would both be tired and have 
many questions to ask each other. A mother and a daughter know little of each other, for defense and affection and 
pain. Now I would be bigger, I could take her in my arms, as if I had given birth to her,” my translation). 
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I proposed the category of “becoming active” as one of the central elements of the book. 
The phrase “becoming active” is reminiscent of both the feminist reading of the coming of age 
novel and of the notion of affect handed down from Deleuze and Guattari – as a modification of 
the capacity of a body to act (see Introduction and Chapter One). First perceived as an affective 
intensity in her body, Modesta’s emotions are conceptualized by the character and appear as 
powerful tools to redefine her subjectivity. In other words, emotions are for Modesta a mode of 
inquiry into herself and of action in the world, while they are never disembodied.  
Modesta’s non-repressive rationalization of emotions, in L’arte della gioia, is her most 
effective ethical and political tool, through which she liberates herself from patriarchal 
oppression and enters history. However, the joy of Sapienza’s title is neither an affect nor an 
emotion, but rather an “art” (or maybe a “science”).177 This makes the novel a challenge to the 
contemporary theories of emotions and affects, divided as they are between cognitivist 
approaches (which believe that emotions are like thoughts, whose source is in our conscious or 
unconscious beliefs) and approaches that focus on affects, which are noncognitive, corporeal 
processes occurring at the level of the face or the skin, and are independent from intention or 
meaning. In L’arte della gioia this divide is overcome: although sometimes in Modesta the 
affective reaction is processed cognitively and linguistically after occurring at the level of the 
body or of the skin, and the body is therefore essential to the experience, only thought can direct 
and give meaning to the emotion itself. Thought, in literature, cannot mean but language. It is 
therefore significant that for Modesta everything can be said, “si può sempre dire tutto” (AdG 
 
177 The expression “gay science” comes to mind, which Nietzsche used as the title of one of is book. The Provençal 
expression (gai saber) referred to the technical skill required for poetry-writing. 
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228).178 While Ida at the end of La Storia cannot utter a single intelligible word, Modesta keeps 
narrating.
 
178 “Everything can always be talked about” (The Art of Joy 306). 
Chapter Three 
Chaos and Order: L’amica geniale 
 
Ora capisco quando mia madre ripeteva: studiare, 
studiare sempre, anche a sessant’anni e oltre… 
G. Sapienza, La mia parte di gioia. 
 
When two personalities meet,  
an emotional storm is created.  
W.R. Bion, “Making the Best of a Bad Job.” 
 
In the first chapter of this dissertation, I have underlined Ida’s instinctual response to her 
emotions, her exclusion from History and her retreat from active life when she loses Useppe, 
who was the only reason for her relentless, animalesque fight during the war years. In the second 
chapter, I have made the argument that through the active vigilance of her emotions, Modesta 
liberates herself from the marginal position to which women are relegated in society and in the 
family, as well as in the literary tradition. In this chapter, I posit the affective at a social and 
historical level first, while looking at what kind of agency Lenù can exert in the contexts of her 
affective bonds and public life as a writer. Modesta and Ida do not aspire to literary success: Ida 
barely speaks in La Storia, Modesta is more a speaking voice than an implied author. Here lies 
the main difference between her and Elena/Lenù, the narrator and character I analyze in this 
chapter. Like other Ferrante protagonists (Olga, Delia and Leda in I giorni dell’abbandono, 
L’amore molesto and La figlia oscura respectively),1 Elena presents herself as a writing subject, 
who, as the ultimate vigilant woman, sets out to give shape and order – although always 
provisional and “on the verge” of falling apart – to the magma of feelings and the assemblage of 
 
1 Published in 1992, 2002 and 2006, the three novels are generally known as the “cronache del mal d’amore” 
[chronicles of Lovesickness]. 
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contrasting moods represented by her friendship with Lila and the life in the rione. Probably a 
mediocre, though sometimes successful writer until this moment, Elena becomes really effective 
when she sets out to write the novel that we are reading as a way to contrast and counterbalance 
Lila’s decision to disappear. This venture can be considered her best achievement as a writer, 
after years of self-control, hard study and training.  
Graziella Bernabò once wrote that writing about Elsa Morante is to be bold (“significa 
osare”). Morante’s writing is extreme, therefore her readers need a deep emotional involvement, 
“una forte adesione emozionale” (La fiaba estrema, 8). Paraphrasing this statement, we could say 
that – today – writing about Elena Ferrante feels daunting, both because of the flurry of 
publications that have been devoted to the writer in the past few years (which continue to appear 
with high frequency), and because Ferrante’s writing is elusive, ambivalent,2 and resistant to any 
closure or definite classification.  
In Ferrante’s novels, opposite tensions are at work simultaneously and conclusions can 
only be provisional. This is especially true for L’amica geniale (2011-2014), a novel of 
“unassimilable intensity.”3 I am not sure whether engaging with Ferrante can be considered 
audacious in the same way as writing about Morante seemed daring to Bernabò. I do not claim 
that Ferrante’s novels require the same, or even a similar, emotional involvement either. I also do 
not claim readers’ response as a primary concern in this study; yet, inevitably the intensity on the 
page reverberates with our own sense of self. It is a fact, however, that the wide readership and 
the heated debate following the publication of L’amica geniale resembles in many ways the 
success and critical reception of Morante’s La Storia. In addition, Ferrante’s readers profess an 
 
22 On the notion of ambivalence as “una vita dolorosamente tesa tra due poli opposti eppure compresenti” (9), see 
the volume Dell’ambivalenza, edited by Anna Maria Crispino and Marina Vitale, which is also one of the first 
attempts at a comparative reading of Goliarda Sapienza’s and Elena Ferrante’s works. 
3 The phrase is of David Kurnick, in his review “Ferrante, in History,” published in Public Books in 2015. 
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affective participation and an emotional investment in her novels, claiming a sort of “private 
relationship,” a “powerful intimacy” with the writer.4 Finally, these works have often elicited 
processes of identification and even provided new interpretative tools, such as the exploration of 
the entailments of female friendship.5 
In four volumes published yearly between 2011 and 2014 and immediately translated into 
English by Ann Goldstein – a rare case of the translator becoming almost as famous as the 
author6 – L’amica geniale tells the story of the friendship between the narrator, Elena/Lenù 
Greco, and Raffaella/Lina/Lila Cerullo from their first years of elementary school until Lila 
mysteriously disappears without leaving any trace sixty years later. It also tells the story of the 
two protagonists’ education (formal for Lenù, self-education for Lila) and their linguistic 
development, incorporating Italian history from the aftermath of the Second World War to the 
first decade of the new century. The story is divided into ages: childhood and adolescence in 
L’amica geniale, youth in Storia del nuovo cognome, “middle time” in Storia di chi fugge e di 
chi resta, maturity and old age in Storia della bambina perduta. The narration proceeds in a 
chronological order, with some exceptions: the framing sections, the episode of Lila’s dissolving 
margins or smarginatura, and a number of proleptic and analeptic remarks, whose relevance 
becomes clearer later in the story. These details and the occasional reversal of the chronological 
 
4 The terms are taken from Meghan O’Rourke’s review, “Elena Ferrante: The Global Literary Sensation Nobody 
Knows,” which appeared in The Guardian on October 31, 2014.  
5 Nancy K. Miller, in her personal account of a friendship between women in second-wave feminism, writes: “What 
bound us together, though, was something else, something about how we lived and narrated our friendship to each 
other. Reading Elena Ferrante’s astonishing Neapolitan tetralogy helped me understand what that binding agent was 
and why its power has not abated in memory” (My Brilliant Friends 87). 
6 It is noteworthy that a Google search of Ferrante yields immediately a picture of Ann Goldstein. As Stiliana 
Milkova put it, “The canonization of Ferrante’s novels in the United States has not only opened up literature in 
translation to American readers, it has also effected a shift in the way Americans approach the figure of the 
translator” (“The Translator’s Visibility” 169). 
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order assume an important role in signaling the more significant incidents told by the narrator, 
and in creating an intensity that resonates across the four volumes. 
Lenù and Lila share the same origins in a poor neighborhood of Naples generically called 
rione (“neighborhood” in the English translation) but take different paths. Lenù, allowed to study 
after she graduates from elementary school, attends high school and university, while Lila – 
despite her intelligence – is not given this opportunity. The arguments against continuing her 
education are strikingly similar to those made against Modesta’s desire to study in Sapienza’s 
L’arte della gioia: Lila’s poor family and her gender (“perché deve studiare tua sorella che è 
femmina?” AG 65).7 While Lenù overcomes this resistance with the help of her teacher Oliviero, 
Lila first works in her father’s shoemaker shop, then at only sixteen years of age marries the 
grocer Stefano Carracci, but she leaves him for Nino, who is also ardently desired by Lenù. Lila 
is abandoned by Nino, loses her wealth and starts working in a sausage factory under inhuman 
conditions. Lila teaches herself programming, thus developing mastery in yet another code. She 
is later hired by the local camorrista Michele Solara, a member of the family that she has always 
hated. Michele is the son of the usurer Manuela Solara and brother of Marcello, whom Lila as a 
child threatens to kill and as a teenager refuses to marry. Lenù in the meantime attends a 
prestigious university in Pisa, marries a young academic, becomes a writer and has two 
daughters. Later, as Lila did before, Lenù separates from her husband and starts a relationship 
with Nino, has a third daughter with him, and lives for some time in Naples very close to Lila, 
before moving to Turin.  
 
7 “why should your sister, who is a girl, go to school?” (My Brilliant Friend 69). I use the following abbreviations 
for Ferrante’s texts: AG for L’amica geniale, SNC for Storia del Nuovo cognome, SFR for Storia di chi fugge e di 
chi resta, SBP for Storia della bambina perduta, F for La frantumaglia. As in the previous chapters, the references 
will appear parenthetically, and the translation will be given in the footnotes. 
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I treat the tetralogy – widely known as “The Neapolitan novels” in the anglophone world 
– as one novel in four parts (which in Italian bears the same title as the first volume, L’amica 
geniale), following Ferrante’s indication in La frantumaglia (F 244). I consider the quartet both 
an evolution and a complication of the crossbreed of female Bildungsroman (or novel of 
becoming) and historical narrative exemplified by Morante’s La Storia and Sapienza’s L’arte 
della gioia. Lenù’s Bildung counterbalances immense sacrifices and endless humiliation, and in 
no way accompanies joy and freedom, as is the case for Modesta. Her agency is intrinsically 
linked to her capability of giving her own order to the facts of her life and Lila’s – but always in 
a prose that shows its limitations and impossibilities, in sharp contrast to Modesta’s claim that 
one can talk about everything. History also lacks the positive trend of L’arte della gioia and, 
similar to Morante’s History, is an eternal cycle of prevarication and violence, where every 
achievement seems temporary and fragile. 
Unlike Modesta, Lenù is not the only protagonist of her narrative: she tells, or better 
writes, her own story along with Lila’s story. Lila’s language, both in writing and speaking, 
sustains and invigorates Elena’s narration and is an object of admiration, envy and emulation. 
Some critics insist on this dual – or polyphonic (in Bakhtinian sense) – narration in which “la 
voce narrante si sdoppia in quella dell’amica” (De Rogatis, Elena Ferrante 41). But we never 
read Lila’s energetic writing, she never leaves Naples and its dialect, and at the end of the story 
(which is also the beginning of the narrative) she disappears. For these reasons, other critics 
contend that L’amica geniale is a Bildungsroman “in mono, not stereo” (Wood), and that “the 
supremacy of the voice remains that of Elena (Lucamante, “Undoing Feminism” 39). In her 
ambivalence, Elena appropriates Lila’s words on several occasions: she takes inspiration from La 
fata blu for her first novel; she bases her article for the newspapers L’Unità on Lila’s report on 
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the working conditions in the sausage factory without crediting her; finally, she permanently 
“silences” Lila when she throws her notebooks in the river (Parri 59).  
It is Elena’s voice that we hear in her attempt at writing “ogni dettaglio della nostra 
storia, tutto ciò che mi è rimasto in mente” (AG 19).8 This statement, which appears at the end of 
the prologue and puts resentment at the core of Elena’s decision (“Vediamo ora chi la spunta,” 
AG 19)9 already conveys a double tension: “ogni dettaglio della nostra storia” points to an all-
encompassing and realistic representation, which the clause “tutto ciò che mi è rimasto in mente” 
soon denies. The adverb tutto (“all”) actually means “only those details that left a trace on her 
memory” in a sort of “cognitive contradiction” encoded in linguistic intensifiers (Labov 49).10 
Moreover, one could argue that it would be impossible to write down everything preserved in 
somebody’s memory, that a selection is always necessary. Consequently “tutto” must be given a 
loose interpretation (“most, almost all”). And yet the choice of the adverb tutto indicates an 
“intensive feature” (Labov 57). As will become clear in the remainder of this chapter and in the 
next one, for L’amica geniale I locate intensity especially at the linguistic level. As Martin Price 
argued, while any great novel is self-reflexive in some fashion, in some, “the logic of intensity is 
to be found in the language, and style becomes fatality” (Price 379). In Ferrante, we find the 
linguistic feature of intensity at the core of the novel both as a theme and as an effect and it 
possesses both creative and destructive force. It is worth noting here that the prologue is 
permeated by the concept of erasure and the notion of “trace”:  
 
8 “all the details of our story, everything that still remained in my memory” (My Brilliant Friend 23). 
9 “We’ll see who wins this time” (My Brilliant Friend 23). 
10 For a definition of linguistic intensifiers see my introduction. 
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Lila come al solito vuole esagerare, ho pensato. Stava dilatando a dismisura il concetto di 
traccia. Voleva non solo sparire lei, adesso, a sessantasei anni, ma anche cancellare tutta la vita 
che si era lasciata alle spalle. (AG 18-19)11  
Besides working as a countermeasure to Lila’s disappearance, Elena’s recollection is an 
act of re-creation. Instead of materially following her traces – which would be a vain attempt, 
given Lila’s “magic” ability to carry out her plans to their bitter end – Elena decides to revivify 
her friend in writing, thereby inscribing Lila’s absence in the signs of her own writing. It is 
almost a Derridean move, which posits writing as repetition and dissemination of traces – the 
traces of a virtually ineffable story that ends with Lila’s cancellation of her own traces.12 With 
Derrida we could call it “a trace of the effacement of a trace” (Speech and Phenomena 156). 
However, the best paradigm for the trace is “the cinder” (Cinders 43), used both as common and 
proper noun, both in the singular and in the plural, cinders. “Who is Cinder? Where is she? 
Where did she run off at this hour?” he asks (33). “Who is Lila? Where is she? Where did she 
run off at this hour?” we might ask. “Elena sembra all’inizio in una posizione di forza, si esprime 
come se fosse sicuramente capace di afferrare l’amica con la scrittura e di riportarla a casa,” 
writes Ferrante in La frantumaglia, “In realtà più il racconto andrà avanti meno riuscirà a fissare 
Lila” (F 276).13 Instead of capturing Lila’s essence, or the essence of their friendship, Elena 
pushes her friend even further away. “Someone vanished but something preserved her trace and 
at the same time lost it” (Cinders 33). If “the trace is not a presence but is rather the simulacrum 
 
11 “Lila is overdoing it as usual, I thought. She was expanding the concept of trace out of all proportion. She wanted 
not only to disappear herself, now, at the age of sixty-six, but also to eliminate the entire life that she had left 
behind” (My Brilliant Friend, 22-23). 
12 For a Derridean reading of L’amica geniale, see Ghezzo and Teardo. The two scholars, however, focus on Elena’s 
narration of herself as necessarily a biography of the other, Lila (175).  
13 “At first Elena seems to be in a position of strength; she expresses herself as if she were certainly capable of 
capturing her friend with her writing and bringing her home. In reality the more the story continues, the less 
successful she becomes at pinning Lila down” (Frantumaglia 286). 
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of a presence that dislocates, displaces, and refers beyond itself” (Derrida, Speech and 
Phenomena 156), then Elena’s endeavor is one that “deconstructs” itself along the way and 
refers to something that is other from itself, yet not definable.14 And yet, it is precisely in this act 
of creation that we can locate Elena’s agency. Elena produces the signs of a disappearance, “to 
erase the erasure” (Deutsch 165).  
As in the previous chapters, what follows deals briefly with the reception of the work, 
which revolves around the affective response of the readers. I then analyze the affective 
landscape of L’amica geniale, the central role of violence as an intensifier in the story, the 
representation of specific emotions and the narrative and linguistic strategies underlying the 
moments of narrative intensity. In his brilliant review of L’amica geniale, David Kurnick wrote: 
The addictive quality of the Neapolitan novels on which everyone agrees may finally 
derive from their unequaled sensitivity to what it feels like to be in and with history – 
sometimes in anticipation, often in contempt or fear, always with excitement and 
attention. (Kurnick) 
In line with this quotation I also insist on the affective quality of history in the novel; in other 
words: on its power to change one’s affect, producing anxiety and horror. In this chapter I give 
particular attention to the emotional responses of the narrator (such as pain and envy), to see 
whether and how the mastery of emotion becomes fruitful and helps the female protagonist find 
her position in the public sphere or in history. 
 
 
14 If in Derrida cinder recalls the holocaust, as a name Cinder is a figure of Cinderella. Il Lila can be associated with 
this figure is through an inversion of the story of the fairy tale. Lila is the maker of a pair of shoes that will find an 
owner, the only one whom the shoe fit, in the very man she doesn’t desire, Marcello Solara. 
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1. An Intense Debate 
The reception of the Neapolitan quartet is relevant to my discourse because it often revolves 
around emotions and affects, in the novel or generated by the novel. A secondary, yet heated 
debate, concerns the quality of Ferrante’s writing. However, I should observe right away that this 
debate is anything but separate from the emotional involvement of the public in Ferrante’s 
stories, which to many feel “honest” and compelling,15 and from the question of authorship: the 
choice of anonymity made by the writer or writers behind the penname of Elena Ferrante.16 In 
my analysis, I will refer to this latter issue only when it adds layers to the interpretation of the 
texts, but I believe that the biographical identity of the writer should not influence the analysis of 
characters and narrative solutions, which are the primary focus of my study. 
The success of L’amica geniale is enormous, to the extent that a term exists for it: 
“Ferrante fever” indicates a sort of obsession and addiction of the readership for writing which 
“has no limits, is willing to take every thought forward to its most radical conclusion and 
backward to its most radical birthing,” as James Wood’s wrote in 2013, in an article published in 
The New Yorker that contributed to Ferrante’s popularity in the US. Since then, readers and 
critics alike have openly talked about their emotional investment in the work. In the documentary 
film entitled Ferrante Fever by Giacomo Durzi (2017), famous writers and other public figures 
(including Elizabeth Strout, Jonathan Franzen and Hillary Clinton) express their enthusiasm and 
even fixation with the tetralogy, using a language rich in emotion.17  
 
15 See, for example, Wood’s review, “Women of the Verge,” but also Elizabeth Strout in the documentary Ferrante 
Fever. 
16 For the figure of Ferrante and her identity, see, among others, Falkoff and Bojar. On the emotional reaction 
elicited by the possibility of a collaboration between wife and husband, see Donadio. 




In contrast to the success obtained abroad (especially in the US) among readers and 
scholars, in Italy a few critics have expressed their reservations for the tetralogy,18 accusing it of 
repurposing old and trite literary techniques with the aim of hooking the unsophisticated 
American readership, attracted by plain language, intriguing plots and a touristic view of 
Naples.19 Much of this criticism, however, seems to derive from Ferrante’s undisclosed identity 
and her absence from the public debate, which might also be the reasons why Ferrante wasn’t 
awarded a Strega Prize, the most prestigious literary award in Italy.20 Although a previous 
nomination for L’amore molesto (1992) didn’t attract any attention, when Roberto Saviano, 
author of the acclaimed Gomorra, proposed the last volume of L’amica geniale for the prize, 
Ferrante was fiercely attacked.21  
It has been noted that the reception of Ferrante’s work resembles the heated debate that 
followed the publication of La Storia (Benedetti, “Elena Ferrante in America,” de Rogatis, Elena 
Ferrante, among others). Perhaps, as suggested by Tiziana de Rogatis, it might not be a mere 
coincidence that critics have attacked two novels by female writers engaging in rewriting History 
with the clear intention of subverting the hierarchies between “historical events” and “vulnerable 
lives.” Both Morante and Ferrante, although with different strategies, attract a large readership in 
this historical flow. In this way, De Rogatis calls attention to two prejudices on the part of Italian 
 
18 A number of critics have underlined the different reception of Ferrante’s work in Italy and in the US. For 
example, Falkoff in her article “To Translate is to Betray,” Benedetti in “Elena Ferrante in America,” and De 
Rogatis in her book Elena Ferrante. Parole chiave. 
19 See Paolo Di Paolo in La Stampa: “Ai lettori e critici americani i romanzi di Ferrante piacciono perché le trame 
sono oliate, la mano narrativa è solida, la lingua piana, e Napoli, quando c’è, è un fondale che non impegna troppo, 
sta lì come una stampa turistica con Vesuvio e golfo. Si fa leggere con partecipazione emotiva, le sue vicende sono 
traghettabili ovunque.” 
20 The prize was established in 1947. Elsa Morante was the first woman to win it in 1957 with L’isola di Arturo. 
21 Author Sandro Veronesi objected that the anonymity of the author was against the rule for entering the 
competition and threatened to resign from the jury of the prize (De Santis). The novelist Sebastiano Vassalli, while 
confessing to not having read the books, on Il Corriere della Sera uses a frankly misogynist tone against Ferrante, 
calling her “donnarella tremebonda.” 
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critics: the gender-related criticism and an aesthetic bias against a “popular” style that aims at 
reaching the broadest audience possible (De Rogatis, Elena Ferrante 19-20).  
This analysis is confirmed by a polemic that appeared in the weekly news magazine 
L’Espresso early in 2018: the first article of the section “La polemica,” by the writer Elvira 
Seminara, objects to “una lingua omologata e stanca […] modellata su quella televisiva di basso 
intrattenimento” (82). The author doesn’t mention Ferrante, but the article is followed by an 
interview with Adam Kirsch, author of The Global Novel: Writing the World in the 21st Century 
(2017), which includes a chapter on Ferrante. In this interview, the question as to whether a large 
readership means low quality is an indirect reference to Ferrante, whom Kirsch doesn’t fail to 
mention in his answer as an example of a writer both brilliant and famous (like Shakespeare, 
Dickens, Pamuk and Franzen). Any alleged stylistic limitation of Ferrante’s works, Kirsch adds, 
gets lost in the translation, unlike her “powerful psychological intuitions” (Minardi 83). The 
section of L’Espresso ends with an article by Paolo Di Paolo tellingly titled “Ferrante boh,” 
which bluntly accuses Ferrante of banality. While in The Global Novel Kirsch claims that 
Ferrante’s work “answers immediately and profoundly to critics’ and readers’ expectations of 
what novels should be” (93), Di Paolo’s cannot find a reason for Ferrante’s popularity (“boh” 
correspond to the colloquial “dunno” in English), except that the English translation of L’amica 
geniale may be better (“più bella”) than the original (85). 
Di Paolo refuses to really engage with Ferrante’s success, either as an author or as a 
marketing brand. Kirsch, instead, provides a viable hypothesis for Ferrante’s popularity on a 
global scale: L’amica geniale is the perfect combination between the exotic (Naples) and the 
recognizable (the experience of women after WWII). The Neapolitan quartet tells “an Italian 
story that might equally well be told of women of the same generation around the world” (Kirsch 
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95). L’amica geniale exposes the disparity between wealthy and poor, “because Italy contains 
within its own borders the same rivalry of North and South that is also writ large on the globe 
itself” (98). It intertwines fiction and history as “a way of tying the neighborhood to a larger 
national and international context” (102). Still, to those critics that accuse Ferrante (and other 
World Literature novelists) of relying on translation instead of experimenting with style,22 which 
would make the novels untranslatable, Kirsch replies insisting on the presence of untranslatable 
puns or notions in the novels he analyzes as “a kind of wrench thrown into the smoothly turning 
gears of world literature” (18).23    
“Refusing to sell herself,” writes Kirsch, “has not injured Ferrante’s commercial or 
critical prospects” (94). In other words, even the choice of anonymity has a dual effect on 
Ferrante’s success: while working as a “protest against the culture of literary celebrity,” it is also 
“an effective marketing strategy” (Segnini 115). However, the question as to how media have 
created the Ferrante phenomenon remains unanswered, and the conflict between the 
commodification of the Ferrante brand through an extensive mediatic coverage and the erasure 
of the author’s image hasn’t been resolved yet, as Nicoletta Marini-Maio rightly notices 
reviewing the documentary I mentioned above (310). Meanwhile, many have tried to answer the 
question of why L’amica geniale is addictive for its readers. For Elisa Gambaro, the work offers 
a multilayered narrative that mixes “realismo psicosociale e significati simbolici” in an 
engrossing plot that attracts readers with different interests (154). Martha Witt, instead, has 
 
22 Elisa Segnini, analyzing the “Ferrante project” within the world literature debate, stresses its fluctuation between 
local and global: “The books highlight Naples’s specificity, its particular cultural and linguistic context, but at the 
same time they steer clear of linguistic experimentation, and avoid incorporating references in a way that demands 
an in-depth knowledge of Neapolitan culture or history. They depict the ‘local’ and the ‘particular’, but remain 
accessible to the tourist’s gaze. This increases their translatability and accessibility to international readerships” 
(114-115). 
23 The reference is to Emily Apter’s Against World Literature: On the Politics of Untranslatability (2013). 
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stressed in The Literary Review that the tension derives “from language and emotion rather than 
plot.” The logic of intensity is to be found in the language, as Price would put it.  
To conclude this necessarily partial overview of the reception of the quartet,24 I would 
like to mention the critical attention that linguistic and sociolinguistic scholars have devoted to 
Ferrante, undoubtedly in a less polemic way than the reviewers of her books. The style of 
Ferrante mirrors spoken language more than a literary one: it is paratactic, with regional 
elements and occasional dislocations. The dialect, so relevant on the diegetic level, hides under a 
surface that can be generally defined as lingua media (despite the presence of sophisticated as 
well as obscene lexicon)25 or “lingua di ogni giorno per indicare cose di ogni giorno” (SBP 
436).26 The role played by dialect has spurred linguistic interest at a sociolinguistic and 
psychanalytical level (see for example Alfonsetti, Librandi, Benedetti “Il linguaggio 
dell’amicizia e della città”). I would like to suggest, however, that L’amica geniale openly stages 
the affective quality of language. This will be the focus of my next chapter, which will call for a 
stylistic analysis of the novels analyzed in my dissertation that clarifies that the emotional effect 
comes from narrative strategies and technical rigor, rather than from the expression of women 
writers’ passional nature.27 
 
 
24 Moreover, the number of reviews has multiplied after the release of the first season of the TV series L’amica 
geniale, a Rai and HBO production aired in 2018, which has revamped the interest in Ferrante’s books. 
25 Francesco Sabatini defined italiano di uso medio (Italian of average use) a variety influenced by the spoken 
language and used in context of medium or low formality (156) and reinforced by the diffusion of media (155).   
26 “the language of every day to indicate things of every day” (The Story of the Lost Child 458). 




2. Deep and Petty Feelings 
In the afore-mentioned review, James Wood states that Ferrante’s novels “are intensely, violently 
personal,” in other words, they sound like a confession, which may justify the secrecy 
sorrounding the author’s “real” life.28 The effect of intimacy between Elena (Ferrante/Greco) and 
the reader is also responsible, according to Sarah Blackwood and Sarah Mesle, for the irritation 
felt when the quartet is discussed by someone else, which could explain some of the animosity 
surrounding the Neapolitan quartet.29 The article by Blackwood and Mesle, aptly entitled “The 
Function of Pettiness at the Present Time,” suggests that our society resonates with the emotions 
evoked in these volumes and makes them particularly appealing: perhaps the seriality of the 
publication, perhaps the intimate tone that sounds like gossip. The authors also engage with the 
feelings described and created by Ferrante’s work arguing that her writing echoes the 
contemporary display of the self through “backchannels” (the Facebook posts, the gossipy texts), 
an intimate (although public) way of communicating that gives importance to small details – 
precisely the definition of pettiness: “Dwelling in pettiness is how the novels generate their 
pleasure,” the two critics write, “They invite us to respond with our own out-of-scale fears, 
irritations, and concerns, rather than with our big-picture understanding” (Blackwood and 
Mesle).  
 
28 “As soon as you read her fiction, Ferrante’s restraint seems wisely self-protective. Her novels are intensely, 
violently personal, and because of this they seem to dangle bristling key chains of confession before the 
unsuspecting reader” (Wood). Ferrante, instead, declared that her anonymity allows her “uno spazio di libertà 
creativa assoluta” (F 62; “a space of absolute creative freedom,” Frantumaglia 2).  
29 “Criticism about these novels felt inadequate to the largeness of our feeling and thinking about these novels. The 
only talk about Ferrante we liked was private, non-argumentative. The critical takes, the arguments about 
authorship, the interpretive discussions placing the novels in various literary contexts and genealogies: all of it, 
bizarrely for people who passionately do critical work for a living, seemed mostly useless and entirely missing of the 
point. However: what was the point we so felt everyone else was missing? And why was it all so irritating?” 
(Blackwook and Mesle). 
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To the list of reasons underlying the polemics against Ferrante we should probably add a 
suspicion against the foregrounding of emotions, especially mean and non-cathartic feelings such 
as those depicted in L’amica geniale, and the eliciting of “out-of-scale” reactions. Sarah Ahmed 
reminds us that the words passion and passive share the same root in Latin, therefore “the fear of 
passivity is tied to the fear of emotionality” (3), and this might apply also to the critics that 
condemn Ferrante, as well as to those that criticized Elsa Morante for manipulating the reader’s 
emotions (see Asor Rosa, among others). The criticism against Ferrante seems to replicate the 
objection to Morante’s mobilization of “emozioni non comprese nella sfera estetica” (Gabriella 
Contini 187). Similarly to what Calvino suggested for Morante’s La Storia – that is, the analysis 
of the literary strategies through which Morante obtains the effect of commozione (cf. Chapter 
One) – we should investigate the techniques used by Ferrante to create characters that we can use 
as “lenses through which we read our own minds” (O’Rourke). This is a fascinating question that 
we are not likely to answer in full any time soon, but I propose that looking at the affective 
realities created in the novel and at the emotional wounds suffered by the characters can shed 
some light on the reasons why we feel so intimate with them. In La frantumaglia, Ferrante 
explains: 
Io racconto esperienze comuni, comuni lacerazioni, e il mio massimo assillo – non 
l’unico – è trovare una tonalità della scrittura capace di togliere strato dietro strato la 
garza che fascia la ferita e arrivare al racconto veritiero della piaga. Più la piaga mi 
sembra nascosta da mille stereotipi, dalle finzioni che gli stessi personaggi hanno 
imbastito per proteggersi – più insomma mi sembra refrattaria al racconto – , più insisto. 
(F 298)30 
 
30 “I describe common experiences, common wounds, and my biggest worry – not the only one – is to find a tone in 
writing that can remove, layer by layer, the gauze that binds the wound and reach the true story of the wound. The 
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Tiziana de Rogatis insists on emotion as the principle that inspires Ferrante’s writing. Rather 
than sentimental confession, however, emotion is the expression of the “sintassi scabrosa e 
polifonica delle relazioni umane” (Elena Ferrante 33): in this definition, De Rogatis 
metaphorically associates emotion to language, as if human relations were sentences with a 
grammatical arrangement. The scholar describes Ferrante’s style as a sort of plunge that takes the 
readers “nel fondo buio di un’emozione” before pulling them back from it (34). This “doppio 
registro dello stile” is what allows the co-existence of uncontrollable emotion and vigilance (36).  
Ferrante herself, who despite her anonymity surprisingly abounds in explanations about 
her own works in the interviews collected in La frantumaglia,31 seems preoccupied with what I 
call moments of intensity and tends to locate intensity in the materiality of style: “I libri sono 
organismi complessi, le righe che ci hanno profondamente turbato sono il momento più intenso 
di un nostro terremoto che il testo ha avviato fin dalle prime pagine” (La frantumaglia 13).32 
Tensions are constantly at work in a novel, even though some scenes are more explosive, more 
intense: like upheavals, commotions, disruptions and catastrophes.  
In a sprawling novel with an engrossing plot like L’amica geniale, there are a plethora of 
“moments of intensity,” and Ferrante creates them deploying several strategies. First, surprise 
plays an important role, and intensifies the story as unforeseen earthquakes. Almost in each of 
the short chapters that constitute the saga there is a revelation or a suspenseful turn of phrase. 
These plot twists often close the chapters, which end with a cliffhanger. (This is a characteristic 
 
more deeply hidden the wound seems – by stereotypes, by the fictions that the characters themselves have tacked on 
to protect themselves; in other words, the more resistant it seems to the story – the harder I insist” (Frantumaglia 
308). 
31 I find this fact quite surprising, given Ferrante’s insistence on the necessity for a book to speak for itself. Morante 
had the same intention: Gianni Venturi, for example, wrote that, to the questions about the role and value of writing, 
Morante answered that all one can hope to learn about her thoughts, hopes and trepidations is to be found in her 
books (1). 
32 “Books are complex organisms, and the lines that affected us deeply are the most intense moments of an 
earthquake that the text provokes in us as readers from the first pages” (Frantumaglia 16). 
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also of the endings of the individual volumes.) The suspense created by a plot twist both 
recreates Lenù’s anxiety and forces the readers to wonder “and then?” thereby making them read 
on (Rabkin 6). On the other hand, the recursive placement of elements of surprise makes the plot 
twists quite predictable. 
The variable distance between the narrating and the narrated self is another way to create 
tension: usually Elena the narrator doesn’t impose her later perspective of the events; very rarely 
does she anticipate what she knows at the time of writing (we should pay close attention to these 
passages), with the result that we see Lenù’s awareness grow during the story. Elena’s 
descriptions of Nino, for instance, are full of admiration and love, reflecting the feelings she has 
for him at any given point in the story, and especially her tendency to justify whatever he does. It 
is true that the narrator insinuates doubts about his morality and about his claim that he wants to 
be different from his father, but those could be legitimate suspicions of the narrated Lenù at the 
time of the events. The reader will find out that he is a villain in the story only when the narrative 
reaches the moment Lenù makes this discovery.  
In dealing with this story, moreover, Elena often changes the pace of the narration. The 
variation in speed depends on the importance given to certain episodes over others. It is the 
clarification of the emotional impact of the episodes that gives them intensity and makes them 
remarkable for the readers. Elena tends to introduce meaningful episodes, announcing plot twists 
and breaks of precarious balances: “Ma a un certo punto successe un fatto imprevisto” (AG 46); 
“Ciò che accadde in seguito ci investì in modo inatteso” (AG 48); “Nel bel mezzo di quella 
stagione lunghissima successe un fatto che sconvolse tutti, ma che su Lila ebbe un effetto 
particolare” (AG 79); “A metà luglio successe una cosa che avrei dovuto mettere in conto e che 
invece mi prese alla sprovvista e mi stravolse” (AG 203); “Poi a fine agosto, quando stava per 
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esaurirsi quel periodo straordinario, accaddero due cose importanti” (AG 221); “Furono due 
eventi in particolare, l’uno dietro l’altro, che ferirono Lila in profondità” (AG 304); “Accadde 
solo quello che era prevedibile che accadesse” (AG 327); “L’imprevedibile si rivelò solo a quel 
punto” (AG 327).33 These are some example from the first volume, but Ferrante uses the same 
technique throughout the tetralogy. Despite the surprise effect and the cliffhangers created by 
Ferrante, what distinguishes Elena’s narrative from Morante’s narrator and from Modesta is the 
constant and explicit “emotional commentary” on the events she narrates. I believe this is one of 
the techniques that contribute to give intensity to the scenes and make them memorable for the 
reader.  
As with La Storia and L’arte della gioia, I follow three main threads in L’amica geniale: 
1) intensity in the events or in the narrative and the role of emotions, with an analysis of specific 
emotions 2) women’s destiny, marginality and positionality, for example their exclusion from 
education, their role as mothers, the aversion for their own mothers 3) the rewriting of History 
from a liminal perspective, and 4) storytelling and personal narrative as an act of agency or tool 
for becoming active. I pay special attention to the positionality of protagonist and narrator, who 
possess different levels of awareness and whom I call Lenù and Elena respectively. However, 
any discourse on Lenù is always complicated by the interlaced perspective (real or imagined) of 
Lila and by the constant tensions between the two.  
 
 
33 “But at a certain point something unexpected happened” (My Brilliant Friend 50). The second sentence is not 
translated into English. “Right in the middle of that long season an event took place that upset everyone, but on Lila 
had a very particular effect” (My Brilliant Friend 83). “In the middle of July something happened that I should have 
thought of but that instead caught me unawares and overwhelmed me” (My Brilliant Friend 207). “Then, at the end 
of August, when that extraordinary period was about to come to an end, two important things happened, suddenly, 
on the same day” (My Brilliant Friend 226). “There were two events in particular, one after the other, that wounded 
Lila deeply” (My Brilliant Friend 307). “There happened only what could have been predicted to happen” (My 
Brilliant Friend 330). “The unpredictable revealed itself only at that point” (My Brilliant Friend 331). 
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3. The rione as Affective Landscape and Emotional Community 
L’amica geniale can be considered at the same time a personal narrative, the story of a 
relationship between two female friends, and the representation of a community inhabiting the 
outskirts of Naples. All three levels are permeated by “sentimenti compressi ma sempre vicini a 
esplodere” (AG 27).34 The rione, and by extension Naples, the place at the center of the 
narrative, represents more than a realistic setting and a sociological milieu: it is the affective 
landscape of the entire tetralogy, as in L’amore molesto. In an interview from 1995 with literary 
critic Goffredo Fofi, Ferrante assigns to Naples powerful physical and linguistic overtones: 
Con Napoli, comunque, i conti non sono mai chiusi, anche a distanza. Sono vissuta non 
per breve tempo in altri luoghi, ma questa città non è un luogo qualsiasi, è un prolungamento del 
corpo, è una matrice della percezione, è il termine di paragone di ogni esperienza. Tutto ciò che 
per me è stato durevolmente significativo ha Napoli per scenario e suona nel suo dialetto. (F 
60)35 
If we can talk about affective landscapes when “people attach themselves and detach 
themselves from place in complex ways, imbuing such landscapes with powerful associations 
and, in turn, with intense struggle over meaning and authority” (Berberich, Campbell and 
Hudson 314), Ferrante’s Naples should be read in this sense: it occupies a central role in the 
narrative as a non-unitary object, but nonetheless “matrice della percezione” and “termine di 
paragone di ogni esperienza.” Recognizing the great influence of Anna Maria Ortese, another 
 
34 “feelings repressed but always close to exploding” (My Brilliant Friend 31). 
35 “With Naples, though, accounts are never closed, even at a distance. I’ve lived for quite a while in other places, 
but that city is not an ordinary place, it’s an extension of the body, a matrix of perception, the term of comparison of 
every experience. Everything that has been permanently meaningful for me has Naples as its backdrop and is 
expressed in its dialect” (Frantumaglia 65).  
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writer who puts Naples at the center of her narrative, in the same interview Ferrante declares her 
intention to keep writing about the city’s ordinary affects:36 
Quanto a Napoli, oggi mi sento attratta soprattutto dalla Ortese di “La città involontaria”. 
Se riuscissi a scrivere ancora di quella città proverei a fabbricare un testo capace di 
esplorare la direzione indicata in quelle pagine, una storia di piccole violenze miserabili, 
un precipizio di voci e di vicende, gesti minimi e terribili. (F 59-60)37  
As early as the Nineties, Ferrante seems to be already envisioning L’amica geniale, published 
almost twenty years later, as a text rich in petty acts of violence and terrible gestures and full of 
all the anger of the rione.  
The tetralogy is an assemblage of small gestures but also a historical, sociological and 
linguistic portrait of Italy after WWII. The rione is at the same time a place where affects 
circulate in unconscious ways, an intense space, where shared feelings are “like a thickness in 
the air, or an atmosphere” (Ahmed 10) and a community with rigid emotional expectations. This 
community has its specific codes of behavior and modes of emotional expression that they 
expect, encourage, tolerate, and deplore” (Rosenwein, “Problems and Methods in the History of 
Emotions” 11). If we look at the rione through the lens of which emotions are valued or 
devalued, we are treating it as “an emotional community” as theorized Barbara Rosenwein (see 
Introduction). Anger, violence and obscene language are all part of its code of behavior and way 
of interacting. Indeed, the inhabitants of the rione are supposed to express some emotions and to 
 
36 Kathleen Stewart defines ordinary affects as “the varied, surging capacities to affect and to be affected that give 
everyday life the quality of a continual motion of relations, scenes, contingencies, and emergences. They’re things 
that happen. They happen in impulses, sensations, expectations, daydreams, encounters, and habits of relating, in 
strategies and their failures, in forms of persuasion, contagion, and compulsion, in modes of attention, attachment, 
and agency, and in publics and social worlds of all kinds that catch people up in something that feels like 
something” (1-2). 
37 “As for Naples, today I feel drawn above all by the Anna Maria Ortese of ‘The Involuntary City.’ If I managed 
again to write about this city, I would try to craft a text that explores the direction indicated there, a story of 
wretched petty acts of violence, a precipice of voices and events, small, terrible gestures” (Frantumaglia 64). 
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conceal others. Lenù is certainly driven by the desire of emancipation, but we often see her 
character share the same expectations and moral code of her contemporaries. Ferrante’s method 
relies on emotions such as love, disgust, intensity and desire because such responses and 
resonances expose the ethical dilemmas proposed by the novel: Does one really leave a place 
when she escapes? Are people separate identities from their mothers and friends? Can we really 
capture another person’s real self? To answer these questions, we should consider whether Elena 
writes in consonance to the emotional values of the rione, and whether she can actually grow out 
of her environment.  
 
3.1 Violence as Intensity 
The beginning of L’amica geniale is relevant to understanding the system of affects and the 
constellations of emotions at work in the novel. In Elena’s reconstruction of the different phases 
of her life and her friendship with Lila, her encounters and affective responses play a crucial role 
in the creation of meaning, but it’s only through language that one can investigate them and put 
them in order. The narrator – but also Lila – seems indeed obsessed by the notion of order, and 
therefore by its contrary – disorder, chaos, ruptures, confusion, and violence. Violence functions 
as an intensifier throughout the novel. Some aspects of it might not be acted out (but many are), 
yet they still have an effect on the psyche of the characters and strike us as intensity.  
After a prologue in which 66-year-old Elena is informed that Lila had disappeared, 
L’amica geniale begins with a short chapter depicting two girls climbing the stairs to knock on 
the door of the feared Don Achille, “l’orco delle favole” (AG 23)38 that terrorizes an entire 
neighborhood of the city of Naples, to claim their lost dolls. The second chapter, equally short, 
 
38 “the ogre of fairy tales” (My Brilliant Friend 27). However, the definition is already in the “Index of Characters” 
that precedes the narrative. 
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presents an image of the rione as full of “angoli neri, i sentimenti compressi ma sempre vicini a 
esplodere” (AG 27),39 of a dark power which has the semblance of Don Achille. Both corporeal 
and disembodied, Don Achille is everywhere at all times, with his magnetic body, a black bag 
and superhuman strength. Thus, the first episode of the story – the episode of the dolls – 
establishes that affective and power relations in the rione are personal and public at the same 
time. Rather than focusing primarily on her family, Elena describes her childhood in the larger 
context of the rione, “il nostro mondo” (AG 29).40 The tone is not realistic, but conveys the 
affective landscape of a mythical past in which “tutto era bello e pauroso” (AG 26).41 Fear is 
especially pervasive, and can be transmitted even to the dolls: 
Nu e Nina non erano felici. I terrori che assaporavamo noi ogni giorno erano i loro. Non 
ci fidavamo della luce sulle pietre, sulle palazzine, sulla campagna, sulle persone fuori e 
dentro le case. Ne intuivamo gli angoli neri, i sentimenti compressi ma sempre vicini a 
esplodere. E attribuivamo a quelle bocche scure, alle caverne che oltre di loro si aprivano 
sotto le palazzine del rione, tutto ciò che ci spaventava alla luce del sole. (AG 27)42 
Such ingrained mistrust and “primal terror” (Maksimowicz 213) are due to an all-pervasive 
hatred, especially for Don Achille “un timore e un odio che non sapevo da dove nascessero” (AG 
24),43 an affect located outside of the body, radiating from an unknown origin: 
Non sapevamo da dove derivasse quel timore-astio-odio-acquiescenza che i nostri 
genitori manifestavano nei confronti dei Carracci e che ci trasmettevano, ma c’era, era un 
 
39 “feelings repressed but always close to exploding” (My Brilliant Friend 31). 
40 “our world” (My Brilliant Friend 27). 
41 “It was all beautiful and frightening” (My Brilliant Friend 31). 
42 “Nu and Tina weren’t happy. The terrors that we tasted every day were theirs. We didn’t trust the light on the 
stones, on the buildings, on the scrubland beyond the neighborhood, on the people inside and outside their houses. 
We imagined the dark corners, the feelings repressed but always close to exploding. And to those shadowy mouths, 
the caverns that opened beyond them under the buildings, we attributed everything that frightened us in the light of 
day” (My Brilliant Friend 31). 
43 “a fear and a hatred whose origin I didn’t know” (My Brilliant Friend 28). 
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dato di fatto, come il rione, le sue case bianchicce, l’odore miserabile dei pianerottoli, la 
polvere delle strade. (AG 47)44 
These initial chapters – encompassing the germ of all the tensions of the novel – waver between 
the description of the rione and its affects and the narrative of the beginning of the friendship 
between Lila and Lenù, marked by the traumatic scar of the loss of the dolls. The distance 
between narrator and characters constantly varies, along with the focalization – a trait of the 
“moments of intensity” as we have seen in other novels. The chronological order of the main 
event – the loss of the dolls and the attempt at recovering them – is also broken up and 
interrupted by descriptive passages that introduce the families of the neighborhood, their 
relations and the historical circumstances. The narrative, however, does not take on the form of a 
balanced chronicle, but consists of the impressions left on the fantasy of a young girl’s ordinary 
life in a violent and poor area. The rione is full of dangers, both real and imaginary, that can lead 
to death.45 Blood is everywhere: “Vivevamo in un mondo in cui bambini e adulti si ferivano 
spesso” (AG 32),46 explains Elena. Accidental injuries, disease and direct violence are listed 
together as causes for the wounds of adults and children alike. In this society, both illegal and 
licit activities can be main reasons why people die: 
Un mio cugino, all’età di vent’anni, una mattina andò a spalare macerie e la sera era 
morto schiacciato, col sangue che gli usciva dalle orecchie e dalla bocca. Il padre di mia 
madre era rimasto ucciso perché stava costruendo un palazzo ed era caduto giù. Il padre 
 
44 “We didn’t know the origin of that fear-rancor-hatred-meekness that our parents displayed toward the Carraccis 
and transmitted to us, but it was there, it was a fact, like the neighborhood, its dirty-white houses, the fetid odor of 
the landings, the dust of the streets” (My Brilliant Friend 51). 
45 Although the rione offers probably better living condition, these descriptions bring to mind the so-called 
Neapolitan bassi described by Matilde Serao in Il ventre di Napoli (1884) and in Edoardo De Filippo’s theater. 
46 “We lived in a world in which children and adults were often wounded” (My Brilliant Friend 32). 
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del signor Peluso non aveva un braccio, gliel’aveva tagliato il torchio a tradimento. (AG 
28)47 
Passages like this denounce the dangerous exploitation of people constantly afflicting society, in 
other words, its indirect or structural violence, to use Johan Galtung’s terminology.48 The matter-
of-fact tone, which links cause and effect in a seemingly rational way (Lenù’s grandfather was 
killed because he was working at a building site) contrasts to and increases the gravity of this 
structural violence. Lenù is clearly accustomed to such gruesome reports, which she hears from 
vivid conversations among the adults. Expressions like “col sangue che gli usciva dalle orecchie 
e dalla bocca” and “a tradimento” (which personifies the lathe and assigns it agency and 
treachery) are typical of oral narrations and clearly aimed at intensifying the sense of tragedy, 
like “è morto due volte” in the following passage: 
Il figlio grande di Don Achille […] era andato in guerra ed era morto due volte, prima 
annegato nell’oceano Pacifico, poi mangiato dai pescecani. Tutta la famiglia Melchiorre 
era morta abbracciata, urlando di paura, sotto un bombardamento. La vecchia signorina 
Clorinda era morta respirando il gas invece dell’aria. Giannino, che stava in quarta 
quando noi eravamo in prima, un giorno era morto perché aveva trovato una bomba e 
l’aveva toccata. (AG 28-29, emphasis added)49 
 
47 “A cousin of mine, at the age of twenty, had gone one morning to move some rubble and that night was dead, 
crushed, the blood pouring out of his ears and mouth. My mother’s father had been killed when he fell from a 
scaffolding at a building site. The father of Signor Peluso was missing an arm, the lathe had caught him unawares” 
(My Brilliant Friend 32). 
48 “Indirect violence comes from the social structure itself – between humans, between sets of humans (societies), 
between sets of societies (alliances, regions) in the world. And inside human beings there is the indirect, non-
intended, inner violence that comes out of the personality structure” (Galtung 2). 
49 “The oldest son of Don Achille – I had never seen him, and yet I seemed to remember him – had gone to war and 
died twice: drowned in the Pacific Ocean, then eaten by sharks. The entire Melchiorre family had died clinging to 
each other, screaming with fear, in a bombardment. Old Signorina Clorinda had died inhaling gas instead of air” (My 
Brilliant Friend 32-33). 
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War is another recent cause of death for both soldiers and civilians. Therefore, violence in 
L’amica geniale is both indirect or structural and direct.50 Both direct and indirect violence (the 
repression and exploitation at work in society without an individual sender), are present in 
L’amica geniale. Galtung also distinguishes another form of violence, which is cultural, that is, 
“symbolic, in religion and ideology, in language and art, in science and law, in media and 
education. The function is simple enough: to legitimize direct and structural violence” (2). 
Cultural violence is in the language, and its force is constantly investigated in the novel. For 
example, the following passage makes clear, among many others, that the children of the rione 
are exposed to obscene language or even use “male parole” (AG 35)51 meant to diminish people:  
La donna camminava dall’altro lato dello stradone con passo lento, portando in una mano 
un cartoccio da cui, con l’altra, prendeva e mangiava. Marisa ce la indicò chiamandola la 
zoccola, ma senza disprezzo, solo perché ripeteva la formula che in casa usava sua 
madre. (AG 36)52 
Throughout the novel, language has the power – typical of cultural violence – to hurt even 
independently from the speaker’s intention or feeling (in this case the child doesn’t even know 
the meaning of the word zoccola).  
Another example of violence without rancor is that of Michele Solara joining the fight in 
Piazza dei Martiri between Elena’s friends and some young men from the center of Naples in the 
section “Adolescenza”: 
 
50 “If there is a sender, an actor who intends these consequences of violence, then we may talk about direct violence; 
if not, about indirect or structural violence” (Galtung 2). 
51 “prendersi a male parole” is transated “insult each other” (My Brilliant Friend 39). 
52 “The woman was walking slowly from one side of the stradone, the wide avenue that ran through the 
neighborhood, to the other, carrying a paper bag in one hand from which, with the other, she was taking something 
and eating it. Marisa pointed to her, calling her ‘the whore,’ without rancor, but because she was repeating the 
phrase that her mother used at home” (My Brilliant Friend 40). 
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Solo a quel punto dall’automobile uscì Michele, aprì con comodo il portabagagli, prese 
qualcosa che pareva un pezzo di ferro lucente ed entrò nella mischia picchiando con una 
ferocia fredda che spero di non vedere mai più nella vita. (AG 192)53  
Enemies in the neighborhood, the Solara brothers help the group of Lenù’s friends when they are 
attacked in a different part of the city, as if respecting an implicit rule. Michele’s violence, 
although direct, is a violence without anger that just complies with the norm that people from the 
same neighborhood have to stick together. In contrast with the narrator’s remark about Michele’s 
ferocity (spero is in the present tense), this episode shows that the narrated Lenù approves of his 
behavior, at least at the time: “eravamo tutte molto ammirate dal comportamento dei due fratelli. 
Bravi, dicevamo, hanno fatto bene” (AG 193).54 Lila, the only opposing voice, has an insight into 
violence that characterizes her throughout the novel: “Lei scosse la testa energicamente. Era più 
pallida del solito e sotto gli occhi aveva solchi profondi di colore viola. Non era d’accordo ma 
non mi disse perché” (AG 193).55 This episode marks the great distance between Lenù as 
character and Elena as narrator, but also between Lenù and Lila, whose reasons are inscrutable to 
Lenù, but all too clear for the reader.   
In the remainder of this section, I link the emotional intensity of the novel to the violence 
that permeates it. In the Neapolitan Quartet, violence is a power that makes itself felt and takes 
on different forms: direct, indirect and cultural. It is the physical manifestation of anger, but also 
one of the principles of the rione’s specific behavioral code; it is the expression of a patriarchal 
society in which women and children are seen and treated like commodities; it is the very syntax 
 
53 “Only at that point Michele got out of the car, opened the trunk in a leisurely way, took out something that looked 
like a shiny iron bar, and joined in, hitting with a cold ferocity that I hope never to see again in my life” (My 
Brilliant Friend 196). 
54 “we all admired the behavior of the two brothers. Good for them, we said, they behaved well” (My Brilliant 
Friend 196). 
55 “She shook her head energetically. She was paler than usual and under her eyes were deep purple hollow. She 
didn’t agree but she didn’t tell me why” (My Brilliant Friend 197-198). 
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and tone of the language of the rione (as I will make clear in the next chapter). After La Storia 
and L’arte della gioia, we could call violence one of the intensifiers of L’amica geniale.  
 
3.2 The Grammar of Anger  
That violence is a direct response to anger is an ancient claim. According to a tradition that starts 
with Aristotle, this emotion derives from the perception of an offence or wrongdoing, 
complemented by a desire for retaliation: “Anger may be defined as an impulse, accompanied by 
pain, to a conspicuous revenge for a conspicuous slight directed without justification towards 
what concerns oneself or towards what concerns one’s friend” (Rhetoric 70-71). This cognitive 
aspect of anger is questioned and complicated in L’amica geniale, where anger is all-pervasive 
and barely distinguishable from hatred and revulsion on one hand and the milder feelings of 
irritation and nuisance on the other. I analyze Ferrante’s use of the plural rabbie, instead of the 
more common singular rabbia to make the case that the conceptualization of the emotion shapes 
the language in Ferrante. Pluralizing the noun rabbia, Ferrante multiplies the meaning of the 
word in several ways. First, anger takes various forms depending on gender, class and agency of 
the character. Second, besides the phenomenological exploration of anger, making the abstract 
noun rabbia a plural contributes to rendering anger a more concrete phenomenon, material and 
tangible. Instead of “anger” as moral judgment (the perception of injustice or unfairness as 
explained by Aristotle),56 the subjective experience of anger is inextricably linked to various 
forms of social aggression and physical violence that the characters experience or perpetrate. 
Anger becomes an umbrella word that includes the cognitive notion of the term but also the 
dimension of a contagious disease or even insanity. William V. Harris’s statement that “modern 
 
56 See, for example my analysis of Gunther’s anger in chapter 1. 
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anger reaches only infrequently the intensity which would justify equating it with madness” (64) 
does not stand up in this universe.57 
To illuminate my point about the prominence of anger in the spectrum of affects in 
L’amica geniale, it might be useful to contrast it with the feeling of pain. “Emotional 
communities generally avoid some emotions while stressing others. Or they avoid certain 
emotions in particular contexts” (Rosenwein, “Problems and Methods in the History of 
Emotions” 17). Accordingly, the world of the rione requires the suppression of certain emotional 
responses, like pain and compassion, and the display of others, like anger and scorn. If they don’t 
want to be considered weak or insane, the people living in the rione have to conceal their 
vulnerability and pretend that nothing hurts them either physically or psychologically. 
Conversely, the manifestation of anger through physical aggression is considered an appropriate 
response in circumstances that include offence (real or perceived) or humiliation.  
Let’s take, for example, Melina. After her husband dies, she has an affair with her 
neighbor Donato Sarratore, train conductor and poet, who then abandons her. She is constantly 
exhibiting her emotions, incapable of repressing or containing them in her private space, she is 
one of the “broken women” that populate Ferrante’s fiction since at least I giorni 
dell’abbandono. Foreshadowed by the poverella in that novel, Melina is called “la vedova 
pazza” in the list of the characters that open the novel and at various points in the story she is 
labeled as insane. In fact, as Lila explains later, Melina is just unhappy (SFR 172). By contrast, 
other characters conceal feelings of fear, pain and disappointment. The most striking example is 
Lenù, who is the character that – like Olga in I giorni dell’abbandono and Delia in L’amore 
 
57 Harris deals with anger in ancient times: “Roman writers, for instance Horace and Seneca, make the association 




molesto – rejects any display of emotional excess. Her “autoaddestramento a reagire poco o 
niente” (SNC 306)58 starts very early. When Lila drops Lenù’s beloved doll in the basement, she 
pretends not to feel anything: 
Per me la bambola era viva, saperla in fondo allo scantinato, in mezzo alle mille bestie 
che ci vivevano, mi gettò nella disperazione. Ma in quell’occasione imparai un’arte in cui 
poi sono diventata molto brava. Trattenni la disperazione, la trattenni sul bordo degli 
occhi lucidi. (AG 50)59 
Lenù learns to hide her pain with her first experience of loss. This first exercise in control –
significantly called an art, that is, something that can be learned, like the art of joy for Modesta – 
both complies with the codes of an emotional community that tends to hide pain and compassion, 
and with Lenù’s desire of emancipation from her native environment and social class, which as a 
child she somehow links with her attachment to Lila.60 For this reason, Lenù suppresses her tears 
when Lila drops her doll through the cellar window, and, instead of crying, replicates Lila’s 
gesture (“Quello che fai tu, faccio io” AG 51).61 Similar to the first intense moments in La Storia 
and L’arte della gioia, this first episode becomes paradigmatic for the character’s way to react to 
and process emotional intensity. Throughout the novel, Elena constantly controls her reactions 
and calibrates her language. She only resorts to violence when it is convenient for her: a case in 
point is when she slaps another student at the university, who accused her of stealing her money 
 
58 “training myself to react little or not at all” (The Story of a New Name 306). 
59 “For me the doll was alive, to know that she was on the floor of the cellar, amid the thousand beasts that lived 
there, threw me into despair. But that day I learned a skill at which I later excelled. I held back my despair, I held it 
back on the edge of my wet eyes” (My Brilliant Friend 54). 
60 “Qualcosa mi convinse, allora, che se fossi andata sempre dietro a lei, alla sua andatura, il passo di mia madre, che 
mi era entrato nel cervello e non se ne usciva più, avrebbe smesso di minacciarmi. Decisi che dovevo regolarmi su 
quella bambina, non perderla mai di vista, anche se si fosse infastidita e mi avesse scacciata” (AG 42). (“Something 
convinced me, then, that if I kept up with her, at her pace, my mother’s limp, which had entered into my brain and 
wouldn’t come out, would stop threatening me. I decided that I had to model myself on that girl, never let her out of 
my sight, even if she got annoyed and chased me away,” My Brilliant Friend 46). 
61 “What you do, I do” (My Brilliant Friend 55). 
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(SNC 333). With few exceptions, as we will see, Lenù does not usually react; when she does, her 
reaction corresponds to what she thinks Lila would do in her place: “E la volta che ho dato lo 
schiaffo alla ragazza di Roma, quanto ha influito il suo modo di comportarsi?” (SNC 336).62 
Lila is Lenu’s model but also her foil with regard to her expression of emotion. Like 
Lenù, she hides her vulnerability, but she reacts to force with aggression and becomes scornful 
or violent in self-defense. Thrown out of a window “like a thing” by her father, Lila claims that 
she is not hurt, while in fact her arm is broken (AG 78). This seems a persistent trait of Lila’s 
personality. Later, when she is married with Stefano and risks abuse by him, she shows no fear: 
“e che mi fanno le mazzate? Passa un po’ di tempo e sto meglio di prima” (SNC 80).63 Lila is 
capable of hurting even Lenù. Instead of admitting to her humiliation and shame at being 
excluded from intellectual conversations at a teacher’s home, she attacks her friend with violent 
mockery (SNC 161-162), thus sharing the tendency of most envious people “to scorn what they 
cannot do or have” (Epstein 4). Even their friendship is punctuated by mean actions against each 
other, for which the two never apologize: “Io ero cresciuta in un modo che, se pure avessi 
sbagliato in qualcosa, non mi sarei mai scusata” (SNC 333)64 is a sentence valid for both Lenù 
and Lila. Lila especially resorts to violent language or acts as a response to humiliation as 
prescribed by the rules of the rione (“Ogni suo movimento comunicava che farle del male non 
serviva perché, comunque si fossero messe le cose, lei avrebbe trovato il modo di fartene di più” 
AG 44).65 This raises questions about Lenù’s and Lila’s ethical exceptionality. 
 
62 “And the time I slapped the girl from Rome, how much did her behavior influence me?” (The Story of a New 
Name 336). 
63 “What can beatings do to me? A little time goes by and I’m better than before” (The Story of a New Name 79). 
64 “The way I had grown up, I would never have apologized, even if I had made a mistake” (The Story of a New 
Name 333). 
65 “Every one of her movements said that to harm her would be pointless because, whatever happened, she would 
find a way of doing worse to you” (My Brilliant Friend 78). 
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While pain and remorse are to be kept secret, the people of the rione are encouraged to 
continually exhibit their anger and to resort to violence both within the family and in public 
spaces. One day Lenù and Lila skip school to go to the sea. When Lenù’s mother finds out, she 
first hits her, then forces her husband to do the same: “In serata mia madre riferì tutto a mio 
padre e lo obbligò a picchiarmi. Lui si innervosì, di fatto non voleva, finirono col litigare. Prima 
le tirò uno schiaffo, poi, arrabbiato con se stesso, me le diede di santa ragione” (AG 74).66 
The man doesn’t want to use violence and is not maybe even angry at first, but he is 
forced to beat his daughter just to prove his manliness and his role in the patriarchal family. The 
father’s violence is decoupled here from anger and becomes a sort of performative act working 
as a social signal.67 In his frustration, however, he also hits his wife, who is the instigator of his 
violence. Thus, the sender of the direct violence becomes a victim as well.68 In the last volume of 
the tetralogy, as proof that these behaviors are transmitted to the next generations, Lila’s son, 
who has a relationship with one of Lenù’s daughters, beats his girlfriend “tanto per mostrarsi 
uomo” (SBP 408).69 
Anger and aggression prevail over grievance and empathy to the point that Ferrante uses 
the uncommon plural rabbie to underline the many forms of this violent emotion. Although the 
plural is theoretically possible in Italian, rabbie can be considered a coinage by Ferrante in some 
 
66 “At night my mother reported everything to my father and compelled him to beat me. He was irritated; he didn’t 
want to, and they ended up fighting. First he hit her, then, angry at himself, he gave me a beating” (My Brilliant 
Friend 78).  
67 In the same way as some critics consider medieval emotions as performances. See, for example, this definition 
quoted by Rosenwein: “For Gerd Althoff medieval emotions were ‘performed’. Above all, they responded to the 
need to communicate power relations. They ‘worked’ because they followed ‘the rules of the game’, in effect 
constituting an alternative language in a society that needed gestures to supplement words” (“Thinking Historically 
about Medieval Emotions” 830). 
68 With the same logic of violence as an obligation or independent from one’s will, Fernando blames Lila for forcing 
him to throw her from the window in the television version, which is a brilliant way on the part of the screenwriters 
to reproduce the power relation in the families of the rione. 
69 “just to show he was a man” (The Story of the Lost Child 428). 
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sense. The author uses it for the first time in I giorni dell’abbandono,70 where the term is coupled 
with violence and obscene language: 
Il linguaggio osceno di colpo sparì, non sentii più nessuna spinta a usarlo, mi vergognai 
di averlo fatto. Arretrai verso una lingua libresca, studiata, un po’ farraginosa, che però 
mi dava sicurezza e distacco. Tornai a controllare il tono della voce, le rabbie si posarono 
sul fondo, smisero di caricare le parole. (Ferrante, I giorni dell’abbandono 172-173)71 
In L’amica geniale, “rabbie” appears at the beginning of the story and recurs throughout the four 
volumes – the first time again in a paragraph that deals with violence, obscenities and “ugly 
words”:  
Mio padre, che pure mi pareva un uomo buono, lanciava di continuo insulti e minacce se 
qualcuno, come diceva, non era degno di stare sulla faccia della terra. Ce l’aveva in 
particolare con don Achille. Aveva sempre qualcosa da rinfacciargli e a volte mi mettevo 
le mani sulle orecchie per non restare troppo impressionata dalle sue brutte parole. 
Quando ne parlava con mia madre lo chiamava “tuo cugino”, ma mia madre rinnegava 
subito quel legame di sangue (c’era una parentela molto alla lontana) e rincarava la dose 
degli insulti. Mi spaventavano le loro rabbie, e mi spaventava soprattutto che don Achille 
potesse avere orecchie così ricettive da percepire anche gli insulti detti da grande 
distanza. Temevo che venisse ad ammazzarli. (AG 31, my emphasis)72 
 
70 In I giorni dell’abbandono, the plural form rabbie appears twice (in chapter 15 and 36). Researching the word, I 
have found only one previous occurrence of this form in a literary text, namely in the translation of the Aeneid of the 
fourteenth century by Andrea Langa (quoted in the 1872 Dizionario della Lingua italiana, by Niccolò 
Tommaseo and Bernardo Bellini). 
71 “The obscene language suddenly disappeared, I no longer felt an urge to use it, I was ashamed of having done so. 
I retreated to a bookish, studied language, somewhat convoluted, which, however, gave me a sense of security and 
detachment. I controlled the tone of my voice, anger stayed in the background, the words were no longer charged” 
(The Days of Abandonment 154). 
72 “My father, though he seemed to me a good man, hurled continuous insults and threats if someone didn’t deserve, 
as he said, to be on the face of the earth. He especially had it in for Don Achille. He always had something to accuse 
him of, and sometimes I put my hands over my ears in order not to be too disturbed by his brutal words. When he 
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In this passage, anger belongs to both of Lenù’s parents, but it doesn’t seem to manifest itself in 
the same way. It’s not la loro rabbia but “le loro rabbie.” How many types of anger do they feel 
and express? Do they share the same emotion that manifests itself in multiple ways or each feels, 
perhaps, his or her own anger, hence the plural?  
Italian grammar manuals suggest that abstract nouns like “l’amore, il coraggio, l’onore, la 
paziena, la superbia” are only used in the singular, as “nomi difettivi di plurale” (Serianni 158). 
A similar phenomenon can be observed in English, although some grammars object to the use of 
the term “abstract” in linguistics.73 In the case of anger, the Italian doesn’t consider the plural 
totally unacceptable as English grammar does (which determines the untranslatability of this 
form into English). However, the plural is uncommon in Italian to say the least. Therefore, the 
question is whether this shift has a specific meaning in Ferrante’s writing.  
In his Grammatica italiana, Luca Serianni states that the use of defective nouns in the 
plural determines a significant change in meaning.74 For example, abstract nouns used in the 
 
spoke of him to my mother he called him ‘your cousin’ but my mother denied that blood tie (there was a very distant 
relationship) and added to the insults. Their anger frightened me, I was frightened above all by the thought that Don 
Achille might have ears so sensitive that he “could hear insults even from far away. I was afraid that he might come 
and murder them” (My Brilliant Friend 35). 
73 David Crystal defines “abstract” as a “traditional term used in grammar to describe nouns which lack observable 
reference, such as thought, mystery and principle; opposed to concrete, where the nouns have physical attributes, 
such as tree, box and dog. The distinction is treated with caution in linguistics because of the difficulty of deciding 
which category many nouns belong to, especially when dealing with all aspects of perception and behaviour. Music 
and happiness, for example, have been called abstract nouns, though the first is perceptible to the senses, and the 
second can be related to observable behavior.” He specifies, however, that “linguistically oriented grammars prefer 
to operate with such formal distinctions as countability” (3) Crystal, in this way, turns the attention to the difference 
between countable and mass noun: “mass (adj.) A term used in the grammatical classification of nouns; opposed to 
count. The term refers to those nouns which the speaker treats as continuous entities, having no natural bounds 
(contrasting with the separable ‘countable’ quality of count nouns); but the distinction is not made on semantic 
grounds alone; the contrasting pattern of co-occurrence with determiners, quantifiers, etc., is the main evidence, e.g. 
*an anger v. some anger shows this to be a mass noun. There is no logical reason why nouns should be count or 
mass: a concept may be countable in one language, but mass in another” (296-297). Significantly, Crystal uses the 
word anger as an example of mass noun that therefore cannot be used as a plural. However, while the plural of anger 
would be unacceptable in English (hence the untranslatability of the form), the Italian allows it. 
74 “L’uso di alcuni di questi nomi difettivi come plurale può determinare un notevole cambiamento di significato” 
(Serianni 158). According to the different kinds of defective nouns the pural might indicate different objects: “A) 
l’oro, l’argento, il ferro, ecc. possono adoperarsi al plurale col significato di “oggetti lavorati in oro, in argento, 
ecc.” […]; B) Il miele, il riso e gli altri nomi di prodotti alimentari diventano plurali quando ci si riferisce a “singoli 
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plural might have a “singulative function” (159). If rabbia can be considered an abstract noun 
like amore, gelosia, etc, then the plural rabbie also has a singulative function and means 
“individual kinds of anger.” Therefore, we should perhaps acknowledge that the anger of Lenù’s 
mother might be a totally different emotion than her father’s anger. Only two pages after the 
passage quoted above, the narrator herself seems to distinguish between female and male forms 
of anger in another passage that is worth quoting at length: 
Certo, a me sarebbero piaciuti i modi gentili che predicavano la maestra e il parroco, ma 
sentivo che quei modi non erano adatti al nostro rione, anche se eri femmina. Le donne 
combattevano tra loro più degli uomini, si prendevano per i capelli, si facevano male. Far 
male era una malattia. Da bambina mi sono immaginata animali piccolissimi, quasi 
invisibili, che venivano di notte nel rione, uscivano dagli stagni, dalle carrozze in disuso 
dei treni oltre il terrapieno, dalle erbe puzzolenti dette fetienti, dalle rane, dalle 
salamandre, dalle mosche, dalle pietre, dalla polvere, ed entravano nell’acqua e nel cibo e 
nell’aria, rendendo le nostre mamme, le nonne, rabbiose come cagne assetate. Erano 
contaminate più degli uomini, perché i maschi diventavano furiosi di continuo ma alla 
fine si calmavano, mentre le femmine, che erano all’apparenza silenziose, accomodanti, 
quando si arrabbiavano andavano fino in fondo alle loro furie senza fermarsi più. (AG 
33-34, my emphasis)75 
 
tipi di miele, di riso, ecc.” […] C) Il nome gente si adopera al plurale nel senso di “popolazioni”, in particolare 
nell’uso poetico […] D) I nomi astratti possono assumere nel plurale valore singolativo (come per il tipo i mieli, i 
risi, ecc.)” (Serianni 158-159). 
75 “Of course, I would have liked the nice manners that the teacher and the priest preached, but I felt that those ways 
were not suited to our neighborhood, even if you were a girl. The women fought among themselves more than the 
men, they pulled each other’s hair, they hurt each other. To cause pain was a disease. As a child I imagined tiny, 
almost invisible animals that arrived in the neighborhood at night, they came from the ponds, “from the abandoned 
train cars beyond the embankment, from the stinking grasses called fetienti, from the frogs, the salamanders, the 
flies, the rocks, the dust, and entered the water and the food and the air, making our mothers, our grandmothers as 
angry as starving dogs. They were more severely infected than the men, because while men were always getting 
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In a paragraph very rich on a semantic level, women’s violence (“combattevano,” “si facevano 
male”) doesn’t evoke the emotion word rabbia (or rabbie), but the adjective “rabbiose” and an 
animal imagery suggesting that rabbiose derives from rabbia in the sense of “rabies,” the 
infectious disease of dogs, cats, and other animals which can be transmitted to humans by the 
bite of an infected animal. The English translation “angry as starving dogs” only conveys one of 
the multiple connotations of the simile “rabbiose come cagne assetate,” excluding the meaning 
connected with “rabies.” This sense, however, is suggested and anticipated by the adjective 
“contaminate” and the metaphor “far male è una malattia,” which is also a synecdoche: 
anger/rabies results in physical violence and violence is in turn a disease. Ferrante creates in this 
way a semantic vortex in which the cause and the effect are confused and metaphorically 
associated with a disease which in Italian is a homophone of the emotion: rabbia. Another name 
for the disease is “lyssa,” which in Greek means “violence.” We should also notice that the term 
“rabbia” comes from the Latin “rabies” meaning “madness, rage, fury.”  
The semantic spectrum of rabbia/rabbie includes the meanings “rabies,” “madness” and 
“violence.” In particular, anger is connected to Lenù’s mother, while her father “si conteneva 
persino quando era furioso, diventava violento in sordina.” The mother, instead is “sempre 
rabbiosa” (AG 59)76 or “contraddittoria senza accorgersene, con le sue rabbie, con quei suoi gesti 
imperiosi” (AG 318).77 This preeminent role of women’s anger has been recognized as a 
liberating move on the part of Ferrante, while anger has been traditionally associated with men.78 
 
furious, they calmed down in the end; women, who appeared to be silent, acquiescent, when they were angry flew 
into a rage that had no end” (My Brilliant Friend 37-38). 
76 “with her stubborn anger” (My Brilliant Friend 63). 
77 “contradictory […] without realizing it, with her rages, with those imperious gestures” (My Brilliant Friend 321). 
78 I discuss this difference in my article “As if he wanted  to murder her”: “the stereotype that anger is not 
appropriate for women has long existed and is still reflected in the role played by gender in the socialization of 
emotions. It has also been suggested that the social control of anger is instrumental in preserving male dominance 
over women. Although we do not think of anger today in terms of class, and women are (re)claiming the right to be 
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Susanna Sonnenberg calls Ferrante’s writing “a celebration of anger.”79 Still, especially because 
connected to the mother, it is difficult for Elena to imagine anger as a productive emotion (at 
least for part of her life).  
The singulative function of the plural rabbie suggests that one can feel or suffer anger in 
different ways, not only according to gender, but also social position and alliances or family 
dynamics. For example, Lenù’s and Lila’s families are different, even though belonging to the 
same social class: 
All’apparenza non era niente di diverso da quello che accadeva in casa mia quando mia 
madre si arrabbiava perché i soldi non bastavano e mio padre si arrabbiava perché lei 
aveva già speso la parte di stipendio che le aveva dato. In realtà c’era una differenza 
sostanziale. Mio padre si conteneva persino quando era furioso, diventava violento in 
sordina, impedendo alla voce di esplodere anche se gli si gonfiavano ugualmente le vene 
del collo e gli si infiammavano gli occhi. Fernando invece urlava, rompeva cose, e la 
rabbia si autoalimentava, non riusciva a fermarsi, anzi i tentativi che faceva la moglie per 
bloccarlo lo rendevano più furibondo e se pure non ce l’aveva con lei finiva per 
picchiarla. (AG 77-78)80 
 
angry (a right which subtends the feminist movement), for a long time anger did not belong to them or to those who 
were either deemed inferior by others or considered themselves to be inferior in the social ladder” (Porcelli 66-67). 
79 “Ferrante is terribly good with anger, a very specific sort of wrath harbored by women, who are so often not 
allowed to give voice to it. We are angry, a lot of the time, at the position we’re in – whether it’s as wife, daughter, 
mother, friend – and I can think of no other woman writing who is so swift and gorgeous in this rage, so bracingly 
fearless in mining fury.” This quotation by Susanna Sonnenberg appears also in the English edition of the last 
volume of the tetralogy among the notes of praise for the book. 
80 “In appearance it was no different from what happened at my house when my mother got angry because there 
wasn’t enough money and my father got angry because she had already spent the part of his wages he had given her. 
In reality the difference was substantial. My father was restrained even when he was angry, he became violent 
quietly, keeping his voice from exploding even if the veins on his neck swelled and his eyes were inflamed. 
Fernando instead yelled, threw things; his rage fed on itself, and he couldn’t stop. In fact his wife’s attempts to stop 
him increased his fury, and even if he wasn’t mad at her he ended up beating her” (My Brilliant Friend 82). 
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Therefore, the mothers’ anger is different from the fathers’, and the fathers might express it in 
different ways. After describing how Fernando throws Lila out of a window, Elena explains that 
“I padri potevano fare quello e altro alle bambine petulanti” (AG 78).81 This sounds like a 
general rule, but it harms Lila in particular, who suffers from domestic violence as a child and as 
a wife. Indeed, she is the character that seems to magnetically attract everybody’s anger, from 
her family, to the maestra Oliviero and even her suitors:  
tutte le rabbie si scaricavano su di lei: le rabbie di suo fratello perché lo aveva 
abbandonato al suo destino di servo del loro padre mentre lei si avviava a un matrimonio 
che le avrebbe fatto fare la signora; le rabbie di Fernando e di Nunzia perché non era 
gentile con Solara, anzi lo trattava a pesci in faccia; infine le rabbie di Marcello che, 
senza che lei lo avesse mai accettato, si sentiva sempre più fidanzato, anzi padrone, e 
tendeva a passare dalla devozione muta a tentativi di baci, a domande sospettose su dove 
andava durante il giorno, chi vedeva, se aveva avuto altri fidanzati, se l’aveva anche solo 
sfiorata qualcuno. (AG 223)82 
Lila is victim of different kinds of anger, and different kinds of violence, although all of them are 
inherent to the patriarchal system she and Lenù belong to. Rather than a moral judgment, anger is 
a contagious disposition belonging to the affective system of the rione.  
 
 
81 “Fathers could do that and other things to impudent girls” (My Brilliant Friend 82). 
82 “Otherwise, everyone’s anger was unloaded on her: her brother’s anger because she had abandoned him to his fate 
as the slave of their father while she set off on a marriage that would make her a lady; the anger of Fernando and 
Nunzia because she was not nice to Solara but, rather, treated him like dirt; finally the anger of Marcello, who, 
although she hadn’t accepted him, felt increasingly that he was her fiancé, in fact her master, and tended to pass 
from silent devotion to attempts to kiss her, to suspicious questions about where she went during the day, whom she 
saw, if she had had other boyfriends, if she had even just touched anyone” (My Brilliant Friend 228). 
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3.3 Sexualized Violence 
In some of the most dramatically intense episodes of L’amica geniale, the imbalance between 
anger and pain turns the structural and cultural violence of the Neapolitan society into direct 
violence. In these episodes, “clarity of facts and low emotional reaction” yield to “a sort of storm 
of blood, of frenzied writing” as Ferrante explains in Frantumaglia. Even if violence 
contaminates the whole neighborhood and pertains to both male and female characters, most of 
the time it is acted out as violence against girls or women, a trait that links Ferrante’s work to 
both Morante’s and Sapienza’s texts – an experience that is both particular and universal and 
bridges “individual stories and global judgments” (Kirsch, Global Novel 103).83  
At the beginning of the second volume of the tetralogy, Elena makes explicit what in the 
first book was already clear: in the rione women are commodities, they have to be protected 
from other men by the males of their family, who can nonetheless abuse them at any moment: 
Avevamo visto i nostri padri picchiare le nostre madri fin dall’infanzia. Eravamo 
cresciute pensando che un estraneo non ci doveva nemmeno sfiorare, ma che il genitore, 
il fidanzato e il marito potevano prenderci a schiaffi quando volevano, per amore, per 
educarci, per rieducarci. (SNC 52, my emphasis)84  
It is significant that violence against women is conceptualized as education, given that education 
is what supposedly helps Lenù emancipate from the cultural violence diffused in the rione. 
Schooling might be a tool for social mobility, but – at least until Lenù discovers the feminist 
movement – it enforces some of the codes of the patriarchal system. Hence the metaphor linking 
 
83 Kirsch, indeed, finds in gender violence a common trait of all the global novels he analyzes in his book. 
84 “Long ago she had threatened Marcello with the shoemaker’s knife simply because he had dared to grab my 
bracelet. […] But toward Stefano, now, she showed no explicit aggression. Of course, the explanation was simple: 
we had seen our fathers beat our mothers from childhood. We had grown up thinking that a stranger must not even 
touch us, but that our father, our boyfriend, and our husband could hit us when they liked, out of love, to educate us, 
to reeducate us” (The Story of a New Name 52). 
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gender-related violence to education. Pinuccia comments on Lila’s first weeks of marriage with 
the sentence “Si sta imparando” (SNC 30, italics in the original)85, an expression in dialect that 
makes the verb imparare a reflexive one, even if normally it is not (or uses a form of ethical 
dative that standard Italian doesn’t use with this verb). However, Lila’s marital experience seems 
to be inscribed in the paradigm of female education “at the hand” of the husband: Stefano is 
“obliged” to beat her, because he needs to “teach” her. The women in his family are ready to 
approve of his violence, while Lenù, despite her shock, never condemns Stefano and remains 
ambivalent toward him at the time of the events. She even feels flattered when he confides in 
her: 
mi piacque l’importanza che mi attribuiva. Quando enunciò a parole sue un sospetto che 
io stessa avevo da sempre, vale a dire che Lila covasse una forza che la rendeva capace di 
tutto, anche di impedire al suo organismo di concepire bambini, mi sembrò che mi stesse 
attribuendo un potere benefico, in grado di avere la meglio su quello malefico di Lila, e 
questo mi lusingò. (SNC 86)86 
In this moment Lenù clearly misunderstands Lila (who only apparently is “learning,” but instead 
of starting to accept Stefano, she has developed a total disgust and indifference for him). Lenù 
misunderstands Stefano as well, whom she continues to see as gentle and calm. At this stage she 
complies with the set of expectations of her social environment, where the only training 
accessible for women is through violence, and they are only protected from strangers and never 
from family members. 
 
85 “She is learning” (The Story of a New Name 30). 
86 “When in his own words he articulated a suspicion that I myself had always had, that is, that Lila harbored a force 
that made her capable of anything, even of keeping her body from conceiving children, it seemed that he was 
attributing to me a beneficent power, one that could win over Lila’s maleficent one, and this flattered me” (The Story 
of a New Name 86). 
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In L’amica geniale, all characters suffer violence in some form, but women more than 
men: since “era difficile non violare nessuna delle dettagliatissime regole maschili” (SNC 80),87 
all female characters are victims of domestic violence to some degree. Lila and Lenù might be 
considered the only characters that carry out a resistance against “the colonization of the female 
body” (Wehling-Giorgi, “Elena Ferrante’s Neapolitan Novels” 208). Nevertheless, Lenù and Lila 
experience sexual violence at different stages of their lives. Here, I would like to focus on 
Elena’s molestation by Donato Sarratore (Nino’s father, poet and womanizer), and on Lila’s rape 
by her husband, Stefano. The two experiences are different, but equally disturbing: one involves 
disgust but also pleasure; the other is told in a hyperbolic style depicting Stefano as a monster 
reincarnating his father, Don Achille.  
Lenù’s story of abuse comes in two parts and resonates throughout the entire story. In the 
first volume of the tetralogy, she spends the summer at Ischia, helping out her elementary school 
teacher’s cousin. While she fantasizes about Nino, it is Nino’s father who enters the kitchen 
where she sleeps on a makeshift bed and molests her: 
Lui scostò appena il lenzuolo seguitando a baciarmi con cura, con passione, e mi cercò il 
petto con la mano, me lo accarezzò sotto la camicia. Poi mi lasciò, scese tra le mie 
gambe, mi premette forte due dita sopra le mutandine. Non dissi, non feci niente, ero 
atterrita da quel comportamento, dall’orrore che mi faceva, dal piacere che tuttavia 
provavo. (AG 227)88 
 
87 “How difficult it was not to violate any of the incredibly detailed male regulations” (The Story of a New Name 
80). 
88 “He pushed the sheet aside, continuing to kiss me with care, with passion, and he sought my breast with his hand, 
he caressed me under the nightgown. Then he let go, descended between my legs, pressed two fingers hard over my 
underpants. I said, did nothing, I was terrified by that behavior, by the horror it created, by the pleasure that I 
nevertheless felt” (My Brilliant Friend 232). 
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Lenù is surprised, horrified, and yet she is overwhelmed with pleasure. The assemblage of these 
feelings, the lack of clear distinction between horror and desire creates disgust: 
Provai un odio incontenibile per Donato Sarratore e disgusto per me, per il piacere che mi 
era rimasto nel corpo. Per quanto oggi possa sembrare inverosimile, da quando avevo 
memoria fino a quella sera non mi ero mai data piacere, non lo conoscevo, sentirmelo 
addosso mi sorprese. (AG 228)89 
As we have seen in other scenes, the intensity of the moment is signaled by the link with the time 
of writing (“Per quanto oggi”). Replicating a pattern established for the first time in the episode 
of the dolls, Lenù is overwhelmed by strong emotions but shows no reaction: “non dissi, non feci 
niente,” “restai immobile” (AG 227),90 “non dissi niente” (AG 228).91 In Storia del nuovo 
cognome, Elena admits: “Ho capito solo in seguito che so essere quietamente infelice solo perché 
sono incapace di reazioni violente, le temo, preferisco restare immobile coltivando il rancore. 
Lila no” (SNC 19).92 Like Olga in I giorni dell’abbandono, Lenù takes on a passive attitude, a 
repressive watchfulness over her reactions that sharply contrasts with Lila’s resistance and 
defiance. The memory of this molestation stays with Lenù for a long time (she leaves the island 
because of this abuse and avoids Nino for some time), but she never talks about it: 
 
89 “I felt an uncontainable hatred for Donato Sarratore and disgust for myself, for the pleasure that lingered in my 
body. However unlikely it may seem today, as long as I could remember until that night I had never given myself 
pleasure, I didn’t know about it, to feel it surprised me” (My Brilliant Friend 232). 
90 “I was immobilized” (My Brilliant Friend 232). 
91 “I said nothing” (My Brilliant Friend 232). 
92 “I understood only later that I can be quietly unhappy, because I’m incapable of violent reactions, I fear them, I 
prefer to be still, cultivating resentment. Not Lila” (The Story of a New Name 19). 
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seppi subito che il disgusto nei confronti di Sarratore e il ribrezzo che io stessa mi facevo 
mi avrebbero impedito di aprir bocca. Infatti questa è la prima volta che cerco le parole 
per quella fine inattesa della mia vacanza. (AG 228)93 
Even more ambiguous on the part of Lenù is her second encounter with Donato and their sexual 
intercourse which Lenù presents as her own choice (“Per tutto il tempo non mi pentii nemmeno 
una volta di aver accettato quello che mi stava accadendo” SNC 291).94 However, she keeps 
silent again: 
A ciò che mi era accaduto non avevo nessuna intenzione di dare parole: era un nudo fatto, 
riguardava il mio corpo, la sua reattività fisiologica; che in esso per la prima volta si fosse 
introdotta una parte minuscola del corpo di un altro mi sembrava irrilevante: la massa 
notturna di Sarratore non mi comunicava nulla se non una sensazione di estraneità, ed era 
un sollievo che si fosse dileguata come un temporale che non arriva. (SNC 294)95 
How should we read this episode? Is Lenù a victim or an active pursuer of her physical pleasure, 
decoupled from her feelings (her love for Nino)? Is Sarratore only a tool to satisfy Lenù’s 
purpose of losing her virginity on the same night Lila is having sex with Nino? Most probably, 
disgust goes undescribed here because emotions are suppressed. Much later in the story Lenù’s 
sense of agency will prove illusory, and disgust resurges at the thought of the experience: 
Da tempo non pensavo più all’estate a Ischia: fu l’occasione per accorgermi che la fase 
felice di quella vacanza era sbiadita, mentre si era espanso il suo lato sgradevole. Scoprii 
 
93 “I knew immediately that the disgust I felt for Sarratore and the revulsion that I had toward myself would keep me 
from saying anything. In fact this is the first time I’ve sought words for that unexpected end to my vacation” (My 
Brilliant Friend 233). 
94 “The entire time, I didn’t once regretted having accepted what was happening” (The Story of a New Name 291). 
95 “I had no intention of putting into words what had happened to me: it was a bare fact, it had to do with my body, 
its physiological reactivity. That for the first time a tiny part of another body had entered it seemed to me irrelevant: 
the nighttime mass of Sarratore communicated to me nothing except a sensation of alienness, and it was a relief that 
it had vanished like a storm that never arrives” (The Story of a New Name 294). 
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che ogni suono di allora, ogni profumo mi ripugnava, ma ciò che nella memoria, con 
sorpresa, mi sembrò più insopportabile, tanto da causarmi lunghi pianti, fu la sera ai 
Maronti con Donato Sarratore. (SNC 429)96 
From the distance of time, and through a deeper self-analysis, Lenù revises the interpretation of 
the facts (“bare facts”) she has given before: 
Solo il dolore per ciò che stava accadendo tra Lila e Nino poteva avermi spinto a 
considerarla piacevole. A distanza di tanto tempo mi resi conto che quella prima 
esperienza di penetrazione, al buio, sulla sabbia fredda, con quell’uomo banale che era il 
padre del ragazzo che amavo, era stata degradante. Ne ebbi vergogna e quella vergogna si 
sommò ad altre vergogne di natura diversa che stavo sperimentando. (SNC 429)97 
Like “rabbia,” the abstract noun vergogna is used by Ferrante in the plural form, thus indicating 
that shame is a typical emotion for Lenù, whose sense of inferiority and inadequacy undermine 
“discipline” with self-destructive and self-punishing decisions, like having sex with Sarratore 
only to imitate – although in a debasing and disgusting way – what Lila is experiencing with 
Nino. As a matter of fact, Lenù finds out later that Lila has a very different sense of her own 
body and never feels the pleasure of sex. Lenù, in her desire to be intimate with her and to 
measure her life against Lila’s, imagines conversations that cannot even take place, because they 
lack a language for intimacy: 
 
96 “I hadn’t thought of the summer on Ischia for a long time: and it made me realize that the happy phase of that 
vacation had faded, while its unpleasant side had expanded. I discovered that every sound from that time, every 
scent was repugnant to me, but what in memory, surprisingly, seemed most insupportable, and caused me long 
crying spells, was the night at the Maronti with Donato Sarratore” (The Story of a New Name 430). 
97 “Only my suffering for what was happening between Lila and Nino could have driven me to consider it 
pleasurable. At this distance I understood that that first experience of penetration, in the dark, on the cold sand, with 
that banal man who was the father of the person I loved had been degrading. I was ashamed of it and that shame was 
added to other shames, of a different nature, that I was experiencing” (The Story of a New Name 430-431). 
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La sboccatezza dell’ambiente da cui venivamo serviva ad aggredire o a difendersi, ma, 
proprio perché era la lingua della violenza, non facilitava, anzi ostacolava le confidenze 
intime. Perciò mi imbarazzai, fissai il pavimento, quando disse col crudo vocabolario del 
rione che chiavare non le aveva mai dato il godimento che s’era aspettata da ragazzina, 
che anzi aveva provato sempre poco o niente, che dopo Stefano, dopo Nino, farlo 
addirittura la infastidiva, tant’è vero che non era riuscita ad accettare dentro di sé 
nemmeno un uomo gentile come Enzo. (SFR 154-155)98 
The lack of “parole collaudate” (SFR 155)99 prevents Lenù from confessing her own secrets – 
the sequence of the formulaic “avrei dovuto (spiegarle/ammettere/aggiungere/dirle)” outlines an 
impossible dialog – and prevents her from building the intimacy that she still desires. She would 
also like to talk about the abuse she has suffered herself, but “Che senso aveva parlare di cose 
mie in quel momento? E poi davvero ciò che avrei potuto raccontarle assomigliava a ciò che lei 
stava raccontando? (SFR 154).100 In other words, how does one’s pain compare to the suffering 
inflicted on another being?  
At the beginning of the second book of the tetralogy, a proleptic and metanarrative 
chapter, set much later than the events narrated in the volume, explains how Elena learned about 
what happened to Lila after her  wedding – from a series of journals that Lila asks her to hide 
from her husband and never read. Lenù immediately breaks the promise in one of the many 
 
98 “The coarse language of the environment we came from was useful for attack or self-defense, but, precisely 
because it was the language of violence, it hindered, rather than encouraged, intimate confidences. So I was 
embarrassed, I stared at the floor, when she said, in the crude vocabulary of the neighborhood, that fucking had 
never given her the pleasure she had expected as a girl, that in fact she had almost never felt anything, that after 
Stefano, after Nino, to do it really annoyed her, so that she had been unable to accept inside herself even a man as 
gentle as Enzo” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 174) 
99 “practiced words” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 175). 
100 “What sense was there in speaking of my affairs at that moment? And then really what could I have told her that 
had any resemblance to what she was telling me?” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 173-174). 
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betrayals that punctuate their friendship. Ferrante’s metaliterary introductions usually signal that 
the passage is meaningful for the story, and charged with emotions: 
Lo faccio di nuovo adesso, con l’immaginazione, mentre comincio a raccontare il suo 
viaggio di nozze non solo come me ne parlò lì sul pianerottolo, ma come poi ne lessi sui 
suoi quaderni. Ero stata ingiusta con lei… (SNC 31)101 
The gesture mentioned in this passage that opens chapter 6 of the second volume is that of 
pulling aside a scarf that covers Lila’s bruises: the narrator ideally repeats that movement started 
by her narrated self, in a blending of narrative spaces that must signify the intensity of what 
follows and create suspense and expectations.  
The episode occupies three chapters: Lila’s fight with Stefano in the car after their 
wedding reception; the arrival in Amalfi, the dinner and the violence in the hotel room; the return 
to the rione. Unlike Lenù, Lila resists Stefano’s attempts at initiating sex, both physically and 
verbally “Lasciami, non ti voglio, non ti voglio, non ti voglio” (SNC 40).102 Stefano, indeed, has 
revealed his alliance with the Solaras after pretending with Lila to be their competitor. Stefano’s 
crescendo of rage, which he expresses with the vulgar “mi stai rompendo il cazzo”103 seems to 
come from the past: 
Non è mai stato Stefano, le parve all’improvviso di scoprire, è stato sempre il figlio 
grande di Don Achille. E quel pensiero, immediatamente, come un rigurgito, portò sul 
viso giovane del marito tratti che fino a quel momento si erano tenuti nascosti per 
prudenza, ma che erano lì da sempre, in attesa del loro momento. (SNC 41)104 
 
101 “I do it again now, in my imagination, as I begin to tell the story of her honeymoon, not only as she told it to me 
there on the landing but as I read it later, in her notebooks. I had been unjust to her” (The Story of a New Name 31). 
102 “Leave me alone, I don’t want you, I don’t want you, I don’t want you” (The Story of a New Name 40). 
103 “Now you’re really pissing me off” (The Story of a New Name 40). 
104 “He was never Stefano, she seemed to discover suddenly, he was always the oldest son of Don Achille. And that 
thought, immediately, brought to the young face of her husband, like a revival, features that until that moment had 
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This passage inscribes the violence in a long history of brutality, while continuing the theme of 
metamorphosis that underpins the entire tetralogy and dovetails with the effect of dissolving 
boundaries that also dominates the work. The obsession with the lack of form is constant, and 
belongs especially, but not exclusively, to Lila: 
Ma ora le linee di contorno che per molto tempo lui si era imposto stavano per cedere e 
Lila fu presa da un terrore infantile, più grande di quando eravamo scese nello scantinato 
per andare a recuperare le nostre bambole. Don Achille stava risorgendo dalla melma del 
rione nutrendosi della materia viva di suo figlio. Il padre gli stava crepando la pelle, ne 
stava modificando lo sguardo, gli stava esplodendo dal corpo. (SNC 41)105 
Horror and disgust are associated in this scene as in the scene of Ida’s rape in La Storia. 
However, the rapist is not a stranger. Lila fights against Stefano for a while, but her mind, like 
Ida’s, is unconscious during the rape: 
Quando, dopo qualche tentativo maldestro, le lacerò la carne con una brutalità 
entusiastica, Lila era assente. La notte, la camera, il letto, i baci di lui, le mani sul suo 
corpo, ogni sensibilità, erano assorbiti da un unico sentimento: odiava Stefano Carracci, 
odiava la sua forza, ne odiava il peso sopra di lei, ne odiava il nome e il cognome. (SNC 
42)106 
 
remained prudently hidden in his blood but that had always been there, waiting for their moment” (The Story of a 
New Name 41). 
105 “But now the limits that he had imposed for so long were about to give way, and Lila was seized by a childish 
terror, greater than when we had gone down into the cellar to get our dolls. Don Achille was rising from the muck of 
the neighborhood, feeding on the living matter of his son. The father was cracking his skin, changing his gaze, 
exploding out of his body” (The Story of a New Name 41). 
106 “When, after some awkward attempts, he tore her flesh with passionate brutality, Lila was absent. The night, the 
room, the bed, his kisses, his hands on her body, every sensation was absorbed by a single feeling: she hated Stefano 
Carracci, she hated his strength, she hated his weight on her, she hated his name and his surname” (The Story of a 
New Name 42). 
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This marks the beginning of the dissolution of Lila “into” Stefano – a phenomenon Lila 
discusses with Lenù in the very moment she tries to erase herself (scancellarsi is the more 
expressive form of cancellarsi typical of a low register; see SNC 120, 122) by working on her 
wedding photograph that the Solara brothers decided to hang in their new shoe store. Lila is 
specifically discussing the use of her husband’s last name: “Raffaella Cerullo, sopraffatta, aveva 
perso forma e si era sciolta dentro il profilo di Stefano, diventandone un’emanazione subalterna: 
la signora Carracci” (SNC 124, emphasis in the original).107 The term “subalterna” has a 
distinctively political inflection in Italian (lost in the English translation)108 referring to the 
groups excluded from the socio-economical institutions. The condition of subalternity 
encompasses, in turn, many of the characters in the quartet (including Lenù), but it refers, in this 
case, specifically to the dissolution of the shape and life of women once they marry into a 
patriarchal family – a realization that strikes Lenù when she for the first time looks at the bodies 
of the mothers of the rione: 
avevano dieci, al massimo vent’anni più di me. Tuttavia parevano aver perso i connotati 
femminili a cui noi ragazze tenevamo tanto […]. Erano state mangiate dal corpo dei 
mariti, dei padri, dei fratelli, a cui finivano sempre più per assomigliare, o per le fatiche o 
per l’arrivo della vecchiaia, della malattia. Quando cominciava quella trasformazione? 
Con il lavoro domestico? Con le gravidanze? Con le mazzate? (SNC 102)109 
 
107 “Raffaella Cerullo, overpowered had lost her shape and had dissolved inside the outlines of Stefano, becoming a 
subsidiary emanation of him: Signora Carracci” (The Story of a New Name 124). 
108 On the relevance of this word in L’amica geniale, see Ricciardi.  
109 “they were ten, at most twenty years older than me. Yet they appeared to have lost those feminine qualities that 
were so important to us girls and that we accentuated with clothes, with makeup. They had been consumed by the 
bodies of husbands, fathers, brothers, whom they ultimately came to resemble, because of their labors or the arrival 
of old age, of illness. When did that transformation begin? With housework? With pregnancies? With beatings?” 
(The Story of a New Name 102). 
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Thus, if gender violence seems a product of History in La Storia and of culture in L’arte della 
gioia, L’amica geniale includes it in the constant menace of dissolution of shapes and margins 
between people or between people and things. The chaos of the rione, the violence of the 
language, affects primarily the bodies of women and mothers. Such transformation deforms: 
“Lila si sarebbe deformata come Nunzia?” (SNC 102).110 The dilemma of the maternal body that 
might impose itself on the daughter hovers as a constant threat in the novel and is one example of 
the dissolution of the boundaries between subjects.111 
The shapelessness of the maternal, “smaterializzazione del corpo della madre ad opera 
del maschio meridionale” (F 14-16)112 is a leitmotiv of Ferrante’s production that she derives 
from Elsa Morante’s “Lo scialle andaluso” (1963). Commenting on a scene in which the son is 
compared to a Sicilian man that considers his mother holy and old, depriving her body of 
feminine forms, Ferrante lingers especially on the adjective “informe” (“shapeless”) used by 
Morante – a pervasive adjective also in Ferrante.  
 
3.4 Smarginature 
Given the obsession with order and shape in the novel, the most intense moments of L’amica 
geniale are those in which the subjects face the dissolution of boundaries that Ferrante calls 
“smarginatura.” A metalinguistic explanation of this word, which occurs already in the first 
volume, is given in the last volume of the tetralogy, Storia della bambina perduta: 
Usò [Lila] proprio smarginare. Fu in quell’occasione che ricorse per la prima volta a quel 
verbo, si affannò a esplicitarne il senso, voleva che capissi bene cos’era la smarginatura e 
 
110 “Would Lila be misshapen like Nunzia?” (The Story of a New Name 102). 
111 This reflection, however, had started in L’amore molesto with the desire and the abjection of Delia for her 
mother’s body. See Sambuco, Lombardi, Giorgio, Mullenneaux, Wehling-Giorgi, “Ero separata da me.” 
112 “how the southern male dematerializes the body of the mother” (Frantumaglia 17). 
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quanto l’atterriva. […] Disse che i contorni di cose e persone erano delicati, che si 
spezzavano come il filo del cotone. (SBP 161-162)113 
The indescribable (and untranslatable) affective experience of smarginatura can well be 
described as a mixture of cognitive and physical chaos that confuses truth with falseness, where 
the truth is the chaos and the falseness is the “mask” of an order in which everything has clear 
contours: 
Borbottò che non doveva mai distrarsi, se si distraeva le cose vere, che con le loro 
contorsioni violente, dolorose, la terrorizzavano, prendevano il sopravvento su quelle 
finte che con la loro compostezza fisica e morale la calmavano, e lei sprofondava in una 
realtà pasticciata, collacea, senza riuscire più a dare contorni nitidi alle sensazioni. (SBP 
162)114 
Smarginatura also confuses different kinds of corporeal perception: 
Un’emozione tattile si scioglieva in visiva, una visiva si scioglieva in olfattiva, ah che 
cos’è il mondo vero Lenù, l’abbiamo visto adesso, niente niente niente di cui si possa dire 
definitivamente: è così. Per cui se lei non stava attenta, se non badava ai margini, tutto se 
ne andava via in grumi sanguigni di mestruo, in polipi sarcomatosi, in pezzi di fibra 
giallastra. (SBP 162)115 
 
113 “She used that term: dissolving boundaries. It was on that occasion that she resorted to it for the first time; she 
struggled to elucidate the meaning, she wanted me to understand what the dissolution of boundaries meant and how 
much it frightened her. […] She said that the outlines of things and people were delicate, that they broke like cotton 
thread.” (The Story of the Lost Child 175). 
114 “She muttered that she mustn’t ever be distracted: if she became distracted real things, which, with their violent, 
painful contortions, terrified her, would gain the upper hand over the unreal ones, which, with their physical and 
moral solidity, pacified her; she would be plunged into a sticky, jumbled reality and would never again be able to 
give sensations clear outlines” (The Story of the Lost Child 176). 
115 “A tactile emotion would melt into a visual one, a visual one would melt into an olfactory one, ah, what is the 
real world, Lenù, nothing, nothing, nothing about which one can say conclusively: it’s like that. And so if she didn’t 
stay alert, if she didn’t pay attention to the boundaries, the waters would break through, a flood would rise, carrying 




This affect works at the level of the skin, and more precisely on the border between the objects. 
Smarginatura generates no inner feeling, but superficial ones, that lack any center or centralized 
subject. In addition, this dramatic moment in Lila’s life, with this ultimate moment of 
smarginatura, has been foreshadowed by previous episodes, both in her childhood (“fin da 
piccola,” SBP 162)116 and when Stefano rapes her: 
Che le persone, ancor più delle cose, perdessero i loro margini e dilagassero senza forma 
è ciò che ha spaventato di più Lila nel corso della sua vita. L’aveva atterrita lo 
smarginarsi del fratello, che amava più di ogni altro suo familiare, e l’aveva terrorizzata il 
disfarsi di Stefano nel passaggio da fidanzato a marito. (SNC 355)117 
Even if Rino’s smarginatura, on December 31, 1958, is the first time Lila reflects on this feeling, 
it is not the first time she experiences it. Tracing the origin of this affective state, Lila has to go 
back to when her father threw her from a window, which suggests that smarginatura is a 
response to continued exposure to violence: 
Per esempio, aveva già avuto spesso la sensazione di trasferirsi per poche frazioni di 
secondo in una persona o una cosa o un numero o una sillaba, violandone i contorni. E il 
giorno che suo padre l’aveva buttata dalla finestra si era sentita assolutamente certa, 
proprio mentre volava verso l’asfalto, che piccoli animali rossastri, molto amichevoli, 
stessero dissolvendo la composizione della strada trasformandola in una materia liscia e 
morbida. (AG 86-87)118 
 
116 “since she was a child” (The Story of the Lost Child 175-176). 
117 “That people, even more than things, lost their boundaries and overflowed into shapelessness is what most 
frightened Lila in the course of her life. The loss of those boundaries in her brother, whom she loved more than 
anyone in her family, had frightened her, and the disintegration of Stefano in the passage from fiancé to husband 
terrified her” (The Story of a New Name 355). 
118 “For example, she had often had the sensation of moving for a few fractions of a second into a person or a thing 
or a number or a syllable, violating its edges. And the day her father threw her out the window she had felt 
absolutely certain, as she was flying toward the asphalt, that small, very friendly reddish animals were dissolving the 
composition of the street, transforming it into a smooth, soft material” (My Brilliant Friend 90-91). 
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Lila is not the only character that comes undone in this way, but the only one that names this 
state and recognizes “entità sconosciute che spezzavano il profilo del mondo e ne mostravano la 
natura spaventosa” (AG 87).119 Lenù herself has a sort of smarginatura in the form of a 
“disfunzione tattile” following the loss of her doll: 
certe volte avevo l’impressione che, mentre ogni essere animato intorno accelerava i ritmi 
della sua vita, le superfici solide mi diventassero molli sotto le dita o si gonfiassero 
lasciando spazi vuoti tra la loro massa interna e la sfoglia di superficie. (AG 53)120 
Arguably, also male characters – take, for instance, Antonio and Alfonso, whereas Enzo is 
always “concentrato” (SFR 87) and “compatto” (SFR 92) – can be and are affected by 
smarginatura. It is significant that touch is the sense involved in this dissolution (as in the cases 
of Lenù and Antonio). “Texture and affect, touching and feeling belong together” (Sedgwick 21). 
The sense of touch has to do with the borders between subject and object, and as such evokes 
disgusting imagery of corporeal fluids and sticky substances (“grumi sanguigni di mestruo, 
polipi sarcomatosi, pezzi di fibra giallastra” in the quotation above).  
Analyzing La figlia oscura, Stiliana Milkova singles out “three elements of Ferrante’s 
use of disgust – the breakdown of boundaries, the association with mothers and daughters, and 
the nexus with the Neapolitan dialect” (“Mothers, Daughters, Dolls” 93). These elements recur in 
the tetralogy, but instead of manifesting especially in the mother-daughter relationships of 
abjection or abandonment, it invests – under the form of smarginatura – men as well as women, 
human artifacts as well as the natural world, subjects and objects. For example, the confusion 
 
119 “unknown entities that broke down the outline of the world and demonstrated its terrifying nature” (My Brilliant 
Friend 91). 
120 “I was overcome by a kind of tactile dysfunction; sometimes I had the impression that, while every animated 
being around me was speeding up the rhythms of its life, solid surfaces turned soft under my fingers or swelled up, 
leaving empty spaces between their internal mass and the surface skin” (My Brilliant Friend 57). 
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between inside and outside, the crossing of borders and the loss of any firm sense manifest in 
supernatural events. The explosion of the copper pot is one of those cracks between things 
(another copper pot had been imagined stained with Don Achille’s blood by Lila). The climax of 
the smarginature is, however, the earthquake of November 23, 1980: 
Il terremoto – il terremoto del 23 novembre 1980 con quel suo frantumare infinito – ci 
entrò dentro le ossa. Cacciò via la consuetudine della stabilità e della solidità, la certezza 
che ogni attimo sarebbe stato identico a quello seguente, la familiarità dei suoni e dei 
gesti, la loro sicura riconoscibilità. Subentrò il sospetto verso ogni rassicurazione, la 
tendenza a credere a ogni profezia di sventura, un’attenzione angosciata ai segni della 
friabilità del mondo, e fu arduo riprendere il controllo. Secondi e secondi e secondi che 
non finivano. (SBP 158)121 
Earthquake, as we have seen, is a keyword for Ferrante indicating the intensifying of the emotion 
in a novel. It appears in metaphorical senses throughout L’amica geniale, in anticipation of the 
historical earthquake that killed three thousand people and marked the history of an entire region 
in Southern Italy, determining the production of affect, “un cuore nuovo intorno al quale 
riorganizzare la sensibilità” (SBP 167).122  
 
 
121 “The earthquake – the earthquake of November 23, 1980, with its infinite destruction – entered into our bones. It 
expelled the habit of stability and solidity, the confidence that every second would be identical to the next, the 
familiarity of sounds and gestures, the certainty of recognizing them. A sort of suspicion of every form of 
reassurance took over, a tendency to believe in every prediction of bad luck, an obsessive attention to signs of the 
brittleness of the world, and it was hard to take control again. Minutes and minutes and minutes that wouldn’t end” 
(The Story of the Lost Child 172). 
122 “a new heart around which to restructure sensibility” (The Story of the Lost Child 181). 
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4. Troubling Bonds  
Affetto in Italian means “affect” and “affection,” therefore affetti includes sentimental bonds such 
as family and love relationships. Even just considering the titles of Ferrante’s novels, we can 
notice that they revolve around troubled affetti (love, friendship, motherhood) in which we can 
retrace what Michael Eigen calls “damaged bonds” or “toxic nourishment”: “ties to one another, 
parent-baby bonding, links to self, other, universe” (Eigen, Damaged Bond 1). L’amore molesto 
is perhaps the perfect example of the contradictory notion of a nourishing bond that is also toxic; 
I giorni dell’abbandono turns abandonment into a condition rather than an event; La figlia 
oscura casts a shadow on the mother-daughter bond. Ferrante puts women at the center of the 
narrative and as narrators:  
Il processo della frantumazione in un corpo di donna mi interessa molto dal punto di vista 
narrativo. Per me significa raccontare, oggi, un io femminile che all’improvviso si 
percepisce in destrutturazione, smarrisce il tempo, non si sente più in ordine, si avverte 
come un vortice di detriti, un turbinio di pensieri-parole. Per poi fermarsi bruscamente e 
ricominciare da un nuovo equilibrio, che – si badi – non è necessariamente più avanzato 
del precedente e nemmeno più stabile. Serve solo a dire: adesso sto qua e mi sento così. 
(F 215)123 
“No one escapes damage to these bonds or to one’s linking capacity,” writes Eigen, but “we 
make the best of damaged selves with a mixture of pushing past, ignoring, transcending, and 
trying to heal our sense of injury” (Damaged Bond 1). Motherhood per se in Ferrante brings 
 
123 “The process of fragmentation in a woman’s body interests me very much from the narrative point of view. It 
means telling the story of a present-day female I that suddenly perceives itself disintegrating, it loses the sense of 
time, it’s no longer in order, it feels like a vortex of debris, a whirlwind of thoughts-words. It stops abruptly and 
starts again from a new equilibrium, which – note – isn’t necessarily more advanced than the preceding or even 
more stable. It serves only to say: now I’m here and I feel like this.” (Frantumaglia 223). 
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about the dissolution and fragmentation of the female body that is mentioned in the passage. 
Pregnancy, in particular, disintegrates the shape that precariously contains the female identity: 
“Mi sollevavo la gonna, guardavo la pancia che già cominciava a crescere spandendo per tutto 
l’organismo un benessere indesiderato. Ero per la seconda volta pregna e tuttavia vuota” (SFR 
236).124 The women at the center of these stories, however, survive the damages by becoming 
vigilant and clinging to their own fluctuating identity: “Ogni rapporto intenso tra esseri umani è 
pieno di tagliole e se si vuole che duri bisogna imparare a schivarle” (SBP 429).125 L’amica 
geniale revisits the themes of love and abandonment,126 but the focus is mostly on friendship and 
motherhood. Although both themes have been widely discussed, this section briefly reflects on 
these bonds as troubled, yet nourishing, forms of attachment. 
 
4.1 A Shadowy Friendship 
Most of the fascination with L’amica geniale derives of course from the topic of friendship, 
which is both a universal experience and a “puzzle” that cannot be solved (de Rogatis, Elena 
Ferrante 44-45). The affective bond between Lenù and Lila is what gives cohesion to the novel: 
it is the reason for Elena (Greco) to write an autobiography that tells simultaneously the story of 
another woman (Lila). It is, in sum, the story of their attachment. However, the narration 
enlightens and obscures at the same time; as Susanna Sonnenberg puts it, “This friendship tells 
 
124 “I lifted my skirt, I looked at the belly that was already starting to grow, spreading an undesired well-being 
through my whole organism. I was for the second time pregnant and yet empty” (Those Who Leave and Those Who 
Stay 260)  
125 “Every intense relationship between human beings is full of traps, and if you want it to endure you have to learn 
to avoid them” (The Story of the Lost Child 451). 
126 The long-lasting love Lenù feels for Nino seems to me just the evidence of the inconsistency between her 
theoretical feminism and her practical dependence on a man that is exactly like his father.   
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[Elena] who she is and at the same time undoes what she knows of herself.” The narrator depicts 
this process of undoing of the self in terms of disequilibrium or derangement: 
Non c’era modo con lei di acquietarsi, ogni punto fermo del nostro rapporto prima o poi 
si rivelava una formula provvisoria, presto le si smuoveva qualcosa nella testa che la 
squilibrava e mi squilibrava. (SFR 204)127 
Both authentic and false, generous and ungrateful, Lila defines herself as bad or wicked 
(“cattiva”), while Elena conveys to others a sense of reliability and amenability, even if we know 
her “pensieri, sentimenti e azioni riprovevoli” (F 276).128 Elena admits several times to her 
inferiority or subalternity: “io, malgrado tutti i miei cambiamenti, seguitavo a esserle subalterna. 
Di quella subalternità sentii che non sarei mai riuscita a liberarmi e questo mi sembrò 
insopportabile” (SFR 204).129 At this point and in other moments of the story, Lenù desires 
Lila’s death, but this wish co-exists with a sense of elation in those rare moments when Lila 
becomes dependent on her. It coexists and with a deep affection that resembles Delia’s furious 
love for Amalia in L’amore molesto: 
Dal sentimento caotico che avevo dentro stava risbucando il desiderio che Lila fosse 
malata e morisse. Non per odio, le volevo sempre più bene, non sarei mai stata capace di 
odiarla. Ma non sopportavo il vuoto del suo sottrarsi. (SFR 309)130 
Contradictory as it may seem, this statement confirms Elena’s cognitive view of hatred as global 
emotion that invests the entire person (see Nussbaum, Anger and Forgiveness 50). But Lenù, 
 
127 “With her, there was no way to feel that things were settled; every fixed point of our relationship sooner or later 
turned out to be provisional; something shifted in her head that unbalanced her and unbalanced me” (Those Who 
Leave and Those Who Stay 226). 
128 “reprehensible thoughts, feelings and actions” (Frantumaglia 285). 
129 “I, in spite of all that had changed for me, continued to feel inferior. I felt that I would never free myself from 
that inferiority, and that seemed to me intolerable” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay Cap 60). 
130 “From the chaotic feeling I had inside, the desire that Lila would get sick and die was re-emerging. Not out of 




who desires Lila’s death, doesn’t hate Lila as a person; she can’t stand her absence. Moreover, 
hatred and other tragic emotions are excluded from this relationship. Instead of using the verb 
odiare, Elena insists on her inability to tolerate. The recurring non sopportare or insopportabile 
point more toward irritation and envy than hatred. Yet, before dealing with the petty emotions 
characterizing their friendship, we should note that as a child Lenù chooses to establish this bond 
as her first willful act with the purpose of coping with and escaping from the dreadful 
atmosphere of the rione and its primal terror:  
C’era qualcosa di insostenibile nelle cose, nelle persone, nelle palazzine, nelle strade, che 
solo reinventando tutto come in un gioco diventava accettabile. L’essenziale, però, era 
saper giocare e io e lei, io e lei soltanto, sapevamo farlo. (AG 103)131 
In other words, Lenù attaches the value of freedom from a destiny – Modesta’s word for the 
reproduction of the past – that has to be “reinvented” through the joyful game of fantasy. 
Imagination allows the two to escape fear, and even the sense of dissolution that strikes Lila soon 
after her marriage at the age of sixteen: 
Furono ore magnifiche di gioco, di invenzione, di libertà, che non ci capitavano a quel 
modo, insieme, forse dall’infanzia. […] Ci dimenticammo di Antonio, di Nino, di 
Stefano, dei Solara […]. Sospendemmo il tempo, isolammo lo spazio, restò solo il gioco 
della colla, delle forbici, dei cartoncini, dei colori: il gioco dell’invenzione affiatata. 
(SNC 121)132 
 
131  “There was something unbearable in the things, in the people, in the buildings, in the streets that, only if you 
reinvented it all, as in a game, became acceptable. The essential, however, was to know how to play, and she and I, 
only she and I, knew how to do it” (My Brilliant Friend 106-107). 
132 “They were magnificent hours of play, of invention, of freedom, such as we hadn’t experienced together perhaps 
since childhood. […] We forgot about Antonio, Nino, Stefano, the Solaras […]. We suspended time, we isolated 




This joyful feeling recurs at several points in the story, alternating with painful disappointment. 
The desire to recover the playful dimension of their friendship in a compound identity haunts 
Lenù until the ending: 
sentivo la necessità di farla sedere accanto a me, dirle: vedi come siamo state affiatate, 
una in due, due in una, e provarle con il rigore che mi pareva di aver appreso in Normale, 
con l’accanimento filologico che avevo imparato da Pietro, come il suo libro di bambina 
avesse messo radici profonde nella mia testa fino a sviluppare nel corso degli anni un 
altro libro, differente, adulto, mio, e tuttavia imprescindibile dal suo, dalle fantasie che 
avevamo elaborato insieme nel cortile dei nostri giochi, lei e io in continuità, formate, 
sformate, riformate. (SNC 454, emphasis added)133 
Lenù fantasizes here about a lifelong bond based on a shared intellectual activity, that, even 
though similar to a smarginatura (“in continuità, formate, sformate, riformate”), does not 
scare.134 When Lenù goes to see Lila with the intention of telling her that they must not lose each 
other, she finds her sick and scared, made vulnerable by her experience in the factory, and never 
tells her those words. We could say, with Ivan Kreilkamp, that “the demonic power of human 
(and particularly female) creativity” is constantly “checked by the forces of history and society.” 
It has been noted, indeed, that this relationship is not circumscribed to a private and intimate 
space. Laura Benedetti, on the wake of Élaine Audet’s theories about female friendship, stresses 
the political value of Lenù and Lila’s bond, which entails new ways of seeing the polis – not only 
as a geographical space but also as an affective and relational site. One example of the 
 
133 “I felt the need to have her sit beside me, to tell her, you see how connected we are, one in two, two in one, and 
prove to her with the rigor that it seemed to me I had learned in the Normale, with the philological persistence I had 
learned from Pietro, how her child’s book had put down deep roots in my mind and had, in the course of the years, 
produced another book, different, adult, mine, and yet inseparable from hers, from the fantasies that we had 
elaborated together in the courtyard of our games, she and I continuously formed, deformed, reformed” (The Story 
of a New Name 455-456). 
134 The other positive smarginatura is the union of Lenù’s and Nino’s bodies in SFR. 
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“potenziale di disgregazione delle strutture patriarcali” located in this kind of relationship 
materializes in the escape to the sea organized by Lila in the first book (“Il linguaggio 
dell’amicizia” 174). It is true that the girls never reach the sea, but the adventure marks the first 
time Elena has a glimpse of the real possibility of escaping the neighborhood: “Quando penso al 
piacere di essere liberi, penso all’inizio di quella giornata” (AG 70).135 The episode, as noted by 
Benedetti, is almost exclusively told in the first person plural, until Lila suddenly starts dragging 
Lenù home, maybe stricken by her sense of guilt along with the rain. Lila, as a matter of fact, 
might have planned this trip just to see Lenù punished and not allowed to go to school any more.  
Lila might not have been aware of her act of envy, a sentiment that haunts not only Lenù, 
but determines Lila’s “affective response to a perceived inequality” (Ngai 127). While envy has 
been traditionally used to describe a deficiency136 (the Freudian notion of “penis envy” which 
characterizes Joyce in L’arte della gioia), Sianne Ngai looks at this emotion as a “motivated 
affective stance” (127). Therefore, similar to the positive affective bond celebrated by Benedetti, 
for Ngai envy can exert an effective critical agency, “as an ability to recognize, and 
antagonistically respond to, potentially real and institutionalized forms of inequality” (129). 
Indeed, the “ugly feelings” analyzed by Ngai in her brilliant book on minor affects in literature 
might be ambivalent but also productive, unless censured as shameful. They might in some cases 
contribute to gender norms, but they might also put them into question.  
In the light of the many critical contributions about L’amica geniale that stress the 
positive bond between Lenù/Elena and Lila, understood as a sort of entrustment,137 I would like 
 
135 “When I think of the pleasure of being free, I think of the start of that day” (My Brilliant Friend 75). 
136 Or, as Joseph Epstein puts it “one is jealous of what one has, envious of what other people have” (4). 
137 Entrustment or affidamento is a crucial notion of second wave Italian feminism. Carol Lazzaro-Weis has studied 
the centrality of this notion in Italian feminist discourse, which “redefines the mother-daughter relationship as a 
symbolic one: the ‘symbolic mother,’ usually but not necessarily an older woman, functions to sustain and recognize 
the gendered nature of the thought, knowledge and experience of another, less experienced woman who has 
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to pay closer attention to the “ugly feelings” between the two – envy, humiliation, resentment, 
scorn, jealousy – as fundamental spurs in Lenù’s Bildung (while probably never turned into 
effective critical agency by Lila). Whilst hatred, as we have seen, is the engine of Modesta’s 
social and personal advancement, one could argue that envy and competition entangled with 
emulation, vanity and pride drive Elena’s social mobility – while Lila is “senza vanità” (SBP 
326)138 and therefore destined to disappear, so to speak. There is an element of pettiness implicit 
in Lenù’s feelings, which foregrounds the antagonism in female bonds that troubles especially 
the tenets of feminism (Ngai 130).139 Nancy K. Miller, in her recent book about female 
friendships, stresses the necessity for friends to avoid competition and rivalry. The fact that this 
book gives space and attention to friendships between writers but also refers occasionally to 
L’amica geniale is particularly thought-provoking. “Of the two, who is the brilliant friend?” 
(Miller 88). Despite what everybody else might think, Elena believes that Lila is the more 
intelligent one, and she feels comfortable with this idea. What is “intolerable” is her absence or 
her potential identity as a writer. Only when she thinks of Lila as a writer – who would certainly 
obscure her own success – do Lenù’s feelings become ugly (only insisting on the difference 
between the friends, the friendship is not competitive). Lila for the first time thwarts Lenù’s 
desire for intimacy and complicity by writing a novel by herself, betraying the plan of writing a 
book together: “Ci rimasi male quando me lo portò perché lo leggessi, ma non dissi niente, anzi 
 
entrusted herself to her” (50). In this light, Lila, although only a couple of weeks older that Lenù, is the more 
experienced woman. 
138 “without vanity” (The Story of the Lost Child 344). 
139 Indeed, when they do focus on negative feelings, critics have questioned Ferrante’s feminism: Stefania 
Lucamante, for example, stops shorts of “fram[ing] Ferrante as a non-feminist author” because her characters 
“trouble the very notion of sisterhood” (“Undoing Feminism” 34), on the ground that what happens in the story is 
only useful to Elena’s ascent. 
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trattenni la delusione e le feci molte feste” (AG 66).140 But, as after the loss of her doll, Lenù 
controls her emotion for fear of losing her friendship with Lila.  
Envy has been considered a purely negative feeling,141 especially following the historical 
feminization and moralization of this emotion (see Stearns, “Gender and Emotion”), and 
particularly due to the conflation of imitation and identification for female subjects in Freud’s 
theory (Ngai 143-151). However, Ngai distinguishes between emulation (which “can also be 
performed without unconscious or conscious desire to transform one’s own identity after the 
fashion of the other,” 143) and imitation (“a wish or fantasy to be the other,” 142). Lenù’s 
“quello che fai tu faccio io” announces, I believe, an emulation without the desire to “become” 
Lila or to take her place. Instead, this emulation is performed “as a form of self-assertion” (Ngai 
142). Lenù’s envy doesn’t result in an attempt at depriving Lila of what she has, but in extreme 
choices of discipline and acceptance: 
È probabile che questa sia stata la mia maniera di reagire all’invidia, all’odio, e 
soffocarli. O, forse, travestii a quel modo il senso di subalternità, la fascinazione che 
subivo. Certo mi addestrai ad accettare di buon grado la superiorità di Lila in tutto, e 
anche le sue angherie. (AG 42)142 
In this early statement lies the ambivalence of Lenù’s emotions, and the germ of her 
watchfulness. I am not sure whether this “invidia” is directed at Lila because she has agile legs or 
because she is a better student or both. Neither is the meaning of “odio” clear at this point (hatred 
is all around the rione but is never personalized in the chapter preceding this passage). The 
 
140 “I was hurt when she brought it to me to read, but I didn’t say anything, in fact I held in check my disappointment 
and was full of congratulations” (My Brilliant Friend 71). 
141 Joseph Epstein, for instance, writes: “Little is good about envy, except shaking it off,” even conceding that 
Aristotle talked about “emulation as good envy” (3). 
142 “I suppose that that was my way of reacting to envy, and hatred, and of suffocating them. Or maybe I disguised 
in that manner the sense of subordination, the fascination I felt. Certainly I trained myself to accept readily Lila’s 
superiority in everything, and even her oppressions” (My Brilliant Friend 46). 
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difficulty of defining those emotions is high (“probabile,” “forse”), but the decision to give up 
the top position in a potential hierarchy as long as Lila remains within her sight appears perfectly 
clear. Even when Lila starts a relationship with Nino, Lenù prefers to suffocate her jealousy 
instead of losing both Nino and Lila.  
Lenù’s desire for intimacy with Lila represents much of the emotional core of the novel. 
The productive aspect of envy – even though it doesn’t erase the pettiness of the feeling – allows 
for the creativity that emerges from this relationship, and for the pleasure that Lenù derives from 
it: “La lunga ostilità nei confronti di Lila si dissolse, di colpo ciò che avevo tolto a lei mi sembrò 
molto più di quanto lei avesse mai tolto a me” (SNC 453-454).143 The only space as a writer that 
Lenù is willing to concede Lila is that of a co-author: “together we get to be brilliant” (Miller 
201). At the end of the story, Lenù suspects (suspicion, one of her bad feelings) that Lila is 
writing a book about Naples. She is happy at first, imagining that Lila would need help to revise 
the text and publish it (“probabilmente di passaggio in passaggio avrei finito per riscriverlo,” 
SBP 431)144 but slowly the idea that the book “si sarebbe rivelato fuori dal comune” (SBP 
430)145 undermines her confidence: “il suo libro sarebbe diventato – anche solo per me – la prova 
del mio fallimento e leggendolo avrei capito come avrei dovuto scrivere ma non ero stata 
capace” (SBP 437).146 To compete with a purely hypothetical text, Lenù writes a book called 
Un’amicizia (no other book by Elena is given a title in the quartet): “Io amavo Lila. Volevo che 
lei durasse. Ma volevo essere io a farla durare. Credevo che fosse il mio compito. Ero convinta 
 
143 “The long hostility toward Lila dissolved, suddenly what I had taken from her seemed to me much more than 
what she had ever been able to take from me” (The Story of a New Name 455).  
144 “probably, passage by passage, I would have ended up rewriting it” (The Story of the Lost Child 452). 
145 “would be extraordinary” (The Story of the Lost Child 452). 
146 “her book would become—even only for me—the proof of my failure, and reading it I would understand how I 
should have written but had been unable to” (The Story of the Lost Child 459). 
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che lei stessa, da ragazzina, me lo avesse assegnato” (SBP 441).147 This very book revives 
Lenù’s career as a writer. However, making Lila immortal means transforming her into an 
aesthetic object – something that Lila cannot accept (as she cannot accept the commodification 
inflicted on her by the patriarchal family) and for which she cannot forgive Lenù, who admits 
that “la nostra amicizia era finita” (SBP 443).148 
 
4.2 Damaged Daughters 
Friendship, in L’amica geniale, seems to dispossess what is considered the “natural” bond 
between mother and daughter, which prevails in Ferrrante’s previous works, especially in 
L’amore molesto and La figlia oscura. The mother-daughter relationship is probably one of the 
most recurrent themes in Italian literature by female authors since at least the 1970s (Giorgio 
121), when feminism discovered its primacy, to the point that the theme of motherhood in 
literature “is crucial to the understanding of twentieth-century Italian culture as a whole” 
(Benedetti, Tigress 3). An extensive number of essays have analyzed the mother-daughter 
relationship – inflected in multiple ways, from abjection to identification – in Ferrante’s works. 
The maternal has been analyzed in its connection with the body and the city, especially its 
violence and its idiom149 – all connections that emerge in the tetralogy as well as in the previous 
novels.   
In L’amore molesto, “the lack of bonding between the two characters is confirmed, in the 
first pages of the book, by Delia’s portrayal of her relationship with her mother” (Mandolini 
 
147 “I loved Lila. I wanted her to last. But I wanted it to be I who made her last. I thought it was my task. I was 
convinced that she herself, as a girl, had assigned it to me” (The Story of the Lost Child 459). 
148 “our friendship was over” (The Story of the Lost Child 464). 
149 For Ferrante, see, among others, Giorgio “The Passion for the Mother,” Lombardi, “Scambi d’identità,” 
Sambuco, Corporeal Bonds, Wehling-Giorgi’s “Violence, Language and the Maternal Body.” 
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276). The same lack of bonding characterizes Lenù and her mother, Immacolata, but instead of 
deriving from unsatisfied desire for the mother’s body, it seems to depend on the fear that the 
mother’s corporality might impose on Lenù’s own body. If Modesta desires to become like her 
mother, but at the same time decides to kill her, thus committing a matricide, Lenù’s attitude has 
been understood as “matrophobia” (Benedetti, “Il linguaggio dell’amicizia e della città” 176), 
that is, “the fear not of one’s mother or of motherhood but of becoming one’s mother” (Rich 
235). Indeed, unlike Delia in L’amore molesto, Lenù is not attracted to her mother, even when 
Immacolata cares for her. 
The centrality of the mother-daughter connection in Ferrante’s other novels has suggested 
that it should be seen as underlying Lila and Lenù’s relationship itself, as “an embodiment of an 
earlier primal one” as proposed by Christine Maksimowicz (208). While I am not convinced of 
the necessity to look at one relationship through the lens of the other, I believe that 
Maksimowicz’s essay, “Maternal Failure,” offers compelling analyses of the two relationships 
by focusing on the working-class environment in which they develop. Despite supporting Lenù’s 
aspiration for class mobility, Immacolata often shames her for this very ambition, which 
contrasts with the working-class ideal of the selfless woman and caregiver (Ida comes to mind 
again as self-effacing mother, and even Lila occasionally). Maksimowicz compares the shaming 
by the mother to Lila’s shaming of Lenù, but while Lenù is hurt by Lila, she doesn’t seem to pay 
any attention to the reasons behind her mother’s words. Immacolata’s most powerful expression 
of rage occurs at the beginning of the third volume, in which she combines claiming and 
shaming of her daughter:  
per te noi non siamo niente, ci dici le cose solo all’ultimo momento, la signorina si crede 
di essere chissà chi perché ha studiato, perché scrive i libri, perché si sposa con un 
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professore, ma cara mia, da questa pancia sei venuta e di questa sostanza sei fatta, perciò 
non fare la superiore e non ti scordare mai che se tu sei intelligente, io che t’ho tenuta qua 
dentro sono intelligente quanto e più di te, tanto che se ne avessi avuto la possibilità avrei 
fatto le stesse cose tue, capito? (SFR 37)150 
Lenù, constantly second-guessing Lila, doesn’t linger on this rebuke. She remains calm, and 
intentionally aggravates her mother’s anger. Maksimowicz concludes that the lack of intimacy 
with the mother undermines Lenù’s development as an autonomous self, in that she self-
sabotages her efforts at “leaving” the neighborhood.  
Only in the last volume does the link Lila-Immacolata find justification. While in their 
childhood, Lenù links the sense of freedom from the rione to Lila, in Storia della bambina 
perduta, she articulates her need to become autonomous as necessary to freeing herself from 
both Lila and Immacolata:  
Mi tornavano in mente le maledizioni di mia madre, si mescolavano con le parole di Lila. 
Lei e la mia amica, che pure erano state da sempre, per me, l’una il rovescio dell’altra, in 
quelle notti finirono spesso per combaciare. Le sentivo entrambe ostili, estranee alla mia 
vita nuova, e da un lato questo mi pareva la prova che ero diventata finalmente una 
persona autonoma, dall’altro mi faceva sentire sola, in balìa delle mie difficoltà. (SBP 
67)151 
 
150 “We are nothing to you, you tell us nothing until the last minute, the young lady thinks she’s somebody because 
she has an education, because she writes books, because she’s marrying a professor, but my dear, you came out of 
this belly and you are made of this substance, so don’t act superior and don’t ever forget that if you are intelligent, I 
who carried you in here am just as intelligent, if not more, and if I had had the chance I would have done the same as 
you, understand?” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 47). 
151 “My mother’s curses returned to mind, and were mixed up with Lila’s words. She and my friend, although they 
had always been, for me, the opposite of one another, in those nights often came together. Both were hostile, 
estranged from my new life: on the one hand this seemed the proof that I had finally become an autonomous person; 
on the other it made me feel alone, at the mercy of my troubles” (The Story of the Lost Child 76-77). 
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At this point of the story, it is no longer true that the mother/daughter relationship is not 
discussed by the narrator. Lenù has the opportunity to establish a relationship with her mother 
when the latter falls ill. Around this time, Lenù gives birth to her third daughter, whom she 
names Immacolata (a name she detested before): 
Quando mi abbracciava prima che me ne andassi, sembrava che lo facesse per scivolarmi 
dentro e restarci come una volta io ero stata dentro di lei. I contatti col suo corpo, che 
quando era sana m’infastidivano, adesso mi piacevano. (SBP194)152 
Immacolata even admits to her furious attachment to Lenù, her first daughter, and her 
indifference to her other children, an attachment the reader has inferred from Elena’s story, 
despite the matter of fact tone of her account.  
The identification with the mother, therefore, occurs before the latter’s death (contrary to 
what happens to Delia), but the reconciliation continues even after, when Lenù recognizes and 
welcomes traits of Immacolata in her voice and even in her body (for example in a slight limp 
that continues after her last pregnancy – the same limp she had feared inheriting in her youth). 
Lenù and Lila, like Ida and Modesta, are daughters but also mothers. Unlike their predecessors, 
however, by giving birth to their two baby girls they reconnect with their own mothers, whose 
names they symbolically assign to their daughters. 
The image of motherhood is never idealized. Lenù feels torn between her commitment as 
a writer and her duty as a mother. She abandons her daughters to travel with Nino several times, 
putting them “a margine” (SBP 60) or obscuring them (SBP 66). Given the overlapping semantic 
context, we should probably consider this as a smarginatura overcoming the boundaries imposed 
 
152 “When she embraced me before I left, it was as if she meant to slip inside me and stay there, as once I had been 
inside her. That contact with her body, which had irritated me when she was healthy, I now liked” (The Story of the 
Lost Child 208). 
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on mothers. Moreover, as often happens in Ferrante, the verb choice (oscurare) suggests an 
affinity with other characters, this time with Leda, who, in La figlia oscura, abandons her 
daughters in their childhood. Lila, instead, with her repeated “pensa al male che fai alle tue 
figlie” (SFR 381, SBP 15, SBP 66-67)153 when Lenù wants to abandon her husband seems to 
present herself as a selfless mother. Yet Lila will later say “non siamo fatte per i figli” (SBP 
408), including herself and Lenù in the statement.154 Moreover, Lila’s “riluttanza” (SBP 127) for 
her pregnancy, similar to smarginatura, results once again from the lack of firm distinction 
between inside and outside: “Pregnancy and parturition literalize the slippage between inside and 
outside, for they inevitably entail the evisceration of the female body” (Milkova, “Mothers, 
Dauthers, Dolls” 102). Not unlike Modesta’s, Lila’s delivery resembles the fight against an 
enemy: 
È ridicolo, disse, che questa ospitalità squisita di ben nove mesi si accompagni alla 
smania di buttar fuori l’ospite nel modo più violento. Scuoteva la testa indignata 
dall’incoerenza del congegno. Cose da pazzi, esclamò ricorrendo all’italiano, è il tuo 
stesso organismo che ce l’ha con te, e anzi ti si rivolta contro fino a diventare il nemico 
peggiore di se stesso, fino a procurarsi il dolore più terribile che ci sia. Lei aveva 
avvertito per ore e ore, sotto la pancia, fiamme fredde affilate, un flusso insopportabile di 
dolore che la urtava brutalmente in fondo al ventre e poi tornava indietro sfondandole le 
reni. (SBP 201)155 
 
153 “Think of the harm you’re doing to your daughters” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 416; The Story of the 
Lost Child 23, 76). 
154 “We weren’t made for children” (The Story of the Lost Child 428). 
155 “It’s ridiculous, she said, that this exquisite nine months of hospitality is accompanied by the desire to throw out 
the guest as violently as possible. She shook her head indignantly at the inconsistency of the mechanism. It’s crazy, 
she exclaimed, resorting to Italian, it’s your own body that’s angry with you, and in fact rebels against you until it 
becomes its own worst enemy, until it achieves the most terrible pain possible” (The Story of the Lost Child 216). 
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Lila is also a mourning mother from the beginning. After a miscarriage, she has a son, Rino, 
whom she can’t defend from the effects of the domestic violence she suffers: 
Il solo pensare al figlio le toglie le forze. Cosa è finito nella testa di Rinuccio: immagini, 
parole. Si preoccupa delle voci che gli sono arrivate senza controllo. Chissà se ha sentito 
la mia, mentre lo portavo nella pancia. Chissà come gli si è impressa nella nervatura. S’è 
sentito amato, s’è sentito respinto, ha avvertito la mia agitazione. Come si protegge un 
figlio. (SNC 427)156 
After Rino, she is afraid “che si sprecasse anche Tina” (SBP 251).157 But her daughter Tina, 
repeating the destiny of Lenù’s doll with the same name, disappears forever. “The loss of the 
daughter to the mother, the mother to the daughter, is the essential female tragedy” (Rich 237): 
loss means separation, rather than death, which would give at least a sense of closure. Therefore, 
Lila’s pain eschews the consolation of finality: 
Volevo che dicesse nel napoletano sincero della nostra infanzia: che cazzo vuoi, Lenù, 
sto così perché ho perso mia figlia, e forse è viva, forse è morta, ma non riesco a 
sopportare nessuna di queste due possibilità, perché se è viva è viva lontano da me, sta in 
un posto dove le succedono cose orribili, che io, io vedo nitidamente, le vedo tutti i giorni 
e tutte le notti come se succedessero davanti ai miei occhi; ma se è morta sono morta pure 
io, morta qui dentro, una morte più insopportabile della morte vera che è morte senza 
sentimento, mentre questa morte qui ti costringe ogni giorno a sentire ogni cosa, a 
 
156 “Just thinking of her son saps her strength. What ended up in Rinuccio’s head: images, words. She worries about 
the voices that reach him, unmonitored. I wonder if he heard mine, while I carried him in my womb. I wonder how it 
was imprinted in his nervous system. If he felt loved, if he felt rejected, was he aware of my agitation. How does one 
protect a child” (The Story of a New Name 428). 
157 “She was afraid that Tina, too, as she grew up would be a waste” (The Story of the Lost Child 267). 
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svegliarti, a lavarti, a vestirti, a mangiare e bere, a lavorare, a parlare con te che non 
capisci o non vuoi capire. (SBP 344)158 
This long passage, with its emotional charge, is only imagined by Elena. Hers is the distinction 
between a real death and a death with feeling, hers the wish that Lila could talk frankly (therefore 
in dialect). But Lila cannot: “Tina le si è incistata dentro, gliela dobbiamo togliere. […] 
bisognava trovare il modo di tornare a far scorrere la storia della bambina. Ma Lila si rifiutava, 
tutto della figlia era fermo” (SBP 342).159 Only the flow of a story could release Lila’s sorrow. 
But Lila is mute. She eventually responds to her loss by starting an exploration of 
“Napoli nella sua interezza” (SBP 417),160 the city as both spatial and temporal setting of 
irrational human actions, which perhaps include the abduction of the child:  
Nelle cose napoletane che le raccontava c’era sempre all’origine qualcosa di brutto, di 
scomposto, che in seguito prendeva la forma di un bell’edificio, di una strada, di un 
monumento, per poi perdere memoria e senso, peggiorare, migliorare, peggiorare, 
secondo un flusso per sua natura imprevedibile, fatto tutto di onde, calma piatta, rovesci, 
cascate. (SBP 419)161 
It is difficult to say, even for Elena, whether this immersion in the space and history of Naples 
activates the flow (“scorrere”) of the child’s story. It certainly conveys a sense of history as a 
 
158 “What the fuck do you want, Lenù, I’m like this because I lost my daughter, and maybe she’s alive, maybe she’s 
dead, but I can’t bear either of those possibilities, because if she’s alive she’s alive far away from me, she’s in a 
place where horrible things are happening to her, which I see clearly, I see them all day and all night as if they were 
happening right before my eyes; but if she’s dead I’m dead, too, dead here inside, a death more unbearable than real 
death, which is death without feeling, while this death forces you to feel everything, every day, to wake up, wash, 
dress, eat and drink, work, talk to you who don’t understand or won’t understand” (The Story of the Lost Child 362-
363). 
159 “Tina is encysted in her, we have to get her out. […] we had to find a way to flush out the story of the child. But 
Lila refused, everything about her daughter was fixed” (The Story of the Lost Child 361). 
160 “Naples in its entirety” (The Story of the Lost Child 437-438). 
161 “In the Neapolitan facts as she recounted them there was always something terrible, disorderly, at the origin, 
which later took the form of a beautiful building, a street, a monument, only to be forgotten, to lose meaning, to 
decline, improve, decline, according to an ebb and flow that was by its nature unpredictable, made of waves, flat 
calm, downpours, cascades” (The Story of the Lost Child 439). 
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promethean fluidity (“flusso”) in which foul and fair are so inextricably connected that they 
cyclically morph into each other.   
 
5. The Anxiety of History 
Before L’amica geniale, Ferrante wrote “intensely raw, slim novels” (Ivan Kreilkamp) revolving 
around private events in the life of women, with very little historical background. L’amica 
geniale, instead, is a saga with many subplots and characters that live the historical and 
sociological evolution of Naples and Italy over the decades. There is no agreement among critics 
on the function of history in the novel. Grace Russo Bullaro talks of “the force of context” in 
L’amica geniale, and the writer Nicola Lagioia (who won the Strega Prize competing against 
Ferrante) states that the book is a “canto dolente” for the twentieth century (F 365).162 On the 
contrary, Stefania Lumamante criticizes a “blandly recounted contemporary Italian history” 
(“Undoing Feminism” 31) and Elisa Segnini claims that the volumes “avoid incorporating 
references in a way that demands an in-depth knowledge of Neapolitan culture or history” (114). 
This is seen as an intentional strategy to increase the readability of the work on a global scale.  
From her own comments about L’amica geniale emerges on the part of Ferrante a 
deliberate choice to keep the historical events in the background and only show how they affect 
the lives of the people: 
Elena e Lila le sentivo estranee alla Storia con tutto il suo corredo politico, sociale, 
economico, culturale, e tuttavia incluse quasi inavvertitamente, in ogni parola o gesto. 
Quella estraneità-inclusione mi è sembrata fuori schema difficile per me da raccontare, e 
quindi, al solito, mi sono decisa a farlo. Volevo che il tempo storico fosse uno sfondo di 
 
162 “The Neapolitan Quartet is also a sorrowful hymn to the illusions of the second half of the twentieth century, or 
perhaps of all modernity” (Frantumaglia 376). 
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scarsissima definizione e tuttavia emergesse dai cambiamenti che investivano le loro vite, 
da incertezze, decisioni, gesti, linguaggio. (F 274)163  
Grace Russo Bullaro captures the affective connotations of history in the tetralogy, which 
conveys “the mental states, the interiority, of those who have lived this transformation.” Such 
transformation takes place in “the watershed period of the economic miracle and its multiple 
facets” (16), where the before is represented by “images of dark cellars and hidden spaces 
evok[ing] an underworld where all is mysterious and frightening: Italy’s dark past of fixed social 
classes, poverty, lack of opportunity, and abuse of power” (20) and the after is a period of 
growth for Italy, visible in the changing economy of the rione (22ff).  
After introducing the characters of her neighborhood focalizing on her child self in the 
initial chapters of “Infanzia,” Elena the narrator puts some distance between her and the narrated 
episodes, registering her emotional state at the time of writing: “Non ho nostalgia della nostra 
infanzia, è piena di violenza” (33). Among the emotions that are missing in Ferrante’s novels, 
one could certainly count nostalgia for the past, generally a period of violence casting its shadow 
on the present. Discussing history in the interview with Lagioia included in La frantumaglia, the 
author uses again the word nostalgia as one of the possible lenses for viewing history – one that 
she refuses to use: 
Ma la storia e le storie sono scritte, e scritte guardando dal balcone del presente la 
tempesta elettrica del passato, vale a dire niente di più mobile. Il passato, nella sua 
indeterminatezza si offre o attraverso il filo della nostalgia o attraverso quello 
 
163 “I felt as if Elena and Lila were alienated from History, with all its political, social, economic, cultural apparatus, 
and yet included in it almost without knowing it, in every word or act. That alienation-inclusion seemed to me 
outside the frame, difficult for me to recount, and so, as usual, I decided to do it. I wanted the historical period to be 
a faintly defined background and also to emerge from the changes that had an impact on the characters’ lives, from 
their uncertainties, decisions, actions, language” (Frantumaglia 283). 
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dell’istruttoria. Non amo la nostalgia, porta a non vedere le sofferenze individuali, le 
ampie sacche di miseria, la povertà culturale e civile, la corruzione capillare, il regresso 
dopo progressi minimi e illusori. (F 366)164  
In Ferrante’s words, an image of intensity, “the electric storm,” conveys the sense of history and 
its instability. This passage can’t fail to remind us of Walter Benjmin’s angel of history, carried 
away towards the future, but looking at a past that is “unstable,” far from displaying a logical 
chain of events, but rather “a single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage.”165 
In the following pages I look at the notion of history that emerges in the novel from Lila’s 
perspective, one that produces anxiety and the affect called “il nervoso” that travels from her to 
Lenù. I also touch upon the fluctuating inclusion-exclusion mechanism at work in the tetralogy. 
The notion of agency will appear always unstable and problematized in the comparison between 
the two characters.  
  
5.1 The Fragments of Before 
At the beginning of their friendship, Lila and Lenù, at only six years of age, have no notion of 
history and live in the here and now, at an almost mythical stage where neither adults nor 
children are aware of time:  
 
164 “But history and stories are written, and they are written from the balcony of the present, looking out on the 
electrical storm of the past; that is to say, there is nothing more unstable than the past. The past, in its indeterminacy, 
presents itself either through the filter of nostalgia or through the filter of preliminary impressions. I don’t love 
nostalgia; it leads us to ignore individual sufferings, large pockets of misery, cultural and civil poverty, widespread 
corruption, regression after minimal and illusory progress. I prefer acquisition to acts” (Frantumaglia 376). 
165 “A Klee painting named ‘Angelus Novus’ shows an angel looking as though he is about to move away from 
something he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes are staring, his mouth is open, his wings are spread. This is how one 
pictures the angel of history. His face is turned toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one 
single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel would like 
to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from Paradise; it has got 
caught in his wings with such violence that the angel can no longer close them. This storm irresistibly propels him 
into the future to which his back is turned, while the pile of debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we 
call progress” (Benjamin, “Theses” 257). 
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I grandi, in attesa di domani, si muovono in un presente dietro al quale c’è ieri o l’altro 
ieri o al massimo la settimana scorsa: al resto non vogliono pensare. I piccoli non sanno il 
significato di ieri, dell’altro ieri, e nemmeno di domani, tutto è questo, ora: la strada è 
questa, il portone è questo, le scale sono queste, questa è mamma, questo è papà, questo è 
il giorno, questa è la notte. (AG 25-26)166 
The continuum of history is ignored in this jetztzeit: adults avoid the discomfort of the idea of 
time and for children time doesn’t exist. And yet, the notion of time and history suddenly 
emerges in the girls’ consciousness. As is often the case, Lila is the first to realize that the world 
existed before her. This “absurd” idea throws her into a state of anxiety: 
Prima. Lila usava spesso quella formula, a scuola e fuori. Ma pareva che non le 
importasse tanto ciò che era accaduto prima di noi – eventi in genere oscuri, su cui i 
grandi o tacevano o si pronunciavano con molta reticenza – quanto che ci fosse stato 
davvero un prima. Era questo che all’epoca la lasciava perplessa e anzi a volte la 
innervosiva. Quando diventammo amiche me ne parlò così tanto di quella cosa assurda – 
prima di noi – che finì per trasmettere il nervoso anche a me. Era il tempo lungo, 
lunghissimo, in cui non c’eravamo state. (AG 32)167 
While anxiety is generally linked to the future, here it functions backwards. This long time 
before (“lungo” in intensified in “lunghissimo”) comprises above all the time of the war, when 
 
166 “Adults, waiting for tomorrow, move in a present behind which is yesterday or the day before yesterday or at 
most last week: they don’t want to think about the rest. Children don’t know the meaning of yesterday, of the day 
before yesterday, or even of tomorrow, everything is this, now: the street is this, the doorway is this, the stairs are 
this, this is Mamma, this is Papa, this is the day, this the night” (My Brilliant Friend 29-30). 
167 “Before. Lila often used that formulation. But she didn’t seem to care as much about what had happened before 
us – events that were in general obscure, and about which the adults either were silent or spoke with great reticence 
– as about the fact that there really had been a before. It was this which at the time left her puzzled and occasionally 
even made her nervous. When we became friends she spoke so much of that absurd thing – before us –that she 




Don Achille, metamorphized into a bloodsucking beast, had taken advantage of everyone in the 
rione. In the familiar register typical of spoken language used by Elena, the term “anxiety” 
doesn’t appear. “Il nervoso,” instead, becomes a state of agitation that can be contagious. This is 
not the first case in which Ferrante uses a colloquial word to define an emotional state. In the 
novel, we have the word disperazione, which sounds like the Italian for desperation, but it’s in 
fact a dialect term that encompasses the hopelessness deriving from lack of money (“misery” 
might be a good translation), therefore adding a sociopolitical implication to the affective word 
(see AG 79). Another emotional word, this time invented by Ferrante, is the famous 
frantumaglia, which refers to a sort of undefinable disquiet or depression, but also to 
disconnection, and of course fragmentation. Ferrante’s linguistic inventions and resemantizations 
often add an affective layer to her keywords. Frantumaglia not only means fragments or broken 
pieces but also contains the suffix -aglia (from the Latin alia, ending of the plural neuter nouns in 
-al), which has a pejorative meaning (see, for instance, plebaglia, “scum,” or accozzaglia, 
“muddle”). In the multifaceted definition of frantumaglia given by Ferrante, it’s worth noting the 
meaning of “unstable landscape,” “time without story” and “landscape of debris”: 
La frantumaglia è un paesaggio instabile, una massa aerea o acquatica di rottami 
all’infinito che si mostra all’io, brutalmente, come la sua vera e unica interiorità. La 
frantumaglia è il deposito del tempo senza l’ordine di una storia, di un racconto. La 
frantumaglia è l’effetto del senso di perdita, quando si ha la certezza che tutto ciò che ci 
sembra stabile, duraturo, un ancoraggio per la nostra vita, andrà a unirsi presto a quel 
paesaggio di detriti che ci pare di vedere. (F 95)168 
 
168 “The frantumaglia is an unstable landscape, an infinite aerial or aquatic mass of debris that appears to the I, 
brutally, as its true and unique inner self. The frantumaglia is the storehouse of time without the orderliness of a 
history, a story. The frantumaglia is an effect of the sense of loss, when we’re sure that everything that seems to us 
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Ferrante blurs inside and outside (the very source of disgust in her works), private and public, 
prelinguistic and narrative, affect and emotion. I would like to suggest that an obvious, although 
implicit, reference is “the pile of debris” growing before Benjamin’s angel of history – an 
association that becomes more than mere suggestion if we consider that Ferrante mentions the 
German philosopher a few pages later with reference to the experience of the city as labyrinth.169 
The image of the growing pile of debris in an unstable landscape becomes relevant in 
relation with L’amica geniale, where what I call the anxiety of history has not only a temporal 
dimension, but also a spatial one. Lila feels history, as it were, and traces unexpected connections 
between events, places and people, while Lenù rather mechanically repeats the story of the 
Gracchi when maestra Oliviero asks her about the plebs. Only later does she realize that “la 
plebe eravamo noi” (AG 326)170 – another clue, in my view, of La Storia’s notable influence on 
this novel. A couple of examples might suffice to show how for Lila history is never an 
abstraction but is made by the individuals and modelled by their lives. When Lenù hears the 
word “comunista,” she asks Pasquale (the son of the communist arrested for killing Don Achille) 
whether he identifies as one but doesn’t investigate the meaning of the term, which remains 
meaningless, “priva di senso” (AG 120).171 By contrast, when Lila is confronted with new terms, 
she experiences a “frenesia dello svelamento assoluto” (AG 150).172 She is attracted almost in a 
morbid way to the facts of the past: “Chi sono i nazifascisti, Pascà? Chi sono i monarchici? 
Cos’è la borsa nera? (AG 149).173 Lila’s typical capacity to immerse into and get obsessed with a 
 
stable, lasting, an anchor for our life, will soon join that landscape of debris that we seem to see” (Frantumaglia 
100). 
169 Stiliana Milkova published an essay on the city-labyrinth as a framework for analyzing Ferrante’s novels, entitled 
“Il Minotauro e la doppia Arianna: Spazio liminale, labirinto urbano e città femminile.” 
170 “The plebs were us” (My Brilliant Friend 329). 
171 “meaningless” (My Brilliant Friend 124).  
172 “a frenzy of absolute disclosure” (My Brilliant Friend 154). 




subject gives her a deep insight into the connection between the history of her city and the 
people’s role in it:  
Così diede motivazioni concrete, facce comuni al clima di astratta tensione che da 
bambine avevamo respirato nel rione. Il fascismo, il nazismo, la guerra, gli Alleati, la 
monarchia, la repubblica, lei li fece diventare strade, case, facce, don Achille e la borsa 
nera, Peluso il comunista, il nonno camorrista dei Solara, il padre Silvio, fascista peggio 
ancora di Marcello e Michele, e suo padre Ferdinando lo scarparo, e mio padre, tutti tutti 
tutti ai suoi occhi macchiati fin nelle midolla da colpe tenebrose. (AG 150-151)174  
Lila personalizes history emphasizing a shared responsibility (the triple repetition – one of Lila’s 
favorite intensifiers). The personalization of history carried out by Morante in La Storia, the 
blurring of guilt and innocent victimhood, reaches here one of its highest points: “non ci sono 
gesti, parole, sospiri, che non contengano la somma di tutti i crimini che hanno commesso e 
commettono gli essere umani” (AG 150).175 Lenù’s words to summarize Lila’s view of history 
sound like an echo of Elsa Morante’s epigraph that I have quoted more than once in my chapter 
on La Storia: “Non c’è parola, in nessun linguaggio umano, capace di consolare le cavie che non 
sanno il perché della loro morte.” Yet, Lila somewhat reverses the perspective and focuses not 
on victims’ innocence, but on a sort of collective guilt (“tutti tutti tutti ai suoi occhi macchiati fin 
nelle midolla da colpe tenebrose”). In this shift lies the main difference between Morante’s and 
Ferrante’s tone. While the ethical stance of Morante’s narrator elicits compassion, Elena’s 
 
174 “So she gave concrete motives, ordinary faces to the air of abstract apprehension that as children we had breathed 
in the neighborhood. Fascism, Nazism, the war, the Allies, the monarchy, the republic – she turned them into streets, 
houses, faces, Don Achille and the black market, Alfredo Peluso the Communist, the Camorrist grandfather of the 
Solaras, the father, Silvio, a worse Fascist than Marcello and Michele, and her father, Fernando the shoemaker, and 
my father, all – all – in her eyes stained to the marrow by shadowy crimes, all hardened criminals or acquiescent 
accomplices, all bought for practically nothing” (My Brilliant Friend 154-155). 
175 “There are no gestures, words, or sighs that do not contain the sum of all the crimes that human beings have 
committed and commit” (My Brilliant Friend 154-155). 
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matter-of-fact tone exposes the complicity of everyone, including herself, in the perpetuation of 
the historical crimes: “[i genitori] per quieto vivere ci mettevano una pietra sopra, eppure ci 
stavano dentro, alle cose di prima, e ci tenevano dentro anche noi, e così, senza saperlo, le 
continuavano” (AG 159).176 
Despite the very localized perspective of the first volume, and although Lila never leaves 
Naples, this vision encompasses larger spaces than the rione: “Una volta mi parlò della violenza. 
Noi abbiamo creduto, disse, che fosse un tratto del rione. Ce l’avevamo intorno dalla nascita, ci 
ha sfiorato e toccato per tutta la vita, pensavamo: siamo capitate male” (SBP 425).177 Instead, 
Lila says, “l’intero pianeta […] è un grande Fosso carbonario” (SBP 426).178 The metaphor is 
based on the stratified history of a landfill – Fosso carbonario – where a church now stands but in 
the past was the location chosen by the poet Virgil to establish bloodless gladiator games. Those 
innocent games, however, soon turned into ferocious spectacles. Talking about this place, Lila 
mixes “dialetto, italiano e citazioni coltissime (SBP 426),179 collapsing present, historical past, 
her own childhood (the stone throwing game that they played against the boys was invented in 
that very place), and creating a chronotope for the obscene pleasure that people of every 
extraction (“pitocchi, borghesi, re e regine,” SBP 425)180 feel before the pain of others. 
If the city without love is the allegory for history (Ghezzo and Teardo 190), then Naples 
represents something more than “local flavor,” as Ferrante herself suggests in La frantumaglia: 
“A Napoli il progresso è sempre progresso di pochi a danno dei più. Ma come vede, di passaggio 
 
176 “[their parents] thought that what had happened before was past and, in order to live quietly, they placed a stone 
on top of it, and so, without knowing it, they continued it, they were immersed in the things of before, and we kept 
them inside us, too” (My Brilliant Friend 163). 
177 “Once she talked to me about violence. We believed, she said, that it was a feature of the neighborhood. We had 
it around us from birth, it brushed up against us, touched us all our lives, we thought: we were unlucky” (The Story 
of the Lost Child 446). 
178 “The entire planet […] is a big Fosso Carbonario” (The Story of the Lost Child 447). 
179 “dialect, Italian, and very educated quotations” (The Story of the Lost Child 447). 
180 “beggars, bourgeois citizens, kings and queens” (The Story of the Lost Child 447). 
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in passaggio, non stiamo più parlando di Napoli” (F 233).181 It is worth noting that the vision of 
Ferrante coincides here with that of Elena and Lila, while the tone once again resembles that of 
La Storia: 
Essere nati in questa città – arrivai a scrivere una volta, pensando non a me ma al 
pessimismo di Lila – serve a una sola cosa: sapere da sempre, quasi per istinto, ciò che 
oggi tra mille distinguo cominciano a sostenere tutti: il sogno di progresso senza limiti è 
in realtà un incubo pieno di ferocia e di morte. (SBP 319)182 
This statement sounds fatalistic to say the least and assigns to Lila an instinctual way of 
understanding that conflates time and space in often apocalyptic images. Anxiety, as an 
“expectant emotion” rather than “filled emotion” (Ngai 210), has a spatial dimension, which Lila 
expands to the entire globe:  
Noi stiamo volando sopra una palla di fuoco. La parte che s’è raffreddata galleggia sulla 
lava. Su questa parte costruiamo i palazzi, i ponti e le strade. Ogni tanto la lava esce dal 
Vesuvio oppure fa venire un terremoto che distrugge tutto. Ci sono microbi dovunque che 
ti fanno ammalare e morire. Ci sono le guerre. C’è una miseria in giro che ci rende tutti 
cattivi. Ogni secondo può succedere qualcosa che ti fa soffrire in un modo che non hai 
mai abbastanza lacrime. (AG 257)183 
 
181 “In Naples progress is always the progress of the few to the detriment of the many. But, as you see, we are 
speaking no longer of Naples but of the world” (Frantumaglia 242). 
182 “To be born in that city – I went so far as to write once, thinking not of myself but of Lila’s pessimism—is useful 
for only one thing: to have always known, almost instinctively, what today, with endless fine distinctions, everyone 
is beginning to claim: that the dream of unlimited progress is in reality a nightmare of savagery and death” (The 
Story of the Lost Child 337). 
183 “We are flying over a ball of fire. The part that has cooled floats on the lava. On that part we construct the 
buildings, the bridges, and the streets, and every so often the lava comes out of Vesuvius or causes an earthquake 
that destroys everything. There are microbes everywhere that make us sick and die. There are wars. There is a 
poverty that makes us all cruel. Every second something might happen that will cause you such suffering that you’ll 
never have enough tears” (My Brilliant Friend 261). 
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If anxiety is also a matter of “the very distinction between inside and outside” (Ngai 211), it is 
not very different from smarginatura, which in this passage extends from the microscopic (the 
microbes that enter our bodies) to the macroscopic (the lava that erupts from underneath the crust 
of the earth). This prophecy, uttered by Lila in the first volume, becomes reality at the end of the 
series both through the actual earthquake that epitomizes her sense of smarginatura and through 
the loss of Tina. It contrasts with the sense of “expansion” occasionally felt by Elena during her 
productive periods. But Elena will finally agree that faith in progress and in the goodness of 
nature proves to be, in Naples first and then everywhere else, “del tutto priva di fondamento” 
(SBP 319).184  
 
5.2 Inclusion and Exclusion 
The significance that Ferrante finds in Lila’s traits “l’unica via possible per chi vuole essere parte 
attiva di questo mondo senza subirla” (F 234) cannot be ignored.185 Despite Lenù’s education, 
Lila seems more informed about the political developments of her time: “L’essenziale, nello 
schema di Lila, era farsi domande” (SBP 419).186 While Elena wants to leave her traces in the 
world by writing books, Lila is attracted by the connections between past and present, and less 
by the mark that she could leave. In fact, she does not want to leave traces. Rather appropriately, 
Lila’s language mirrors the early computer language that was written with holes punched into 
small pieces of paper, the “schede” that she and Enzo feed into large machines. These holes too, 
in their own way, can be considered an erasure. 
 
184 “completely without foundation” (The Story of the Lost Child 337). 
185 “the only possible pathway for those who want to be an active part of this world without submitting to it” 
(Frantumaglia 234). 
186 “The essential, in Lila’s scheme, was to ask questions. Who were the martyrs, what did the lions mean, and when 
had the battles and the gallows occured, and the Road of Peace, and the Madonna, and the Victory” (The Story of the 
Lost Child 439). 
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Arguably, the confrontation with History appears more intense in the case of Lila. Elisa 
Gambaro also claims something similar by focusing on the third volume of the tetralogy, set in 
the years of the student revolt and terrorism. Lenu’s experiences outside Naples, even when she 
participates in the assemblies of the students in revolt in Milan and Florence are the least 
successful from an aesthetic point of view, but Lila’s experience in the factory and with the 
student revolt in Naples is short but unnerving, “brevissima ma urticante” (Gambaro 163). Lila, 
indeed, is not caught in any ideology: she fights against sexual abuse and documents the poor 
working conditions in the factories because she experiences them. When talking before a group 
of activists, Lila doesn’t talk about “the working class” but about individual workers and their 
working conditions in the factory she knows: 
Il sindacato non c’è mai entrato e gli operai sono nient’altro che povera gente sotto 
ricatto, soggetti alla legge del padrone, cioè io ti pago e quindi ti possiedo e possiedo la 
tua vita, la tua famiglia e tutto quello che ti circonda, e se non fai come ti dico ti rovino. 
(SFR 106-107, my emphasis)187 
In other words, Lila experiences the life of workers in a neoliberal capitalism, where politics has 
become biopolitics, and articulates this shift without using prepackaged language. Her fight, 
however, is more personal than political, based on the mentality of the rione (“mettere paura a 
chi voleva metterle paura,” SFR 130),188 rather than on ideological beliefs. It takes the 
intervention of Lenù’s article (based on Lila’s research material) for it to become political. This 
collaboration marks a moment in which Lenù feels active in the public sphere, using her name 
and her writing to denounce the condition of an entire class and to obtain for Lila the money the 
 
187 “The union has never gone in and the workers are nothing but poor victims of blackmail, dependent on the law of 
the owner, that is: I pay you and so I possess you and I possess your life, your family, and everything that surrounds 
you, and if you don’t do as I say I’ll ruin you” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 122). 
188 “to inspire fear in those who wished to make her fear” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 147). 
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owner of the factory owes her. In this way Lila escapes commodification for the second time 
(after leaving her husband). 
While Lila’s rejection of her own objectification plays out within the working class in 
which she was born, Lenù has to admit that changing social class doesn’t mean gaining a 
position of equality for women. Her marriage with the educated and civilized Pietro Airota 
doesn’t remove her from a subordinate position, and especially from the role of care giver 
imposed by the family apparatus in any social class. The role of the femminismo della differenza 
in Lenù’s Bildung is all too clear from the story, which explicitly mentions Carla Lonzi (SFR 
255), “il soggetto imprevisto” (254), and feminist movements.189 What seems interesting to me is 
that Lenù follows the same trajectory as Modesta: she imitates men first (because education has 
always been men’s privilege), and then realizes that she has to think as a woman and write as a 
woman. Like Modesta, Elena has to admit that she has been created by men: 
E ora, dopo la fatica dura di imparare, cosa dovevo disimparare. Per di più ero stata 
costretta dalla vicinanza forte di Lila a immaginarmi come non ero. Mi ero sommata a lei, 
e mi sentivo mutilata appena mi sottraevo. Non un’idea, senza Lila. Non un pensiero di 
cui mi fidassi, senza il sostegno dei suoi pensieri. Non un’immagine. Dovevo accettarmi 
fuori di lei. (SFR 257)190 
Unlike Modesta, Lenù is never a model for herself. It sounds contradictory that Lenù wants to 
become autonomous from a patriarchal culture and from Lila at the same time. At this point, 
Elena realizes retrospectively the centrality of the verb diventare in her life. In various moments 
 
189 For a reading of L’amica geniale in the light of Italian feminism, see Sotgiu, Crispito and Vitale (eds.), Orsi.  
190 “And now, after the hard work of learning, what must I unlearn. Also, I had been forced by the powerful presence 
of Lila to imagine myself as I was not. I was added to her, and I felt mutilated as soon as I removed myself. Not an 
idea, without Lila. Not a thought I trusted, without the support of her thoughts. Not an image. I had to accept myself 
outside of her” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 282-283). 
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she wanted to be like Nino, like professoressa Galiani, or like her mother-in-law. She never 
wants to become like her mother, though, or even like Lila. The latter cannot be imitated, though: 
her sapere without formal knowledge and her deeper connection with time and place cannot be 
learned. Therefore, Lenù is happy to be second to her for a long time, until she realizes she has to 
be “outside of her”: 
Diventare. Era un verbo che mi aveva sempre ossessionata, ma me ne accorsi per la 
prima volta solo in quella circostanza. Io volevo diventare, anche se non avevo mai 
saputo cosa. Ed ero diventata, questo era certo, ma senza un oggetto, senza una vera 
passione, senza un’ambizione determinata. Ero voluta diventare qualcosa – ecco il punto 
– solo perché temevo che Lila diventasse chissà chi e io restassi indietro. Il mio diventare 
era diventare dentro la sua scia. Dovevo ricominciare a diventare, ma per me, da adulta, 
fuori di lei. (SFR 316)191 
Becoming is a fundamental step for the female characters I analyze in this dissertation. But what 
kinds of becoming present themselves for Lenù? If Ida becomes animal, as it were, and Modesta 
becomes active, Elena perhaps just becomes. Women, Deleuze and Guattari state, “create only 
by making possible a becoming over which they do not have ownership, into which they 
themselves must enter” (Deleuze and Guattari 106). After her “buttare tutto all’aria” (SFR 
257)192 she will suffer more humiliation from Nino, but after every crisis she will find her “self,” 
although not a unified self (“qualsiasi io tra quelli che ero andata sommando,” SBP 165)193 stable 
 
191 “Become. It was a verb that had always obsessed me, but I realized it for the first time only in that situation. I 
wanted to become, even though I had never known what. And I had become, that was certain, but without an object, 
without a real passion, without a determined ambition. I had wanted to become something – here was the point – 
only because I was afraid that Lila would become someone and I would stay behind. My becoming was a becoming 
in her wake. I had to start again to become, but for myself, as an adult, outside of her” (Those Who Leave and Those 
Who Stay 346-347). 
192 “turn everything upside down” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 283). 
193 “whatever I among those I was accumulating” (The Story of the Lost Child 179). 
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at the center of her own world: “ero la punta del compasso che è sempre fissa mentre la mina 
corre intorno tracciando cerchi.”194 Thanks to her training, she can find her balance even in 
eartquakes. 
 
6. Writing as Agency 
One of the guiding questions of this study regards the agency of the female protagonists, 
discussed in relation to their capability to master their emotional reaction and to channel them 
toward action. In the case of Elena Greco, this agency takes the form of a mastery of language, 
both in the spoken form of public speeches and – especially – in writing. Ideally, for Lenù 
writing springs from collaboration: “Io, io e Lila, noi due con quella capacità che insieme – solo 
insieme – avevamo di prendere la massa di colori, di rumori, di cose e persone, e raccontarcela e 
darle forza” (AG 134).195 In this ideal duo, Lenù’s discipline and perseverance complement 
Lila’s whim, her force, and her use of language to transform reality: “prendeva i fatti e li rendeva 
con naturalezza carichi di tensione; rinforzava la realtà mentre la riduceva a parole, le iniettava 
energia” (AG 126).196 However, the collaboration exhausts itself.  
Lila’s writing inspires Lenù’s, but it does not survive appropriation. La fata blu becomes 
the core of Lenù’s first novel, and Lila’s report on the conditions of the workers in the factory 
serves as a draft of Lenù’s first article. Her other texts are destroyed: Lenù throws Lila’s 
notebook in the Arno instead of preserving them, Lila herself burns the notebook containing La 
 
194 “I was the needle of the compass that stays fixed while the lead traces circles around it” (The Story of the Lost 
Child 179). 
195 “I, I and Lila, we two with that capacity that together – only together – we had to seize the mass of colors, 
sounds, things and people, and express it and give it power” (My Brilliant Friend 138). 
196 “It seemed to me – articulated in words of today – that not only did she know how to put things well but she was 
developing a gift that I was already familiar with: more effectively than she had as a child, she took the facts and in 
a natural way charged them with tension; she intensified reality as she reduced it to words, she injected it with 
energy” (My Brilliant Friend 130). 
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fata blu, in yet another gesture toward self-erasure. “No cinder without fire,” explains Derrida 
(Cinders 37), reminding us that even names are cinders (49). Indeed, Lila never shares Elena’s 
ambition to find her identity and agency in writing. Even the “book” she writes as a child, La 
fata blu, has no signature – “nemmeno la firma” (SNC 453).197 While Lila aspires to erase 
herself, her image, her name, and eventually even her own person, Lenù’s identity formation 
depends not only on writing per se, but on the possibility that her writing might be published: 
“chiunque stampasse il suo nome su un giornale o su un libro era un dio” (SNC 402).198 Entering 
the public sphere appears the only way for Lenù to gain recognition. The first book written by a 
person she knows is the collection of poems written by Donato Sarratore, who used to live in the 
rione and was Melina’s lover: 
Fu emozionante leggere sopra il titolo: Donato Sarratore. Lo aprii, recitai ad alta voce la 
dedica a penna: A Melina che ha nutrito il mio canto. Donato. Napoli, 12 giugno 1958. 
Mi emozionai, sentii un brivido dietro la nuca, alla radice dei capelli. (AG 125)199 
This book confirms Lila’s conviction that even someone from the neighborhood could publish a 
book, but – surprisingly for Lenù – her unhappiness about the object, due to its implication for 
Melina: “Per ora quelle poesie hanno fatto solo danno. […] Adesso Melina lo aspetta e se 
Sarratore non viene soffrirà più di quanto ha sofferto fino a ora” (AG 125).200 Besides the 
potential profit that Lenù imagines might derive from writing a book, the impression she receives 
(in italian “emozione”) comes from the appearance of the author’s name. Names and last names 
are important for Ferrante, signs of the commodification of both women and of authors and of 
 
197 “not even a signature” (The Story of a New Name 455). 
198 “anyone whose name was printed in a newspaper or a book was a god” (The Story of a New Name 403). 
199 “It was exciting to read, right above the title: “Donato Sarratore.” I opened it, read aloud the dedication in pen: To 
Melina who nurtured my poetry. Donato. Naples, 12 June 1958. I was moved, I felt a shiver at the back of my neck, 
at the roots of my hair. I said, “Nino will have a better car than the Solaras” (My Brilliant Friend 129). 
200 “For now those poems have done only damage. […] Now Melina expects him, and if Sarratore doesn’t come 
she’ll suffer more than she’s suffered till now” (My Brilliant Friend 129). 
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name fetishism: “un libro è, dal punto di vista mediatico, innanzitutto il nome di chi lo scrive?” 
(F 41).201 In discussing written language Derrida posits signatures as an indicator of the author’s 
absence. The possibility of iteration is crucial to signatures and indicates the source of writing in 
the author (“Signature/Event/Context” 19-20). Lila, however, rejects both reiteration and any 
role as creator or source (she even denies that she invented the shoes produced by her brother 
and father). 
Conversely, the first time Lenù has the opportunity to publish an article she foresees the 
possibility of really becoming visible: “Ero segretamente convinta che sarei esistita davvero solo 
dal momento in cui sarebbe comparsa stampata la mia firma, Elena Greco” (AG 300).202 This is a 
very ironic statement if we think of the extradiegedic fact that L’amica geniale is signed with a 
name without a referent. And yet the name on a book creates a persona in the public space 
occupied by readers, critics, and administrators. However, the article that Lenù writes and Lila 
edits giving it “energia” and “armonia” (AG 297) is never published because of Nino’s envy. 
(Pace Freud, the most envious character is a man in this novel.) 
The act of writing does not only define the trajectory of Lenù’s Bildung (and the 
formation of her identity) but shapes and controls a disorganized (sgovernato, another adjective 
dear to Ferrante) affective matter. After keeping silent about her lewd sexual experience with 
Sarratore (ironically the very man she had admired for publishing a book), Lenù finds the words 
to tell her story of abuse packaging it in the form of a novel that she publishes after graduating 
from university. Through this act of writing, Lenù frees herself from shame: “intanto mi scoprii 
più tranquilla, come se la vergogna fosse passata da me al quaderno” (SNC 432).203 
 
201 “Is a book, from the media point of view, above all the name of the person who writes it?” (Frantumaglia 46). 
202 “I was secretly convinced that I would truly exist only at the moment when my signature, Elena Greco, appeared 
in print” (My Brilliant Friend 304). 
203 “I found that I was calmer, as if the shame had passed from me to the notebook” (The Story of a New Name 433). 
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Reestablishing her balance as she always does after moments of crisis, Lenù can “quickly” finish 
her dissertation and go back in the world after a reclusion due to her internalized shame and self-
eradication. In the act of writing, Lenù’s sorveglianza over her emotions becomes expressive 
rather than repressive, similar to what happens to Olga in I giorni dell’abbandono (Alsop 475, de 
Rogatis, Elena Ferrante 109). Together with her education and her new accent that she acquires 
in Pisa, the book gives Lenù a “nuova identità” (SNC 467).204 Still, paradoxically that name on 
the cover characterizes her as an impostor, a thief: 
Fissavano la copertina con sorrisi incerti, mi sembrarono agenti di polizia di fronte a un 
documento falso. Mio padre disse: “È il mio cognome”, ma parlò senza soddisfazione, 
come se all'improvviso, invece di essere fiero di me, avesse scoperto che gli avevo rubato 
soldi dalle tasche. (SNC 467)205 
The reaction of Lenù’s father, who has always been proud of his daughter, is puzzling. Any 
name, Ferrante seems to suggest, even the real name of an author, serves as an appropriation and 
a mask. And so the title of the book Storia del nuovo cognome acquires new layers, shifting the 
attention from Lila to Lenù’s last name. Moreover, although this book brings money and success, 
because we never read any part of it, we never know if it is any good. It is, indeed, attacked for 
its content. And if Donato’s bad review can be easily considered a retaliation appropriate to his 
character, Lila flat out dislikes it. The reader is suspended between her very negative judgment 
(“brutto, brutto, brutto,” SFR 247)206 and the success of the book in the publishing industry. 
Given Lila’s innate creativity, the reader by now believes in Lila’s aesthetic taste. And yet, even 
 
204 “new identity” (The Story of a New Name 468). 
205 “They stared at the cover with uncertain smiles, they were like police agents confronted with a fake document. 
My father said, ‘It’s my surname,’ but he spoke without satisfaction, as if suddenly, instead of being proud of me, he 
had discovered that I had stolen money from his pocket” (The Story of a New Name 468). 
206 “ugly, ugly book” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 272). The translator here decided to repeat the 
adjective only twice. 
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repeating that Lenù is “brava,” she doesn’t appreciate any of the books she writes, pushing her to 
do better: “voglio che tu faccia meglio, è la cosa che desidero di più, perché chi sono io se tu non 
sei brava, chi sono?” (SFR 247).207 Lila doesn’t exist, as it were, if Lenù fails at greatness. But 
Lenù cannot really be great unless she writes about Lila (all her other books sound soon 
outdated). To do that she betrays her promise first with Un’amicizia and then L’amica geniale, 
the ultimate attempt at resuscitating not only Lila but that very sense of displacement typical of 
their inconstant relationship: 
Anche quando sono vissuta in altre città e non ci incontravamo quasi mai e lei al solito 
non mi dava sue notizie e io mi sforzavo di non chiederne, la sua ombra mi pungolava, 
mi deprimeva, mi gonfiava d’orgoglio, mi sgonfiava, non permettendomi di acquietarmi. 
Quel pungolo, oggi che scrivo, mi è ancora più necessario. Voglio che lei ci sia, scrivo 
per questo. Voglio che cancelli, che aggiunga, che collabori alla nostra storia 
rovesciandoci dentro, secondo il suo estro, le cose che sa, che ha detto o che ha pensato. 
(SFR 91, emphasis mine)208 
Ferrante’s lexical choices are revealing once again: pungolo (goad) is a defining word with 
regard to Lila, and helps explain the epigraph to the entire novel, a quotation from Goethe’s 
Faust: 
Il Signore: Ma sì, fatti vedere quando vuoi; non ho mai odiato i tuoi simili, di tutti gli 
spiriti che dicono di no, il Beffardo è quello che mi dà meno fastidio. L’agire dell’uomo 
si sgonfia fin troppo facilmente, egli presto si invaghisce del riposo assoluto. Perciò gli 
 
207 “I want you to do better, it’s what I want most, because who am I if you aren’t great, who am I?” (Those Who 
Leave and Those Who Stay 273). 
208 “And yet even when I lived in other cities and we almost never met, and she as usual didn’t give me any news 
and I made an effort not to ask for it, her shadow goaded me, depressed me, filled me with pride, deflated me, giving 
me no rest. Today, as I’m writing, that goad is even more essential. I wish she were here, that’s why I’m writing. I 
want her to erase, add, collaborate in our story by spilling into it, according to her whim, the things she knows, what 
she said or thought” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 105). 
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do volentieri un compagno che lo pungoli e che sia tenuto a fare la parte del diavolo. 
(AG 7, emphasis added)209 
Much like the paper knife that Olga gives to her daughter Ilaria for her to poke her mother when 
she gets distracted, Lila is the one who pokes (pungolo in Italian has the same root of pungere, to 
poke). However, rather than being a devil, Lila is acting as one because she is obliged to do so 
(“tenut[a] a fare la parte del diavolo”). Elena has assigned her this very role, while her own role 
is that of writing, assigned to her by Lila. By the end of the story and toward the end of their 
friendship, her dependence from Lila turns into the acceptance of a necessity to be pushed by 
her, in order to have the things in her head start working and making connections: 
Se quell’accensione che lei m’induceva una volta la nascondevo anche a me stessa, ora 
ne andavo fiera, ne avevo persino scritto da qualche parte. Io ero io e proprio per questo 
motivo potevo farle spazio in me e darle una forma resistente. (SBP 352, emphasis in the 
original)210 
When envy (the unbearable) gives place to pride, Lenù can become, without Lila’s help, first the 
author of Un’amicizia and then the narrator of L’amica geniale: “tutte queste pagine sono solo 
mie” (SBP 447).211 Exactly like going back to the rione to live next to Lila is an “esperimento di 
ricomposizione” (SBP 247)212 to write one of her books, this is an “esperimento di 
ricomposizione” of a shadowy friendship that Elena gets to tell. She appropriates Lila yet again, 
 
209 “THE LORD: Therein thou’rt free, according to thy merits; / The like of thee have never moved My hate. / Of all 
the bold, denying Spirits, / The waggish knave least trouble doth create. / Man’s active nature, flagging, seeks too 
soon the level; / Unqualified repose he learns to crave; / Whence, willingly, the comrade him I gave, / Who works, 
excites, and must create, as Devil” (My Brilliant Friend 7). Because this is an official translation, the intratextual 
reference is lost.  
210 “If once I had hidden, even from myself, that spark she induced in me, now I was proud of it, I had even written 
about it somewhere. I was I and for that very reason I could make space for her in me and give her an enduring 
form” (The Story of the Lost Child 371). 
211 “all these pages are mine alone” (The Story of the Lost Child 371). 
212 “An experiment in recomposition” (The Story of the Lost Child 262). 
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who, returning the dolls gives up any active role in their relationship. Or maybe Lila has always 
been Elena’s own creation: “la natura stessa del nostro rapporto impone che io possa arrivare a 
lei solo passando per me” (SBP 17).213 If Lila is “Lila solo per Elena” (AG 9),214 as the list of 
characters declares, then does Lila exist without Elena and outside of her? Like Modesta, in a 
way, Elena has a voice, while Lila, like Ida, disappears, living only in Elena’s books. “The cinder 
is no longer here. Was it ever?” (Derrida, Cinders 31). 
 
7. Conclusions 
At the end of L’amica geniale, Lenù the character and Elena the narrator are reunited in one 
figure – the author of a novel which tries to put order in a magmatic series of events involving 
many lives. Elena shows herself in the act of composing pages that are hers alone. Her main tool 
is her own memory, her necessarily selective memory which cannot retain every detail: “ognuno 
si organizza la memoria come gli conviene, tuttora mi sorprendo a farlo anch’io” (SBP 341).215 
Where memory fails imagination can fill in the missing pieces, thus making up for forgetfulness. 
This chapter has argued that Ferrante exposes the story written by Elena as the crafting of a 
narrative. When she seems to stick to facts, Elena often purposefully reformulates the events in a 
style and language different from the “reality” of her world. She writes in standard Italian even 
the dialogues that occur in Neapolitan. She sometimes registers the conversations exactly as they 
happen, but often strives to convey not so much Lila’s exact words, but their emotional 
significance. Other times she uses “la lingua di oggi” (AG 150)216 to talk about emotions for 
 
213 “he very nature of our relationship dictates that I can reach her only by passing through myself” (The Story of the 
Lost Child 25). 
214 “called […] by Elena Lila” (My Brilliant Friend 13). 
215 “each of us organizes memory as it suits him, I’m still surprised when I do it myself” (The Story of the Lost Child 
359) 
216 “the language of today” (My Brilliant Friend 154). 
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which she didn’t have words at the time of the events. In sum, Elena constantly creates, 
interprets, translates, and therefore somehow betrays. Drawing on the saying “to translate is to 
betray,” Rebecca Falkoff writes:  
Lila’s masterpiece – were it to be written – would reveal Elena’s books to be mere 
translations into a language capable of signifying outside the neighborhood. Instead, Lila 
leaves no trace, save for her presence in the pages of the Neapolitan novels. The novels, 
then, seem to perform the Italian aphorism “tradurre è tradire”: to translate is to betray. 
They translate by rewriting Lila’s lost pages, along with the Neapolitan dialect that is 
continually alluded to but virtually excluded from the tetralogy. They betray not only by 
dulling Lila’s expressive force, or by rendering the experience of the neighborhood in a 
language with the potential to grant Elena access to a different social class, but also by 
their very existence, as Elena had promised Lila never to write about her. (Falkoff) 
Lila’s “expressive force,” imitated by Elena, is both an overt theme and a structural element of 
the novel that dovetails with the issues of emotional intensity and the affective quality of 
language. Therefore, intensity not only describes a particularly vivid event, but emerges also in 
the style and in the narrative structure, as well as in the language of the description, the lexical 
and even grammatical choices made by the author via the narrator. Seeking to alternate “low 
emotional reaction” and the “storm of blood” (F 82; see also Introduction), Ferrante links the 
issue of emotions to the aesthetic form that can represent them. Not only the content, but 
language and narrative strategies create the storm of blood of Ferrante’s narrative, another term 
for emotional “intensity.” Unlike other cases, however, these strategies and language are openly 
discussed in a metanarrative fashion, and Elena pays constant attention to the “energy” 
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encompassed in linguistic expression, both in writing and in speech. Thus, L’amica geniale 
emphasizes the interconnectedness of emotional intensity and narrative form.  
 
Chapter Four 
Language and Intensity  
 
The play is poetry, we say, and the novel prose. Let 
us attempt to obliterate detail, and place the two 
before us side by side, feeling, so far as we can, the 
angles and edges of each, recalling each, so far as 
we are able, as a whole. Then, at once, the prime 
differences emerge; the long leisurely accumulated 
novel; the little contracted play; the emotion all split 
up, dissipated and then woven together, slowly and 
gradually massed into a whole, in the novel; the 
emotion concentrated, generalised, heightened in 
the play. What moments of intensity, what phrases 
of astonishing beauty the play shot at us!  
 
V. Woolf, The Common Reader 
 
The three novels analyzed in this dissertation have been defined as “intense” by readers, critics, 
and reviewers. In locating intensity in these works, my analysis has implicitly modified Virginia 
Woolf’s statement – in the quotation above – that intensity belongs to poetry. The first of the 
authors I treat in this study – Elsa Morante – rejected the very distinction between poets and 
novelists and suggested that the novel is poetry – a kind of poetry that offers a picture of the 
entire universe instead of representing just a single portion of it (“Sul romanzo” 44). In the 
novels I analyzed earlier, we find moments of intensity from which resonance waves spread in 
concentric circles, changing our perspective of what comes before and after. Such intensity 
structures the works, creating an alternation of tense and relaxed narrative. If we look at Ida’s felt 
intensity in La Storia, for example, these moments appear at fairly consistent intervals – the 
beginning, the middle and the end of the novel – providing a regular rhythm to the story. 
Although in a less systematic way, Sapienza and Ferrante also offer an alternation between 






or volume, so as to end on a cliffhanger. In different ways, these novels “shot at us” (Woolf 54) 
moments of intensity in which emotions are thick and inextricable. 
Following Martin Price’s suggestion that any fictional world is made of narrative events 
that “involv[e] characters’ feelings and impressions” (378), in defining intensity I focused 
especially on characters’ emotions. In the chosen passages (although others would certainly 
deserve attention) historical violence and personal suffering overlap, leaving a strong impression 
on the female protagonists. I have especially emphasized the emotional thickness of initial 
scenes: Ida’s and Modesta’s rapes, along with the loss of Lenù’s and Lila’s dolls. The beginning 
of a novel establishes, as Amos Oz put it, a contract between narrator and readers (see Chapter 
One). Similarly, I argued, it inaugurates the emotional paradigm that structures the entire work: 
how the characters experience intensity, how they react to it, if and how they conceptualize their 
emotions, whether they turn into action the potentiality included in the very definition of affect. 
Following the process of becoming of the female protagonists, I concluded that Ida remains in 
(or goes back to) a precognitive and prelinguistic emotional state, similar to that of animals, and 
therefore she is finally excluded from History, the great oppressor in the book. Modesta, on the 
contrary, is capable of turning her initial subjection into power by rejecting passive emotions like 
fear and shame and embracing hatred and joy; such feeling states prompt her to act. Finally, 
Elena’s agency rests on the narrative attempt at giving form to the affective landscape of the 
rione and to her own excess of mean and petty emotions, along with her desires and ambitions, 
while putting together Lila’s life on the screen of a computer.  
Looking at the female protagonists from a different angle, we could say that Ida remains 
a narrated self because of her inability to give a linguistic form to her inner life. Modesta, on the 






singing voice, a “cantastorie” (AG 8 and 243),1 who narrates as if she were still living her story 
(AdG 99). Elena, on the other hand, becomes an author and tells her personal narrative in 
retrospect.2  
I have often emphasized that the distance between events and time of the narration, 
between character and narrating voice, even in the case of first-person narrations, is made visible 
or bridged in moments of particular intensity: when Morante’s narrator talks to Ida or other 
characters, when Modesta waivers between past and present tense, or between first and third 
person, and when Elena shows the mechanisms of her writing and her emotional investment in 
the narrated matters. The general tone of the works emerges in this variable distance as well. For 
Sianne Ngai, tone is itself an affect: “a literary text affective bearing, orientation, or ‘set toward’ 
its audience and world […], the formal aspect of a work that has made it possible for critics of all 
affiliations […] to describe a work or class of works as ‘paranoid’ […] ‘euphoric’ or 
‘melancholic’” (43). It might seem difficult to assign a tone to any of the three sprawling novels 
that I have analyzed. Morante’s La Storia, in which the narrator feels for her character, has been 
defined as pathetic since the publication of the novel (Calvino; see also Borghesi 112 and 201, 
cf. Chapter One), but there is also an epic mood to the novel (Zanardo, “Strategie” 866), and 
even humor (Garboli 156)3. However, I agree that La Storia is a novel about “the suffering of the 
 
1 “troubadour” (The Art of Joy 9 and 324). 
2 In “What is an Author?” (1969) Michel Foucault, echoing Roland Barthes’s “The Death of the Author” (1967) 
defines the author as a function. In 1969, he takes for granted that the identification of the author with a subjectivity 
has become obsolete. Lenù, instead, seeks precisely this identification throughout her life, although in a reversed 
way: there is no preexisting subject to which the function of the author points; it is the status of being an author that 
determines the subject Lenù. Foucault’s essay closes with a quotation from Beckett – “What matter who’s speaking” 
(314). For Lenù who is speaking is of the uttermost importance. As narrator of L’amica geniale, Elena both claims 
her authorship – “tutte queste pagine sono solo mie” (SBP 447) – and regrets that Lila has not altered her 
manuscript, compromising the very authorship she claims. On an extradiegetic level, however, Ferrante’s use of a 
penname goes even further; similar to Foucault’s text, her texts are “primarily concerned with creating an opening 
where the writing subject endlessly disappears” (Foucault 301). 
3 See Garboli’s introduction to La Storia, collected in Il gioco segreto: “ricordavo un romanzo indignato, ribelle, 






forgotten” (Moretti, “Decoding Intimate Suffering,” 2); compassion appears as the overall tone 
of the work. By contrast, L’arte della gioia is transgressive, cheerful, and fluid, because 
Sapienza’s orientation toward the world is the opposite of rigidity. Finally, the tone of L’amica 
geniale is ambivalent because the narrative springs from revenge and love at the same time.  
In representing the distance between narrator and characters, or between subject and 
object, narrative forms confront their own limits. As I mentioned before, as a narrator Elena 
shows how she shapes her material through language. However, sometimes her language can 
only be allusive, because she is unable to really grasp things (especially Lila’s essence). Several 
times throughout the novel, she has to give provisional explanations and to negotiate her 
meaning through a language that can only approach the sense she wants to convey. She has to be 
content with an approximation, as it were: “Le vidi, nell’atteggiamento, più che nel viso, 
qualcosa che mi turbò e che tuttora mi è difficile definire, tanto che per adesso mi accontenterò 
di dire così” (AG 36):4. Other times Elena has to use the language learned later, after a life spent 
studying, to describe her experience as a child or teenager: “C’era stato qualcosa che mi aveva 
confusa, forse perfino addolorata: non una sua incapacità, nemmeno una rinuncia, ma, oggi direi, 
un cedimento” (AG 47).5 Finally, there are moments in which she doesn’t even attempt. “Non 
feci nemmeno il tentativo di cercare una forma per le mie emozioni” (AG 239),6 she says 
recounting the molestation by Donato Sarratore.  
In a similar way, Morante’s narrator relinquishes her omniscience on several occasions: 
“Io non conosco abbastanza la Calabria. E della Cosenza di Iduzza non posso che ritrarne una 
 
misericordia, sapienza, bellezza, ma di basso e afflitto regime vitale. Macché. La Storia è un romanzo gaio, arioso, 
e, perché no?, ‘divertente’, pieno di humour” (156).  
4 “I saw in her, in her posture more than in her face, something that disturbed me and is still hard to define, so for 
now I’ll put it like this” (My Brilliant Friend 40). 
5 “There was something that confused and perhaps saddened me: not an inability, not even surrender, but, I would 
say today, a collapse” (My Brilliant Friend 52). 






figura imprecisa, attraverso le poche memorie dei morti” (LS 28).7 Sometimes she claims to have 
known her characters personally: 
Io, quanto a me, le rare e frammentarie notizie che ho potuto raccoglierne, le ho avute in 
gran parte da Ninnuzzu; e costui, fra l’altro, ne dava un’interpretazione comica (anche se 
per Davide quella era stata, invero, una tragedia). E così, la mia presente rievocazione del 
fatto rimane piuttosto vacante, e approssimativa. (LS 412)8 
She knows the thoughts – conscious and unconscious – of both people and animals, but 
sometimes she questions the very possibility of such knowledge: “Resterà per sempre 
impossibile sapere che cosa il povero analfabeta Useppe avrà potuto capire in quelle fotografie 
senza senso” (LS 373).9 Precisely in this denial of any conclusive explanation, however, lies the 
possibility of a regeneration. The quotation that closes the book reads: “Tutti i semi sono falliti 
eccettuato uno, che non so cosa sia, ma che probabilmente è un fiore e non un’erbaccia” (LS 
657).10 The author of these lines, Antonio Gramsci, is one of Morante’s “Felici Pochi”; she 
defines him “la speranza di una Città reale” (Il mondo salvato dai ragazzini 122), therefore a 
figure of hope in himself, and of the fight against any kind of fascism, as he is also in Sapienza’s 
L’arte della gioia (see AdG 155). Negated in the text, hope emerges in the paratext: Gramsci 
offers the uncertainty (“non so cosa sia”) as the possibility of something new. This should be yet 
another reminder that, rather than intellectual knowledge, Morante foregrounds an understanding 
rooted in the body that Ida shares with children and animals.  
 
7 “I don’t know Calabria well. And I can draw only a vague picture of Iduzza’s Cosenza, from the few 
reminiscences of the dead” (History 28). 
8 “For myself, the scant and fragmentary information I have been able to gather came, to a large extent, from 
Ninnuzzu; and he, for that matter, gave it a comic interpretation (even if, for Davide, it had been a real tragedy). And 
so my present memoir of the event remains rather patchy and approximate” (History 463). 
9 “It will be forever impossible to know what poor illiterate Useppe may have understood of those meaningless 
photographs” (History 418). 







Goliarda Sapienza complicates the relationship between narrated matter and narrating 
voice by creating an oral narrative and a story that imposes itself on the narrator: it is not the 
narrator who, like an authoritarian figure, selects the events and the words to express them, but 
life itself that intrudes upon the narrative: “Vorrei fermarmi qua. Ma anche adesso, mentre 
scrivo, il sole tramonta, qualcuno bussa alla porta, una macchina attende al cancello” (AdG 
124);11 “Era mia intenzione fino a qualche minuto fa […] di tacere l’episodio dell’abbandono di 
Carmine. Ma le sue parole si sono impadronite del diritto di vivere senza il permesso della mia 
intelligenza” (AdG 134).12 The questions of intelligence, knowledge and agency are commingled 
in the novels I analyzed, where they also concern the vigilance of emotions and the dimension of 
the body. In which way do these novels tell the stories of alternative knowledge and decentered 
subjectivities in their historical context? What language for the emotional intensity do they 
convey?  In the remainder of this final chapter, I suggest an affective value of the works’ 
plurilingualism, thereby urging for more in-depth linguistic analyses of the three novels I 
examined.  
 
1. Emotions and Language 
Emotions are multidimensional; but novels use one medium – words – to convey such 
complexity: they create effects of intensity through different linguistic and stylistic strategies. 
Morante, Sapienza and Ferrante have personal styles. In addition, the characters they create are 
unique in their ways of feeling, conceptualizing and (in some cases) retelling their emotional 
states. In two of the three works analyzed – L’arte della gioia and L’amica geniale – the 
 
11 “I would like to stay in this moment. But even now, as I write, the sun in going down, someone is knocking at the 
door, a car is waiting at the gate” (The Art of Joy 174). 
12 “Until a few minutes ago I meant to skip over the episode of Carmine’s desertion […]. But […] his words 






language of the narrative belongs to the narrating persons. They use language as an expression of 
their emotions and expectations, located sometimes in the distance between narrated and 
narrating self. It is not surprising, therefore, that while narrating their own processes of becoming 
and their emotions, both Modesta and Elena account for their linguistic development: the 
language in which they are born and the languages they learn later. While we can consider both 
L’arte della gioia and L’amica geniale as fictional linguistic autobiographies,13 the case of Elsa 
Morante’s La Storia is different, since the narrator is partly witnessing, partly retrospectively 
telling the story. This is no small detail, because it makes Morante’s language the most literary 
one. This language that belongs to the writer herself and to none of the characters, although 
sometimes the narrator assimilates their popular expressions, in the same way as she is able to 
reproduce the idiom of bureaucracy, the style of journalism and the language of propaganda. 
Indeed, all three novels are written in what is defined as lingua media, a variety of language that 
is national but different from the standard Italian because it is closer to the spoken language 
(Sabatini 155). They also contain neologisms, syntactically marked constructions, dialect forms, 
special languages (scientific or typical of historiography, for example), formal and poetic 
expressions – thus presenting a linguistic mixture that we can define of plurilingualism. La 
Storia is closer to a written variety of language, which we could call scritto-scritto (see Picconi 
153), while Ferrante’s and Sapienza’s languages generally mimic the traits of the spoken 
 
13 Mari D’Agostino lists the elements of a linguistic autobiography as follows: 1) personal details about the 
protagonist; 2) linguistic competences of her family, including parents and grandparents (languages spoken in the 
mother’s and the father’s family of origin), and siblings; 3) linguistic development of the protagonist (mother 
tongue, linguistic choices of the parents, changes in attitude), acquisition of standard Italian or dialects as second 
language; the sources of such linguistic development (friends, school, travels, media); the protagonist’s attitude 






varieties, and could be considered a scritto-parlato, according to the diamesic variation described 
by Giovanni Nencioni in his analysis of the forms of Italian spoken language.14  
The author’s deviations from standard forms in both syntax and lexicon convey a 
message in themselves. A case in point is Ferrante’s frantumaglia that I have analyzed in the 
third chapter and of Morante’s many hypocorisms, which express the novelist’s empathetic 
attitude toward natural objects and humankind (“la simpatia del romanziere con gli oggetti della 
natura e dell’universo umano,” Mengaldo “Spunti” 29). Through original lexical choices and 
atypical grammatical constructions, the language articulates the affective quality of the literary 
expression. Examples of such deviations from the standard include the use of different varieties – 
dialectal or regional forms – emotionally connoted words and neologisms, as well as graphic and 
paratextual elements. The next section will give a sense of the three novels’ plurilingualism. 
 
2. Dialect as a Linguistic Intensifier 
The presence of dialect in Italian literature written in the standard language has been prominent 
since the beginning of its history.15 Although narrative works in dialect are rarer than poetry or 
plays in dialect (Haller, The Other Italy 16), dialect forms and plurilingualism have increased in 
Italian novels over the last fifty years (Haller “La presenza dialettale nella nuova narrativa” 243; 
Dardano 178). In the case of prose mostly written in the standard idiom, interpolations of dialect 
expressions or the mixing of different codes have a variety of effects that range from mimesis, to 
 
14 I am actually reversing Nencioni’s classification, which aims at distinguishing the varieties of the spoken – not the 
written – language. These spoken varieties can be more or less distant from the written language. The extremes of 
Nencioni’s classification are parlato-scritto (e.g., a dialogue in a novel), parlato-recitato (reading a written text or a 
play) and parlato-parlato (spontaneous speech acts). In so doing, I posit that Sapienza’s and Ferrante’s written 
language are closer to the spoken variety than Morante’s language. 
15 For an historical overview of the debates on the standard-dialect dynamics over the centuries, see the volume 
edited by Gian Luigi Beccaria, Letteratura e dialetto, Alfredo Stussi’s Lingua, dialetto e letteratura, and also Bertini 
Malgarini and Vignuzzi’s “Dialetto e letteratura.” For an overview of the literary canon in dialect, see Hermann 






the impression of orality, to expressionism.16 In addition, dialect can reproduce a sense of 
intimacy or challenge the standardized canon and subvert expectations. “In very broad terms,” 
Hermann Haller writes, “the dialect tends to be inflected with realism, as the language of anger 
and curse, of social protest and transgression, and also as the language of play and satire, of 
buffoonery and plebeian mockery, celebrating life in a feast of tongues” (The Other Italy 23).  
When it is used with mimetic purposes, dialect can represent the diatopic variation 
(which shows the origin of the characters), as well as the diamesic variation (which depends on 
the communication medium employed, for example the already mentioned dichotomy between 
the written and spoken languages). Dialect can also represent the diastratic variation (depending 
on the interlocutor’s social class) and diaphasic variation (depending on the degree of formality, 
on the topic of the discourse, and generally referring to registers and styles).17 A thorough 
analysis of the dialect forms used by Morante, Sapienza and Ferrante would require a longer 
analysis, but it seems safe to argue that the three authors speak to the entire series of these 
variations. Moreover, they also address the prestige of the various dialects (and accents) and the 
so called “language attitude,” a term that indicates the feelings of a person toward a language and 
the relative prestige they attach to them.18 They can also be judgments based on personal 
prejudices. In this section, I would like to highlight this affective aspect of dialect and regional, 
 
16 An example of mimetic use of dialect is Pier Paolo Pasolini’s imitation of the language spoken by the lower 
classes. On the other end of this line is Carlo Emilio Gadda’s plurilingualism, famously defined as expressionist by 
Gianfranco Contini (“Espressionimo letterario” and “Introduzione alla Cognizione del dolore”). In expressionist 
texts dialect forms tend to form a pastiche. See also Haller, The Other Italy 57-58. For the use of dialect as a practice 
of “oraliture” in authors such as Laura Pariani, see Ala-Risku, “Plurilinguismo e illusione dell’oralità.” 
17 For the definition of this varieties, see Berruto, “Varietà diamesiche, diastratiche, diafasiche” and D’Achille (32), 
who adds the diachronic variation. There is no rigid separation among these categories, which often intersect with 
each other. 
18 Here is a definition given by David Crystal: “A term used in sociolinguistics for the feelings people have about 
their own language or the language(s) of others. These may be positive or negative: someone may particularly value 
a foreign language (e.g. because of its literary history) or think that a language is especially difficult to learn (e.g. 
because the script is off-putting). Rural accents generally receive a positive evaluation, whereas urban accents do 






or popular, varieties in the three novels. More specifically, Sapienza’s dialects have a 
transgressive value, whereas Ferrante’s Neapolitan is, in general, the language of violence. 
However, we should notice once again that often – even in the reported speech – dialect is 
suppressed and only alluded to, translated into Italian, and accompanied by metalinguistic 
glosses such as “disse in dialetto” (“he/she said in dialect). This is especially evident in Ferrante 
(for example, AG 61, 101, 118, 190, 234, 257, 283). By contrast, dialect can infiltrate the 
standard language of the narrators. In these instances, the censored or submerged dialect 
resurfaces and reshapes in part the language of the narrating voice. While this seems a natural 
operation in free indirect speech, regionalisms or dialect forms occasionally appear in the 
narrative parts as well: 
Tutti e due le facevano da guardiani contro le violenze esterne; e col loro buon umore 
istintivo, e il gusto ingenuo di pazziare, sostituivano per lei, poco socievole per natura, la 
compagnia dei suoi coetanei e degli amici. (LS 35, my emphasis)19 
Senza la giacca azzurra le spalle sembravano le rocce bianche della fiumara al tempo delle 
ceusa. (AdG 6, emphasis in the text)20 
Il denaro per lei era quel tiretto, un forziere dell’infanzia che si apriva e offriva le sue 
ricchezze. (SNC 109, my emphasis)21 
The contact between standard Italian and dialects results, in these sentences, in a basic level of 
code-mixing – the insertion of an element from a different linguistic variety in a passage that is 
 
19 “Both men acted as her guardians against all violence from outside; and with their instinctive good humor and 
their innocent love of fun, for her, not naturally very sociable, they provided a substitute for the company of friends 
her own age” (History 36). 
20 “Without the blue jacket his shoulders looked like the white rocks in the stream in mulberry season when the 
ceusa ripened” (The Art of Joy 16). 
21 “Money for her was that drawer, the treasure chest of childhood that opened and offered its wealth” (The Story of 






otherwise written in the standard language (the language of the entire novels).22 Pazziare is, for 
example, a verb dear to Morante, which she uses in the passage above with reference to the only 
men that don’t scare Ida – her father and her husband. This verb, an expressive word in the 
dialects of Southern Italy for giocare (“to play”), in La Storia connotates only children (LS 457), 
animals (LS 164, 632), children and animals playing together (LS 507) and Useppe (LS 89). In 
Sapienza’s novel the dialect appears almost exclusively in the dialogues, which increase in 
frequency as the story proceeds. However, the author inserts the dialect word ceusa (for gelso) to 
emphasize a link with the land. Finally, tiretto is a regional word that Elena the narrator uses 
instead of cassetto, and without any metalinguistic comment;23 it’s part of her linguistic system 
or idiolect. It is also worth noting that Sapienza’s “ceusa” is written in italics, therefore marked 
as a borrowed word that doesn’t belong to the text’s prevailing variety. By contrast, “pazziare” e 
“tiretto” are assimilated in the idiolects of Morante’s and Sapienza’s narrators. The next three 
sections will provide more examples of each author’s plurilingualism, with particular attention to 
the use of dialect forms and regionalisms. 
 
3. Elsa Morante: Dialect and Poetry 
Critics started commenting on Morante’s language and style immediately after the publication of 
her novels;24 however, the first linguistic analysis of La Storia appeared twenty years later with a 
fundamental essay by Pier Vincenzo Mengaldo in Il Novecento titled “Elsa Morante” (1994). 
 
22 For a definition of code-mixing as the change of linguistic system within the same sentence (intrasententially) and 
code-switching as the mixing of elements from two different linguistic systems between sentences 
(intersententielly), see Grassi, Sobrero and Telmon (178-181). 
23 For tiretto see GRADIT, vol. 6, 692. 
24 Siro Ferrone, in an article published in October 1974, described Morante’s prose and style as a rejection of the 
bourgeois style and a search from below for the source of poetry seen as the only salvation for humanity oppressed 
by History (cf. Borghesi 254). Cesare Cases, two months later, compared La Storia and Menzogna e sortilegio, 







The expanded version of this essay – “Spunti per un’analisi linguistica dei romanzi di Elsa 
Morante” (1994) – still has great influence on scholars that focus on Morante’s language.25 
According to Mengaldo, each of Morante’s novels is written in its own peculiar “chiave 
linguistica” (“Spunti” 12). The elevated style of her first novel, Menzogna e sortilegio (1948), 
dovetails with the theme of theatricality, which is a leitmotiv of the work. Interestingly, the use 
of dialect, is “censored”: the narrator – similar to Ferrante’s narrators – announces that a 
particular character speaks in dialect, but she reports the translation into standard Italian 
(“Spunti” 15). In L’isola di Arturo (1957), by contrast, the narrator has a dialect inflection that 
responds to no realistic intention but to “allusive” and “emotional” necessities; Mengaldo, in this 
way, stresses “l’uso eminentemente affettivo del dialetto” in Morante’s second novel (“Spunti” 
21). Dialect – as a mythical language – juxtaposes History and the brutality of reality. In Gian 
Luca Picconi’s words, the dialect expresses “grazia” (grace, gracefulness) as opposed to 
pesanteur, two categories that Morante borrows from Simone Weil (147).26 If dialects are 
associated with utopic visions, the standard Italian (which here is close to the variety spoken near 
Rome) conveys disillusionment and cynicism: 
Egli aveva, nella parlata, delle inflessioni diverse da quelle solite, napoletane, ch’io ero 
avvezzo a sentire: meno cantate e più robuste. Non usava, però, un dialetto, ma un 
italiano alquanto preciso. Anzi, sembrava divertirsi, per un gusto di sfregio, a pronunciare 
delle frasi ricercate; e i suoi modi, nativamente plebei, si risentivano con superbia più 
provocante mentre fingeva di fare il civile. Parlava strascicato, fra una fumata e l’altra. E 
 
25 For example, the authors (especially Nicolò Messina and Gian Luca Picconi) of the essays in the volume edited by 
Elisa Martinez Garrido in 2003 – Elsa Morante: La voce di una scrittrice e di un’intellettuale rivolta al secolo XXI, 
which marked a resurgence of interest in this topic. Some reflections on Morante’s language are in Pupino and 
Montefoschi (these two do not include La Storia), Gabriella Contini, Venturi and Ravanello. For more recent 
analyses, see Bertucci (on Aracoeli) and Zanardo (“Strategie narrative e comunicative”). 
26 Simone Weil published La pesanteur et la grâce in 1948. Morante possessed this volume together with Weil’s 






ogni volta che ridiceva tuo padre ci metteva una nota di ossequio ironico e di ripulsa: 
quasi scansasse un oggetto misero, fastidioso; e, insieme, irridesse a quella paternità, 
ch’io vantavo! (L’isola di Arturo 208)27 
Morante magnificently infuses this passage with precise yet subtle affective tonalities. Arturo’s 
idealization of the father collides with the disgust and irony expressed by his interlocutor, who 
anticipates the novel’s denouement. The word sfregio (affront, slash) brings to mind Lila’s 
spiteful use of the language, which Elena the narrator often defines “sfottente” (“teasing”). 
Indeed sfottente is an uncommon word in Italian literature, but frequent in Ferrante (Tuzzi and 
Cortelazzo 697).28 Metalinguistic passages like the one above suggest a greater influence than we 
think of Morante’s work on Ferrante, especially because the dialect/standard language dynamics 
stresses the separation between two worlds, respectively Arturo’s mythical childhood and his 
present experience as a soldier. In Morante’s novel, the dialect expresses affection and the 
rejection of History; similar to the poetic language, it functions as a vital energy to refresh the 
language of culture (Picconi 153). For Ferrante, instead, “speaking in dialect is frequently a form 
of violence in and of itself” (Cavanaugh 49).  
Literary as it may be, the language of La Storia is less erudite than the language of 
Morante’s previous novels. According to Mengaldo, this novel deploys a more functional and 
factual language with traces of spoken language (“Spunti” 25), while Morante’s last novel, 
 
27 “His speech had some inflections different from the usual, Neapolitan notes I was used to hearing: less singing 
and more robust. Yet he didn’t speak a dialect but a quite precise Italian. In fact, out of a taste for insults, he seemed 
to enjoy uttering refined phrases; and his manners, innately plebeian, were offensive with a more provocative pride 
while he pretended to be respectable. He spoke in a drawl, between drags of the cigarette. And every time he said 
your father he put into it a note of ironic servility and revulsion: as if he were avoiding a pathetic, annoying object 
and, at the same time, mocking that paternity, which I boasted of!” (Arturo’s Island 316).  
28 According to the statistical and stylometric analysis carried out by Tuzzi and Cortelazzo with a corpus of 150 
works written by forty authors from the region around Naples, the word appears consistently only in one other 
Neapolitan writer, Domenico Starnone, who had been identified as one of the possible hands behind Ferrante’s pen 
name (697). The GRADIT defines the term as a “voce popolare,” that is, typical of a low diastratic variety, meaning 






Aracoeli, goes back to a style “alto e teso […] tragico e violento” (“Spunti” 29). One could argue 
that La Storia reduces the separation between literary language and everyday language through a 
synthesis of various expressive codes: literary language, the lingua media, different dialects and 
various forms of italiano popolare (common or popular Italian)29 merge in Morante’s 
plurilingualism. The use of dialect notably increases and contributes to the text’s plurilingualism 
and mixture of styles. Nicolò Messina has investigated “the ingredients” of this “peculiar 
linguistic mixture” (109), noting that the complexity and heterogeneity of this assemblage is 
mainly due to the need of representing the characters’ many linguistic realities. The scholar 
defines the linguistic structure of the work as pan-Italian (113). Thus, according to Messina, the 
function of dialects in the novel is to give account of the numerous codes in the country at a 
precise moment of its history (122).  
Besides indicating a geographical reference (like the origins of the refugees in the shelter 
of Pietralata), the dialect arguably signals diastratic varieties, because it is used often by 
characters belonging to lower classes – for example, the midwife of the Ghetto announces the 
birth of Useppe as that of a “mascolillo” (LS 95).30 Moreover, it is also apparent that dialect is 
linked with the familiar dimension, with the characters’ change of feeling state, and even with 
their ideological systems. Nino’s Roman dialect, for instance, is expression of his vitality or 
“smania di esistere” (LS 102),31 of his aggressivity and even adherence to a nationalistic view – 
represented in a poster of the Roman eagle seizing the British Isles hanging by his bed (LS 66). 
Nino comments on his own use of the dialect:  
 
29 Gaetano Berruto defines “popular regional Italian” the “low diastratic variety” resulted from the contact between 
national language and dialects (“Dialect Standard Convergence” 83). 
30 The term is untranslatable. The English version simply translates “a little man” (History 104). 






“Noi qui stiamo a Roma, e parliamo Romano! Quando staremo a Parigi (che io presto 
conto d’annacce, adesso che Parigi è nostra!) parleremo Parigino! E quando staremo a 
Hong Kong, alla prossima crociera, là parleremo il Conghese. De me te ne puoi fidà, che 
io mica mi fermo qua a Roma! Io il mondo lo girerò come un rione […]” (LS 105)32 
By juxtaposing the local and the global, Nino betrays his megalomania – his desire to conquer 
the entire world. Nino is represented as voracious, in love with life, always hungry – “un 
cannibale, pronto a mangiarsi la madre” (LS 127)33 – and always in want of money: 
“Le sigarette, più i gelati, più il ‘Corriere dello Sport’ e la ‘Gazzetta’ (te ne sei scordata 
che oggi è lunedì?) ce ne vonno cinque, di lire, no due! Annàmo, mà, non cominciamo la 
solita lagna, ché nun t’aruvini pe’ cinque liracce stronze. Avanti, scúcile, a’ mà, te 
decidi?! Che stai diventando peggio de na giudia!” (LS 101)34 
Nino’s violent dialect includes obscenities (stronze) and the Roman form for Jew, giudia. It is 
this last word, used in an offensive way – although unwittingly – that strikes Ida more than the 
rest of his speech. Incapable of responding to the accusation of being “stingy as a Jew,” Ida 
reproaches Nino for his base language. She dislikes the Roman dialect to the point of feeling 
disgusted: “Ah, quante volte te l’ho detto che mi fa senso sentirti parlare con questo dialetto 
basso” (LS 101).35 This corporeal reaction – “mi fa senso” meaning “makes me sick” (a 
regionalism or colloquialism) – indicates Ida’s language attitude, her feelings toward a linguistic 
 
32 “We live in Rome, and we talk Roman! When we’re in Paris (where I plan to go soon, now that Paris is ours!) 
we’ll talk Parisian! And when we’re in Hong Kong, on our next cruise, we’ll talk Konguese. You can be sure I am 
not going to stay here in Rome! I am going to cover the whole world like it was a neighborhood […]” (History 115).  
33 “a cannibal, ready to eat his mother” (History 139). 
34 “Cigarettes, plus the cones, plus the Corriere dello Sport and the Gazzetta (did you forget today’s Monday?): that 
takes five lire, not two! Come on, Mà, don’t give me the same old whine! Five lousy lire won’t ruin you! Come on, 
cough it up, will you? You are getting to be worse than a Jew!” (History 111). 






code that she considers low and vulgar. She clearly thinks of herself as part of the middle class 
and committed to a “correct” use of the language because of her job as a teacher.  
However, Ida doesn’t feel disgust for the Southern dialects of Calabria and Sicily, and 
she sings to the little Useppe her father’s nursery rhymes in dialect, “un piccolo repertorio 
calabrese, antichissimo, a lei trasmesso da suo padre” (LS 130).36 Thus, the Southern dialect 
becomes the language of affection, childhood and of the songs of an archaic, oral tradition. Such 
songs do more than just convey a diatopic information; they create a distillate of oral expression 
and recall the sense of familiar protection that Ida experienced as a child. 
In the novel dedicated to illiterate people, orality and poetic form interrelate. Useppe 
spontaneously and secretly composes verses as a way of thinking. He recites them to the dog 
Bella and soon forgets them. Here is a series of verses that Useppe “thinks” for Davide Segre: 
“Le stelle come gli alberi e fruscolano come gli alberi. 
“Il sole per terra come una manata di catenelle e anelli.  
“Il sole tutto come tante piume cento piume mila piume. 
“Il sole su per l’aria come tante scale di palazzi. 
“La luna come una scala e su in cima s’affaccia Bella che s’annisconne. 
“Dormite canarini arinchiusi come due rose. 
“Le ‘ttelle come tante rondini che si salutano. E negli alberi 
“Il fiume come i belli capelli. E i belli capelli. 
“I pesci come canarini. E volano via. 
“E le foie come ali. E volano via. 
“E il cavallo come una bandiera. 
 






“E vola via” (LS 523, emphasis added)37  
Combining standard language with childlike language (foie, ‘ttelle, mila), Roman dialect 
(s’annisconne, arinchiusi), the onomatopoetic word fruscolano,38 the series of similes compare 
natural objects to animals or species to species, alluding to the intimate bond between them. 
Useppe – in keeping with the role Morante assigns to poets – explains things with “always new 
images.”39 All of his poems, as understood by Davide, talk about God; they are, as I said, thought 
and spoken, and never written: 
“Nnnoo… Io non voio scìvere… io… no…” (al solito, nei momenti di emozione o 
confusione, Useppe ricascava nella pronuncia spropositata e monca dei pupi) “…le 
poesie io le penso… e le dico…” (LS 522)40  
The poetic language of the child is fragmented and ephemeral, yet more “true” than the 
alienating language of the press and other modern media (cf. Rosa “Contro i gerghi dell’irrealtà” 
257). Ultimately it is similar to the truth told by the narrator herself. 
 
37 “Stars like trees and rustle like trees. / The sun on the ground like a handful of little chains and rings. / The sun all 
like lots of feathers a hundred a thousand feathers. / The sun up in the air like lot of steps of buildings. / The moon 
like a stairway and at the top Bella looks and hides. / Sleep canaries folded up like two roses. / The ttars like 
swallows saying hello to each other. And in the trees. / The river like pretty hair. And the pretty hair. The fish like 
canaries. And they fly away. / And the leaves like wings. And they fly away. / And the horse like a flag. / And he 
flies away” (History 588). 
38 Foie could be both the childlike pronunciation of foglie and the Roman term foje. Mila is a mistake for mille, the 
singular form of the number thousands. S’annisconne for si nasconde and arinchiusi for rinchiusi are examples of 
verbs to which the Roman dialect adds an a- at the beginning, especially if the word starts with ri- (rinchiudere, for 
example). Fruscolare is a verb created by Useppe from the noun frùscolo, which means “twig,” but was also used in 
Calabria to indicate sprites or little devils living in the woods (cf. Vocabolario della lingua italiana Treccani vol. 2, 
538). Therefore, this is the case of neologismo for onomatopoetic purposes.  
39 “È compito dei poeti di rinnovare continuamente il mondo agli occhi degli uomini: di impedire che l’abitudine li 
renda distratti e ciechi davanti alle cose; di rispiegare loro le cose con sempre nuove immagini, questo il compito 
dato da Dio ai poeti” (Morante, quoted in Bardini 281); “It is the task of the poets to always renew the world in the 
eyes of men: to prevent habit from making them distracted and blind before things; to explain things to them with 
always new images, this is the task given by God to the poets” (my translation). 
40 “‘Nnooo, I don’t want to wite… I… no…’ (as usual, in moments of emotion or confusion, Useppe lapsed into his 






The other poet of the novel is Davide Segre,41 the only educated character of La Storia, 
who masters poetic and philosophical registers as well as dialect. Since he was born in a rich 
middle-class family, rather than indicating a low diastratic variety, Davide’s dialect is the idiom 
of familiar bonds. Thus, dialect insertions occur in his famous speech about History and Power: 
his sister, called putèla, and his parents, two veci are all victims of the Shoah (LS 581). The 
dialect also interferes with the account of his own deportation and imprisonment in the 
“antechamber of death”: 
“Mì, ci sono stato”. “Io ci sono stato…” “Ci sono stato…” ripeté più volte, straniandosi in 
una fissità astratta, sotto una sorta d’ispirazione assurda e disgustosa. E lì per lì, 
assumendo una parlata monotona, scientifica (solo con inframmessa qualche parola 
dialettale: la lus, la dona o simili, e qualche rara smorfia), s’internò in una descrizione di 
quel particolare tipo di celle. (LS 221)42 
At first using the dialectal form of the subject, Davide seems to correct himself by repeating, in 
standard Italian, the first sentence. However, he goes back to the dialect several times in his 
account. In this scene, the metalinguistic comment about the character’s interjection of dialect 
words in his “scientific speech” puts the narrator in the position of his listener – Nino – who later 
concludes that Carlo is lying about his city of origin, although he certainly comes from Northern 
Italy. Pier Paolo Pasolini, whose language Morante used as a model for her Roman words 
(Mengaldo “Spunti,” 27), thought that the dialect spoken by Segre was not authentic and strongly 
 
41 Monica Zanardo has demonstrated the strict connection between Useppe and Davide Segre. All the poems 
composed by Giuseppe in the incomplete novel Senza i conforti della religione, are distributed to the two 
complementary figures of Useppe and Davide in La Storia. Morante, moreover, had planned to publish Davide’s 
poem as an appendix to the book, but then decided not to, and the poems remain unpublished (Il poeta e la grazia 
174ff). 
42 “‘Me, I was in one… I was there… I was there…’ he repeated several times, isolating himself in an abstract stare, 
in a kind of absurd and disgusting vision. And for the moment, assuming a monotonous, scientific speech (only 
interjecting a few words of dialect, lus for luce, light, or dona for donna, woman, or such things, along with an 






criticized Morante for appropriating mimetically the language of her characters with intention to 
mock them.43 Whether it is authentic or not, dialect seems to surface in Davide’s otherwise 
“scientific” language when he recalls the deportation of his family and his own.   
As I anticipated, dialect forms don’t characterize solely the language spoken by the 
characters coming from different parts of the country, but also appear in the narrator’s language. 
The voices of the characters resonate in the narrator’s (Mengaldo, “Spunti” 27), for example in 
narrative parts where it is difficult to separate her voice from a free indirect speech. It seems 
worth recalling, once again, the passage in which the deportation is first discussed (see also 
Chapter One): 
Del quartiere del Ghetto, svuotato interamente di tutta la carne giudia, non c’era restato 
altro che lo scheletro; ma anche in tutti gli altri rioni o quartieri, tutti i giudii di Roma, 
singoli e famiglie, erano stati scovati dagli S.S. che erano venuti apposta con una 
compagnia speciale, fornita di un elenco esatto. Li avevano pigliati tutti: non soltanto i 
giovani e i sani, ma gli anziani, gli infermi pure gravi, le donne anche incinte, e fino le 
creature in fasciola. Si diceva che li portassero tutti a bruciare vivi nei forni; ma questo, a 
detta di Tore, forse era esagerato. (LS 237)44 
Here the narrator reports Tore’s account of the roundup of the Jews using some dialect 
expressions (giudia, giudii, in fasciola), familiar terms (pigliare for prendere, “to take”; fino for 
 
43 Here is Pasolini’s comment: “Il corollario della povertà del contingente di lingua umoristica, è l’appropriazione e 
la goffaggine della ‘mimesi’ del linguaggio di quegli eroi, romani o napoletani che siano (per non parlare dell’alto 
italiano Davide). […] il parlato di Davide non ha riscontro in nulla: il ragazzo si presenta come bolognese, in realtà è 
mantovano, ma parla una specie di veneto” (466). The effect of confusion noted by Pasolini might therefore be part 
of Carlo (Davide) attempt at hiding his identity. 
44 “The Ghetto had been totally stripped of all its Jewish flesh, and only its skeleton was left; but also in the other 
sections and neighborhoods, all of Rome’s Jews – individuals and families – had been rooted out by some SS who 
had come on purpose, a special company, supplied with an exact list. They had taken them all; not only the young 
and the healthy, but also the old, the seriously ill, even pregnant women, even babes in arms. It was said they were 







perfino, “even”; creature for bambini, “children”). Soon after this passage told from Tore’s 
perspective, however, we turn to Ida’s point of view: 
Di nuovo, come in passato, le sue paure contraddittorie rincorrevano alla fine una cometa 
misteriosa, che la invitava in direzione dei Giudii: promettendole, laggiù in fondo, una 
stalla materna, calda di respiri animali e di grandi occhi non giudicanti, solo pietosi. (LS 
238)45 
The word Giudii, in this context, is associated with the creatural life of animals, as well with 
motherhood and the emotion of piety. The fact that the word is now capitalized suggests that the 
Roman Jews assume the role of a utopian community that would satisfy Ida’s desire for care and 
cancel her sense of guilt. Lowering the register to include the word with which the Roman Jews 
would call themselves represents an act of empathy on the part of the narrator. The adjective 
giudio, however, belongs to a series of dialect words that seem to be part of Morante’s own 
idiolect, like pazziare (and the derivative pazzariello), which I have mentioned before, or 
pischello, which I will discuss later. 
 
4. Sapienza’s Feast of Tongues  
The corporal existence is privileged in L’arte della gioia, which, like Morante’s works, 
associates dialect with a creatural dimension, specifically with the pleasure of the body and with 
a mythical image of Sicily. However, Morante’s language has been object of linguistic analysis, 
while a study of Sapienza’s language is still missing, with the exception of a short essay on 
 
45 “Again, as in the past, her contradictory fears finally followed a mysterious comet, that invited her in the direction 
of the Jews: promising her, there in the distance, a maternal stable, warm with animals’ breath, and with their big 






language contact in Sicilian writers by Marina Castiglione,46 which is partly dedicated to 
Sapienza (“Meccanismi del cambio linguistico in autori plurilingui siciliani”), and her analysis of 
names in L’arte della gioia (“Il nome e i nomi di Goliarda Sapienza.”). Castiglione has proposed 
the idea that the literary plurilingualism of certain Sicilian writers derives from the mixture of 
languages spoken by the writer’s family, and by the language attitudes at work in this context 
(“Dal plurilinguismo domestico al plurilinguismo letterario” 322). Castiglione rightly notices 
that for Sapienza the “mother tongue” was her father’s dialect, while her mother, Maria Giudice, 
originally from Pavia, used to speak the standard Italian (“Meccanismi” 61). Sapienza’s strong 
Sicilian accent created some embarrassment when she took the exam to enter the Accademia 
Silvio D’Amico, a prestigious acting school in Rome.47  
In tracing Modesta’s life, L’arte della gioia also tells the story of her relationship with 
languages. At the beginning of the novel, she is uneducated and unaware of her own language; 
but her journey soon appears as a linguistic exploration. This journey encompasses the 
assimilation – via theft, as we have seen – of new vocabulary and intellectual skills. The convent 
and the villa first, her friends later, are all sources for Modesta’s exploration of the infinite 
possibility of language. Living secluded in her childhood, the girl has little contact with the 
dialect spoken outside of the walls of the villa, until she escapes one day: “Come sapevo da 
quando ero dalle suore, fuori dal muro parlavano un’altra lingua” (AdG 101).48 In this same 
episode she meets Carmine and starts to feel attraction for him. In his role as gabellotto, Carmine 
is the link between the aristocratic household and the land possessed by the Brandifortis. 
 
46 And with the exception of Valentina Fulginiti, in a talk given at the conference “Goliarda Sapienza in Context: 
Intertextual Relationships with Italian and European Culture” (Institute of German and Romance Studies, University 
College of London, June 1, 2013), and entitled “The Accented Voice of Goliarda Sapienza: Sicilian Legacies in 
L’arte della gioia.” A book entitled Goliarda Sapienza. La lingua modesta dell’arte della gioia, listed in the catalog 
of Libreria Croce Edizione as a publication of 2015, has actually never been published. 
47 Sapienza recounts this episode in Il filo di mezzogiorno (17). 






Therefore, it seems natural that he should speak a mixture of Italian – the language of aristocracy 
– and Sicilian – the dialect used by the peasants. He always uses the Sicilian term figghia 
(“daughter”), or sometimes picciridda (“little one”) to address Modesta. At first, by using this 
word, he intends to emphasize her inexperience – sfottente, as it were. Later, figghia becomes 
“his affectionate pen name for her,” as Ann Milano Appel clarifies in the notes to her translation 
of the book (The Art of Joy 674). Modesta, in turn, learns the dialect from Carmine, besides 
developing a sense of her own body as an instrument that can give great physical pleasure when 
in tune with another body (AdG 110): 
- Guarda, carusa, ca i nervi mi fai saltare. Giuraddio ca me figghio pari! Lazzarolu e 
cocciu di tacca come a Mattia. 
- Che voli diri lazzarolu e cocciu di tacca, Carmine? 
- Ah, tanto studiammu ca la propria lingua nni scurdammu, eh? 
- T’ho chiesto che vuol dire lazzarolu! 
- Giovane, bello e senza significato, pure. (AdG 201)49 
While Carmine is perfectly able to translate from Sicilian into Italian, he can also code switch 
between the two. He keeps the expression that indicates the Sicilian dialect – la propria lingua – 
in standard Italian; moreover “la propria lingua” is both Modesta’s language and his own: in this 
way, he shows the perfect mastery of two varieties. In his bilingualism, however, Carmine 
doesn’t compartmentalize the two idioms according to the context (dialect for a low sociocultural 
level and Italian for the high level). This is an example of bilingualism without diglossia, which 
can be defined as the separation “along the lines of a High (H) language, on the one hand utilized 
 
49 “‘Look, carusa, you’re driving me crazy! I swear to God, you remind me of my son! Lazzarolu and cocciu di 
tacca, like Mattia.’ ‘What do Lazzarolu and cocciu di tacca mean, Carmine?’ ‘Aha, so we studied so much that we 
forgot our own language, hmm?’ ‘I asked you what lazzarolu means!’ ‘An arrogant young tough guy of no 






in conjunction with religion, education and other aspects of high culture, and a Low (L) 
language, on the other hand, utilized in conjunction with everyday pursuits of hearth, home and 
work” (Fishman 74). This phenomenon occurs under “circumstances of rapid social change, of 
great social unrest, of widespread abandonment of prior norms” (78). In Sapienza, language is 
yet another site for the blurring of imposed social, cultural, and sexual separation that I have 
described in Chapter Two. It is in this same scene that Modesta describes herself as “mezzo 
carusu e mezza marezza” (AdG 201),50 that is half boy and half girl, thus stating her non-
normative view of gender. This declaration is – not surprisingly – often quoted in studies that 
focus on Modesta’s queerness or sexed body (Ross and Bazzoni, for instance). But I also believe 
that the choice of dialect for such an expression of gender fluidity is another way for her to 
subvert imposed codes (linguistic or otherwise), as well as a significant manifestation of the 
close connection of Modesta’s dialect with the dimension of the body and – via Carmine – with 
the land.  
Being Carmine’s language, dialect also articulates the language of lovemaking for 
Modesta. When she compares her language to Carlo’s, Modesta establishes a connection 
between language and affection: “La sua voce, il suo parlare, il contrasto fra la mia lingua cupa 
di passione e la sua – chiara elegante – che tanto amavo, ma che non riuscivo ad amalgamare con 
la mia fantasia” (AdG 228).51 Although Carlo is Modesta’s political model, he is not capable of 
translating his thirst for freedom onto the sexual level; therefore, Modesta cannot love him. 
Bazzoni notices that in L’arte della gioia “the contrast between passion and rationality, body and 
mind, is displaced from the stereotypical distribution of traits between men and women and 
 
50 “Half carusu and half maredda” (The Art of Joy 272). Carusu and maredda mean “boy” and “girl” respectively. 
51 “His voice, his way of speaking, the contrast between my dark language of passion and his – lucid and elegant – 






interacts with the geographical and ethnic axis” (Writing for Freedom 133). In other words, both 
Modesta’s and Carmine’s languages are “dark with passion,” while Carlo’s is strong and vibrant, 
but incapable of infusing passion into love.  
It is with Carmine that Modesta becomes familiar with the property of the Brandifortis, 
while continuing her sexual education: 
E per farmi rispettare cominciai a studiare sulle mappe delle proprietà i confini, le aree, i 
muri divisori di quegli immensi feudi […]. Ogni lunedì ascoltavo Carmine sule nuove 
colture, sul raccolto… Le braccia mancavano per via della mobilitazione generale… I 
sovrastanti e i braccianti chiedevano sempre di più. Nei campi di Licata un agnello era 
stato trovato con le gambe spezzate, era un avvertimento: bisognava trattare con loro o 
tutto il bestiame sarebbe finito nel bosco della Ficuzza, e là – chi ci poteva mettere piede? 
– sarebbe diventato scatolame per il fronte. A sud della Valle del Bove una colata di lava 
aveva distrutto salme e salme di uliveti. (90, emphasis mine) 
Many have written about the “predilection of Sicilian authors for place-writing” (O’Rawe 79). 
Mapping the land, Modesta provides the names of the localities but also their position in the 
current historical situation. At the end of her story, Modesta places the entire narration in the 
specific Sicilian environment:  
Non conoscevo la mia isola, il suo possente corpo fisico e segreto, il suo caldo fiato 
notturno […] il respiro mistico che tiene in vita le colonne dei templi e le fa palpitare nei 
tramonti […] le correnti eterne dei mari che intorno all’isola s’incontrano e ora la 
serrano, ora la liberano, mutando sempre di intensità e colore. (AdG 510)52  
 
52 “I did not know my island – its powerful, secret physical body, its hot nocturnal draft […], the mystical breath that 
keeps the columns of the temples alive and makes them throb in the sunset […]; the eternal currents of the sea that 
converge around the island, at times enclosing it, at times releasing it, ever changing in intensity and colour” (The 






Thus, the discovery of Sicily as a mythic and affective landscape, provided with a beating heart 
and warm breath, comes late in the novel. At this point, the island acquires a mythical dimension, 
while at the same time appearing metaphorically as a woman and a mother: fearsome for some 
and protective for others. By the end, Modesta has relearned the Sicilian language (maybe an 
educated variety, rather than an archaic one), and also learned her own land: 
imparai l’arte, che ancora non sapevo, di entrare e uscire dalla mia terra, dimenticarla a 
tratti, viaggiando per continenti e oceani diversi, per ritrovarla poi nuova e sempre più 
ricca di ricordi e sensazioni stratificati. (AdG 510)53 
In her process of becoming, Modesta increasingly identifies with the Sicilian language, first 
forgotten and then relearned: “Ormai era chiaro che una parte di me sempre a loro sarebbe 
appartenuta, a quel linguaggio fondo di passione che ora rendeva tersa e calda la voce di Stella, 
ora la incupiva come un mare buio in attesa di una tempesta” (AdG 239).54 As Katrin Wehling-
Giorgi has noticed with regard to Sapienza’s autofictional works – Lettera aperta and Il filo di 
mezzogiorno – the writer establishes a visceral relationship with the Sicilian dialect, which is the 
language of Sapienza’s father. She chooses this language over the language of the mother, Maria 
Giudice, who was distant and refused to breastfeed her daughter. This, according to Wehling-
Giorgi’s reading, disrupts the “natural bond between mother and child” and leads to associating 
“the sensual, corporeal dimension with the paternal realm instead” (“Ero separata da me” 219-
220). It becomes clear why, in L’arte della gioia, male figures such as Modesta’s childhood 
 
53 “I learned the art, which I still did not know, of coming and going from my land, forgetting it at times, travelling 
to different continents and oceans, then rediscovering it: new and even richer with layered memories and sensations” 
(The Art of Joy 669-670). 
54 “But now it was clear to me that part of me would always belong to them, to that language with its underlying 
passion that at times made Stella’s voice clear and warm, at other times darkened it like a threatening see awaiting a 






friend Tuzzu, the gardener Mimmo, Carmine, Carlo, and even the dead Jacopo, not only educate 
Modesta about politics and history, but nourish Modesta’s imagination.  
In the analysis conducted in Chapter Two, I also considered Nina’s Roman dialect and 
the satirical plays staged by ‘Ntoni – which include the character of Sicilian folklore Giufà. 
Especlially Nina’s “parlare schietto” (AdG 424), 55 I claimed, expresses a linguistic vitality of 
oaths and curses that points toward a Bakhtinian celebration of life, thus subverting power. Thus, 
other dialects are “the language[s] of play and satire, of buffoonery and plebeian mockery,” as 
Haller puts it. In the Bakhtinian subversion of standard codes, they celebrate life “in a feast of 
tongues” (Haller The Other Italy 23). The Sicilian dialect is, instead, linked to the earth and its 
nourishing function, to the corporeal dimension privileged by Modesta and to pleasure. 
 
 
5. Ferrante’s Suppressed Dialect 
As L’arte della gioia traces the linguistic biography of Modesta, L’amica geniale gives account 
of the linguistic development of Elena and Lila. Given the attention to the acquisition of 
languages, L’amica geniale is not only a personal narrative (Lenù’s autobiography) that contains 
a biography of Lila, but it is also a fictional linguistic autobiography.56 Therefore, the linguistic 
analysis of the tetralogy must take into account different uses of the language, not only of the 
 
55 “to be plain-spoken” (The Art of Joy 555). 
56 The first linguistic autobiography in Italian (Autodiacronia linguistica, un caso personale, 1983) was written by 
the linguist Giovanni Nencioni. However, I believe that Tullio De Mauro’s Parole di giorni lontani (2006) as a non-
fictional example of this genre might be more relevant for Ferrante, particularly because De Mauro was from 
Naples. De Mauro intertwines family and historical events with language acquisition (especially lexical) in various 
stages of his childhood spent in Naples. Besides noting that compared to standard Italian “il napoletano aveva altra 
efficacia ed evidenza” (100), there is a lexical overlapping between the two works: “La città bassa di Napoli si 
fermava sotto e le case del Vomero erano ancora lontane, oltre piazza Medaglie D’Oro. Per arrivarci bisogna 
percorrere una strada già asfaltata ma in mezzo ai campi, detta allora lo Stradone” (75, my emphasis). “The lower 
city of Naples ended below and the houses of the Vomero were still far away, beyond piazza Medaglie D’Oro. To 
get there you have to take a road that is already paved but in the middle of the fields, at the timed called the 
Stradone” (My translation). The contrast between the Vomero and the lower Naples is represented in Ferrante’s last 






submerged dialect, as one might define it, but also of the metalinguistic and metaliterary 
discourse. 
Like other protagonists of Ferrante’s works, Elena tries to forget the language of the 
mother,57 “dialetto molesto” as in her first novel.58 In doing so, she changes both her language 
(from the dialect to almost exclusively standard Italian), and her accent, with the result that even 
her voice sounds different (SNC 376). Lila, instead, confines herself to the city of Naples and to 
its dialect, despite her extraordinary talent at learning new idioms and codes. Thus, on the one 
hand the novel is intensely metaliterary, staging its own creation and containing “a series of texts 
that result from negotiations between spontaneous brilliance and laborious revision” (Falkoff). 
On the other, L’amica geniale can also be considered the story of Lenù’s and Lila’s relationship 
with languages that range from dialect to standard Italian, but also Latin, Greek and English. 
At the beginning of L’amica geniale, Elena’s chronicle is influenced by her childhood’s 
language and by what she must have heard from the adults at the time. She uses the same 
emphatic expressions, also recalling the effect of those accounts on her child self:  
Il nostro mondo era pieno di parole che ammazzavano: il crup, il tetano, il tifo 
petecchiale, il gas, la guerra, il tornio, le macerie, il lavoro, il bombardamento, la bomba, 
la tubercolosi, la suppurazione. Faccio risalire le tante paure che mi hanno accompagnato 
per tutta la vita a quei vocaboli e a quegli anni. (AG 29)59  
The violent intensity represented by language (especially dialect) in the Neapolitan tetralogy can 
be considered yet another facet of the cultural violence that represents most of the affective 
 
57 Cf. this passage in L’amore molesto: “Era la lingua di mia madre, che avevo cercato inutilmente di dimenticare 
insieme a tante altre cose sue” (21). “It was the language of my mother, which I had vainly tried to forget, along 
with many other things about her” (Troubling Love 21). 
58 The allusion is to Giovanna Alfonzetti’s essay on L’amore molesto: “Il dialetto ‘molesto’ in Elena Ferrante.”  
59 “Our world was like that, full of words that killed: croup, tetanus, typhus, gas, war, lathe, rubble, work, 
bombardment, bomb, tuberculosis, infection. With these words and those years I bring back the many fears that 






landscape of the rione. For example, there is no closeness, even between friends: “La 
sboccatezza dell’ambiente da cui venivamo serviva ad aggredire o a difendersi, ma, proprio 
perché era la lingua della violenza, non facilitava, anzi ostacolava le confidenze intime” (SFR 
154-155).60 Intimacy is not allowed in a language that is made for violence. Lila, for example, 
Aveva la lingua affilata, inventava soprannomi umilianti e pur sfoggiando con la maestra 
vocaboli della lingua italiana che nessuno conosceva, con noi parlava solo un dialetto 
sferzante, pieno di male parole, che stroncava sul nascere ogni sentimento d’amore. (AG 
57)61 
Language itself contributes to the devaluation of certain emotions, because it can rouse or kill 
feelings. Expression of the affective realities of the rione, the dialect imposes itself on Lenù 
when she feels anger or “il nervoso” (the colloquial word for agitation or anxiety I discussed in 
Chapter Three). In Storia di chi fugge e di chi resta the resurfacing of the dialect is accompanied 
by a regression in Lenù’s feminist views at the party for the strozzina Manuela Solara, organized 
by her sister Elisa, who is in a relationship with Marcello Solara: 
Soltanto in ascensore mi resi conto che tutta me stessa era come scivolata all’indietro. 
Ciò che mi sarebbe sembrato accettabile a Milano o a Firenze – la libera disponibilità 
femminile del proprio corpo e dei propri desideri, una convivenza fuori dal matrimonio – 
lì al rione mi pareva inconcepibile. (SFR 293)62 
 
60 “The coarse language of the environment we came from was useful for attack or self-defense, but, precisely 
because it was the language of violence, it hindered, rather than encouraged, intimate confidences” (Those Who 
Leave and Those Who Stay 174). 
61 “She invented humiliating nicknames and although in front of the teacher she showed off Italian words that no one 
knew, with us she spoke a scathing dialect, full of swear words, which cut off at its origin any feeling of love” (My 
Brilliant Friend 61).  
62 “Only in the elevator did I realize that my entire self had in a sense slid backward. What would have seemed to 
me acceptable in Milan or Florence – a woman’s freedom to dispose of her own body and her own desires, living 
with someone outside of marriage – there in the neighborhood seemed inconceivable” (Those Who Leave and Those 






The resurfacing of the dialect as a reaction to strong emotions like fear and anger generally 
signals the regression toward emotions typical of Lenù’s childhood: 
Mi spaventai, all’epoca, ancor più che in Germania: era la mia terra, era la mia lingua, mi 
innervosii, volevo tacere, obbedire, e invece cominciai a strillare, passai al dialetto senza 
accorgermene, scaricai insulti sui poliziotti per come mi spintonavano senza educazione. 
(SBP 76)63 
Although these two examples lack any sign of dialect, in L’amica geniale the affective potential 
is explored through a variety of registers and styles (as defined by Labov), along with 
mechanisms of code switching and the exploration of the hierarchy between more or less 
prestigious idioms, such as Neapolitan dialect and standard Italian. However, dialect forms are 
rare and usually substituted by metaliterary comments. And yet there is at least one episode in 
which Elena the narrator doesn’t suppress the dialect expressions: 
Ero carica d’odio, avevo in testa solo frasi tipo: sì, vieni, vieni subito, stronza, non 
aspetto altro, di dove cazzo sei, di via Tasso, di via Filangieri, di via Crispi, della 
Santarella, e te la vuoi prendere con me, ’sta cessa, ’sta loffa, non sai con chi hai a che 
fare, mappina. Un’altra me voleva insorgere dal fondo, dove era stata sepolta sotto la 
crosta della mitezza, e mi si dibatteva in petto, mescolando italiano e voci dell’infanzia, 
ero tutta un clamore. (SFR 372)64 
 
63 “I was frightened, at the time, even more than in Germany: it was my land, it was my language, I became anxious, 
I wanted to be silent, to obey, and instead I began to shout, I slipped into dialect without realizing it, I unloaded 
insults at the police for pushing me rudely. Fear and rage were mixed up, and often I couldn’t control either one” 
(The Story of the Lost Child 86). 
64 “I was filled with hatred, my head was spinning with phrases like: Yes, come, come right now, bitch, it’s just what 
I’d expect, where the fuck are you from, Via Tasso, Via Filangieri, Via Crispi, the Santarella, and you’re angry with 
me, you piece of garbage, you stinking nonentity, you don’t know who you’re dealing with, you are nothing. 
Another me wanted to rise up from the depths, where she had been buried under a crust of meekness; she struggled 







Elena reports here her imaginary dialogue in the language in which she thinks it would happen, 
that is, mimetically a mixture of Italian and dialect. But more than a realistic depiction of a 
linguistic exchange, the passage is expressive of Lenù’s anger. As a proof of this affective 
meaning, it presents not simple borrowings or insertion from the dialect but a deeper contact 
between the two codes. Not only dialect words, but also the syntax typical of the spoken and 
popular varieties reemerges: “Se Eleonora s’azzardava a presentarsi alla mia porta le sputavo in 
faccia, la buttavo giù per le scale, la trascinavo per i capelli fino alla strada, le spaccavo quella 
testa piena di merda sul marciapiede” (SFR 372).65 In this sentence, the imperfetto tense 
substitutes the conditionals “le avrei sputato,” “l’avrei buttata,” le avrei spaccato.”66 Thus, 
intensity resides not only in the violence of the action (which is imagined), but also and 
especially in the language, on which the text itself constantly comments.  
  More connected to visceral feelings, the dialect is more sincere, direct and intense than 
Italian, which Lenù and Lila learn in school as a second language. At the time of their 
schoolyears, Italian was indeed only used by a small percentage of the population, mostly in 
public and formal occasions, or in writing. Everyday life and “la vita delle emozioni e affetti” 
were entwined in the varieties of dialects spoken in the country (De Mauro, Storia linguistica 
140). Over the years, however, the situation changed and standard Italian replaces the different 
dialects in various sectors. Elena registers this ongoing shift in the linguistic usage when she 
recounts her dialogues with Lila: 
La sollecitavo, spesso la provocavo, e lei reagiva ma senza arrivare al punto di 
perdere il controllo e liberarsi.  
 
65 “If Eleonora dared to show up at my door I would spit in her face, throw her down the stairs, drag her out to the 
street by the hair, shatter that head full of shit on the sidewalk” (Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay 407). 






Mi venne in mente che fosse ormai una questione linguistica. Lei ricorreva 
all’italiano come a una barriera, io cercavo di spingerla verso il dialetto, la nostra lingua 
della franchezza. Ma mentre il suo italiano era tradotto dal dialetto, il mio dialetto era 
sempre più tradotto dall’italiano, e parlavamo entrambe una lingua finta. (SBP 344)67 
In a failed attempt at speech accommodation,68 Lenù discovers that she has definitely abandoned 
the dialect, her mother tongue, even in informal situations. In the linguistic history of Italy, Lenù 
corresponds more fully to the group of speakers that progressively use the standard idiom 
“nell’oralità anche più trita” (De Mauro, Storia linguistica 141). This passage occurs after Tina 
disappears and Lila is emotionally idle, with her daughter remaining “encysted” in her (SBP 342; 
The Story of the Lost Child 361). In order for her story to start flowing again, as we have seen, 
Lila would need to explode and talk. Her affective life and emotions, however, could only be 
expressed in the dialect. Dialect wouldn’t be the language of anger in this case but that of 
intimacy. As Jillian Cavanaugh puts it, “the use of dialect indexically presupposes intimacy 
among the speakers, but its deployment may also serve to enact it” (59). The refusal to express 
her grief is Lila’s way to put a distance between her and Lenù. It also enforces a form of an 
emotional control by controlling the language. If in other cases, control is a positive trend in 
Ferrante, here the restrains of the Italian suffocate the expression of Lila’s pain and her silence is 
worse than any violent outburst in dialect. The suppression of the dialect also suppresses 
emotions. 
 
67 “I pressed her, often I provoked her, and she reacted but never to the point of losing control and letting go. It 
occurred to me that it was now a linguistic question. She resorted to Italian as if to a barrier; I tried to push her 
toward dialect, our language of candor. But while her Italian was translated from dialect, my dialect was 
increasingly translated from Italian, and we both spoke a false language” (The Story of the Lost Child 362). 
68 “Speakers will over time increasingly accommodate to the communicative patterns they believe characteristic of 
their interactants, the more they wish affiliate (i.e., decrease social distance) with their interactants on either an 






Ferrante’s thematic insistence on language as affect has attracted the attention of a 
number of linguists and critics.69 For our purposes it is sufficient to notice how Ferrante distorts, 
or at least complicates, the conventions that see in the dialect the vehicle of affectivity and 
authenticity. In her entire production, the dialect is the language to which one is confined, and 
which forces a very young subject bereft of analytical tools to accept her own family and social 
reality. The dialect is formed by decomposed sounds irreducible to any grammar, and therefore 
represents chaos for Elena (and for Olga in I giorni dell’abbandono, as well as for Delia in 
L’amore molesto). It is the language that one does not choose and does not study, the language 
that is capable of bringing back childhood traumas and unleashing dangerous regressions. These 
are “parole per far soffrire” (SBP 425).70 Therefore, Ferrante’s women learn to actively surveil 
their language and their emotions, “parole per perdersi e per trovarsi” (L’amore molesto 163).71 
Vigilance, however, is not suppression of emotions: Lila’s silence seems to suggest that an 
explosion of compressed feelings is still better than repression.  
 
6. Syntax and Lexicon as Intensifiers 
Besides dialect, Morante, Sapienza and Ferrante modify the standard Italian in different ways 
and to different effects. In this section, I will briefly talk about how the syntax sometimes 
deviates from the norm in the three novels, often to reproduce the characteristics of spoken 
language. Second, I will linger a little longer on the lexicon of the authors, especially on how 
they modify nouns and names, associate words in an original way or even create neologisms for 
 
69 See at least Alfonzetti, Benedetti, “Il linguaggio dell’amicizia e della città,” Cavanough and Villarini. 
70 “words to cause suffering” (The Story of the lost Child 447). 






their expressive meanings. Lexicon, indeed, seems to be the sector of language that is more 
emotionally charged.  
I have already suggested that the narrative portions often mimic the spoken language, 
even in the case of Morante’s erudite narrator, who at times diminishes her distance from the 
characters by using dialect or popular forms. In order to do so, she goes as far as mixing free 
indirect speech in the narrative and directly talking to her characters. In L’arte della gioia, 
spoken structures are in keeping with the “performative” tone of the work, in which Modesta is 
still living her own actions (AdG 99). Hence the use of deictics like ecco or eccovi, which 
include the readers in the plane of the narration. Even more often, Ferrante’s sentences have the 
syntactical structure of spoken language. Dislocation, regionalisms, paratactic style and run-on 
sentences contribute to this effect. The run-on sentences, for instance, give the impression of 
speed, which is more typical of spoken language. This is in contrast, for example, with the pace 
of Morante’s “voce calmissima” (Garboli 163), which gives maximum attention to even the 
minutest detail, organizing them in hypotactic structures. “Ferrante deploys the run-on to create a 
momentum that is headlong and occasionally breathless but still intimate – here you are, inside 
the operation of Elena’s head,” Christopher Warley writes, specifying that this is the effect “a 
stylistic technique.” This strategy reproduces the urge of an account directed by affection and 
desire of revenge. As this fast-paced rhythm denies grammatical and logical cohesion, Warley 
argues, the novel denies a moral until the very last sentences, when Elena Ferrante/Greco writes: 
A differenza che nei racconti, la vita vera, quando è passata, si sporge non sulla chiarezza 
ma sull’oscurità. Ho pensato: ora che Lila si è fatta vedere così nitidamente, devo 
rassegnarmi a non vederla più. (SBP 451)72 
 
72 “Unlike stories, real life, when it has passed, inclines toward obscurity, not clarity. I thought: now that Lila has let 






The pace of this sentence, with the pauses that the punctuation imposes, is more similar to 
Morante’s calm pace, which forces the reader to pay attention to every single element in her 
prose – even more so when these elements represent emotionally charged words.  
In my close readings of moments of intensity in the three novels, I have often emphasized 
how Morante, Sapienza and Ferrante use lexical intensifiers, particular word choices or word 
formations to echo or amplify a specific affective value (for example, squartare in the scene of 
Modesta’s rape). I would like to add here a reflection on lexical choices and modifications that 
the three novels share, starting with the apocope of names, which is also a disintegration of 
proper names both indexing their geographical location and representing a split in their 
subjectivities.  
 
6.1 Names  
A fragmentation of reality and the destruction of the bodies during the war is reflected in a 
fragmented name in La Storia. Ida’s name was supposed to be Aida, Nino’s official name is 
Antonio but he is “detto Antonino e Antonuzzo e ridetto Nino, Ninuzzo e Ninarieddu” (LS 
436),73 along with Ino (only for Useppe) and “Asso di Cuori” in the context of the partisan fight. 
Ida is often called Iduzza (for instance, LS 36), with a suffix that comes from the regional Italian 
and serves to create a term of endearment. The boy Giuseppe becomes Useppe in his own 
childlike language. His new name is soon accepted by Nino, Ida and even the narrator: “E anche 
io qua d’ora in poi lo chiamerò Useppe, giacché questo è il nome che sempre gli ho conosciuto” 
(LS 131, my emphasis).74 In the expression “il nome che sempre gli ho conosciuto,” Morante’s 
 
73 “alias Antonino and Antonuzzo and also alias Nino, Ninnuzzu, and Ninnarieddu” (History 490). 
74 “And I too, from now on, will call him Useppe, because this is the name by which I always knew him” (History 






narrator uses a sub-standard or popular structure with the conjunction che to introduce a 
subordinate sentence (as opposed to the standard “questo è il nome con cui l’ho sempre 
conosciuto”).75 Alternatively the expression presents a non-standard use of the verb conoscere 
followed by an indirect pronoun (the standard version would be in this case “questo è il nome 
che gli ho sempre riconosciuto”). In either case, the sentence strongly expresses the closeness 
between the narrator and the child. Moreover, the narrator uses not only the name Useppe that 
creates for himself but also the names he coins for other characters, including Tole, Ulì, Dinda, 
Eppetondo. Useppe has the Adamic power to give things and people new names, providing 
reality with a novel aspect, “poetically transfigured” (Digregorio 27). 
Names are openly discussed in L’arte della gioia and L’amica geniale as well. Sapienza’s 
names can be considered intensifiers by contrast, at least in two cases: Modesta has no modesty, 
Gaia feels no joy. Princess Gaia dislikes both Modesta’s name and her own: 
Vieni ragazzina... come ti chiami? Come? Modesta? Dio che nome brutto! Non 
t’offendere, ragazza. È che a me i nomi... insomma, non ce n’è uno che mi vada a genio. 
O meglio, non un nome che somigli a chi lo porti. Stridono sempre. Ti pare che io mi 
debba chiamare Gaia? E che ho di gaio io! Mah! Modesta poi, che bruttezza! (AdG 57)76 
Modesta is in fact determined and bold and Princess Gaia is never happy (gaia in Italian means 
“joyful”). She has the obsession of creating nicknames based on physical conditions (Cavallina 
for Beatrice), or other qualities (the maiden is Argentovivo because she is quick) or to show her 
attitude toward the person (Ippolito is “the thing” for her who never wanted to even see him 
 
75 This use of che polivalente is typical of the popular varieties (see Berruto, “Varietà” 62) and of the uso medio 
(Sabatini 164). 
76 “Come here, child… What is your name? What’s that? Modesta? Dear God, what a hideous name! Don’t be 
offended, my girl. It’s just that to me, names… well, there isn’t onethat seems fitting to me. Or rather, there’s not a 
name that resembles the person who bearsi t. the two always clash. Does it seem to you that i shoulfd be called 






because he has Down syndrome). Gaia also changes Modesta’s name into Mody. In an essay 
dedicated to names in L’arte della gioia, Marina Castiglione suggested that instead of thinking at 
the English pronunciation, we should consider the French maudit and a homophone of Mody, 
maybe indicating that Gaia recognizes Modesta a place outside of the social norms (12).  
Both in Sapienza and Ferrante, many names are dialect versions or hypocorisms: Tuzzu 
(Pietro/Petruzzo), Mimmo (Domenico), Carluzzu (Carlo) reveal Sapienza’s strong connection to 
Sicily even years after moving to Rome. Other names belong to the literary tradition (Beatrice, 
’Ntoni)77 or are inspired by real people (Modesta, Eriprando, Joyce).78 The names in L’arte della 
gioia often testify to Goliarda Sapienza’s relationship with her own unique name and her link to 
Sicily (Modesta: “Non so come mi cresce ’sto figlio con ’sto nome,” AdG 225).79 Even more 
than in Sapienza, Ferrante’s characters experience multiples forms of their names (Elena/Lenù, 
Raffaella/Lina/Lila, Gennaro/Rino), one of which include the Neapolitan variant. The dialect 
form indicates both the diatopic coordinates and the level of familiarity between the characters.80 
Lila, as we have already seen, is used only by Lenù, who thus establishes a deeper sense of 
connection with her.  
 
 
77 I discussed the reference to Dante in my chapter on L’arte della gioia. The name ’Ntoni is instead a reference to 
the Sicilian verista Giovanni Verga, 
78 Cf. Castiglione, “I nome e i nomi di Goliarda Sapienza”: “analizzando i nomi dei personaggi maggiori presenti nel 
romanzo, possiamo distinguere tra a) nomi scelti tra quelli di amici, parenti, conoscenti; b) nomi che appartengono 
alla letteratura o alla storia; c) nomi/soprannomi di invenzione (talora a coloritura regionale). In tutte le categorie, 
talora, i nomi sono attribuiti per affinità o divergenza” (9). 
79 “Who knows how this son of mine will grow up, with that name” (The Art of Joy 301). 
80 The apocope of the name is typical of Southern dialects of regional varieties of Italian, especially when names are 






6. 2 Modified Words 
Ferrante skillfully creates powerful new words to describe the inner states of her characters.81 
Her modified nouns are neologisms (as in the case of frantumaglia), or existing words used in 
uncommon forms (such as the plurals rabbie and vergogne), as I have argued in the third chapter. 
The term smarginatura, instead, is not a neologism but a resemantization: a term of the printing 
industry, meaning “to bleed,” that is, to run off the edges of a page, either by design or through 
mutilation caused by too close trimming,82 acquires the meaning of an affective state in which 
the contours between subjects and objects are blurred or become porous. However, given the 
original sense of the word, this particular example testifies to the profoundly metafictional 
dimension of Ferrante’s work.  
In Morante’s novel, we find neologisms in the proper names and other words invented by 
Useppe, but also in some terms of endearment. Useppe, in turn, is further modified, in Useppetto 
(LS 287) and originates a common noun invented by Nino when he envisions the boy’s 
hypothetical children – the useppolini (LS 405). Such intense use of hypocorisms – considered 
excessive by many critics, at least in the past83 – plays a significant role in the linguistic games 
between the two brothers. With different effects hypocorisms punctuate those scenes that allude 
to the fate awaiting vulnerable beings, in particular Ida and Useppe, animals and Jews.84 While 
 
81 I believe there is a similar attempt to resemanticize the noun compunzione in her last novel, La vita bugiarda degli 
adulti.  
82 Smarginare means 1) “rifilare i margini di libri e stampati”; 2) “rimuovere le marginature alle forme dopo la 
stampa”: 3) “di illustrazione inserita in un testo stampato, uscire dai margini” (GRADIT vol. 6, 126). The Grande 
Dizionario della Lingua Italiana published by UTET and made available online by the Accademia della Crusca 
defines the adjective smarginato as “Eccessivamente rifilato nei margini (un libro), onde il testo, nelle singole 
pagine, non presenta adeguati margini verso l’estemo. In particolare: stampato all’estremità della pagina, senza che 
rimangano margini (un’illustrazione)” (vol. 19, 149). 
83 Cesare Garboli, for example, admits to having found the diminutive, the Roman dialect and what he calls 
“morantinismi” annoying at first, but not when he re-read the book after twenty years (155). 
84 A case in point is the calf Useppe meets at the train station. The scene that I have analyzed in Chapter One 
abounds with hypocorisms (cornetti, medagliuccia) presumably because seen through the eyes of Useppe. In 






pet names can be also augmentative, Morante mostly uses diminutive forms, that is, nouns 
modified with suffixes such as -uzzo, -ino, -etto, etc (cf. Serianni). This is a clear illustration of 
the narrator’s affective posture toward her characters (both human and non-human), who appear 
therefore small and defenseless. Indeed, a term that bears a strong affective connotation in 
Morante is pischelluccio, a variant of the Roman word pischello: 
Tutte le vite, invero, hanno la medesima fine: e due giorni, nella piccola passione di un 
pischelluccio come Useppe non valgono meno di anni. Che mi si lasci, dunque, restare 
ancora un poco in compagnia del mio pischelluccio, prima di tornarmene sola al secolo degli 
altri. (LS 625, my emphasis)85 
In this passage, the narrator makes her affection for Useppe explicit by using the possessive 
adjective mio (“mio pischelluccio”), which emphasizes the term of endearment pischelluccio 
(repeated twice in a short space). His “brief passion” appears even more tragic, because of the 
familiar space shared by the narrator and the character. Ida, on the other hand, is often called 
“donnetta,” or even “nostra donnetta” (LS 503):86  
Ora nella mente stolida e malcresciuta di quella donnetta mentre correva a precipizio per 
il suo piccolo alloggio, ruotarono anche le scene della storia umana (la Storia) che essa 
percepì come le spire multiple di un assassinio interminabile. E oggi l’ultimo assassinato 
era il suo bastarduccio Useppe. Tutta la Storia e le nazioni della terra s’erano concordate 
a questo fine: la strage del bambinello Useppe Ramundo. (LS 647)87  
 
85 “All lives, really, have the same end: and two days, in the brief passion of a kid like Useppe, are not worth less 
than years. Allow me, then, to stay a bit longer in the company of my little kid, before coming back alone to the 
secular life of the others.” (History 700). 
86 “our Iduzza” (History 565). The word donnetta, untranslated in the English version, occurs seven times in the 
book and refers to Ida five times. 
87 “Now in the dull and immature mind of that little woman, as she ran wildly around her small home, the scenes of 
the human story (History) also revolved, which she perceived as the multiple coils of an interminable murder. And 
today the last to be murdered was her little bastard Useppe. All History and the nations of the earth had agreed on 






The adjective piccolo and hypocorisms like donnetta, bastarduccio and bambinello intensify the 
absurdity of the fierceness of the powerful (History and the nations) against the inerme Useppe. 
At this point, the narrator, who before had positioned herself close to Useppe, enters Ida’s mind. 
As Gabriella Contini notices, the sentence “Tutta la Storia e le nazioni della terra s’erano 
concordate a questo fine: la strage del bambinello Useppe Ramundo” is grammatically correct 
but semantically unacceptable (209). Useppe’s death is unacceptable: “non c’è riconciliazione, 




This brief discussion of language and and intensity in La Storia, L’arte della gioia and L’amica 
geniale suggests that linguistic choices as dialect forms, neologisms and hypocorisms are meant 
to amplify the affective quality of the writing of Morante, Sapienza and Ferrante. More work 
needs to be done and these novels deserve to be studied with all scientific tools available; 
statistical and stylistic tools might be useful to locate linguistic elements that can explain the 
effect of intensity and even compare the techniques of these writers, both at the macro level of 
plurilingualism and at the micro level of single lexemes. Both Morante and Ferrante, for 
example, use the intensified form scancellare (LS 477, 615; SNC 120, 122), instead of the 
standard cancellare. 88 Ferrante reflects on this term metalinguistically, whereas for Morante it 
seems to be one of the possible variants. And yet, since nothing appears to be less than calculated 
in Morante, I believe that the intensified form has to do with the disappearance of all the 
 
88 In Italian the suffix s- renders negative a verb or an adjective, but only in the case that their meaning is not already 







protagonists in the course of the book. If we consider the fact that both Ida and Lila disappear, or 
better, exclude themselves from History (both after losing a child), we could maybe better 
understand the choice of this intensifier. 
Conclusions 
 
The moments of intensity in La Storia, L’arte della gioia and L’amica geniale often correspond 
to episodes of extreme violence, the victims of which are marginalized subjects, especially 
women (as in the scenes of domestic and sexual violence), but also children and, in the case of 
Morante, Jewish people. Rape is never a private violence, but part of women’s historical 
oppression. In La Storia, Ida’s rape is perpetrated by a soldier, an ally soon to become an enemy, 
who in turn is a victim of the violence of war. Even Modesta’s rape at the hand of her alleged 
father is not a private matter, but emerges as part of the idea, perpetrated by a patriarchal and 
misogynistic culture, that once girls menstruate, they become a commodity available to men. 
History itself emerges as disgrace (“scandal” is how Morante dubs it) and both as a continuum 
and a cyclical return of oppression and destruction.  
All three novels follow an overall linear narrative structure. This is emphasized by the 
arrangement of the chapters by date in La Storia and by ages in L’amica geniale. In L’arte della 
gioia the content is also distributed by age, although the sections are numbered from One to 
Four. On the other hand, all three novels incapsulate temporal disruptions and overlapping of 
narrative levels, which generate a different kind of temporality. Maurizia Boscagli has rightly 
suggested that Morante anticipates Hayden White in proposing History as a form of knowledge 
“produced and governed by power” (164). She has also compared Morante to Walter Benjamin, 
a philosopher who, I believe, is more relevant to Morante (and Ferrante) than it has been so far 
acknowledged. Both Benjamin and Morante challenge the teleological vision of History as linear 
development and progress typical of Marxism and Hegelism. According to Benjamin, the past is 
not a continuous flow toward progress but appears in flashes, particularly in dark times. Precisely 






earthquakes), I have suggested that Ferrante’s vision also echoes Benjamin’s writing on History, 
along with his description of the city as labyrinth.1 Benjamin denounces the historiography 
which is the account produced by victors and never the oppressed. First ignorant of what history 
represents for people’s lives, the characters of Sapienza, Morante and Ferrante are only familiar 
with the official account of historiography. For example, they know about the rigid class division 
in ancient Rome, as both Ida and Lenù discuss the condition of the plebs. Modesta, instead, is 
forced to learn hagiography. All three novels, however, defy the notion of a “stable” history, 
written once and for all by the victors, thereby subverting the hierarchy between historical events 
and vulnerable lives. This subversion gives space to marginalized characters, especially women 
and children. In La Storia, the chronicles before each chapter are printed in a smaller font than 
the narrative parts. Although I believe that this choice doesn’t imply the exclusion of History 
from the narrative segments, it seems safe to infer that for Morante “official historiography” 
should be given less attention than the story of the individuals, no matter how small they appear 
from the perspective of historiography. While Morante can envision some hope only in those 
small and vulnerable lives, Sapienza can in educated and free women, and Ferrante in vigilant 
women.  
I believe that it is necessary to retrospectively emphasize the centrality of childhood in 
the three novels: not only is the protagonists’ childhood important for the emotional panorama of 
the stories, but (psychoanalytically) their relations with their mothers and fathers are also brought 
to the fore, as we have with Nora, Modesta’s unnamed mother and Immacolata. These are also 
novels that produce mirror pictures: the daughters become in turn mothers. The original ways the 
novels problematize the implication of motherhood have inspired a vast scholarship, for which I 
 
11 Stiliana Milkova analyzes Ferrante’s references to Benjamin’s notion of the city as labyrinth in her essay “Il 






have only partially accounted. However, my focus on the process of becoming undertaken by 
Ida, Modesta and Lenù cannot fail to consider the discrepancy between the family apparatus in 
which they are included and their “mothering,” that is, their lived experience of motherhood with 
its contrasting feelings (Rye 32). The three novels could not be more different in this respect. 
While Morante “radicalizes [the] maternal ideal” (Re 363), in Ferrante and Sapienza the 
experience of maternity can be (and often is) functional to the dictates of patriarchal society. In 
Ferrante, pregnancies are the epitome of the female body’s shapelessness and loss of contours. 
Modesta, instead, experiences her pregnancy as a surge of power.  
Despite the initial rape, Modesta is perhaps the character who gains the highest level of 
control over her own body, even to the extent of controlling her reproductive functions. Barely 
anything is more political – indeed biopolitical – today, when men-led governments are limiting 
women’s control over their own biological lives. Only Modesta, among the protagonists of the 
novels analyzed in this dissertation, acquires the freedom to consider and perform abortion, 
while respecting other women’s decision to carry out their pregnancies as if they were surrogate 
mothers, so to speak, for her own children. Mothering, for Modesta, can be uncoupled from 
conceiving and being pregnant. Motherhood is performative like gender, Susanna Scarparo and 
Aureliana Di Rollo have rightly suggested. However, I have also suggested that childrearing for 
Modesta is a matter of care, not so much understood as action or labor, but as an emotion 
stemming from the recognition of the vulnerable other. Care and independence lead her several 
adopted children to lay the foundations for an ethical community based on respect. By contrast, 
forms of bad care rife in L’amica geniale, in which socioeconomical conditions dictate the type 
of care reserved to children for the most part. Of the three novels, L’amica geniale seems the 






replicate in some way the lives of their parents. Even if Lenù occasionally feels like she has 
never left the rione, the acceptance of some traits of her mother’s bodily features in her own 
body marks a fundamental turning point in her process of becoming.  
In my analyses of history in the novels, Modesta and Ida represent two opposites: active 
involvement and exclusion. Lenù and Lila are less clear cut and more ambiguous characters, who 
sometimes mirror each other, and sometimes oppose each other. Lila’s sense of history is not so 
much intellectual knowledge, but, rather, an instinctual understanding of the relations between 
epochs (like Benjamin’s flashes). And yet, she excludes herself from society, voluntarily wasting 
her intelligence. Unlike Lenù, Lila is not a survivor, unless we consider her living on in Lenù’s 
books as a form of life. Lenù/Elena is the survivor because she has remained mostly vigilant over 
her own life. Elena’s ambivalent position in both the public sphere and her family makes us 
wonder whether she gained any agency with her education and social mobility.2 The fact that she 
tells it, explicitly in a written form that aims at becoming public, is certainly a proof of her free 
will and capability to finally act independently of social constraints and even of Lila. Elena is a 
survivor (of poverty, of the rione), mainly because she learns to control her emotions very early 
in her life. While Lila lives excess and spontaneity, Elena controls her reactions and calibrates 
her language, resorting to violence almost in a programmatic way. Writing is the specific tool 
through which Elena can give shape and order to the chaos of feelings around and inside her. 
Writing is her form of agency. 
In this study, I have treated intensity as emotional upheaval for characters facing violence 
or living through their personal trajectory of becoming, understood both in the sense of female 
Bildung and affective potentiality. I have looked for explicit descriptions of emotional states, 
 
2 See, for example, AG 209 for Lila’s criticism against school and SFR 256 for Elena’s attack on a school system 






although some silences or visual interruptions in the texts have also signaled a change in feeling 
state. I have looked in particular for emotion words such as fear, anger, shame, joy, envy with the 
awareness that they can mean different things in each individual novel.  
I have drawn from different theories and disciplines to analyze those emotions and what 
they do for the characters. Theories of emotion and affect have multiplied in the last decades, but 
they revolve around the same fundamental questions: Are emotions located in the body or in the 
mind? Are emotions different from affect? Do emotions change or are they universal? Can 
negative emotions be productive? Are they personal or political? Do emotions produce 
knowledge? It is impossible to consider all of the different approaches that have been used to 
answer these questions. Thus, I have chosen Martha Nussbaum as representative of the cognitive 
view, Brian Massumi for a certainly too drastic but sometimes useful distinction between 
prelinguistic affect and owned emotions, Sara Ahmed for a notion of emotions as discursively 
constructed, sticky and located on the surface of bodies. Ahmed has demonstrated that “emotions 
‘matter’ for politics; emotions show us how power shapes the very surface of bodies as well as 
worlds” (12). Barbara Rosenwein and Jan Plamper have been my reference scholars for historical 
research into emotion. Finally, I have considered studies on individual emotions that have given 
me new insights into the implications of shame, anger, and disgust, among others.   
 La Storia, L’arte della gioia and L’amica geniale foreground emotion and affect, in 
particular the female protagonists’ fear and shame, due to a long history of female oppression. 
Yet, the way the characters conceptualize their emotions determines the way they react (or don’t) 
to intensity. Because fear is part of her intimate self, inherited from her mother and nested in her 
chest, Ida does not actively overcome it; she does not cognitively acknowledge it. Her 






resemble those of animals, not in a pejorative sense, but in the sense of being archaic and 
embodied and somehow “sacred.” It is not surprising that in 1993 Giorgio Agamben considered 
it worth writing about animals in Morante. In 2002, about twenty years later, he published a book 
entitled L’aperto: L’uomo e l’animale (The Open: Man and Animal, 2003), in which he claims 
that the boundaries between man and animal (certain species of orangutan) for a long time were 
not very clear. Linnaeus, in his classification, defined man not according to anatomically 
distinctive traits but as the animal with “the ability to recognize himself” (26). Along with 
Benjamin’s, I suggested Agamben’s theories as useful lenses through which to examine La 
Storia. However, I am confident that, in the case of Morante, it is the philosopher who has been 
influenced by the novelist and not the other way around. 
 Knowing without knowledge, stealing the knowledge, learning and unlearning have 
punctuated this dissertation because the writers I have analyzed propose an understanding of the 
world alternative to the canonical, masculine, intellectual tradition that opposes mind and body, 
intellect and emotion. Privileging the practice of sapere senza conoscere of the illiterate and 
dedicating her novel to children and the ignorant, Morante questions the supremacy of the 
intellectuals of her time and their ideological assumptions. Modesta and Lenù also come to the 
realization that they need to think as women instead of imitating men’s thinking, first stealing 
from men (Modesta) and then turning everything upside down (Lenù). Another character who 
knows without knowledge is Lila, for whom Ferrante invents a new affective term, 
smarginatura. Can we apply this notion to what Ida experiences during her rape, or when she 
becomes smemorata at the Tiburtina station looking at the freight trains full of deportees? Or to 
Modesta, split between the first and the third person? Moreover, is Ida one of those shapeless 






that Prando would like to inflict upon her? In this dissertation I have argued for a stricter 
relationship between La Storia, L’arte della gioia and L’amica geniale than what has been 
generally acknowledged. Furthermore, I have embraced the hypothesis that L’arte della gioia 
represents Sapienza’s response to Morante’s masterpiece. Modesta, contrary to what her name 
suggests, consciously decides to eradicate shame from her life and seek physical pleasure and 
power. She deconstructs her emotions and after a moment of intensity she typically finds her 
own way to channel that intensity into action. Her language is rich of words connoting a more or 
less sudden realization (“ecco la strada giusta,” “bisognava,” “era chiaro”). Claiming ownership 
over her emotions and her body is the condition for Modesta to be active in the world. 
Modesta, unlike Ida, is also capable of extreme, yet calculated violence. Her violence 
doesn’t derive from anger – rabbia etymologically contains an element of insanity, as I have 
argued in my chapter on Ferrante – but from hatred. The latter is a more global emotion, 
according to Martha Nussbaum, which has her object in a person rather that in the action of the 
person. In this way, hatred becomes a cognitive and cathartic emotion for Modesta, from which 
she derives joy and through which she overcomes fear.  
Like all other female characters, Modesta suffers from some sort of internal 
fragmentation. However, while Ida and Lila come undone, Modesta and Lenù retain a sense of 
self – although divided – against the threat of dissolution. Sorveglianza is a term that Ferrante 
uses for her female protagonists, trying to strip the connotation attached to it by its police use:  
La parola sorveglianza […] ha dentro il contrario del corpo ottuso dal sonno, è metafora 
ostile all’opacità, alla morte. Esibisce invece la veglia, l’essere vigile, ma senza appellarsi 
allo sguardo, bensì al gusto di sentirsi in vita. I maschi hanno trasformato il sorvegliare in 






piuttosto una disposizione affettiva di tutto il corpo, un suo distendersi e germogliare 
sopra e intorno. (F 98)3  
The vigilant Lenù is more similar to Modesta than Ida, because her story can be considered a 
story of emancipation, with a tension toward inclusion in the stream of History. Her trajectory, 
although full of ambivalence and contradictions, goes from misery and ignorance to the position 
of an intellectual and public figure. Yet, the referent of the epithet that constitutes the title of the 
novel remains uncertain: although Lila calls her “my brilliant friend,” Lenù constantly feels 
“second” to Lila’s intelligence, beauty and even malice. Yet, Lila is not vigilant over her own 
body and emotions. Like Ida, she has indeed no awareness of her body and finally she loses her 
voice as well.
 
3 “It contains the opposite of the body dulled by sleep, a metaphor counter to opacity, to death. Instead, it displays 
watchfulness, vigilance, invoking not the gaze but, rather, an eagerness for feeling alive. Men have transformed 
surveillance into a sentinel’s activity, a jailer’s, a spy’s. Surveillance is, if well understood, more an emotional 
tendency of the whole body, an expansion and an inflorescence on and around it.” (Frantumaglia 103). 
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